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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The thesis would essentially address itself to a study of fiscal policy of 

developing countries with special reference to India, with a view to its reform, 

so as to subserve as a more effective instrument for stimulating growth and 

achieving other objectives. The Indian tax structure would be evaluated, while 

the Union Budgets for the years 1990-91 to 1995-96 would be analyzed. The 

study would also broadly analyze fiscal policies of five of the ASEAN Countries 

like Singapore, Thailand, Malaysia, Indonesia and Hong Kong, besides Japan, 

South Korea and Taiwan, and draw conclusions for application to India and 

other developing economies. Besides, the study would examine the Indian 

Government's liberalization and other policies, and measures to resolve various 

economic problems and ensure that the economy resumes its normal path of 

economic growth during the nineties. 

1.1. Objective and Scope of Study 

The study proposes to examine and analyze the fiscal and economic policies 

on.a macroeconomic basis of the aforesaid countries, which have enabled them 

to make enormous progress, increase their exports, savings, investment, incomes 

productivity and GNP, reduce levels of poverty and enhance per capita incomes 

and employment. The study would analyze their experience and the conclusions 

that could be usefully drawn for application to India and other developing 

economies. 

The study would also deal with an analysis of the macro-economic aspects 

of the framework of fiscal policies and an examination of the existing tax structure 

in India, with a view to assessing the strengths and weaknesses of the policy 
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framework and the tax structure as instruments for promotion of economic 

development of the country and improving standards of living of the people. 

The foci of study are recent liberalization measures and rationalization of economic 

policies in general, and fiscal policies in particular, and an examination as to 

whether further liberalization would contribute towards better performance in 

the nineties. If so, in what directions the policy framework and tax structure 

need to be amended; and what should be the characteristics of tax structure most 

suited to the needs of India in particular, and developing economies in general. 

Besides, the Indian tax structure, both personal and corporate, would be evaluated, 

while canons of taxation for developing economies would be discussed. Two 

new canons of taxation based on empirical evidence would be further analyzed 

and their usefulness assessed. 

It is proposed to examine how far the new theory incorporating Corporate 

Nucleus Capital (C N C) Super-Multiplier, advanced by the present research 

scholar, would constitute an instrument of fiscal policy, and how far the multiplier 

and accelerator principles would increase its usefulness in promoting investment 

in the desired direction. 

The study also proposes to analyze Union Budgets and Finances of the 

Government of India during the period 1990-91 to 1995-96, evolve criteria for 

judging the effectiveness of the Budgets, and assess how far they have been 

effective in promoting the country's economic development, achieving macro

economic stability, ensuring proper allocation and utilization of scarce economic 

resources, and promoting equity and social justice. The study would also examine 

expenditure in the Union Budget under various heads of account, including 

inter alia, Subsidies, Interest and other Social and Economic expenditure; ways 

and means to reduce Fiscal Deficit by reducing Expenditure and increasing 

Revenues, correcting distortions in that the Capital Budget finances the Revenue 

Budget, while it should be the other way round; and External and Internal 

Indebtedness of the Government of India, its genesis, causes and remedies. 
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It is also proposed to study and analyze as to what changes are necessary 

in the framework of fiscal, budgeting and taxation policies of the country to 

resolve the various economic problems facing the country; and to ensure that the 

economy is set on an even keel and resumes its normal path of economic growth, 

as achieved during the decade of the eighties. 

1.2. A Brief Survey of Literature 

While Adam Smith, Ricardo and Mill dealt with the revenue, expenditure 

and debt aspects of public finance as a part of their treatises on economics, 

public finance as a separate specialized field of study gained recognition with 

the publication of Bastable's Public Finance in 1892. This was followed by Hugh 

Dalton's treatise1 with a similar title in 1922. He gave a distinct definition: 'Public 

Finance ... is concerned with the income and expenditure of public authorities 

and with the adjustment of one to the other'. 

The first edition of Pigou's Public Finance {1928) delineated the then prevailing 

concepts and trends in thought in regard to the subject: principles of taxation, 

merits and demerits of particular direct and indirect taxes, and war finance and 

its problems. However, Pigou's third edition (1947) of Public Finance recorded a 

remarkable change in the approach, contents and treatment of the subject; it 

provided a detailed analysis of the various fiscal measures by which the 

government could influence overall activity, aggregate income and employment. 

This reflected the revolutionary change that had taken place in the concept of 

public finance in the wake of Keynes' theory and the concept of 'functional 

finance' developed by A. P. Lerner. 

Prior to 1928, the budget was regarded as an instrument for collection of 

taxes to finance public expenditure, and expenditure was directed towards 

maximizing satisfactions. Edgeworth {1925)2 stated that 'the science of taxation 

comprises two subjects to which the character of pure theory may be ascribed; 

the laws of incidence and the principle of equal sacrifice'. Subsequent to the 

depression of the thirties, and the publication of Keynes' General Theory,3 the role 
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of the budget was no longer regarded as neutral with respect to aggregate 

incomes. 

The functional approach invested it with a greater importance, and the 

budget came to be regarded as a vital instrument for stimulating overall economic 

activity, incomes, employment and growth through changes in aggregate demand. 

During periods of depression and high unemployment, Keynes stated that it 

was necessary for the state to intervene and increase investment by borrowing 

and spending on programmes of public works. The increase in money supply 

would stimulate aggregate demand and cover the deflationary gap. This would 

bring about adjustment between supply and demand and restore equilibrium, so 

as to reduce over-production and general unemployment. He asserted that in 

times of depression, the state should formulate deficit budgets. 

The fifties and sixties marked the emergence of certain country studies for 

tax reform and United Nations reports on fiscal policy in underdeveloped 

countries, incorporating crystallization of ideas that had occurred in the first 

half of the twentieth century and their practical implementation. W. W. Heller4 

(1954) referred to the 'economic goals of allocative efficiency, economic growth, 

stability, and optimum income distribution' as being the objectives of tax and 

budgetary policy for developing countries. The Report on Fiscal Reform for Colombia 

(1971) also formulated its recommendations in the light of the above objectives; 

however, while dealing with stabilization, it referred to both internal and external 

stability, and suggested administrative improvements. Publication of Readings on 

Taxation in Developing Countries by R. A. Bird and 0. Oldman in 1974 constituted 

an important development and established the fact that fiscal policy in developing 

economies had finally come to be recognized as a distinct subject and that the 

objectives of fiscal policy in developing countries were distinctive and not 

necessarily the same as for developed countries. 

The publication of R. A. Musgrave's Public Finance in Theory and Practice in 
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1973 constituted a landmark in the history of literature on public finance. Not 

only was the treatment of the subject comprehensive, but it also emphasized 

upon the close interaction of theory and practice. It dealt with certain issues 

which were of seminal importance: what should be the scope and role of public 

sector, and how should the choice of public expenditure be determined; what 

taxes were to be imposed and on whom ii:tcidence really fell; and how could a 

high level of employment be reconciled with stability in the price-level ? Issues 

of federal finance were also highlighted. 

Musgrave's later editions included a chapter on development finance -

with indepth treatment- which again was a recognition of the importance of the 

subject vis-a-vis developing countries. The division of objectives of fiscal policy 

into three (or four) compartments - allocation, stabilization (which included 

growth and employment) and distribution -including the conflict between these 

functions and means to coordinate them, was firmly determined. Actually, with 

Musgrave's publication, public finance in its modern form came to be established 

as both a science and as an art; and his contribution to its development and 

consolidation was monumental. 

The basic difference between the objectives of fiscal policy in developed 

and underdeveloped economies is that in the former fiscal policy is primarily 

intended to check cyclical fluctuations in the economy, maintain full employment 

and check inflation. Fiscal policy in an underdeveloped economy needs to be so 

devised as to maximize the ratio of savings to national income and to channelize 

these savings into productive channels of investment for maximizing economic 

growth. Maintaining stability in prices, securing proper allocation of resources 

and ensuring distributive justice (corresponding to Musgrave's stabilization, 

allocation and distribution functions) are no doubt also objectives of fiscal policy, 

but the predominant goal is maximization of growth, and other objectives are 

secondary to this. 
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Taxation during the fifties was regarded in India and developing countries 

not as an instrument for growth but for raising resources for the multifarious 

activities of the state in the context of a 'command economy'; and high taxation 

irrespective of its effects upon incentives, incomes, work, savings and investment, 

was adopted. Besides, not being conducive to growth, all pervading controls 

further inhibited development; the high taxes resulted in building_ up of a parallel 

economy financed by black money and tax evasion, leading to the emergence of 

inflationary tendencies. The Taxation Enquiry Commission (1955)5 not only 

subscribed to the concept of high personal and corporate taxation but also went 

a step further and recommended the principle of collective savings and reduction 

of inequalities through heavy income taxation; it suggested that the Government 

should strive to implement in stages a ceiling on personal incomes. 

Writing in 1960, R. J. Chelliah stated that no systematic and integrated 

theory of fiscal policy appropriate for a developing economy had been formulated, 

although Technical Assistance Administration, United Nations, had sent missions 

to several under-developed countries for study of problems of public finance, 

and their reports were available; even then advance in regard to the evolution of 

an integrated theory of public finance was very much limited. Consequently, 

evaluation of existing tax systems or suggesting modifications became difficult. 

R. J. Chelliah's book6 Fiscal Policy in Underdeveloped Countries made an 

important contribution to the evolution of an integrated theory of public finance 

in developing economies. R. J. Chelliah has expounded certain principles which 

are highly relevant to underdeveloped economies. He has emphasized the 

mobilization of economic surplus. The development process results in increase in 

incomes. The surplus in a person's income comprises the excess above the level 

needed to maintain the minimum consumption necessary for maintaining efficiency 

and incentives. An effective tax structure should identify the surplus and either 

through taxation or incentives for investment channelize the surplus into productive 
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investment. According to Chelliah, the principle is that 'each person should be 

made to contribute to taxation in accordance with his unused capacity or ability 

to contribute to economic development'. This ability is reflected in that portion 

of the economic surplus which he is not utilizing for productive investment. 

Consumption should not be allowed to increase proportionately to rise in incomes. 

The incremental savings ratio sh~:mld be maximized. 

The basic concept of current fiscal policy, as applicable to developing 

economies, is the mobilization of revenues and expenditure for maintenance of 

a high level of economic activity and growth, and the budget need not be balanced. 

Government's expenditure should be allocated to fulfilling the purpose of state 

policy to increase employment and social welfare, to develop infrastructure, and 

to promote or take up such investment as the private sector may not be willing 

or able to do. The function of taxation is not merely raising revenue for the state, 

but principally curbing private consumption, stimulating savings and investment, 

checking inflationary potential, modifying the pattern of investment, and assisting 

in securing a favourable balance of trade. Since revenues are generally insufficient 

to meet the needs of the state, governments usually resort to borrowings and 

deficit financing, as necessary, to achieve rising levels of economic growth. A 

balanced budget is considered almost an anachronism, and deficit budgets the 

norm. 

It is now widely accepted that the principal concern of public finance is 

with the macro-economic dimensions of fiscal policy and the effects of government 

and budgetary policy upon the levels of economic activity and employment. The 

effects of individual taxes and public expenditure, contribution of direct and 

indirect taxes, and the size of the internal and external debt are also topics of 

study, but the subjects of overwhelming importance are the impact of fiscal 

policy upon growth, stabilization, allocation of resources and the distributive 

aspect. The relative size of the public and private sectors, the socio-economic 

institutional framework in the welfare state facilitating transfer payments and 
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subsidies and the social welfare aspects of budgetary expenditure, percolation of 

the benefits of growth to the lower strata of society, have all assumed importance 

in modern public finance. Besides, as Prest and Barr7 state,' In recent years, there 

has been a recrudescence of interest in the design of income and commodity 

taxes which might meet optimality requirements, as dictated by the joint 

consideration of resource allocation and distribution. \et another major area of 

development has been the principles of tax and expenditure systems at a country's 

constitutional- making stage.' Reform of tax systems is an important item of 

agenda in many developing countries. Public finance and budgetary policy, 

both in developing and developed countries, are very much concerned about 

control of inflation, unemployment and the more recent phenomenon of 

stagflation. 

Although the basic subject of this study is reform of fiscal policy in 

developing economies, it may be observed that the study has dealt at some 

length with certain basic theories and new strategies of growth, as also the East 

Asian miracle and the Indian experience during the structural adjustment and 

reforms period 1990-91 to the present day. This emphasis on economic development 

is necessary to set the discussions and evolution of reform of fiscal policy in the 

proper perspective and setting. The ultimate objective o.f fiscal policy- and, in 

fact, all economic policies - is to stimulate growth and promote human welfare 

and escalation in standards of living of the people. Lessons have to be derived 

as to what were the principal factors and policies that enabled East Asian countries 

to achieve rapid sustained growth; and to what extent it is feasible for other 

developing economies to adopt similar fiscal and economic measures for 

stimulating savings, investment, exports et al and attracting foreign direct 

investment and modern technology. 

1.3. An Integrated Approach to Fiscal Policy 

Most modern economies today are organized as mixed economies, in which 

both the public sector and the private sector function side by side and 'interact 
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in an integral fashion'. Public finance deals not only with the economies of the 

public sector, its financing, allocation and use of resources, and the tax and 

expenditure policies of the government, but also the impact of budgetary policies 

on the private sector, its finances and availability of resources, development and 

various aspects of its operations and prospects. 

An important difference in the role of budgetary policy vis-a-vis the public 

sector. and the private sector is that while the public sector is almost directly 

financed by the government out of its budgetary allocations, the private sector 

(except in case of subsidies) generally obtains its long - term finance otherwise 

than out of such allocation ( with some exceptions such as from development 

banks financed by the government). The government through taxes actually 

draws money from the private sector, although transfer payments such as subsidies, 

grants and assistance to weaker sections of society lead to a flow of resources to 

the private sector and consumer. 

The public sector in order to satisfy public wants may itself produce social 

goods or it may purchase goods like defence equipment or components from 

firms in the private sector. 

Three important questions arise : 

(1) what should be the role of the public sector and the extent and limits 

of state intervention; 

(2) what is the impact of tax and expenditure policies on the private sector 

and what are its responses thereto; and 

(3) what are the criteria for judging the efficacy and success of budgetary 

policies? 

While the answer to the first question comes within the domain of politics 

and other social sciences, it may be observed that wide variations exist with 

regard to the role of the public sector in various countries of the world. At one 

end of the spectrum, there have been the communist countries, and those like 
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India who adopted a dominant role for the public sector within a democratic 

political framework; at the other end are countries like U.S.A. where the role of 

the state is minimal, although eminent economists like Milton Friedman and 

Friedrich Von Hayek view with concern the growing state intervention in economic 

life and affairs of the nation. 

The rapid decline of communism and disintegration of the economic system 

in many countries that had adopted in a greater or lesser degree the Soviet 

model of a command economy, and the failure of centralized planning to deliver, 

brought about a surge of disillusionment and in its wake a turnaround in favour 

of a 'market friendly' approach and reduced state intervention. The World 

Development Report 1991,8 after distilling the lessons of four decades of development 

experience the world over, felt that speedy development called for a reappraisal 

of the roles of the state and the market. The functioning and operations of 

government should be confined to areas in which markets did not work; it 

should reduce its presence to the minimum in areas in which markets did or 

could operate. Economic growth postulates more productive use of economic 

assets and better quality of investment- which matters more than the quantity; 

and both in industry and agriculture the most appropriate investment decisions 

flow from entrepreneurs competing with each other and facing international 

competition. Government intervention should be limited to providing an 

environment that stimulates productivity. The price mechanism should be allowed 

to operate freely so that prices reflect scarcities and channelize resources to areas 

which are most productive. The World Bank's experience of investment projects 

in developing economies confirms that market incentives work, and the rate of 

return from projects is higher if policies do not distort prices. 

The economy should be open to international trade so that competition, 

both domestic and from outside world, spurs efficient operation, innovation, and 

flow of modern technology which, together with foreign investment capital, is 
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the engine of growth. Japan, South Korea, Singapore and even the U S A and 

European countries obtained global competitive advantage through competition. 

The state too has a positive role; besides law and order and regulatory functions, 

it must provide adequate infrastructure, not only power, communications, 

irrigation, and the like, but also an adequate institutional framework, and it 

must invest in human resources by providing education and medical facilities. 

These latter investments are not only socially most useful, but also stimulate 

economic growth and productivity through increased skills and ability to imbibe 

new technology, and also contribute to reduced fertility. 

Above all, the state must finance public expenditure without resort to 

excessive deficit financing and creation of money, for the latter fuels inflation, 

which is counter-productive both in regard to constricting efficient investment 

and growth, and in exacerbating social misery and privation. Macro-economic 

stability and micro-economic efficiency are linked, and governments could achieve 

both these goals by 'reappraising their spending priorities, implementing tax 

reform, reforming the financial sector, privatizing state-owned enterprises, and 

using charges to recover the cost of some state-provided services' .9 

Taxes and government expenditure have a tremendous impact upon the 

private sector, its development and financing. The level of taxes and their nature 

vitally affect investment climate and inflow of foreign direct investment. A high 

corporation tax may inhibit foreign direct investment and its role in development 

and it may flow into countries like Hong Kong and certain East Asian countries 

which have low taxes. If excise duties on certain commodities are unduly raised, 

it may lead to price rise and deficiency in demand for such goods and result in 

recession in those industries. Recession may spread to other industries also and 

unemployment may rise. 

Government expenditure is vital both for providing demand for goods of 

private industries producing the requisite goods, as also its macro-economic 
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effect in raising effective demand in general. However excess of effective demand 

over that required to sustain the current level of production may lead to inflation 

and vice versa. In effect, budgetary policy is a most vital instrument .in the 

government's armoury, and it affects growth as well as stability - internal and 

external- of the economy. Hence the importance of good economic management. 

A discussion of budgetary policy also includes an analysis of 'the magnitude 

and speed of responses by consumers and firms in the private sector' to the 

increase or reduction in taxes and expenditure. Stimulus to investment through 

an increase in aggregate demand could be effected through reduction in taxes or 

hike in public expenditure. The effects of such a measure would depend upon 

how firms and consumers respond to economic changes. These may be empirically 

tested for current and future policy formulation. Determination of fiscal policy 

and building up of fiscal institutions may be influenced by pressure groups in 

the private sector - firms and consumers - and the response of legislators, but 

these aspects of the subject are more in the domain of other social sciences. 

The ultimate objective of all economic policies is to satisfy human wants 

and increase people's welfare. Today, the concept of the 'welfare state' has almost 

been universally adopted, and most economies have some kind of social security 

schemes, transfer payments and measures to ameliorate the conditions of the 

poor. The principal criteria for judging performance of fiscal policies and 

institutions would be the extent to which they promote efficiency in resource use 

and growth consistent with maintenance of stability, and considerations of equity 

and distributional justice. 

An important function of fiscal policy is to allocate resources between 

consumption and investment, but that is one aspect. The other aspect is to ensure 

optimal division of resources between goods for domestic consumption and goods 

for export, and import substitution. Increased excise duties curb domestic 

consumption while releasing goods for export. Through a judicious use of indirect 
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taxes- excise duties and customs- fiscal policy should achieve proper allocation 

in society. 

(a) The Allocation Function 

The allocation function of fiscal policy includes 'the provision for social 

goods or the process by which total resources use is divided between private and 

social goods and. by which the mix of social goods is chosen' (Musgr~ve).10 The 

benefits of consumption of private goods are limited to the consumer, while the 

. consumption of social goods provides benefits to the community as a whole; 

thus the latter create 'externalities'. Social goods as distinguished from private 

goods cannot be provided by the market; government has to allocate resources 

for their provision. 

Most countries have mixed economies in which both the private and public 

sectors (of varying magnitudes) coexist, and there is state intervention to a limited 

or extensive degree. In any society the optimum allocation of scarce economic 

resources is of vital importance, both from the point of view of growth and 

equity. Government must determine three fundamental economic problems which 

are, however, interdependent: (1) what goods should be produced and in what 

quantities; (2) how should goods be produced; and (3) for whom the goods 

should be produced. 

While in a centrally planned economy, the central planning authority, in 

consultation with government, takes these vital decisions, in a market economy 

these are decided largely by free economic forces, that is, by a system of markets, 

prices, incentives, and profits. Firms produce goods which yield the maximum 

profits to them; they employ the best techniques available in order to produce 

goods at the lowest cost; and the production of commodities meant for consumption 

by the people is determined by the decision of the consumers, casting their 

dollar ballots on how they propose to spend their wages, profits, and incomes. 
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Most capitalist economies in the West do not have centralized planning; 

although in France indicative planning has been in existence for many years. 

The allocation of scarce economic resources, however, particularly in the case of 

public sector investment, may not be entirely left to market forces, and the 

authorities may also interfere with other economic processes. The degree and 

dimension of state intervention is indeterminate,_ depending as it does upon the 

discretion of the authorities. 

The process of determining the allocation of resources (other than public 

sector investment), pricing commodities, remunerating the factors of production, 

and other vital issues are largely determined by market forces. Government, 

however, quite often seeks to influence decisions indirectly through fiscal and 

monetary policies, tariffs, and other economic measures, as necessary. Direct 

state intervention is also possible and does sometimes occur in accordance with 

the exigencies of the situation. Actually, capitalism manifests itself in a diluted 

form, and most countries have developed a welfare state. The objective of 

government action usually is the promotion of public interest, welfare of society 

and the optimum production of social goods. 

(b) The Distribution Function 

Transfer payments, distribution of welfare benefits, allocation of resources 

through plan and non-plan expenditure, and the tax structure and policy could 

assist in reducing economic inequalities, ensuring social justice and percolation 

of the benefits of growth to the lowest strata of society. 

Certain basic difficulties arise in regard to promoting an active 

redistributional policy; while the objective is to maximize human satisfactions, it 

is difficult to evaluate in terms of utility the satisfaction different persons derive 

from their incomes; and the size of national income to be distributed is related 

to or adversely affected by redistribution of incomes. Redistribution policies 

have an efficiency cost. In spite of these difficulties, distribution policy constitutes 

an important aspect of fiscal policy. Emphasis, however, is shifting from 'the 
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traditional concern with relative income positions, with the overall state of equality, 

and with excessive income at the top of the scale, to adequacy of income at the 

lower end' (Musgrave)Y 

Government of India, m formulating fiscal policy, has not ignored the 

distribution aspect. It stated that fiscal policy must ensure adequate availability 

of resources to fund social expenditure which benefits the poor. Current economic 

thought has transcended Ragnar Nurkse's thesis that increasing capital formation 

and not change in 'interpersonal income distribution' is the primary aim of public 

finance in developing countries. The goals of growth and human welfare need 

to be simultaneously pursued. E. J. Mishan may not be right when he questions 

'whether continued economic growth can be expected to enhance social well

being', but it is now obvious that growth in G D P by itself is not enough; 

conscious effort ~s necessary to ensure that the benefits of development percolate 

to the poorest sections of society. Government's poverty alleviation programmes 

and public distribution system, despite shortcomings in implementation, are steps 

in the right direction. Rather than imposing a ceiling on incomes, poverty alleviation 

is considered more important, and the objective is that persons below a certain 

predetermined poverty line are reduced to nil. This is consistent with the concept 

of mixed or free-market economy and welfare state. 

If the concept of a mixed economy is accepted and it has to function 

effectively, and economic growth has to take place, there is no alternative but to 

provide incentives for private savings and investment, though it may lead to 

some inequalities in income and wealth. The main objective is to raise the standards 

of living of millions of people and some degree of inequality has to be tolerated. 

After all, provisions for social welfare schemes and social security to the people 

at large-indeed all transfer payments - can only take place if the state has sufficient 

revenues, and incomes and savings can be buoyant only if there is economic 

growth. 
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Progressive taxation which is based upon the principle of 'ability to pay' 

is levied in most countries of the world. It is a misconception that indirect taxes 

are not progressive; actually, the structural framework of commodity taxation 

should be so designed as to effect additional taxation of luxuries and semi

luxuries at high rates, and broad-based taxation of commodities of mass 

consumption at comparatively low rates. This would, (a) secure progressivity in 

taxation, (b) curb consumption from absorbing the entire increase in incomes 

and productivity, particularly in case of persons with low incomes whose 

propensity to consume is almost near unity, and divert resources for public 

investment; and (c) secure adequate revenues from commodity taxation for the 

purposes of the state. As the Taxation Enquiry Commission stated', An extension 

of the taxation of necessaries appears unavoidable, if significant results by way 

of diversion of resources for financing public investment, are to be secured' Y 

The origins of the welfare st9-te can be traced to Count Otto von Bismarck, 

who introduced in West Germany in the 1890s old age compensation, and sickness 

and accident insurance. About twentyfive years later, Lloyd George sponsored 

legislation in Britain, incorporating similar social security measures. It was, 

however, in the post-Second World War period that the Beveridge report provided 

a comprehensive scheme of social security, designed to transform Britain into a 

welfare state. Pigou gave intellectual support to social security measures. He 

believed that the transfer of resources from the rich to the poor increased the 

sum total of human satisfaction in society, as the marginal utility of money 

declined with its increase and was higher in the hands of the poor than the 

rich.This gave impetus to the movement towards the welfare state. Welfare 

measures also had an automatic stabilizing effect upon the economy. Compensation 

during times of unemployment and depression,by increasing purchasing power, 

acted as a compensatory factor, reducing unemployment and stimulating economic 

activity. 
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In 1935 social security measures were initiated in the US A. The point is 

that the welfare state was firmly established as a model of modern capitalism. 

Meanwhile, with rudimentary beginnings, by the early thirties Sweden had 

developed perhaps the most comprehensive social security system in the world, 

covering persons from the cradle to the grave. 

Extensive social security and welfare measures ·and factory and labour 

legislation, constitute an essential element of policy in most mixed economies. 

Transfer payments, subsidized food, and essential commodities made available 

through the public distribution system, progressive taxation and inheritance taxes, 

and various measures directed towards securing greater equality in income and 

wealth are common features.This is particularly true in developing economies 

with dualistic character - a poverty ridden rural sector, existing side by side 

with an affluent urban sector with pockets of poverty. The state also actively 

seeks to curb monopolistic tendencies and unfair trade practices. An important 

change in state policies and attitudes is however in evidence. 

The basic trend today is towards transition to market economies, although 

state intervention and social security measures in some degree or the other, have 

become integral features of mixed economies. A judicious amalgam of taxes and 

transfers could subserve the objectives of a distributive policy, which seeks to 

combine efficiency and equity. Progressive taxation of high income bracket 

assessees could be combined with subsidies in respect of food and other necessities 

of life made available to low and medium income persons through some form 

of a public distribution system. Expenditure on low cost housing, as in Singapore 

and Hong Kong, benefits the deprived groups. High taxation of luxuries with 

aforesaid subsidies on necessaries provide an effective policy-mix for achieving 

redistribution. However, a balance has to be struck between efficiency and equity 

objectives which are regarded as conflicting to a degree. 
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Budgetary policy has a significant effect upon distribution of incomes in 

society and the size and quantum of earnings and spending of different classes 

of consumers. On grounds of equity and distributive justice, it must improvise 

measures for alleviation of poverty and providing help and employment to the 

underprivileged and unemployed. 

(c) The Stabilization Function 

The maintenance of internal stability, which implies price - stability and a · 

high level of employment, postulates an adequate level of aggregate demand, 

which depends upon the level of expenditure and receipts. Aggregate demand 

should be adequate to provide the purchasing power for the goods produced by 

a fully employed economy and should expand with economic growth. If there is 

excess of aggregate demand, there would be inflation; and if there is deficiency 

in demand, output would be less than the potential, with inadequate utilization 

of capacity. If there is depression or slackness in the economy, the expenditure 

should be in excess of revenue, so that unutilized resources are used and the 

economy expands. Deficit budgeting may be necessary to increase aggregate 

demand. The modern principle of 'compensatory finance'- essentially applicable 

to developed economies - is now being accepted as being also applicable to 

developing economies. Actually, a certain amount of deficit financing and moderate 

inflation are regarded as means of accelerating growth in developing economies. 

A successful stabilization programme postulates control over fiscal deficits. 

Normally, the capital budget should be largely financed by surplus on revenue 

account, except during emergencies like wars or crises. But if government 
I 

expenditure exceeds revenue and the deficit has to be financed by the capital 

budget year after year, structural budgetary imbalance may become chronic. 

Correcting structural budgetary deficit in such a situation becomes 

imperative. Severe macro-economic destabilization would occur if the structural 

budgetary imbalance of the revenue deficit being financed out of the capital 
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budget, with consequent extensive recourse to borrowings and deficit financing, 

becomes a regular feature of th~ fiscal system. A large spiralling price inflation, 

high interest rates, and accumulation of public debt result; besides, there is the 

spillover effect upon B 0 P with pressure on exports and spurt in imports. 

Devaluation of currency becomes inevitable. (Vide Section 5.1 on high fiscal 

deficit in Indian budget). 

Aggregate demand is determined by the expenditure of a multitude of 

consumers, entrepreneurs and businessmen, corporations et al, which in turn is 

influenced by their incomes, savings, spending habits and assessment of future 

business prospects and availability of money and credit. In case of excess of 

aggregate demand relatively to potential output, inflation would manifest itself; 

and the price increase may be further reinforced if there are inflationary 

expectations and excessive purchasing power and credit creation. 

Take the case of depression. Thanks to a low level of aggregate demand, 

relatively to 'potential or capacity output valued at prevailin~ prices', the overall 

level of employment diminishes. The volume of spending may not be adequate 

to fully employ labour and other factors of production. This is a typical situation 

as occurred during the Great Depression in 1930, in which the Keynesian remedy 

of state intervention through increase in expenditure to boost aggregate demand 

would be applicable to revive investment, income and employment. 'In neither 

case is there an adjustment process which assures that the economy is automatically 

returned to high employment and stability'.13 

There is another aspect which merits consideration. Fiscal policy measures 

designed to check inflation may have an adverse impact upon savings and 

incentives to invest thereby reducing capital formation and growth. During recent 

years 'stagflation', which is a more pernicious phenomenon, has manifested itself. 

Inflation is accompanied by high levels of unemployment. This is often due to 

increase in prices. Budgetary measures to control inflation may result in further 
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exacerbating unemployment. Traditional measures may not be fully effective in 

controlling stagflation; only by skilful economic management incorporating an 

amalgam of fiscal and monetary measures can stagflation be controlled. Measures 

adopted by the Indian Government to control stagflation in 1992-93 are discussed 

later. 

There are certain built-in stabilizers in the tax system. Revenues from direct 

taxes - which are usually progressive - automatically increase during booms 

owing to increased incomes and economic activity, thereby reducing the inflationary 

potential. Indirect taxes, particularly those with high elasticity relative to the 

level of economic activity, also yield buoyant tax revenues and have a stabilizing 

effect. These inbuilt stabilizers reduce the intensity of anti-cyclical measures which 

need to be adopted. 

Stabilization policy in India has been partially subordinated to the need for 

stimulating growth. Acceptance of the thesis that some inflation and deficit 

financing was conducive to economic growth, resulted in inflation ranging above 

5 per cent even during normal periods. During periods of crop failure or other 

crises- caused by internal or external factors- inflation has often risen to double 

digit figures. Not that the Government has been complacent. Anti-inflationary 

measures- fiscal and monetary- have been promptly initiated to bring down 

inflation, and the Government has been largely successful. Economic management, 

particularly during the last four years, has been of a high order. Rate of inflation 

which had touched 17 per cent in mid-1991 was brought down to around 10 per 

cent a year, which is also envisaged to come down to about 6 per cent despite 

the expansionary effect on money supply of accretion to foreign exchange reserves 

(which of course by itself is a favourable development). 

Coordinated fiscal and monetary policies within the macroeconomic 

framework are necessary to achieve the objectives of economic growth and 

stabilization. Tax reform should aim at formulating a tax structure which provides 

for elasticity of tax revenues. As GNP increases with economic growth, revenues 
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should automatically increase more than in proportion to such escalation in 

income. Revenues should also rise with increase in the price level. Income tax, 

excise duties- ad valorem particularly- and sales tax, should, inter alia, provide 

the requisite elasticities to the tax structure. This should contribute to reducing 

fiscal deficit and stabilization. 

(d) The Growth Function 

Economic growth postulates capital formation and fiscal policy has a vital 

role both in regard to generation and mobilization of resources, and their 

investment in real capital assets. Fiscal policy can also influence the inflow and 

development of technology, the building up of adequate infrastructure - on 

which depends the superstructure of industrial growth - and the development 

of human resources. Government's expenditure policy and allocation of resources 

for building up social infrastructure, all contribute towards creating an 

environment in which industrialization and agricultural advance can take place. 

A structural transformation of the socioeconomic institutional and legal framework, 

conducive to rapid industrial growth, needs to be effected if a developing economy 

is to achieve take-off and reach the stage of self-sustaining growth in the shortest 

possible time. Since the economy has to raise its rate of savings from a low level 

of about 5 per cent in traditional societies to a minimum of 20 to 25 per cent, 

fiscal incentives for savings and investment and measures to curb consumption 

-both through direct and indirect taxation- assume vital importance. 

The role of the budget is no longer regarded as neutral with regard to 

growth. The 'functional' approach has invested it with far greater importance; it 

is now a vital instrument for stimulating economic development. The principal 

role of budgetary policy in the pre-Keynesian era was to raise sufficient revenues 

for the activities of the state, and expenditure was intended to maximize 

satisfactions. The Keynesian theory revolutionized the entire concept of public 

finance, and it was widely recognized that the budget was an important instrument 
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for influencing the level of economic activity, incomes, and employment through 

variations in effective demand. The modern tendency is towards evolution, 

particularly in developing countries, of growth-oriented fiscal policy, in order to 

achieve the objectives of growth with equity without inflation. 

We have seen that capital formation is necessary for growth, and budgetary 

policy in developing countries has a vitally important role in stimulating savings 

and investment. A basic function is to release resources needed for development 

by curbing consumption through taxation or borrowings. In totalitarian economies, 

forced savings can be induced by remunerating factors of production below 

their marginal product, but in open market economies, investment can take place 

either from public savings or private savings. The government has to create a 

climate that is congenial for private savings, as also institutions for mobilizing 

those savings for investment. Taxation within reasonable limits transfers resources 

from private consumption to public coffers. Budgeting policy must ensure that 

revenues are not entirely absorbed by expenditure leading to revenue deficits. If 

that occurs,there may actually occur transfer of resources which would have 

gone into private savings and investment to public consumption. This would be 

detrimental to growth. 

The system and level of corporate taxation should be such that it provides 

scope and incentives for corporate savings and transfer of resources for ploughing 

back for industrial expansion. Public savings - effected through a surplus of 

revenue over expenditure - could be used for direct investment in physical 

assets, or it could be routed through financial institutions or official lending 

bodies, for investment in the private sector. 

Growth is stimulated by inflow of foreign direct investment and modern 

technology. Budgetary policy must needs create the right investment climate and 

provide incentives for the inflow of such capital for development. In India, taxes 

on corporate and personal incomes need to be reduced further in line with the 

world trend, so as to maintain a healthy investment climate, conducive to capital 
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formation and inflow of foreign investment capital with modern technology. 

Increased capacity utilization in both the public and private sectors and 

improvement in the operational efficiency of public enterprises would all contribute 

to an upsurge in industrial production. Increase in the productivity of scarce 

resources and factors of production is vitally necessary to reduce the unit cost of 

industry, increase competitiveness both in the internal and international markets, 

and reduce the capital output ratio. 

Growth is a complex process interacting with industrial production, savings, 

investment, interest, money supply, inflation, balance on current account, foreign 

exchange reserves and other factors which need indepth study. Table 1.1 gives 

a picture of such aspects of growth for some selected countries in 1994-95. 

The Japanese economy is a classic example of exceptional economic growth 

after its collapse during the Second World War. The economy in the decade after 

1955 achieved high growth rates in the region of 8 to 12 per cent per annum in 

real terms which, by any standards, was a signal performance. The oil crisis of 

1973 and the accompanying severe global recession brought on a slump in 1974, 

but the subsequent recovery was swift, and since then, except during the second 

oil shock in 1979, the economy has achieved a steady rate of expansion of over 

5 per cent, which again is remarkable for a developed industrial economy. These 

high rates of growth enabled Japan to almost close the gap in relation to national 

and per capita incomes between itself and Western industrial democracies. 

The Japanese progress was largely attributable to certain factors, which 

bear analysis: 

1. Almost half the rapid growth of 10 per cent in the post-war period was 

due to technological innovation. The savings and investment rates were 

high, almost double the rate in the U S A. With among the highest 

savings and investment rates in the world, coupled with a high debt

equity ratio, the economy during the period 1955 to 1972 gathered and 

maintained a vigorous momentum of growth. Capitalization was at a 

high level, and risk capital was available in adequate measure. 
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2. There was a remarkable upsurge of national feeling and consciousness 

that the national goal of surpassing the west had to be realized at all 

costs; this manifested itself in a work- ethos of unsurpassed dedication 

and commitment by government, management, workers, and the general 

public. 

3. Herman Kahn14 states that the achievement of rapid economic growth 

by Japan was, inter alia, attributable to excellent management of the 

economy and cooperation of labour; this resulted in a controlled and, 

to some degree, a collectivist economy, but still competitive and market 

oriented capitalism. 

Fiscal discipline and low deficits, together with a consciously modulated 

tax structure ·incorporating low levels of taxes, powerful incentives for savings, 

investment and growth, and an investment climate conducive to inflow of foreign 

direct investment, contributed to high growth rates and stimulated exports, 

particularly of manufactured goods. Adaptation of technology suited to its 

requirements also contributed to the miraculous growth of the Japanese economy. 

(Also Vide Section 7.3 regarding tax cuts out of increasing revenues). 

While the Indian economy has resumed its trend of growth in 1994-95 with 

macroeconomic reforms being actively pursued, and investment climate is 

conducive to domestic investment and inflow of foreign investment capital, we 

have still a lengthy path to traverse in regard to achieving low fiscal deficit, 

moderate inflation, low taxes and stability in balance of payments and external 

value of the rupee. The Japanese model of growth inspired the East Asian 

economies to achieve a miracle, and should serve as a beaconlight for India and 

other South Asian economies. 
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Table 1.1 

Economic Profile of Some Selected Countries (1994-95) 

Countries GDP Industrial Gross Domestic Gros Domestic 
Production. Savings Investment 

(%growth) (%growth) (%of GDP) (%of GDP) 

Australia 3.7 5.4 19.0 20.0 

France 3.8 5.9 20.0 18.0 

Germany 3.3 -0.3 22.0 22.0 
Sweden 3.9 13.2 17.0 13.0 

United Kingdom 3.7 5.0 14.0 15.0 
1\) I 01 United States 4.0 4.5 15.0 16.0 

Japan 0.1 5.0 33.0 30.0 

Malaysia 8.5 11.4 35.6 37.2 

Singapore 10.0 13.1 48.0 41.5 

South Korea 8.3 10.0 35.1 36.9 

Taiwan 6.5 5.7 26.0 24.1 

Thailand 8.5 12.0 37.2 42.9 

Hong Kong 5.5 3.7 33.0 3-1.1 

Indonesia 7.4 10.7 38.7 35.5 

India 6.2 8.4 24.4 25.2 

Contd ... 
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Table 1.1 (Contd.) 

Countries Interest M3 Inflation Balance on Foreign Exchange 
Rates %growth Current Account Reserves 

(%growth) ($ billion) ($ billion) 

Australia 11.5 7.8 3.9 - 18.0 12.4 

France 8.25 3.4 1.8 16.1 26.8 

Germany 7.0 -0.5 2.4 - 20.4 82.1 

Sweden 10.0 -2.8 2.6 1.8 24.5 

United Kingdom 7.75 5.5 3.5 - 1.6 42.6 

United States 9.0 1.0 2.9 - 161.5 75.7 

Japan 2.75 3.6 0.2 125.6 155.4 

6.1 22.0 3.8 -6.4 25.0 

2.8 14.4 3.8 6.5 61.3 

Malaysia 
I Singapore 

South Korea 14.6 18.9 6.4 -3.7 26.5 

Taiwan 7.5 14.1 3.9 4.0 97.9 

Thailand 14.0 16.2 5.0 -7.4 29.1 

Hong Kong 6.0 13.2 8.1 2.9 49.2 

Indonesia 16.0 19.7 9.2 - 3.1 12.3 

India 15.0 21.2 10.4 -2.3 20.8 

Source : Asian Development Outlook 1995 and 1996, Asian Development Bank, Oxford University Press, New York, 1995, various 
pages. 

World Development Report 1995, World Bank, 0 U P, New York, 1995, Various pages. 

The Economist, London, various issues, April to September, 1995. 

Note : G D P growth rate (average) for Japan for 23 years during the period 1970-93 exceeded 4 per cent per annum. 

Savings and Investment figures for developed countries relate to 1993. 
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Chapter 2 

A BRIEF SURVEY OF SOME BASIC THEORIES 

OF GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT 

The challenges facing developing countries are basically to increase the 

prosperity of the people, effect an improvement in the standards of living, reduce 

unemployment, and to alleviate poverty in the country. The basic necessities. of 

life, such as food, clothing, shelter, elementary education, and health services 

have to be provided. 

The dimensions and parameters of a strategy of development are determined 

by the challenges confronting the nation and the objectives that are to be achieved. 

Broadly, the backward and traditional mould of the economy has to be transformed 

into a modern and forward-looking society, and the institutional framework, 

economic, social and political, has to be strengthened. The economy must move 

into a higher orbit of growth rate and transcend the stage of self-sustaining 

growth. The strident advances in science and technology- which are engines of 

growth- have to be harnessed for modernization of industry, agriculture, and 

defence. Capital has to be productively used and installed capacity fully utilized 

to increase production. Efficient implementation of plan projects needs to be 

ensured through effective supervision, and public expenditure rendered more 

fructuous.This would also assist in the reduction of capital output ratio. 

The N I Es of South-East Asia, particularly South Korea, Singapore, Hong 

Kong, and Taiwan - the Asian Tigers - as also Thailand and Malaysia, have 

demonstrated that developing economies have enormous potential for growth. 

With the induction of foreign investment capital and modern technology, and 

with liberalized policies in a competitive environment and stimulated exports, 

economies can be dynamized, and a sustained rate of growth between 10 to 12 

per cent per annum in real terms achieved, leading to a diminution in the gap 
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between the developed and developing countries. 'India has the industrial and 

human resource base to match the growth performance of the successful East 

Asian countries. Tapping this potential requires both stabilization and fundamental 

reforms that, among other things, redefine the role of the state. India needs 

sustained faster growth at or above the 5.3 per cent per annum rate of 1980s' 

(World Bank 1991).1 

The achievement of a higher growth rate in India in the eighties is creditable, 

but this was achieved mainly through the boosting of the growth rate of the 

services sector; besides it has been accompanied by a decline in the balance of 

payments position and foreign exchange reserves, and a rise in international 

borrowings and external indebtedness; besides, the level of investment has been 

sustained through a cumulative rate of inflation of about seven to eight per cent. 

Inflation is the most insidious and regressive form of taxation and adversely 

affects the weakest sections of society. We shall address these and other problems 

in the course of evolving the new strategy. 

The new strategy must impart momentum to the process of growth; it 

must contribute to an increase in the incremental savings ratio and maximization 

of output through improved project implementation and utilization of installed 

capacity; exploit the ever-widening impulses that are generated in the economy 

as a consequence of the modified policy framework, patterns of investment and 

production, and induction of science and technology; and achieve accelerated 

growth which alone can provide the wherewithal for improved welfare and 

better standards of living for the people. Fiscal policy in this context has an 

important role to play. 

Arthur Lewis,Nurkse, Schumpeter, Leibenstein and various other leading 

growth economists have given seminal propositions regarding necessary elements 

of growth, massive investment by various entrepreneurs creating recurring waves 

of industrial progress necessary for breaking the underdevelopment equilibrium, 
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the critical minimum effort necessary, and other factors for stimulating growth. 

Some of the principal theories and propositions may now be discussed. We 

begin with the well-known Harrod-Domar Model. 

2.1. Harrod-Domar Growth Model 

The formulation of developmental plans postulates certain basic decisions 

about the dimensions and parameters of growth. The growth rate is usualiy 

determined on the basis of the objectives of planned economic development and 

the feasibility of achieving the requisite rate of growth. The planners have to 

formulate estimates about the quantum of investment for achieving the growth 

rate, taking into account, inter alia, the national income, the savings rate in the 

economy and the capital output ratio. The growth model, which had broadly 

constituted the basis of long-term planning in India, is the Harrod-Domar model. 

The term capital-output ratio may be amplified prior to discussing the model. 

As George Rosen2 states 'the capital-output ratio may be defined as the 

relationship of investment in a given economy or industry for a given time 

period to the output of that economy or industry for a similar time period.' It is 

estimated as to how much capital investment would be required to obtain a 

particular amount of output. Generally the reference is to incremental capital 

output ratio (I C 0 R), which implies as to how much additional or incremental 

net output is obtained out of investment of a given amount of capital during a 

particular period in which capital formation takes place. 

According to Harrod and Domar, the most crucial determinants of growth 

are capital accumulation and investment. Investment has a dual role: It creates 

income and employment on the one hand, and on the other, it augments the 

capital stock in the community and increases its productive capacity. Thus they 

emphasize upon both aspects of the investment process: there is income generation 

which represents the demand side and productive capacity creation or accretion 

to capital stock, which represents the supply side. 
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Harrod and Damar emphasize that if the economy is to move along the 

equilibrium path, real income and output must grow at a rate proportional to 

that at which the productive capacity in the economy in the form of capital stock 

is increasing. If adequate income is not created and effective demand does not 

exist at a sufficiently high level, there would be excess or idle capacity. As a 

consequence, investment outlays, income and employment will be reduced. The 

equilibrium path of continuous growth of the economy would not be maintained. 

As Prof. Alak Ghosh 3states 'the maintenance of a full employment equilibrium 

level of income, or even a smooth uninterrupted growth in real national income, 

requires that the volume of spending resulting from effective demand, generated 

by investment,must be sufficient to absorb the increased output,resulting from 

additional productive capacity, made possible by investment'. 

In order to maintain full employment,it is essential that the volume of 

investment must steadily increase, so that it enables continuous matching between 

the growth in real national income and the expansion of the productive capacity 

of the stock of capital. This means that in a growing economy, new capital forma

tion must continuously take place. The conclusions of the models of Harrod and 

Damar are the same. Hence we shall use only Harrod's model as below: 

In the Harrod model, let 

I = Investment 

K = capital 

Y =Income 

v = Incremental Capital-Output Ratio 

s = Marginal Propensity to Save, and 

~ K or ~ Y = Change in K or Y 
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Assuming no depreciation 

I = Ll K 

= Ll K/ Ll Y . Ll Y 

=V.LlY 

Again by assumption 

s = s. y 

For equilibrium national income 

I = S (in the intended sense) 

or v . Ll Y = s . Y 

or LlY/Y= s/v 

This is Harrod's equilibrium or warranted rate of growth and is generally 

referred to as g. 

This is the simple Harrodian model. The detailed version shows the 

discrepancies between warranted rate of growth, natural rate of growth, and 

actual rate of growth. But the emphasis is on making the actual rate of growth 

equal to the warranted rate of growth. 

We have seen from Harrod-Domar growth model that g or the growth 

rate is equal to s/v that is the savings rate divided by the incremental capital 

output ratio (I C 0 R). It follows that growth can be stimulated in the economy 

either by increasing savings rate or by reducing I C 0 R, or by effecting a 

combination of the two. Both macro-economic and micro-economic measures 

are necessary to effectuate an increase in the growth rate and we shall now 

deal with them. 

(a) Savings in India: Fiscal Stimulants 

In India, success achieved in the Sixth and Seventh Plans is partly attributable 
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to sizeable additional resource mobilization effected, often in excess of targets 

during the plan periods. A structural change in the economy has taken place, in 

that the ratio of savings to G D P increased from about 12.7 per cent in 1964-

5 to about 21.5 per cent in 1988-89 and 23 per cent in 1991-92 besides the potential 

for further increase in the savings rate to about 25 per cent by the year 2000. The 

importance of the high savings rate in the economy lies in its having enabled the 

country to achieve increased capital formation of about 24.5 per cent in 1988-89 

and 25.7 per cent in 1990-91. Almost 90 per cent of this investment has been 

financed from internal resources, reflecting the degree of self-reliance achieved. 

But according to recent estimates, the gross domestic savings during 1993-94 

amounted to 21.4 per cent of G D P. This constitutes a steep decline and needs 

to be addressed. 

The macro-economic parameters of the Eighth Plan (1992-97) as also the 

Seventh Plan (1985-90) are indicated in Table 2.1. Certain figures are given below: 

G D P Growth I C 0 R Average Current Average 
(Percentage (Incremental Rate of Account Rate of 
increase per Capital Domestic Deficit Investment 
annum) Output Ratio) Savings. (B 0 P) 

(As percentage of G D P at Market Prices) 

Eighth Plan 5.6 4.1 21.6 1.6 23.2 

Seventh Plan 5.8 3.9 20.3 2.4 22.7 

The Eighth Plan provided for G D P increase on an average between 1992 

and 1997 of 5.6 per cent per year, investment as percentage of G D Pat 23.2 per 

cent and incremental capital output ratio (ICOR) at 4.1. Domestic Savings as 

percentage of G D P were taken at 21.6 per cent. 

Compared to the Seventh Plan, the rate of growth has been taken 

conservatively at 5.6 per cent as against 5.8 per cent. Investment is somewhat 

higher, while ICOR has marginally deteriorated from 3.9 to 4.1. 

The outward orientation of the economy is reflected in an increase in exports 
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from 8.1 per cent per annum in the Seventh Plan to 13.6 per cent per annum in 

the Eighth Plan. Thanks to devaluation of the rupee, and significant changes in 

industrial and trade policies, the balance of payment position and the performance 

of the external sector, including foreign exchange reserves, should show marked 

improvement over the Seventh Plan period. 

The savings rate in 1994-95 has improved to 24.4 per cent from 21.4 per 

cent in 1993-94, which is encouraging. 

If savings can be increased to about 26 per cent and the inflow of foreign 

equity capital and aid can be maintained at the level of 2 per cent of G D Pin 

the nineties, it would provide the foundation for the achievement of a higher 

growth rate during the second half of the nineties. This postulates that the 

I C 0 R is maintained and reduced to less than 4.0 during the course of the 

Eighth and Ninth Plan periods (1990-2000). 

An analysis of the composition of gross savings shows that the bulk of the 

increase in savings was accounted for by the household sector. The factors that 

have contributed to the remarkable upsurge in private household savings are: 

• High interest rates on medium and long-term savings instruments. 

• Provision for deduction· from total income of savings in specified 

instruments under the income tax law. 

• Widespread expansion and penetration of the banking system deep into 

the rural areas, as a consequence of nationalization of banking in 1969. 

• Sizeable mobilization of savings by institutions like the Unit Trust and 

Mutual Funds, Life Insurance Corporation and others. 

• Increase in the quantum of funds raised by means of the capital market 

through debentures and equities. 
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Public savings have fallen short of targets. The erosion in public savings is 

attributable to the sizeable growth in total expenditure. Additional revenue 

mobilization during the Sixth and Seventh Plan periods has been in excess of 

targets. Yet there has been an excess of current expenditure over current income, 

resulting in a negative balance on current revenue account. Actually, it should 

be possible to increase the r.ate of public sector savings by a qualitative increase 

in the operational efficiency of public enterprises and a quantum jump in the 

resources generated by them. According to the Long-term Fiscal Policy4 document, 

it was necessary to improve the built-in revenue-raising capacity of the tax system 

so that the automatic growth in revenue improves. Another priority is to reduce 

the non-plan expenditure. Both these exercises are vital if the balance from current 

revenues (B C R) is to be increased to a positive figure. 

The potentiality for increasing private savings is considerable. The Chelliah 

Committee (1986-87), however, surprisingly made negative suggestions with regard 

to penalizing savings which mature and may be used for personal consumption. 

Savings are partly intended for personal consumption at a future date and if 

withdrawals for personal use are taxable,and incentives for savings are weakened, 

the total volume of small savings would decline. It is imperative, therefore, that 

the existing savings schemes and tax incentives in respect of savings are not 

tampered with; actually, such incentive schemes should be extended to stimulate 

savings. Savings schemes, however, should be properly framed so that they are 

productive and do not involve excessive loss of revenue. In this context, hundred 

per cent tax exemption under section 80 C C A deposit scheme was causing 

considerable loss of revenue to the government without commensurate benefit. 

Such exemption has been withdrawn and tax rates lowered. 
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Table 2.1 

Macro-Economic Parameters of the Eighth Plan (1992-97) 

Rate Ratios 

1. Rate of growth in G D P (% per annum) 

2. Domestic Saving (% of G D P) 

3. Marginal Rate of Saving 

4. Investment (% of G D P) 

5. Current Account Deficit(% of G D P) 

6. I C 0 R (Incremental Capital Output Ratio) 

Seventh Plan 

(1985-90) 

5.8 

20.3 

22.1 

22.7 

2.4 

3.9 

7. Growth Rate in Export of Goods (% per annum) 8.1 

8. Import of Goods (%per annum) 10.0 

Source : Eighth Five-Year Plan (1992-97), Vol. 1. 
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Eighth Plan 

(1992-97) 

5.6 

21.6 

23.0 

23.2 

1.6 

4.1 

13.6 

8.4 



(b) Inter-Sectoral Mismatch between Private Savings and Public Sector 

Demand for Investment 

While stepping up the domestic savings rate from 10 per cent of G D P in 

the early fifties to above 21 per cent in 1985-86 has been a commendable 

performance, savings have stagnated in the region of to 21 to 23 per cent. Actually, 

the bulk of the increase in savings has taken place in the household sector. (Table 

2.4) This has resulted in an inter-sectoral mismatch between the increase in 

savings and the increase in demand for investment from the public sector, whose 

savings have not increased proportionately. The public sector has been drawing 

increasingly on borrowing from households. Consequently, a vicious circle of 

heavy b.orrowings, escalating interest burden, and further borrowings to meet 

the interest and other liabilities, largely on account of public sector consumption 

has manifested itself. 

The fundamental question of inter-sectoral mismatch of savings and demand 

for investment thus reinforces our central point that evolution of a new strategy 

of growth for the nineties is imperative to 

(i) step up the rate of growth in the economy; 

(ii) reduce the incremental capital-output ratio; 

(iii) resolve the problem of inter-sectoral mismatch between private savings 

and demand for investment, applying some restraint upon the ever

increasing public sector borrowings and the consequent interest burden, 

and reducing budgetary imbalances; 

(iv) effect a dimensional change in the role of the public and private sectors 

in the development of the economy; and 

(v) reduce the role of government agencies in centralized decision-making, 

and allow market forces to play their natural role - subject to such 

checks as necessary - in the allocation of resources and the pattern of 

investment. Actually,the trend towards placing greater emphasis on 

market incentives and substituting indirect policy instruments for direct 

physical controls is gathering momentum. 
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The new strategy for growth needs to concentrate on the following aspects 

for increasing the ratio of savings to G D P in the economy: 

1. There must be an increase in user charges. Betterment levies, charges 

for irrigation facilities and various inputs supplied to the prosperous 

farmer should be adequately raised. User charges yield double efficiency 

gains, firstly, the supply of public services and goods is allocated 

efficiently; and secondly, the need for distortion in taxes is avoided by 

their use. Land revenue should be increased on larger holdings and be 

made progressive. Subsidies tend to become indiscriminate; actually 

they should be targeted to groups who really need them. 

2. Government's current expenditure needs to be drastically reduced; it 

is vital that a high-powered official committee examines ministerial 

expenditure carefully and takes remedial action. 

3. Increase in operational efficiency and generation of surpluses by public 

enterprises is vital to a resurgence in growth of public savings. 

4. If agricultural incomes cannot be taxed through income tax and wealth 

tax, indirect taxes on both agricultural inputs and the commodities 

consumed in the rural areas should be raised. Banking in rural areas 

should be extended and savings mobilized. 

5. The tax base should be widened and a larger number of self-employed 

persons who do not pay taxes should be brought within the tax net. A 

scheme should be devised for rewarding the survey teams who bring 

new assessees into the tax fold. The rewards should be linked to the 

quantum of tax realized from such assessees. Administration needs to 

be tightened and, after drawing up lists of traders and businessmen in 

each market, in the urban areas in particular, the tax net should be 

extended to cover them. We shall deal later with tax reform for increasing 

buoyancy and elasticity of revenues, and raising the overall ratio of 

tax toG D P. 
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6. It is common knowledge that a very substantial amount of black money 

is circulating in the economy. In the interests of national development, 

some equitable scheme should be devised for mobilization of funds 

from this vast reservoir, of which more later. 

7. The capital markets have undergone a structural transformation and 

mobilization of funds in the form of new capital issues of the corporate 

sector have substantially increased over the past few years. New capital 

issues (other than bonus shares) by non-government public companies 

amounted to Rs.26456 crores in 1994-95 as against Rs. 5757 crores in 

1991-92. Overall assistance by financial institutions has also increased 

considerably during the period. (Vide Tables 2.2 and 2.3) 

1991-92 

1992-93 

1993-94 

1994-95 

Table2.2 

New Capital Issues by Non-Government 
Public Limited Companies 

No. of Amount. 

Issues. (Rs. in crore) 

517 5757 

1037 19826 

1136 19501 

1685 26456 

(Excluding bonus shares) 

Increase over 

Previous Year 

244 per cent 

(-) 1.7 per cent 

35.6 per cent 

Source : Reserve Bank of India Annual Report 1993-94, p. 224, 1994-95 p. 167 

Assistance 

Sanctioned 

Disbursed 

Table 2.3 

Overall Assistance by Financial Institutions 

(Rs. crore) 

1989-90 

15405 

9661 

1994-95 

60125 

32890 

Source :RBI Annual Report 1994-95, p 169, 1991-92 p 198. 
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Increase over 

5 years 

290 per cent 

240 per cent 



This is an indication that on the whole the investment climate and the 

tempo of investment were maintained during the years 1989-90 to 

1994-95. The overall buoyancy in capital markets, as reflected in the 

sizeable increase in funds raised, bears eloquent testimony that there 

is considerable scope for additional mobilization of savings through 

·the capital markets. The investment habit is increasing i.n urban areas, 

and tremendous scope exists for its further spread. The rural areas 

remain almost unexplored and efforts in this direction are likely to be 

promising. 

8. The sustained institutional intervention in the capital market in the 

form of investment of sizeable funds mobilized by U T I, L I C and 

other corporations and mutual funds, satisfactory monsoons during 

the last few years and encouraging corporate performance, should 

stimulate investment activity. The extension of the policy of liberalization 

of industrial policy should also encourage new investment. 

(c) Reducing Capital - Output Ratio 

The other important aspect, besides stimulating savings, is to reduce the 

incremental capital-output ratio (I C 0 R) to below 4:1. Since there is considerable 

unutilized capacity in both the public and private sectors, higher productivity 

can be achieved through increased utilization of existing plant, given better 

availability of infrastructure. The capital-output ratio increased from 3.5 during 

the period 1951-52 to 1959-60, to 5.5 for the period 1970-1 to 1979-80. It subsequently 

declined to 4.45 during the period 1980-81 to 1983-84. K.N. Raj5 has partly attributed 

. the increase in the capital-output ratio to high cost of infrastructure in developing 

countries. This is in line with Arthur Lewis' view that infrastructural capital 

costs tend to be very high in periods of urbanization. I C 0 R declined to 3.9 

during the period 1985-90 and is estimated to marginally increase to 4.1 during 

the Eighth Plan period 1992-97. 
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Table 2.4 

Composition of Gross Domestic Savings and Gross Domestic Capital Formation in India 

(As Percentage of G D P) 

Gross Domestic Savings Gross Domestic Capital Formation 

Household Private Public Total Private Public Total 

Sector Corporate Sector Sector Sector Sector 

1980-81. 16.1 1.7 3.4 21.2 12.3 8.7 20.9 

1990-91. 20.0 2.7 1.0 23.7 15.9 9.7 25.7 

.j:>.. 

I 
1991-92. 17.8 3.2 2.1 23.1 13.7 9.2 22.9 ..... 

1992-93. 15.5 3.0 1.5 20.0 14.4 8.9 23.3 

1993-94. 17.4 3.5 0.5 21.4 12.8 8.6 21.6 

1994-95.* 18.9 3.8 1.7 24.4 14.3 8.8 25.2 

Source : Economic Survey 1994-95, Government of India, New Delhi, pp S-8, S-9. 

Economic Survey 1995-96 for figures for 1993-94 and 1994-95, p 3 

*Estimates 



As noted earlier, the economy has moved from an average growth rate of 

about 3.5 per cent per annum to about 5.3 per cent per annum at constant factor 

price during the last decade. In order to improve the incremental capital-output 

ratio, the following measures may be suggested: 

1. Priorities in regard to allocation of resources have to be determined, 

and it has to be ensured that they are utilized efficiently and in 

accordance with predetermined priorities. Fiscal policies and planning 

need to be rationalized. They involve formulating a phased investment 

programme, projecting current spending needs, and assessing revenue 

availability and borrowing requirements for about five years in the 

context of a consistent macroeconomic framework. Pragmatic budgeting, 

efficient implementation, and effective monitoring are necessary if the 

quality of spending and utilization of funds are to be improved. 

2. The productivity of existing capital stock and labour has to be raised. 

Increased infrastructural availability and proper maintenance 

programmes and incentives are necessary to ensure that full utilization 

of installed capacity of plant and machinery, other capital stocks and 

factors of production, is achieved, to realize optimum levels of 

productivity. 

3. Modernization and technological upgradation of existing plant and 

induction of state-of-the-art technology are necessary, so that economies 

of scale are realized, cost per unit of production is reduced, and industry 

remains competitive. The demand base for a number of commodities 

can be widened only by reducing the unit cost of production. 

4. The potential for increase in agricultural production in the country is 

vast; the strategies formulated by government are commendable. What 

is needed is effective implementation and efficient functioning of the 

institutional framework. This would enable the achievement of the 
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targeted growth rate of 4 per cent in agriculture (Seventh Plan), provided 

the structural institutional changes, partially implemented, are further 

stimulated. The Green Revolution needs to be extended to other states, 

particularly Bihar, Tamil Nadu and Uttar Pradesh. It appears that one 

of the remedies for inefficient implementation is decentralization. The 

people in rural areas shou,ld be involved in, say building roads, 

irrigation, water supply, sanitation, transport, health and educational 

services. District monitoring committees should be constituted and 

NGOs actively involved under the aegis of the district collector to 

ensure that funds are properly spent to yield optimum results. 

5. In order to alleviate poverty and supplement the incomes of farmers 

and landless labour in rural areas, non-agricultural activities in the 

rural sector should be encouraged. Agro-industries particularly food 

processing industries would contribute to buttressing rural incomes. 

The Government should provide budgetary incentives and an 

institutional framework for identifying cottage industries and trades, 

formulating schemes, creating infrastructural facilities, supplying 

finance and offering guidance for the development of such activities. 

The beneficial effects would be inestimable. Employment and income 

have to be created in areas where the economy has a comparative 

advantage. Domestic structural adjustments, as necessary, may be made 

to ensure that exports are stimulated. 

6. Considering that the plant-load factor is extremely low in certain regions, 

and even the average of 56 per cent is comparatively low, there is 

enormous scope for increasing the output of power even with the 

existing plants. As for new plants in the project stage, state of the art 

technology needs to be inducted. Transmission losses have to be reduced 

and maintenance of plants improved. All these factors would not only 
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reduce the capital-output ratio in the energy sector, but improved infras

tructural availability would contribute to more effective utilization of 

industrial capacity, reduction in loss of production, increase in irrigation 

capacity, and a sizeable decline in I C 0 R. 

7. Delays in completion of projects, particularly capital-intensive plants, 

have resulted in increasing the capital-output ratio. Delays in completion 

in the context of inflationary increase in the cost of plant and machinery 

all over the world have led to over-capitalization. Costs of construction, 

due to inadequate monitoring and wastages, have also been high, 

particularly in the case of large irrigation and power projects, steel 

and heavy engineering plants. The cumulative effect of all these and 

other factors, such as determination and location of plants on grounds 

other than economic, outdated technology, and poor quality of 

equipment has been to increase the capital-output ratio. Efficiency of 

investment needs to be greatly improved, if I C 0 R is to be reduced 

to below 4:1. 

Tables 2.4 and 2.5 show that the level of private sector savings in India 

have a remarkable similarity to the level of private savings achieved by the East 

Asian economies. But when aggregate savings are compared, it is observed that 

public savings are around one per cent of G D P in India, while in East Asian 

countries, they range between 7.7 per cent in Indonesia to 18.5 per cent in 

Singapore. (Vide Figure 4.2) Increase in public savings is necessary to sustain 

investment in economic and social infrastructure by the Government as also 

higher levels of private investment, reduction in poverty, and to emulate East 

Asian economies in achieving high growth targets. 
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Table 2.5 

Public and Private Savings of High Performing Asian Economies and India. 
(As percentage of G D P) 

Public Private Total 

Savings Savings Savings 

Indonesia 

1981-88 7.7 14.0 21.7 

Japan 

1955-70 6.2 17.2 23.4 

1971-80 4.6 20.1 24.7 

1981-88 5.1 15.8 20.9 

Malaysia 

1961-80 3.2 18.7 21.9 

1981-90 10.3 19.1 29.4 

Singapore 

1974-80 5.5 22.6 28.1 

1981-90 18.5 24.0 42.5 

Thailand 

1980-85 14.3 4.7 19.0 

1986-87 8.6 14.6 23.2 

India 

1989-91 1.3 21.7 23.0 

1991-92 2.1 21.0 23.1 

1992-93 1.5 18.5 20.0 

1993-94 0.5 20.8 21.4 

1994-95 1.7 22.7 24.4 

Source : World Bank, The East Asian Miracle; Economic Survey 1994-95 G.O.I. 

Adapted from World Bank Country Study: Economic Developments in India 

1995, Table p. 15. 
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2.2. Some Basic Theories of Development 

Traditional societies are trapped in a low-level income equilibrium; low 

levels of productivity lead to low per capita incomes and small savings, consequent 

upon which capital accumulation is of low o~der and productivity and income 

are stagnant. In order to break the shackles of poverty and to emerge from this 

'low- level equilibrium trap', capital accumulation, higher levels of investment 

and induction of technology and skills become imperative. Structural 

transformation of the economy, development of infrastructure - economic and 

social - and building up and modernization of the social, political and economic 

framework and institutions become necessary concomitants of development. 

Growth postulates capital formation and while Rostow (1960) emphasizes upon 

effectuating a critical ratio of investment to national income in order to transform 

the economy from the take off stage into that of sustained growth, Arthur Lewis 

(1955) stresses upon the need to sizeably raise the level of savings and investment 

in the economy. 

Besides, owing to low levels of income, there is a general lack of purchasing 

power with the people which severely restricts the size of the market. The 

inducement to invest for entrepreneurs is weak and this operates as a constraint 

upon them to undertake capital investment and build factories and power houses. 

Hence, Leibenstein insists upon a 'critical minimum effort'- investment in a few 

industries of optimum size - to provide a substantial stimulus to growth in 

order to break the vicious circle and take the economy into a higher income-level 

equilibrium. 

Foreign capital and technology have an important role to play in 

supplementing domestic efforts, and history shows that there is hardly any country 

in the world including Britain, USA, Russia and Japan which did not imbibe 

foreign capital for development. Reference may be made to certain Tables, which 

are highly relevant. While Table 4.1 gives an analysis of G D P of certain selected 
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countries, Tables 4.2 and 4.3 indicate the· breakup of their total expenditure and 

current revenue for 1980 and 1993. These analyses reflect the compositional changes 

in G D P, expenditure and revenues which manifest themselves as industrialization 

and economic advance take place. Contribution of agriculture of G D P diminishes, 

while that of industry and services escalates. Expenditure on social services 

increases which promotes distributional equity and reinforces growth. Collections 

from direct taxes account for an increasing share of revenues while those from 

indirect taxes get reduced, as standards of living improve and poverty declines. 

We may now consider certain seminal theories of development relevant to 

our theme. 

(a) Nurkse : Breaking The Underdevelopment Equilibrium 

Economic growth, particularly in the early stages of development, is a 

function of capital formation. The importance of accumulation of capital as the 

leading factor for economic growth has been recognized by all. Ragnar Nurkse6 

believes that the dichotomy between demand and supply is also applicable to 

the forces that account for accumulation of capital. He defines the well-known 

vicious circle of poverty, to which is attributable the persistence of 

underdevelopment of economies, as 'a circular constellation of forces tending to 

act and react upon one another in such a way as to keep a poor country in a state 

of poverty'. While the supply of capital depends upon the ability and willingness 

to save, the demand for capital is determined by the inducement to invest : and 

there is a circular relationship on both sides of the problem of capital formation. 

On the supply side, the small capacity to save, resulting from the low level of 

real income, is a reflection of low productivity, consequent upon paucity of 

capital, which is due to the small capacity to save. On the demand side, the 

inducement to invest is low because of the restricted purchasing power of the 

people, consequent upon low real incomes, which again is due to low productivity 
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-a result of the small amount of capital used in production. This may be caused 

partly by the small inducement to invest. The low level of real income, reflecting 

low productivity, is a point that is common to both circles, and the economy is 

in a state of underdevelopment equilibrium. 

In order to break the vicious circle of poverty, it is necessary that a large 

number of entrepreneurs invest in a number of industries, and there is a substantial 

volume of investment in the economy, so that incomes and demand for products 

increase all round. Rapid growth is engineered by investment of various 

entrepreneurs creating recurrent waves of industrial progress. Simultaneous action 

of a large number of industrialists making investments, producing new 

commodities, making innovations and combining the factors of production in 

diverse ways spurs growth. Investment in a variety of industries, supported by 

new technologies and innovations, increases incomes and productivity, and has 

a multiplier effect upon other industries; and the initial investment promotes a 

wave of new applications of capital over a wide field of diverse industries. 

While investment by an entrepreneur in an industry may face difficulty, in 

that there may not be sufficient demand for its products, a wave of capital 

investment in a large number of diverse industries would tend to increase the 

momentum of industrial growth, because the amount paid out to various factors 

of production would provide the necessary demand for the products of those 

industries. 

(b) Rostow: Stages of Economic Growth 

W W Rostow/ in his 'The Stages of Economic Growth' (1960), seeks to identify 

five stages of development, and to classify societies in accordance with those 

stages: traditional, transitional, take-off, maturity and high mass consumption. 

Rostow says that take-off is the great watershed in the life of modern societies; 

it is the stage during which the obstacles and resistance to steady growth are 

finally overcome and the forces of growth acquire momentum and become 
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dominant. Infrastructure is built up and technological progress permeates industry 

and agriculture. The rate of effective savings and investment rises from about 5 

per cent to about 10 per cent or more to ensure self-sustaining growth. Defining 

take-off, he says, 'first, it is the period in the life of an economy when, for the 

first time, one or more modern industrial sectors take hold, with high rates of 

growth, bringing in not merely new production functions but backward and 

lateral spreading effects on a substantial scale; second, for a take-off to be said 

to have occurred, the economy must demonstrate the capacity to exploit the 

forward linkages as well, so that new leading sectors emerge as the older ones 

decelerate'. 

The economy should also have the capability of successfully coping with 

the structural crisis arising out of the initial surge of growth and to induct 

advanced technologies which accelerate and sustain growth. The take-off may 

cover a period of about two decades. As the older sectors decelerate, new leading 

sectors must take over. The development of modern and sunrise industries with 

high technology should be accorded priority. Factors of production- men, materials 

and resources- need to be transferred from the less to the more efficient sectors, 

and as the experience of Japan indicates, such transfer facilitates acceleration of 

the growth of the economy. 

Take-off may be followed by the stage of maturity, about sixty years after 

take-off begins (forty years after the end of take-off). In this period, society 

effectively applies the most modern technology to the bulk of its resources. New 

leading sectors accelerate, while the older ones decelerate. According to Rostow, 

the steel industry is one of the symbols of maturity. Rostow has indicated the 

tentative approximate dates of take-off and technological maturity in respect of 

certain leading countries (Vide Table 2.6, adapted). 
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Country 

Great Britain 

USA 

Germany 

France 

Sweden 

Japan 

Russia 

Canada 

China 

India 

Table 2.6 

Dates of Take-off and Technological Maturity 

Take-off Technological 

Maturity 

1783-1802 1850 

1843-1860 1900 

1850-1873 1910 

1830-1860 1910 

1868-1890 1930 

1878-1900 1940 

1890-1914 1950 

1896-1914 1950 

1978-1981 

1984-85 Onwards 

Note : Take off dates for India and China have been modified. 

Source : W. W. Rostow, The Stages of Economic Growth, 1960, Cambridge University 

Press, Cambridge (U.K.) p. 38 (Adapted) 

During maturity, nations have to decide between various political and 

socioeconomic alternatives: should wealth be channelized towards high mass 

consumption, the evolution of a welfare state, or for imperialist objectives? Most 

countries will reach the high mass-consumption stage, whatever be the balance 

of choices. We are not particularly concerned with this stage here. 

Despite severe criticism by S. Kuznets and others - that the demarcation 

between the transitional stage and take-off, and between take-off and maturity, 

is blurred, and empirical and quantitative evidence is not available - Rostow's 

thesis has commanded world-wide attention because of three factors. He has 

provided useful insight, analysis and description of the development process; he 

has identified key growth variables during various stages of development; and 

his identification of the take-off stage and the determinants and prerequisites for 
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take-off provide valuable assistance in the formulation of a policy framework for 

growth in developing countries. 

(c) Leibenstein: Critical Minimum Effort Thesis 

Closely related to Rostow's take-off concept is the critical minimum effort 

thesis of Harvey Leibenstein (1955). Leibenstein8 says that underdeveloped 

economies are characterized by the existence of a vicious circle of poverty and 

a state of low income equilibrium; in order to break the vicious circle and take 

the economy into a higher income level equilibrium, a certain 'critical minimum 

effort' is necessary. If the capital accumulation is of sufficient magnitude to 

ensure that the income raising factors are stimulated beyond the maximum of 

income-depressing factors, the critical minimum effort would be reached and 

the economy would progress on the road towards sustained development. 

Transition from the state of backwardness to a more developed one with steady 

secular growth postulates that the economy should receive a stimulus to growth 

greater than of a 'certain critical minimum size'. The quantum of investment 

representing the critical minimum effort required must be large enough to reduce 

or overcome indivisibilities and diseconomies of scale in the economy, counter 

other factors, such as population explosion, which tend to depress development, 

and to generate sufficient momentum in the system so that the growth-stimulating 

factors continue to be operative. The investment must also be concentrated among 

a few industries of an optimum size rather than be spread over a large number 

of small units; and it should be made in a sizeable 'lump', and not in the form 

of marginal or small increments made by various individuals whose decisions 

are uncorrelated. 

It would appear from this thesis that in the early stages it may be necessary 

for the state to intervene and to make sizeable investment, say in accordance 

with a central plan for development. 
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(d) Keynes : Advocacy of Necessity of State Intervention to Alleviate 

Unemployment during Depression 

J. M. Keynes9 stated that in times of depression and unemployment, it was 

necessary for the state to intervene and increase investment by borrowing and 

spending on programmes of public works. 

He argued that savings created a gap between income and consumption, 

and the fact that part of the savings were not invested accounted for 

unemployment. Investment needed to be stepped up to fill this gap and stimulate 

effective demand, which would increase employment. If investment was increased, 

total income would increase by an identical amount because investment creates 

income and the extra income would be sufficient to produce additional savings, 

equivalent to the quantum of new investment. Savings depend upon income 

and liquidity preference. Investment however depends upon output as well as 

return on capital employed, known as marginal efficiency of capital and rate of 

interest (besides business confidence and tax policy). 

The increase in money supply consequent upon state intervention and 

increase in investment would increase aggregate demand and cover the 

deflationary gap. This would bring about adjustment between supply and demand 

and restore equilibrium, so as to reduce over-production and general 

unemployment. He put forward his concept of functional finance and asserted 

that in times of depression, the state should formulate deficit budgets. The War 

contributed to the propagation of Keynes' ideas by demonstrating the success of 

state intervention. The enormous expenditure by the state during the War resulted 

in breaking the under-employment equilibrium and full utilization of installed 

capacity of the productive apparatus. 

(e) W. Arthur Lewis: Capital Formation with Unlimited Supply of Labour 

Besides his magnum opus 'The Theory of Economic Growth' (1955), W. Arthur 

Lewis' article in 'Manchester School' (May, 1954) entitled 'Economic Development 
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with Unlimited Supplies of Labour'10 in the context of a dual economy with a 

modern industrial sector and an indigenous subsistence sector, received 

considerable attention. Using the framework of a classical model of a dual economy 

in an under-developed country with over-population, he emphasized that 

economic development occurs when capital accumulates consequent upon 

withdrawal of surplus labour from the subsistence sector to the 'capitalist' sector. 

There are unlimited supplies of labour in the subsistence sector in that the supply 

is in excess of the demand for labour at the subsistence wage; and due to over

populat~on relatively to its natural resources, the marginal productivity of labour 

is negligible, zero or even negative. 

The surplus labour is available for employment at the subsistence wage or 

labour may also be available at a wage 'equal to the average product per man 

in subsistence agriculture, plus a margin'. With unlimited supplies· of labour, 

industrial growth can take place and industries established without limit by 

drawing labour from the subsistence sector at the subsistence wage. Since skilled 

workers are also required, these can be trained. 

As development proceeds, capital will be applied only upto the point where 

the marginal productivity of labour equals the current wage. Since the marginal 

productivity of labour in the industrial sector is higher than the capitalist wage, 

surplus emerges which Lewis terms as the capitalist surplus. He states 

'The key to the process (of capital formation) is the use which is made of 

the capitalist surplus. In so far as it is reinvested in creating new capital, the 

capitalist sector expands, taking more people into capitalist employment out of 

the subsistence sector. The surplus is then larger still, capital formation is still 

greater and so the process continues until the labour surplus disappears'. 

Two points are central to Lewis' model : (1) that due to unlimited supplies 

of labour, the real wage is constant and (2) the whole benefit of capital 

accumulation and increase in productivity due to technical progress goes into 
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the capitalist surplus. The increase in profit provides the incentive for investment 

and growth. Wages being constant, the only benefit to the workers from the 

expansion is that more of them get employed at a wage above the subsistence 

earnings. 

Lewis states that the process of growth cannot continue indefinitely and 

would come to a halt with certain occurrences, such as, inter alia, if workers in 

the capitalist sector succeed in having their wages increased due to trade union 

activity et al, the capitalist surplus and the rate of savings, investment and growth 

would decline. 

Lewis' theory is applicable to India subject to certain reservations : (1) Due 

to strong trade union activity, even in real terms, wages have been rising and are 

far above the subsistence or industrial wage as conceived by Lewis. Actually, in 

the textile and certain other industries on Bombay side, and particularly in the 

case of certain multinational companies, wages to labour constitute islands of 

comparatively high income as compared to the earnings of the masses of middle 

and lower income groups. (2) Another important point is that despite high wages 

-much above the sustenance wage- the capitalist surplus or profits cannot be 

said to have been adversely affected. Due to innovations and improving technology, 

the profitability of industry, together with the marginal product of labour, have 

been steadily rising. And as the capitalist surplus continues to be reinvested, 

development takes place. Lewis' assumption of constant industrial wage is not 

applicable to Indian industry and capitalist sector. This is a basic flaw. 

However, it must be stated in conclusion that despite limitations, the dual 

sector theory has tremendous analytical value and provides an explanation as to 

why in an under-developed society, robust development does not take place due 

to scarcity of capital. Inflation caused by credit creation is not self-liquidating as 

asserted by Lewis, but his analysis of the problems of credit inflation, population 

growth, technological progress, and international trade is realistic and useful. 
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(f) Myrdal: Process of Circular and Cumulative Causation; Backwash Effects 

and Spread Effects 

G. Myrdal's11 concept of geographic dualism and the process of circular 

and cumulative causation applicable to nations and regions within countries 

and his analysis of the various factors on account of which economic disparities 

between regions and countries tend to be accentuated and perpetuated are highly 

significant for developing economies. The hypothesis of cumulative causation 

seeks to explain the backwardness of developing economies expressed in terms 

of various development indices such as per capita incomes, rates of growth of 

incomes, trade, industralization, employment et al. The concept is in direct contra

diction to the static equilibrium theory which states that disequilibrium situations 

tend towards equilibrium and the operation of economic forces would reduce 

spatial divergences. 

Myrdal states that in the context of dualism, various factors such as labour 

movement, capital flows and trade retard the growth of the backward regions, 

and the economy as a whole. If due to say an exogenous factor, there is rapid 

growth in one region as compared to another, economic and social forces - aided 

by the operation of the multiplier-accelerator mechanism - would accentuate the 

consequent disequilibrium in that they would eventuate cumulative expansion 

in the more developed region at the cost of the retarded region. 

'In the normal case a change does not call forth countervailing changes but, 

instead, supporting changes which move the system in the same direction as the 

first change but much further. Because of such circular causation a social process 

tends to become cumulative and often to gather speed at an accelerated rate' 

(Myrdal 1958). 

A chain of cumulative expansion occurring in the developed region has 

'backwash effects' upon other regions, consequent upon which, disparities in 

development are further accentuated. Capital, labour, trade, entrepreneurship 
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would tend to migrate to the developed regions, where demand is buoyant and 

return on capital high. With growth in factor supplies and production yielding 

increasing returns, competitive advantage over the other regions and incomes 

also increase. Economic and social infrastructure such as power, roads, 

communication, as also housing, education and health facilities expand in response 

to prosperity and migration of factors, thereby further increasing comparative 

competitive advantage of the expanding regions. 

Myrdal also refers to 'spread effects' of development of certain regions 

upon the backward regions: the benefits trickle down in the form of increased 

demand for the goods produced by backward regions and diffusion of technology, 

skills and knowledge. The 'spread effects' however are much weaker than the 

'backwash effects', and Myrdal states that if the imbalance is to be rectified, state 

intervention is necessary. 

Myrdal states that his hypothesis of the process of circular and cumulative 

causation is equally applicable to and explains the international disparities in 

development between various countries of the world. Through trade,capital 

movements and labour migration, such divergences in incomes and growth are 

perpetuated. 

Myrdal however, is on a weak wicket when he applies his theory to 

international capital movements and effects of labour migration. Actually, capital 

flows are not so much from developing to developed countries as the other way 

round, and the former are long-term importers of capital. As regards migration 

of labour, developing countries stand to gain in so far as migration of unskilled 

workers are concerned, as often there is over-population or under-employment. 

Besides, remittances from workers working in foreign countries add to invisibles. 

Thirlwall12 states that there has been no tendency in the recent past for 

international per capita income levels to converge; as such the hypothesis is not 

refuted by evidence. But the fact is that according to The Economist, not only 
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Japan, but East Asian per capita incomes are converging towards those in 

developed countries. Taking these factors into account, it would appear that 

while Myrdal's hypothesis is on a sound basis with regard to regional disparities, 

and his emphasis on increasing returns in progressive regions, development as 

a cumulative phenomenon and its challenge to static equilibrium theory are 

highly relevant, the application of his concept to international divergences of 

incomes between nations is only partially effective in the modern world. 
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Chapter 3 

ROLE OF FISCAL POLICIES IN DEVELOPING ECONOMIES 

3.1. Connotation of 'E.conomic Development' and Characteristics of a 

Developing Economy 

Most underdeveloped countries have low per capita incomes, widespread 

poverty, inadequate resources and underdeveloped infrastructure - economic 

and social -, as also over - population. Where certain amount of development 

has taken place, there exists a dual economy : a vast rural sector comprising 

largely agriculture with primitive equipment and low incomes; and· an urban 

?ector also steeped in poverty but with some pockets of comparative affluence 

and industrialized areas. Before we take up in detail the characteristics of a 

developing economy, we shall consider what is implied by 'economic 

development'. 

'Economic development' is the process of sustained increase over a period 

of time of real per capita incomes arising out of the application of skills and 

technology and various factors of production for exploitation and utilization of 

natural resources; and induction of capital equipment, plant and machinery for 

augmenting agricultural and industrial production. Growth is imperative in the 

process but it needs to have quantitative dimensions. Development implies the 

'upward movement of the entire social system' as also modernization and all 

that it involves: the building up and upgradation of the institutional framework 

- economic, political and legal; stable and efficient government, a competent 

bureaucracy, stable law and order, educational institutions like schools and 

colleges and medical and health facilities and hospitals, and above all an 

operationally efficient infrastructure such as power, transport, communication 

facilities and adequate supply of irrigation, inputs for agricultural growth 
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such as fertilizers, quality seeds, pesticides, tractors, pumps et al. Besides, the 

outlook, values and attitudes have to change. Receptivity and ability to use new 

techniques and modern plants and equipment are necessary to absorb, utilize 

and take advantage of foreign aid and capital that may flow both from aid

giving international agencies and multi-national corporate bodies. Production 

processes have to be modernized, skills have to be imparted and productivity 

improved. 

Besides, financial institutions have to be built up and savings channelized 

into productive investment. Funds have to be provided to development banks, 

which deploy them for financing industrial growth. The fruits of development 

would however be neutralized if population continues to grow; an important 

element of development plans is to provide for serious efforts at control of 

population. 

3.2. Elements of Growth: Crucial Role of Physical Capital Formation 

The traditional society is characterized by low per capita income, high 

consumption and a low level of savings and investment. Physical capital 

assets in real terms such as plant and machinery and equipment are inadequate; 

science and technology and their application to the processes of production, 

hardly'exist. Above all, economic, social and legal institutional framework is not 

developed. Without education and work-experience skilled workers are not 

available. Besides, feudal elements may be so powerful that the gains of 

development are almost entirely usurped by them, with the consequence that 

there is hardly any motivation for the vast number of people to take initiative 

and stimulate growth and incomes. 

Development of underdeveloped economies implies transformation of the 

entire economic and social structure of the society and modernization of the 

institutional framework. The people must have political and economic freedom. 

With education and development of technical skills, there is progressive 
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improvement in standards of living and material wealth. As incomes increase, 

the proportion of income absorbed by consumption declines, and savings emerge, 

making investment possible. As stated. elsewhere in this treatise, in order to 

reach the stage of take off or self-sustaining growth, the economy must increase 

savings and investment from 3 to 5 per cent to 20 to 25 per cent of G D P. 

Capital and technology are the principal missing components of growth in 

underdeveloped economies. But what may be as important as capital and know

how, is the need to overcome certain inherent deficiencies: political and econ<;>mic 

instability; lack of competent organs of public administration and infrastructure; 

poor literacy and inadequate trained manpower; dearth of entrepreneurial and 

management skills and motivation. Effective government, education, and social 

justice emerge as critically important factors for development. 

Fiscal policy influences the rate of growth of potential output. Capital 

formation is constituted of the twin processes of savings and investment. Fiscal 

policy affects the rate of savings and inducement to invest and most tax structures 

improvise incentives for stimulating savings and investment. Government's budget 

incorporating several changes in taxes and duties constitutes one of the most 

potent instruments of fiscal policy and has a predominant effect upon growth 

of various sectors of the economy, and potential output. 

We have seen that accelerating the momentum of growth postulates a high 

level of savings and investment in productive assets. Taxation is a principal 

instrument for curbing consumption and mobilizing revenues for financing state 

expenditure and building up of infrastructure which is vital for industrial 

and agricultural growth. But high taxes may prove counterproductive if they 

impinge upon private savings and incentives for investment. 

While in totalitarian countries, forced savings may be effected through 

payment to factors of production below their marginal net product, thereby 
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diverting resources from private consumption to public investment, this is far 

more difficult in market economies where physical capital accumulation has to 

be largely financed by private savings, as also effected through public investment. 

In such a context, incentives have to be inbuilt in the tax system for stimulating 

savings and promoting investment. Corporate taxation determines the quantum 

of profits that corporations can retain for ploughing back for further expansion. 

The overall structure of taxation has to be designed to secure efficiency in resource 

utilization. 

Public savings which normally imply excess of revenues over government 

consumption expenditure may be utilized for public sector investment or 

channelized through development banks for investment in the private sector. 

Expenditure policies are also of vital importance as excessive non-productive 

public expenditure may lead to diminution of public savings. Budgetary policy 

has an important role to play in maintaining a healthy investment climate, 

conducive to inflow of foreign investment capital which is accompanied by 

advanced technology and knowhow. The country's institutional framework and 

economic and social infrastructure has to be adequately built up in order to 

develop absorptive capacity in respect of both foreign capital and technology. 

The tax policy should also stimulate exports so as to enable foreign exchange 

earnings adequate to meet the needs of a developing economy for the import of 

vital capital goods, raw materials, oil, fertilizers and other requirements. 

Taxation policy should include investment allowances and grants, which 

could also be on a selective basis. These are useful for stimulating investment in 

selected core sector and capital intensive industries. In an era of inflationary rise 

in prices of machinery and capital equipment the world over and depreciation 

on historial cost basis, these allowances have an important role in financing 

replacement of worn-out and obsolescent machinery. 
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3.3. Role of Fiscal Policy in the Improvement of Human Capital 

Accumulation of both physical and human capital played important roles 

in the growth of East Asian economies. Primary education was by far the largest 

single contributor to the High Performing Asian Economies (H P A Es) growth 

rates. India has tremendous resources of human capital and the liberalization 

measures initiated by the Indian Government since June 1991, should not only 

aim at opening up of the economy in a market friendly atmosphere but should 

also concentrate upon the proper and efficient development and utilization of 

human capital. Productivity can be stimulated through improved education, 

medical facilities and social welfare leading to improvement in standards of 

living. 

Fiscal policy has an important role to play in regard to accumulation of 

human capital and promotion of education and skills. Human resource 

development is a vital element in social welfare activities of the state; and transfer 

payments for purposes of development of education and skills, health and family 

welfare - as also housing- constitute an important part of government's social 

expenditure. 

The modern concept of human development index ( H D I ) has attracted 

considerable attention and may be considered. The human development index 

is composed of three basic components: knowledge, longevity and standard of 

living. Knowledge is measured by adult literacy (2/3rd weight) and mean years 

of schooling (1/3rd weight), while longevity refers to life expectancy. Standard 

of living is assessed in terms of purchasing power, based on per capita G D P 

in real terms, adjusted for the local cost of living that is purchasing power parity. 

The H D I constitutes an alternative to G N P for measurement of the 

'relative socio-economic progress of nations'. It enables evaluation of progress 

over a period of time and determination by government of priorities for policy 

intervention and budget formulation. H D I also facilitates useful comparisons 
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of the progress and experiences of various countries of the developing and 

developed world. 

Fiscal policy has an important role in achieving progress and improvement 

in regard to the parameters relating to human development index. The total 

quantum of allocation of budgetary funds for providing education, health facilities 

and the various factors that contribute to improvement in standards of living of 

the masses is a prime determinant for improving H D I. But perhaps of equal 

importance is the identification of areas and projects in these sectors on which 

the outlays are spent. The authorities would have to determine, inter alia, how 

much should be spent on (a) employment generation and financing self

employment schemes, (b) subsidies for food, fertilizers, clothing and other 

necessaries of life (c) education, (d) hospitals, (e) old age pensions, sickness 

benefits, and other social security measures, (f) housing and (g) rural development. 

It may be mentioned here that while during the first two years (1991-92 

and 1992-93) of Dr. Manmohan Singh's economic reforms in India, expenditure 

on social infrastructure was constricted and marginally lower, there was substantial 

stepping up of outlays during the subsequent three years 1993-94 to 1995-96 B.E. 

on social infrastructure, poverty alleviation, employment generation, rural 

development and some degree of social security. This shift in the nature of 

budgetary allocations indicated a decisive policy decision to give a human face 

to reforms and to ensure that the benefits of the vast economic gains of reforms 

actually reached the under-privileged and resulted in greater employment and 

poverty alleviation. The above illustrates the vital importance of the budget as 

a powerful instrument of fiscal policy for improving human capital and human 

development index. 

Take the case of Malaysia. Poverty was concentrated in the rural areas, and 

the government established rural development authorities and allocated funds 

for rural development - including irrigation projects, social services and rural 
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infrastructure. The government invested large amounts in education. Impressive 

results were achieved and the incidence of poverty fell considerably from 37 per 

cent in 1960 in case of all households to 5 per cent in 1990. 

Certain guiding principles for formulation of fiscal policy in regard to human 

resource development may be indicated : 

(1) Since trickle down effect of increase in G N P to the poor is a slow 

process, fiscal policy must pursue an effective strategy to make direct 

budgetary allocation of funds for employment generation, poverty 

alleviation, building up of social infrastructure and a degree of social 

security depending upon the availability of funds, as also develop 

adequate delivery system so that wastage and leakages are minimized 

and money and benefits substantially reach the target groups. 

(2) There should be rational and judicious allocation of funds between 

defence, economic development and human resource development and 

cognizance in this context should be taken of the fact that improvement 

in human capital and skills promotes development and absorption of 

technology, as proved by the East Asian miracle. 

(3) Various educational, technical and vocational institutions and hospitals 

are established and maintained by individuals, as also corporations 

Donations are also provided to such bodies. Such expenditure and 

grants should be allowed deductions- partly, wholly or on weighted 

basis - from out of income for tax purposes. Many companies provide 

subsidized education, medical treatment as also housing, and training 

in special skills and the cost of such benefits to employees should also 

be deductible from incomes. 

(4) Where corporations undertake development of villages and rural areas 

adjoining factories, tax deductions should be allowed for both capital 

and revenue expenditure incurred for the purpose. 
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(5) Infrastructure such as roads, transport, communication facilities et al 

developed by industry should be encouraged through investment 

allowances for tax purposes. 

(6) Libraries, stadiums, gymnasiums, theatres, auditoriums and clubs may 

be built and provided to encourage sports, cultural and literary activities. 

They all contribute to the development of human personality. Modern 

fiscal policy must take cognizance of these constructive activities for 

human resource development and allocate funds, as also allow donation 

therefor ~s deduction from out of incomes for tax purposes. 

(7) Within the overall budgetary allocation for education, it is a public 

policy decision whether funds are to be allocated more for primary 

and secondary education or for higher education; and even in respect 

of the latter, choice exists with regard to the flow of resources to 

engineering and technology or liberal arts and humanities. Quantum 

of grants to research institutions and universities is also dependent 

upon budgetary allocation for such end use of funds. Fiscal policy has 

an important role to play in determining not only the overall volume 

of funds, but also in channelizing these funds in the manner best 

calculated to maximize human capital accumulation. 

East Asian economies largely directed funds to primary and secondary 

education; they stimulated the thirst for higher education, and left it for the 

private sector to quench it and provide facilities for higher education on 

meritocratic basis. Even vocational training to a sizeable extent was provided by 

firms which sought to develop firm- specific technologies and skills. This is to 

be contrasted with many developing countries where public subsidies have been 

provided for university education. 

It may be emphasized that the frontiers of modern fiscal policy have been 

considerably extended and its field of coverage enlarged; government must need 

take cognizance of these factors while formulating budgetary and other policies. 
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3.4 Role of Fiscal Policy in the Adaptation of Modern Technology 

Increase in productivity is often a function of foreign technology and skills; 

and since developing countries have a wide choice of absorbing and adapting 

existing technologies available the world over,they can acquire it more cheaply 

and also achieve productivity based catching up with the industrial economies, 

who are close to the technological frontier and have to invest a larger quantum 

of funds to obtain newer technologies. 

While growth theories have given importance to technology and skills as 

a factor input for triggering and accelerating the momentum of development, 

existing literature on fiscal policy has more or less ignored technology. However 

in this case practical policy has transcended theory. Governments in various 

countries have provided incentives for research and development. The Government 

of India has focussed attention upon the imperative need for modernization and 

upgradation of technology. Several industrial units in cement, steel, sugar, paper, 

textiles, and other industries were established more than 25 years ago and 

modernization has become urgently necessary; besides, even with regard to newer 

industries like electronics, computers, and telecommunications, technology is 

fast changing and the ability to remain internationally competitive postulates 

technological upgradation on a continual basis. Fiscal policy, in consonance with 

this objective, has emphasized the need to import appropriate technology and 

accelerate the development of indigenous knowhow. Various measures, including 

rationalization of excise and customs duties for electronics, computers and similar 

industries, and spreadover of knowhow fees over six years for tax purposes, 

have been taken by government to implement this policy. Besides, not only 

expenditure on research in industrial technology but plant and machinery and 

other capital equipment utilized in assessee's business, solar and renewed energy 

devices, scientific research, energy saving devices, as also for mineral oil 

prospecting, are entirely allowable as deduction from income for tax purposes in 

the form of 100 per cent write off in the year of acquisition. While donations 
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paid to approved scientific research association, university, college or institution 

are fully allowable, contribution to national laboratories for scientific research is 

eligible for weighted deduction of 125 per cent of the contribution. 

An important aspect of budgetary formulation is the decision with regard 

to allocation of available funds between various areas of research: military research, 

nuclear and space development; scientific research; industrial, medical and other 

research. Advanced countries like Japan and the USA are developing science 

cities and when some new innovative ideas are conceived, the research complex 

provides· incubators in the form of small laboratories to assist corporations to 

utilize the new ideas for commercial products. 

Japan has an advantage over the USA in that less than 10 per cent of the 

government's research budget is spent on military technology, while in the USA, 

the corresponding figure is 70 per cent. Corporate R & D budgets in the USA are 

being starved of funds, as the objective of corporate planning is to obtain high 

short-term financial gains. According to Newsweek, 1 in mid-1988 the United States 

was lagging behind Japan in commercializing high temperature superconductivity, 

which was potentially one of the most vital technologies of the eighties. The 

Japanese are stealing a march over the United states in area after area, and this 

is a challenge that the latter must face. 

It follows that if budgetary allocations in accordance with government policy 

give primacy and direct large funds to military research and funds for industrial 

or other research are inadequately provided for, it could have an impact upon 

development of industrial technology and competitive capacity of industry. A 

balanced approach in regard to allocations for different aspects of technology, is 

called for. East Asian countries fine-tuned their policies· and placed greater 

emphasis on import of technology and inflow of foreign capital which was required 

for developing export industries, thereby providing added impetus to exports. 
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Certain guiding principles for formulation of fiscal policy in regard to 

technology for stimulating and accelerating growth may be indicated: 

• There should be rational allocation of budgetary funds between military 

research and industrial and scientific research. 

• Adequate incentives for import of state of art technology and for 

upgradation, modernization and adaptation of machines and technology 

should be improvised. 

• Deductions from taxable income should be permitted for tax purposes 

in respect of expenditure, including capital outlay on machines, for 

industrial and scientific research, including adaptation of technology. 

• Fiscal policy should encourage import of technology and inflow of 

foreign capital required for developing export industries so as to 

stimulate exports. 

• Donations to research institutions, laboratories and universities should 

be wholly deductible for tax purposes. 

The overall objective should be maintenance of technological excellence 

and competitive capacity. Fiscal policy has an important role in achieving this 

objective. 

3.5. Role of Infrastructure and Fiscal Policy 

Without power, telecommunications and transport, industrial development 

would be unsustainable. Similarly for agriculture also power and irrigation are 

absolutely necessary if production of agricultural products is to be optimized. As 

the World Bank2 says 'Infrastructure represents, if not the engine, then the 'wheels' 

of economic activity. Input output tables show that in the economies of Japan 

and the United States, for example, telecommunications, electricity, and water 

are used in the production process of nearly every sector, and transport is an 

input for every commodity'. 
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While discussing the role of the state, we have observed that development 

of infrastructure traditionally has been regarded as one of the principal functions 

of the governments. The allocation of resources for development of infrastructure 

is usually effected through the annual budget. Obviously the quantum of allocation 

for infrastructure would directly vary with the size of the overall budgetary 

resources. Thus infrastructure and growth are linked both ways: growth depends 

upon infrastructure and infrastructure depends upon resources generated by 

growth. 

Budgetary policy has an important role to play in the development of 

infrastructure: 

(1) The quantum of funds to be allocated every year for development and 

maintenance of infrastructure are decided by the finance ministry on 

the basis of requisition for funds from the concerned ministries. 

However, as stated above, the total allocation would depend upon the 

availability of funds in the budget. 

(2) The bulk of infrastructure in many countries is provided by the state. 

In many cases, there is an element of subsidy, often implicit, in the 

prices that are charged to consumers. This imposes a burden on the 

budget and deprives other sectors of the economy of resources. Actually, 

the government should endeavour to increase user charges to reduce 

the gap between cost and charges, so as to reduce budgetary deficit3 . 

(3) Budgetary policy has also to determine expenditure allocation among 

and within infrastructure sectors: between irrigation, power, transport 

and communications; on new construction or maintenance of existing 

works; between rural and urban sectors; and between different districts 

and regions. 

(4) With limited resources, the government should decide as to what extent 

private investment - domestic and foreign - is to be associated with 

the development of infrastructure. 
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(5) The government determines prices in respect of certain commodities 

such as coal, steel, petroleum and gas. Often there is an increase in 

administered prices of these commodities prior to the annual central 

budget. 

It is significant that East Asian economies as a matter of policy allocated 

funds for investment on infrastructure in areas that encouraged exports. 

Concluding, it may be observed that allocative efficiency of resources is 

increased provided infrastructure services are efficiently delivered. Three principal 

instruments for improving operational efficiency of the infrastructure sector may 

be indicated: commercial management, competition, and stakeholders and 

beneficiaries' active involvement. Part privatization of existing infrastructural 

works could also (a) increase efficiency output and profits and (b) contribute to 

reduction in budgetary deficit. 

3.6. Importance of Controlling Inflation 

Inflation is the most insidious form of taxation; it erodes in real terms the 

incomes and wealth of the people by reducing the purchasing power of money 

in terms of goods and services, and leaves them poorer, even though overtly no 

tax may have been imposed. Besides, the impact of inflation is uneven upon 

different sections of the society. It has a pernicious redistributive effect in society; 

it results in a redistribution of income and wealth in favour of the richer and 

affluent classes,and it adversely affects the fixed income groups, wage-earners 

and salaried employees, who find the real value of their incomes shrinking with 

rising inflation. During inflationary periods, the profits of businessmen increase; 

windfall profits may accrue to merchants and speculators. There exists a time

lag between the increase in price-level and rise in costs of production. But the 

selling prices of commodities rise immediately and industries earn higher profits. 

Inventories held by them also increase in value, leading to consequential gains. 
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Wages and salaries however do not rise in the same proportion as the 

prices of wage-goods; the cost of living rises and since incomes do not command 

the same value of goods and services as before, standards of living decline. 

Poverty increases, leading to widespread dissatisfaction in society. The impact of 

inflation upon debtors and creditors is diametrically opposite; the former gain as 

the money they have to repay has lost real value in terms of purchasing power. 

Creditors correspondingly lose as they obtain a devalued currency in real terms, 

although the same nominal amount may be repaid. 

Farmers generally gain during inflationary periods, because while the value 

of their produce increases, the costs of inputs do not rise proportionately. Investors 

in equity gain, because of enhanced dividends consequent upon increased corporate 

earnings, while debenture and bondholders with fixed coupon rate of interest 

lose. The redistributive effects of inflation on the whole are unfair and inequitable 

as the poorer and middle classes with fixed incomes lose, while the business 

classes, who are endowed with riches, stand to gain further. 

Till the 1970s, it was accepted that there was a tradeoff between inflation 

and unemployment. With inflation, increase in G N P, industrial output and 

employment took place. During the seventies, a new macro-economic phenomenon 

- stagflation - manifested itself. Due to supply shock and rise in oil prices in 

1973, inflation increased sharply, while output and employment declined. Prices 

increased in response to increase in cost of crude material and fuel supplies, 

leading to cost-push inflation. Increase in administered prices also contributed to 

the price rise. Wages and prices tended to chase each other. Demand for goods 

declined owing to high prices, leading to decline in output and employment. 

Inflation manifested itself together with recession. 

Samuelson4 observes 'today macro-economists believe that there is no 

necessary relationship between prices and output ... We conclude with the surprising 

result that inflation may be associated with either a higher or a lower level of 
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output and employment'. But the macro economic impact of inflation upon 

economic efficiency is that the higher the inflation rate, the greater are the 

distortions of relative prices, that is, prices get out of alignment with costs and 

demand. It changes the level and efficiency of production. East Asian economies 

achieved high growth through getting fundamentals right including stable macro

economy and limiting price distortions, of which more later. (Vide Section 4.2). 

Inflation is not tolerated by societies for long and anti-inflationary measures 

to check inflation are imperative. The monetary and fiscal measures improvised 

to check inflation inevitably have an adverse impact in macro-economic terms 

upon both growth of real output and employment. Steps to control inflation lead 

to stagnation, retrenchment, rising unemployment and misery. Thus the costs of 

controlling inflation in the form of lower G N P and increased unemployment 

are severe. This was observed in 1979-80 in Europe and North America, when 

steps to contain inflation consequent upon 1979 oil-price escalation, triggered 

the prolonged period of stagnation which lasted until the end of 1980s. 

In India, the economy was passing through a crisis in June 1991 when the 

rate of inflation touched 17 per cent. With severe monetary constraints and other 

measures, inflation was brought down to about 7 per cent in 1992-93, but this 

induced recession in the economy and the rate of rise in GNP declined to 1 per 

cent in 1991-92 from the average of 5 per cent during the decade of eighties and 

growth rate in industrial production was almost nil as compared to the trend 

rate of about 8 per cent in the earlier decade. With good economic management, 

stagflation has been controlled to an extent; growth in 1994-95 is around 6 per 

cent, and inflation about 8 per cent (July 1995) (Vide Section 6.4) 

Milton Friedman,5 on the basis of extensive empirical studies, argues that 

equilibrium between the quantity of money and aggregate output is necessary 

if inflation is to be controlled. He is categoric that 'Inflation is a monetary 

phenomenon arising from a more rapid increase in the quantity of money than 
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in output; there is only one cure for inflation: a slower rate of increase in the 

quantity of money', which modern governments can regulate. It takes a number 

of years for inflation to develop; naturally, the cure for inflation also takes time, 

and unpleasant side effects of the remedies for inflation cannot be avoided. 

It is stated that on an average over the past century in the US A, UK, 

and other Western countries, increased monetary growth took six to nine months 

in working its way and producing increased economic growth and employment. 

It takes between twelve to eighteen months in manifesting itself in the form of 

price increase and inflation. 

Taking the case of Japan as a case study, Friedman says that the quantity 

of money in Japan continuously increased in 1971 and by mid - 1973 it was 

increasing at over 25 per Cent a year. It took about a year for the higher money 

supply to have an impact on prices, and inflation rose to about 26 per cent in 

1974-75. Japan changed its policy framework and monetary growth was reduced 

from about 25 per cent a year to between 10 to 15 per cent per annum over a 

period of five years. Inflation started declining within 18 months after monetary 

growth had been chEi:cked, and a period of about 30 months elapsed before 

inflation declined to a single digit figure. Inflation was constant for about two 

years and then it started declining towards zero in response to further reduction 

in growth of money supply. Figure 4.3, presented by the Japanese Economic 

Planning Agency, is illustrative of Friedman's thesis. 

Owing to the high rate of growth of G D Pin Japan, increase in monetary 

growth of between 10 to 15 per cent would be conducive to stable prices. The 

corresponding rate of growth in money supply for the U S A would be 3 to 5 per 

cent. Friedman's thesis that prices rise if the increase in money supply is not 

matched by output, is a basic proposition, the validity of which is scarcely in 

doubt. But his assertion that the behavior of money is the senior partner; of 

output, the junior partner, may be questionable. In India, since the population 
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is vast, adequate supply of goods and commodities of mass consumption, both 

of agricultural and industrial origin, is necessary to balance monetary expansion 

and hold inflation in check. Actually, a study of increase in money supply, 

agricultural and industrial production and prices over the past few years shows 

that the period of high price rise above 20 per cent per annum in 1973-75 and 

1979-80 more or less coincided with shortfall in agricultural and industrial 

production. The debate between monetarists and structuralists is inconclusive. 

Inflation is caused by a combination of both demand and supply factors; all 

inflations other than hyperinflations, usually are. It hardly needs to be emphasized 

that coordinated fiscal and monetary policies are essential for maintenance of 

price stability. 

Many developing countries have sizeable budgetary deficits and continuous 

increase in money supply, largely to finance government's overspending. Drastic 

measures become imperative so that inflation does not get out of control. For 

India the following suggestions both in regard to fiscal and monetary policy are 

made to control inflation : 

1. A two-pronged approach is necessary to contain inflationary pressures: 

the aggregate money supply and consequent upsurge in demand should 

be reduced, and aggregate real output increased. 

2. There has been an increase in money supply between 16 to 20 per cent 

while real output (G D P) increased by around 4 to 5 per cent in recent 

years (even less during certain years). The basic point that needs to be 

emphasized is that the Reserve Bank should limit expansion of currency 

on government account to the extent that the money stock is either 

equal to the growth of real output, or marginally higher. If under 

special circumstances there is expansion of currency, there should be 

mechanism for automatic extinction of such money by suitable surplus 

budgeting or open-market operations. Fiscal policy has a crucial role 

to play by cushioning the monetary impact of government's operations. 
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Greater reliance on surpluses, generated by the budget and public 

sector undertakings, and correspondingly diminished recourse to 

borrowings to finance plans is imperative to check inflation. 

3. Both household and public savings should be increased substantially. 

It is necessary, however, to emphasize in this context that expenditure 

financed by deficits creates high powered money, which has a multiplier 

effect in the economy with consequent inflationary rise in prices. The 

concept of safe limit to deficit financing should be borne in mind. 

According to the World Bank, 'excessive fiscal deficit and the resulting 

financing requirements of the public sector have often been at the root 

of macro-economic imbalances'. Where large deficit financing becomes 

necessary, the extra money created should be liquidated or mopped 

up within a certain period of time. 

4. High excise duties and wage payments contribute to cost-push inflation, 

particularly on account of the cascading effect of excise duty, customs 

duty, and sales taxes on raw materials and intermediate goods. Although 

MODVAT helps in reducing this effect, it is desirable to keep these 

duties within reasonable limits. Wage increase must be linked with 

productivity. Additional resource mobilization should concentrate on 

obtaining greater revenues and savings from the rural areas, where 

considerable scope exists. Increasing the ratio of taxation to G D P 

and taxing rural incomes will be discussed later. 

5. The parallel economy, that has developed on account of generation 

and circulation of black money, should be controlled. An enlightened 

taxation policy and reasonable tax rates, besides rationalization and 

simplification of the income tax law and efficient administration, as 

also improvement in the sales tax structure in various states, would 

encourage voluntary compliance and reduce creation of black money. 

Use of such money for hoarding or creating artificial scarcities should 

be firmly dealt with. 
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6. The quality of public spending must improve, and the Government's 

non-plan and unproductive expenditure be drastically curtailed. Wastage 

and leakage of funds has to be checked, and productivity of capital 

stimulated. Monitoring project and plan expenditure is necessary to 

ensure that they yield adequate returns and production is maximized. 

This would reduce the inflationary potential in the economy. 

7. Increase in production of foodgrains and other agricultural commodities 

and industrial goods and services is necessary to augment supplies 

and check prices. Higher production balances the effect of increased 

money supply. 

8. The public distribution system should be widened to cover more areas 

and commodities of mass consumption like pulses, edible oil and cloth, 

and its systemic efficiency should be increased. It is an important 

instrument for keeping inflation under control. Where endemic shortage 

exists, as in the case of pulses and edible oils, there is no alternative 

but to maintain adequate imports till production rises to meet the 

demand- which keeps on rising with growth in population. 

9. The manufactured products component in the aggregate supply should 

be substantially augmented to control prices. Infrastructural and other 

bottlenecks which lead to under-utilization of installed capacities operate 

as constraints to realization of optimum production, and the consequent 

loss in supply of goods adds to the inflationary potential. Improvement 

in power supply through increased plant-load factor and removal of 

other infrastructural constraints in this context would go a long way 

in increasing production and meeting the challenge of inflation. 

10. Basically, the fiscal deficit has to be reduced by compressing expenditure 

and increasing revenues. The quality of fiscal adjustment also needs to 

be improved. Maintenance of fiscal discipline and effective economic 

management are imperative if inflation is to be controlled. Fiscal policy 

has a vital role to play in this exercise. (Vide Sec. 5.5). 
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Chapter 4. 

FISCAL REFORMS IN EAST ASIAN ECONOMIES 

4.1. Harmonization of World Economy 

With increasing globalization and integration of various economies into the 

international world economic order and the World Bank taking interest in 

formulating liberalization and structural adjustment programmes and integrating 

economic aid with the implementation of such programmes, public finance and 

fiscal policy have acquired a new dimension: international aspect of fiscal policy 

and its repercussions upon other countries. Severe macro-economic imbalances 

on balance of payment account in a developed country like U.S.A. could have 

destabilizing effect upon the economies of developing countries. (World 

Development Report 1988).1 

(1) Global Adjustment and Harmonization 

This is an important aspect of international division of public finance. The 

formulation of fiscal policy and tax structure should be such that they can 

harmonize and be compatible with existing systems of international economic 

and financial relationships and obligations and be conducive to avoidance of 

serious distortions in the movement of commodities, capital goods and foreign 

direct investment. Most developed countries in the western world have largely 

open economies and since World War II, they built up an international system 

which was based upon comparatively freer movement of capital and goods. This 

resulted in considerable economic development and prosperity. 

During the seventies, however, a new wave of protectionism resorted to by 

America and other industrialized countries not only militated against developing 

countries' efforts to stimulate their exports, but also contributed to a diminution 
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of productivity and growth in their own economies. 

Besides, mismatch of fiscal policies in the developed world itself can cause 

turbulence and uncertainty not only in third world countries, but in the entire 

world economic order. As The Economist2 sees it. 'If over the next few years, 

liberal trade gives way to managed trade, if the global economy does splinter, as 

some fear, into separate trading blocs, and if the recent revival of protectionism 

accelerates, the economic losses could eventually put all three oil shocks to shame. 

The last great cycle of recession and protection reached its climax in the Great 

Depression of the 1930s'. 

Moves are afoot for the formation of three blocs, the European Community, 

the Americas, and the Asia Pacific Region with Japan as the l,<ingpin or central 

force. GATT, however, has been striving to establish an open multilateral system 

of trade negotiations and significant international liberalization of trade, with 

reciprocity, non-discrimination, and transparency as the guiding norms; and these 

principles have in the past stood in good stead in promoting international trade 

and industrial development. Much of the remarkable economic progress during 

the second half of the twentieth century is attributable to growing trade and 

GATT which promoted it. 

(2) International Equity and Efficiency in Resource Use 

This is an important aspect of public finance. Taxes on incomes and profits 

arising to foreign -personnel and branches of multinational companies have to be 

decided on an equitable basis. Avoidance of double taxation is effected through 

tax treaties. Differential levels of taxes, particularly excise duties, can draw 

resources for investment from an efficient use to an inefficient use in another 

country. Such location of industrial enterprises and production is not decided by 

comparative advantage or relative resource cost but is determined by differential 

tax costs. 
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(3) Adjustment of Domestic Tax Rates to Intemational Rates. 

Tax levels constitute an important d~terminant of investment climate in a 

country. With limited supply of foreign direct investment (F D I) funds in world, 

there exists keen competition among developing countries to attract F D I. South 

East Asian countries, with low rates of taxation - generally around 30 per cent 

-have been attracting sizeable volume ofF D I. If follows that if other developing 

countries have to vie with them, domestic tax rates have to be adjusted to bring 

them in alignment with such tax rates abroad, in order to induce inflow ofF D 

I into the country. 

(4) Tariffs, Trade Barriers and Protectionism 

The impact of fiscal policy in regard to high tariffs and protectionism in 

developed countries have an adverse impact upon world trade and the economies 

of developing countries. They can cause destabilization and uncertainty. 

A degree of co-ordination and harmonization of fiscal policies is necessary. 

The various member countries in the European Economic Community are gradually 

adjusting their fiscal policies and their objective is to harmonize their policies 

and to conform to the set pattern mutually evolved in regard to taxes, subsidies 

and other areas. The recently concluded agreement in regard to GATT amongst 

the vast majority of countries in the world augurs well for international harmony 

and cooperation. Implemented in the right spirit by both developed and developing 

countries, and with reduced tariff barriers and protectionism, it could be the 

harbinger of a new era and result in multifold increase in international trade, 

with consequential benefits to all the participating countries. 

4.2. Fiscal Reforms for Growth in East Asian Economies : An Overview 

Detailed analysis and study of the East Asian Miracle have opened up new 

vistas of thought, and strategies of growth need to be revised in the light of 

conclusions reached with regard to the proximate causes of growth. In the light 

of these studies, the objectives and functions of fiscal policy also need to be · 
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restated. We shall now take up an analysis of the causes and means of growth 

in East Asian economies. 

(1) Modernization and Rise of East Asia 

Future historians would regard the modernization and economic 

advancement of Asia as one of the most important events- at least in the economic 

sphere- of the second half of the twentieth century, not only because it resulted 

in the emancipation of a cognizable section of mankind from the shackles of 

poverty, illiteracy and squalor, their ongoing progress towards rich world income 

levels, and the entry of a number of East Asian countries into a Pacific-centred 

golden age, but also because it contributed to a tremendous expansion of world 

trade, and the creation of some of the biggest business and financial opportunities 

for the western world3
• These included, inter alia, participation in the building 

up of infrastructure such as power, irrigation, ports, roads, airports on a huge 

scale and catering to the needs of a few million consumers having considerably 

increased purchasing power, many of whom would have disposable incomes 

almost equal to the current rich-world average incomes. Their expenditure on 

automobiles, houses, education, health, recreation et al would provide a remarkably 

high level of orders for business firms. 

-
The economies of East Asia, during the period 1960-95 achieved remarkably 

high and sustained growth in G D P and per capita incomes on the basis of 

export-led growth and a manufacturing revolution. (Vide Table 4.1) Eight 

economies were conspicuous and their substantial growth gathered momentum 

in the second half of the twentieth century: Japan in early fifties; Four Tigers -

South Korea, Hong Kong, Singapore and Taiwan - in sixties; and others 3 N I Es 

- Indonesia, Malaysia and Thailand - in seventies. 

Between 1960 and 1985, per capita income in real terms in Japan and the 

Four Tigers increased by more than four times, and in the three N I Es by more 

than twice. The remarkable feature of their development was that rapid growth 
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was accompanied by increase in human welfare, life expectancy, education and 

housing, and decline in absolute levels of poverty. For instance, the number of 

people living in complete poverty was reduced from 37 per cent in 1960 to 5 per 

cent in 1990 in Malaysia and 58 per cent to 17 per cent in Indonesia during this 

period. These empirical findings also provided confirmation that growth and 

equity were inter-linked, and in fact they reinforced each other. 

(2) Strong Basics 

Accelerated growth was a function of certain vital factors: physical 

accumulation, high standards of human capital, efficient allocation of resources, 

improving levels of productivity emanating from induction of modern technology 

and stimulated exports. The East Asian economies were able to achieve phenomenal 

progress basically because their economic policy fundamentals, which provided 

stable foundation for growth, were strong. With good economic management 

and equitable fiscal and monetary policies, they ensured low rates of inflation. 

They allocated capital to highly productive investment. Price distortions were 

kept te the minimum so that prices reflected scarcities and promoted allocative 

efficiency. They generally maintained open markets and encouraged domestic 

and international competition. The East Asian economies created through taxes, 

incentives and liberal policies a climate that was most favourable for domestic 

private investment, as also foreign direct investment and inflow of modern and 

sophisticated technology which they adapted. They encouraged export oriented 

direct foreign investment. 

The eight East Asian economies (including Japan) had certain common 

characteristics which distinguished them from other developing economies and 

also accounted for the greater portion of their growth4 : 

(1) higher rates of growth of physical capital amounting to an average 20 

per cent of G D P between 1960 and 1990, accompanied by higher rates 

of domestic savings. 
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(2) higher initial standards of human capital, which were further increased 

through education - particularly primary and secondary, as also 

acquisition of ·technical skills - to greater levels by achieving high 

growth rates; as also reduction in fertility consequent upon increase in 

female education; 

(3) higher rates of productivity growth through technological upgradation; 

(4) stimulated rate of increase of manufactured exports, with their share 

of world exports of manufactures increasing from 9 per cent in 1965 to 

21 per cent in 1990; 

(5) greater increase in production and productivity in agriculture. 

These economies adopted the functional approach to growth and they 

succeeded in creating the overall environment, motivation and causational factors, 

which combined with the distinctive characteristics of Confucian culture -

obedience to authority -, resulted in the achievement of tremendous economic 

advance. Policies for improvement in agriculture contributed to rural development 

and better equity in distribution. 

In East Asia high rates of human capital formation, savings and investment 

have been fostered by macro-economic stability and rapid economic growth. 

Growth, savings, and investment constituted a virtuous circle as high investment 

initially stimulated growth, which resulted in increased savings, which fostered 

continued high rates of investment. In addition, three general principles have 

been particularly important to investment: first, principle of shared growth, 

secondly, that of secured property rights, and thirdly, complementary public 

investment in infrastructure, especially in the export sector. These constituted 

key elements of the market-friendly institutional environment for promotion of 

investment. The financial system was conducive to high levels of capital formation. 

Effective monitoring, competent civil service and supportive institutional 

mechanisms promoted rapid development. 
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The East Asian economies resorted to state intervention to boost exports 

and succeeded in stimulating export oriented growth. Exports were stimulated 

through subsidized credit at low interest rates and external borrowings, subsidized 

technology developed and adapted by the state, identification of foreign export 

markets and tax incentives. However in Japan and South Korea, despite state 

intervention, markets were kept relatively open, free flow of investment and 

technology was maintained and inflation contained. Producers had to counter 

domestic and international competition. South Korea endeavoured to directly 

encourage heavy and chemical industries, but the effort met with failure and 

change in policy was effected. 

The Economist5 referred to the controversy in regard to the role of the state 

in East Asian economies' success. The revisionist school attributed the success to 

state intervention in industry, trade and finance, providing subsidized credit, 

foreign exchange and technology to select industries to promote exports, as also 

price and other distortions, while the neo-classical school stated that the Asian 

Miracle was attributable to strong fundamentals. The Economist stated that the 

truth lies somewhere in between and the latter were right: 'To explain the miracle, 

it is necessary to find what East Asia's successful economies had in common 

with each other, but not with the third world's more numerous failures. That 

thing was not an ambitious economic role for the state .. What most clearly separates 

East Asia from the third world losers is getting the fundamentals right'. 

4.3 Fiscal Policies and Growth in East Asian Economies 

The economies adopted varied tax policies to increase investment by 

increasing retained earnings of companies. While Hong Kong provided for a 

simple tax structure with 1ow tax rates (presently 20 per cent maximum personal 

tax rate and 17.5 per cent corporate tax rate), Korea, Taiwan, Malaysia and Thailand 

provided complex tax structures, but with several tax incentives for promoting 

investment. The former two countries also used tax policy to direct the pattern 
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of their industrial development. Singapore garnered fiscal policy to promote 

industralization and achieve social objectives. It provided incentives particularly 

to foreign investors for investment and. to stimulate domestic savings. 

Contributions to their deeply pervasive Central Provident Fund stimulated 

aggregate savings by about 4 per cent of G D P during 1970s and 1980s. Many 

of the East Asian economies stimulated corporate retained earnings by improvising 

low corporate taxes. Some of them facilitated investment by reducing the cost of 

investment by adjusting tax, tariff, and exchange rate policies to keep down the 

prices of capital goods. 

Governments in East Asian economies accepted and implemented the 

principle of shared growth which implied that the fruits of expansion and growth 

would be available to all groups in society. They adopted 'explicit mechanisms' 

to demonstrate to the people that sharing growth was a reality. Comprehensive 

land reform programmes were instituted in Korea and Taiwan; Indonesia used 

rice and fertilizer prices to enhance rural incomes; Malaysia introduced explicit 

wealth sharing programmes to improve the lot of ethnic Malays as compared to 

the better-off ethnic Chinese; in several countries, workers' co-operatives were 

set up and funded, while small and medium-sized enterprises were provided 

financial and other support. These measures by various East Asian economies 

provided motivation to their citizens to outperform others and stimulated 

productivity, which was aided by the basic Confucian culture of hard work and 

subservience to authority. 

It would be observed that the principle of shared growth constituted an 

important factor in achieving high rates of economic growth. Successful fiscal 

policy should incorporate adequate budgetary measures to improve social welfare, 

provide for social security measures and improve distribution in society, consistent 

with other fiscal objectives and least efficiency costs. 

East Asian economies used interventionist policies to achieve rapid economic 

growth. Intervention in these economies was most pronounced and explicit in 
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regard to stimulating exports. The measures, inter alia, included: generous 

incentives for manufactured exports with automatic access to imports of 

intermediate goods at reasonable prices required for exports; subsidized credit, 

low interest rates for export purposes and repressed financial markets; contests 

and rewards for achieving export targets in the form of access to foreign exchange, 

credit and investment licences Gapan, Korea and Thailand); location of foreign 

markets by the state for exports; access to state-developed technology at subsidized 

prices for export-oriented production; and liberalization of exchange rate policies 

and frequent devaluation of currencies to promote growth of exports which in 

turn resulted in better access to state-of-the-art technology. Hong Kong and 

Singapore provided housing on a massive scale to labour both as a welfare 

measure and to keep down labour costs. Most countries repressed interest rates 

on deposits and bank lending to stimulate export performance. Besides 

governments intervened in credit markets and selectively promoted industries, 

ownership groups, and, in some instances, individual firms. In Japan and Korea, 

governments actively promoted private domestic investment in heavy and 

chemical industries, but the policy was changed owing to indifferent success. In 

Taiwan and Indonesia, governments directly invested in technologically 

sophisticated industries, while Singapore and Thailand tried to attract foreign 

capital in high technology and capital intensive industries. Total factor productivity 

performance of industries in Japan, Korea and Taiwan prove the importance of 

exports to rapid productivity growth. 

Delineating the functional approach to growth in East Asian economies, 

Figure 4.1 shows, in four coloumns, the interaction among two sets of policy 

choices (fundamentals and selective interventions); two methods of competitive 

discipline (market and contest based); the three central functions of economic 

management; and the outcomes of growth and equity. The three critical functions 

were: accumulation of resources, efficient allocation of such resources, and 

productivity growth which implied increasing output with given resources. With 
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policy choices (Col. 1) operating through the attainment of these functions (Col. 

3), the outcomes of rapid and sustained growth and equal income distribution 

(Col. 4) were achieved (Vide solid lines in the figure). Many of the policies 

contributed to the achievement of more than one growth function. 

The six fundamentals affected the attainment of growth functions primarily 

through market based mechanism of competitive discipline6 
: 

(a) Stable macro-economic management contributed to accumulation 

through high rates of investment, and improved allocation by reducing 

instability in relative prices. 

(b) Escalating investment in human capital contributed to accumulation of 

human capital and economic growth (Vide Table 4.2); and productivity 

based catching up through improved absorption of technology. 

(c) Effective and secure financial systems assisted in accumulation through 

increased financial savings; and channelizing to high productivity 

investment (allocation). 

(d) Limiting price distortions, and keeping domestic prices aligned with 

international prices. Control of inflation proved to be good for allocation, 

and provided incentives to firms to adopt technologies and innovate. 

(e) Openness to foreign technology_ resulted in productivity based catching 

up and improved skills. 

(f) Agricultural development policies contributed to promotion of rural 

development and growth; and improved distribution of income. 

The dotted lines in the figure from Col. 4 to Col. 1 and arrows in both 

directions (Cols. 3 and 4) indicate self-reinforcing feedbacks. Rapid growth and 

equitable distribution contributed to increase in human capital accumulation 

and increased savings and investment, as also effective use of human capital in 

labour markets. They also helped in the 'development and protection of 

institutions, particularly the civil service, by reducing incentives for corruption'. 
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Sustained growth is a function of the interaction of four aspects of economic 

policy: macro-economic stability, human capital formation, openness to 

international trade, and an environment that encourages private investment and 

competition. Besides, modern technology, efficient economic and social 

infrastructure and export promotion are imperative for growth. Fiscal Policy has 

an important role in achieving these objectives. During the Reforms period, India 

has been pursuing these policies, and the beneficial results are evident. 

(a) Malaysia 

(i) Malaysia's Successful Liberalization and Structural Reforms 

During the first half of the 1980s, Malaysia experienced economic difficulties 

of high magnitude: severe economic imbalances, structural weaknesses and clouded 

prospects for growth. Malaysia embarked in a determined manner upon a 

successful programme of liberalization and structural reform, which came to be 

regarded as 'a model of structural adjustment for other developing countries'. 

The authorities modified the role of the public sector and considered private 

sector activities as the engine of growth and relied upon it to take new initiatives 

for industrial development and induction of modern technology and skills, creating 

employment and increasing exports of manufactured goods. These changes in 

policy framework were incorporated in the Fifth Malaysian Plan (1986-90), and 

by the end of the decade of eighties, Malaysian economy recovered. 

(ii) Fiscal Reforms: Reduction in Budget Deficit 

The corporate tax structure was brought more in alignment with other East 

Asian economies through a reduction in corporate tax rates during 1988-89 and 

abolition of excess profit tax.Greater stress was laid on broadly based consumption 

taxes than on direct taxes and commodity based taxation (Vide Table 4.3). Import 

duties were reduced on manufactures which had enjoyed a high level of protection. 

Coverage of sales tax was widened and tax incentives were rationalized. 
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Administration was improved and tax loopholes closed, improving tax collection. 

The pioneer status incentives which improvised tax exemption for profits 

and dividends for 10 years for risky ventures incorporating new technologies, 

were allowed to continue. This contributed to establishment of risk taking ventures 

with modern technologies.The real exchange rate was depreciated by about 35 

per cent which helped exports; growth was also stimulated by liberal foreign 

trade and investment policies. 

(iii) Reduction in Budget Deficit and Balanced Budget 

The authorities drastically reduced budget deficit from 0.5 per cent of G N 

P in 1986 to a surplus of 1.5 per cent of G N P in 1990. The overall fiscal deficit 

was reduced from 11.4 per cent of G N Pin 1986 to about 5 per cent of GNP 

in 1990. This was effected through (a) strict fiscal discipline regarding public 

expenditure, (b) freeze on public employment and 'deferral of civil service salary 

adjustments in the initial period'. 

Infrastructure and public services were provided to facilitate private sector 

industrial growth. Even when public investment was increased in the next two 

years, emphasis was placed upon increasing infrastructure, stimulating education 

and human resource development, and alleviating poverty. The basic objective 

was to complement private sector investment. Foreign direct investment 

predominantly took place in petroleum and export-oriented manufacturing sectors 

and accounted for 25 per cent of private capital formation. 

While instituting operational improvements in public enterprises, the 

authorities denationalized several large and small concerns, and also formulated 

privatization plans for the nineties. The proceeds were being used to retire 

government debt. This was in contrast with the policy in India where proceeds 

of sale of shares of public enterprises were utilized to reduce deficit on revenue 

budget. 
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(iv) Analysis of Macroeconomic Trends 

A mid-term review of the Sixth Malaysian Plan (1991-1995) at the end of 

1993 showed that the plan targets had been exceeded in all sectors of the economy, 

other than agriculture and mining. The authorities decided to step up outlays on 

infrastructure and poverty alleviation projects. The total development expenditure 

under the plan was increased from M $55 billion toM$ 58.5 billion. Attention 

may be drawn to certain essential features of the Malaysian economy, which 

continued to be one of the fastest growing economies in the region, and probably 

the world: 

(1) Gross Domestic Investment as percentage of G D P increased from 

26 per cent in 1988 to 37.2 per cent in 1994. The corresponding figures for Gross 

Domestic Savings were 36.3 per cent in 1988 and 35.6 per cent in 1994 (Vide 

Table 4.4). Thanks to high rates of Investment and Savings and strong 

fundamentals, including macroeconomic stability and low fiscal deficits, G D P 

maintained a steady annual growth rate between around 8 per cent and 9.8 per 

cent per annum between 1988 and 1994. 

(2) Despite pressure on prices due to the effect of capital inflows owing 

to its being a strong economy and high interest rate differential, inflation continued 

around 2.8 per cent during the period 1988-90 and between 3.6 and 4.7 per cent 

in the period 1991-94. Due to moderate inflation, real interest rates were far more 

stable than in other developing countries. Macro-economic stability encouraged 

long-term planning and private investment, and through its impact on real interest 

rates and the real value ·of financial assets, helped to increase financial savings. 

(3) Exports maintained a high rate of growth, and during the period 

1988 to 1994, exports increased between 17.1 per cent and 24.2 per cent per 

annum. This maintenance of strong growth of exports was attributable not only 

to an outward orientation of trade policy in general, but also increase in export 

of manufactures such as electrical machinery and electronic products, textiles, 
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clothing, footwear et al. Even when commodity exports such as rubber, tin, cocoa 

and crude oil declined due to low international prices, high exports were sustained 

because of export of manufactures. Besides Malaysia developed non-traditional 

markets also. 

(4) Increase in Imports ranged between 27 and 30 per cent per annum between 

1988 and 1990, but since then there had been a decline, and growth in imports 

ranged between 9.8 per cent in 1992 to 13.5 per cent in 1995. (36 percent in 1994) 

(5) Strong foreign trade and foreign exchange position helped Malaysia 

to reduce the debt-service ratio as percentage of exports from 16 per cent in 1989 

to 5 per cent in 1995. The ratio of foreign debt to G N P came down to 43 per 

cent, while its foreign exchange reserves were satisfactory. 

(v) Fiscal Policy 

A remarkable feature of the Budget for 1993 was that total expenditure 

increased marginally, while revenue increased at a more rapid pace. Consequently 

a budget surplus of 0.1 per cent of G D P emerged, compared to a deficit of 0.8 

per cent of G I? P in 1992. This occurred despite shortfall in petroleum related 

revenue, which accounted for 20 per cent of total revenue. 

For the first time in several years, there was an overall budget surplus, 

after accounting for capital receipts This reflected the success of fiscal discipline, 

and the country's privatization programme. In total 77 projects had been wholly 

or partially sold off to the private sector, reducing government employees by 

more than 80,000 persons. The Government obtained M $ 8.6 billion from the 

sale of assets and equity from the listing of 15 state controlled companies on the 

stock market. 

Malaysian authorities further reduced taxes in the 1994 Budget in order to 

stimulate private investment : (a) Company profits tax was cut from 34 per cent 

to 32 per cent. The Finance Minister stated, 'In view of intense international 
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competition, the income tax rate for compames should be reduced to make 

Malaysia an attractive location for investment and entrepreneurship'. (b) 

Reinvestment allowance for expansion,modernization or diversification was 

increased. (c) Taxes on oil sector were further reduced to promote exploration. 

(d) Duties on 500 items were reduced to contain inflationary pressures and improve 

standards of living. A major housing programme was provided for low-income 

and middle-income groups. (e) In order to offset loss of revenue on account of 

above measures, coverage of the sales and service tax of 5 per cent was widened. 

Fiscal policy sought to maintain fiscal discipline through cautiol!-s management 

and control over public expenditure. Thanks to abolition of development tax and 

further reduction in corporate and individual income tax rates, private sector 

initiative and competitiveness were maintained at a high level. These factors 

contributed to the success of Malaysia's liberalization and structural adjustment 

programme. 

(b) Thailand 

The spectacular progress made by Thailand during the last 25 years is 

reflected in increase in G D P from US $ 7087 million in 1970 to US $ 1,24,862 

million in 1993, which is more than 17.6 times the former. Growth in real G DP 

between 1980 and 1986 amounted to 5.5 per cent; thereafter the growth rate 

accelerated to between 10 and 13 per cent during 1988 to 1990; and around 8 per 

cent during the nineties. Subsequent to the second oil shock, Thailand in early 

eighties changed over from import-substitution policy to export-oriented trade 

policy. Export taxes were reduced and the currency devalued. The official Board 

of Investment (B 0 I) announced in 1983 various incentives for export promotion 

and targeted them to labour intensive, export oriented, geographically dispersed 

industrial activities. The incentives included tax exemptions and rebates, reduction 

in electricity charges, availability of concessional credit and assistance in marketing. 

Customs procedures were simplified in order to expedite export. 
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Considerable inflow of foreign investment capital and technology, 

particularly in export-oriented industries, contributed substantially to the structural 

transformation of the economy from a primary product producer and exporter 

into a major manufacturing country. Thailand's major export item of rice lost its 

premier position to textiles; and it exported sophisticated products such as hard 

disc drives for computers, integrated circuits and precision micro ball bearing, 

as also machinery, electrical appliances, components for transportation industry 

and chemicals, which were mostly produced by foreign firms or those with 

foreign collaboration. Foreign direct investment increased from US$ 200 million 

in mid 1980s to US$ 2 billion in 1990. The inflow has since been maintained, and 

it played an important role in the remarkable development of the e<;onomy. 

The B 0 I focused its policies to the promotion of export-oriented foreign 

investment, which was provided with several incentives. 100 per cent shareholding 

and acquisition of ownership in land was permitted to 100 per cent export

oriented foreign companies. They could also bring their technicians and managers. 

Contests for foreign exporters were also arranged; exports were the performance 

criteria and B 0 I promotion was the reward (The East Asian Miracle, World Bank 

Study 1993).7 Export-oriented industries were provided with full tax exemption 

on imported plant & machinery and raw materials and refund of all taxes paid 

on inputs in the process of production. In 1990-91, tariffs on capital goods, 

automobiles and computers were reduced to liberalize imports. 

(i) Seventh Plan 

Thailand formulated its Seventh Economic and Social Development Plan 

(1992-96), with emphasis upon growth with stability, human resource development 

and better income and regional distribution of prosperity. Its principal targets 

were: increase in G D P 8.2 per cent per annum, industrial growth 9.5 per cent, 

agricultural expansion 3.4 per cent, increase in export values 14.7 per cent, and 

energy production 8 per cent. 
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A distinctive feature of Thailand's plan was to set economic stability targets 

as also income distribution goals : inflation below 5.6 per cent per annum; trade 

deficit to be limited to 9.4 per cent of G D P per year; current account deficit 5.2 

per cent of G D P per annum on an average (set to decrease to 2.5 per cent in 

the last year of the plan) and private sector savings 23 per cent of G D Pin 1996. 

Population below poverty line was to be reduced by the end of the plan to 20 

per cent thereof, particularly by increasing employment and raising earnings of 

small - income groups. Expansion of primary and secondary education, health 

services and better quality of life and environment were also highlighted in the 

Plan. 

Serious infrastructural constraints and bottlenecks have been impeding 

development; the Seventh Plan emphasizes upon its extensive growth to meet 

the demand for infrastructure and increasing participation of private sector in its 

development. Greater emphasis has been placed upon competition for industry 

and trade and more liberal policies will be undertaken for monetary, fiscal and 

capital market development. Reform of tax system and restructuring of monetary 

system and capital markets would be effected to stimulate savings and facilitate 

raising of capital by private enterprises which should serve as core for industrial 

development. The investment climate is conducive to inflow of foreign investment 

capital and there are hardly any restrictions, except that the level of foreign 

equity participation varies in regard to various categories of industry. 

Since 1986, exports increased by almost 20 per cent annually; even during 

periods of world recession, the increase in exports amounted to 15 per cent in 

1990 and since then they have maintained a steady trend (Vide Table 4.5). With 

high invisibles from tourism and foreign remittances, it was possible for Thailand 

to offset the current account deficit and import a large volume of capital goods 

required to buttress its industrial development. 
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(ii) Fiscal and MonetaryPolicies 

Thailand maintained a stable macro-economic environment which facilitated 

private sector decision making, and high level of savings, investment and economic 

growth. This was achieved through prudent fiscal and monetary policies and 

balanced budget laws. Strict control was exercised by the Budget Bureau over 

the quantum of aggregate expenditure and deficit financing, which was determined 

with a view to ensure that it would not increase inflation. Budgetary laws provided 

for limiting deficit to a small percentage of the year's total expenditure and a cap 

on the percentage of the budget (currently 13 per cent) that could be spent on 

servicing the foreign debt. Monetary policy was targeted to kept a check on the 

expansion of money supply which should be consistent with growth and stability. 

The Bank of Thailand in its Annual Economic Report 19928 stated, 'Fiscal discipline 

is still fundamentally important given the less fav·ourable factors affecting revenues. 

This is attributed to the recent restructuring of the tax system while government 

expenditure continues to increase leading to a successive decline in government 

cash surplus. As a result, the consideration of government expenditure should 

proceed cautiously, with careful attention given to the issue of economic benefits 

and the efficiency of resource use ... Monetary policy should aim to ensure an 

appropriate expansion of money supply consistent with the maintenance of growth 

and stability.' A remarkable feature of Thailand's fiscal scenario was that while 

most countries in the world had a fiscal deficit, Thailand had a fiscal surplus as 

percentage of G D P amounting to 2 per cent in 1988, 3.3 per cent in 1989 and 

5 per cent (US$ 4 million) in 1990: It was envisaged that the strong fiscal situation 

would continue throughout the nineties. 

Consequent upon prudent fiscal and monetary policies followed, inflation 

amounted to 6 per cent in 1990 and declined to between 3.5 per cent and 5 per 

cent in the first half of the decade of nineties. Thailand also maintained a high 

quality in regard to debt management. Thanks to its disciplined budget policies 
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and rising exports, the debt service ratio declined from over 21 per cent in 1985 

to less than 12 per cent in 1995. Its foreign exchange reserves in March, 1991 

amounted to $ 16 billion equal to imports of about 6 months. The balance of 

payments position was healthy and a surplus of US $ 2 billion was achieved in 

1990. 

(iii) Taxes and Incentives 

There was a wide range of incentives available for 'promoted investments' 

approved by B 0 I. The basic corporation tax was 30 per cent for domestic and 

foreign companies. However, branch profits remitted to foreign head office and 

disposition of profits abroad were subject to an additional tax of 10 per cent.Capital 

gains were treated as ordinary income. A distinctive feature was that tax 

depreciation was required to conform to book depreciation. 

B 0 I maintained a list of promoted industries, which were entitled to 

various privileges: 

(1) Exemption from corporate taxation from 3 years to 8 years depending 

upon the nature and importance of the industry; and exemption from withholding 

tax on dividends during such period. 

(2) Exemption from tax deduction at source in respect of fees and royalties 

for 5 years. 

(3) Exemption or concession in regard to import duties on capital goods, 

raw materials and components. 

Export incentives included: 

(a) Waiver of customs duties and business taxes on imported raw materials 

and components used in export industries. 

(b) Incremental incomes upto 5 per cent derived from exports were 

deductible from taxable income. 
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Thailand liberalized its foreign exchange services and provided commercial 

banks with wider scope in adjusting interest rates. In the fiscal domain, tax 

reforms were introduced in 1990-91 incorporating value added taxes. The 

guidelines for such reforms were 'equity, enforceability and savings promotion 

and the system promises to greatly reduce tax evasion'. It was envisaged by the 

Government that Thailand would maintain its record of steady economic 

development and become more internationally oriented. To sustain growth and 

globalization, it was imperative to successfully liberalize and reform its financial 

and industrial markets. Thailand was implementing these policies in the nineties 

with commendable results. 

(c) South Korea 

South Korea achieved spectacular economic growth, particularly during 

the last 25 years. Its G D P increased from US $ 9025 million in 1970 to $ 330831 

million in 1993. Per capita income increased from $ 100 three decades ago to $ 

8500 at present. The Korean model of development was structured basically 

upon that of Japan. It was an amalgam, inter alia, of macro-economic stability, 

private enterprise, competition, investment in education and health and provision 

of export subsidies. The model developed by president Park Chung Hee achieved 

high growth, inter alia, through (a) securing hard labour and high productivity 

from workers, (b) mobilizing savings through taxes, (c) supporting investment 

by leading industrial conglomerates (Chaebols) and (d) intensive promotion of 

exports. 

A comparison of South Korea and Taiwan is instructive. On the eve of 

take-off in the sixties, both the countries were poor in natural resources, but had 

effected successful land reforms and had institutional environment conducive to 

economic growth. Both the countries changed over from import substitution 

policies to outward oriented policies and export promotion. They largely 

maintained realistic nominal interest rates and fiscal budget surpluses which 
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contributed to high rate of savmgs and moderate inflation. They stimulated 

labour intensive export oriented manufacturing industries. They also maintained 

an investment climate conducive to inflow of foreign capital. Investment in 

education increasingly provided skilled workers with capabilities of imbibing 

improved technologies. 

Certain differences however were discernible between the economies: (a) 

While Taiwan pursued policies of growth with equity, South Korea developed 

greater income inequality, largely as industrial growth centred round the chaebols, 

the ten largest amongst whom accounted for 75 per cent of G D P. Taiwan on the 

other hand had lakhs of enterprises competing with each other; (b) South Korea 

borrowed heavily from international sources to finance its investments, while 

Taiwan relied greatly on domestic savings; (c) Both in regard to price stability 

and exchange rate stability, Taiwan scored over South Korea, which had to devalue 

its currency several times between mid 1960s and early 1980s, and encountered 

higher inflation; (d) While state intervention took place in both the countries, it 

was more pronounced in South Korea. Gov.ernment even directed industrial 

conglomerates as to what kind of factories were to be built, and caused prices 

to be moulded to suit its industrial and export policies; and it provided them 

with funds at subsidized interest rates. 

The South Korean economy in 1980 faced a severe crisis: external debt 49 

per cent of G N P ; current deficit about 9 per cent of G N P. Thanks to the 

second oil shock, G D P shrank by 2.2 per cent, while inflation rose to 29 per 

cent. The Government increasingly adopted an I M F - guided austerity package, 

devalued the currency (won), and reduced subsidies to heavy industry. Fiscal 

and monetary restraint was adopted and inflation in 1982 came down to 7.1 per 

cent and since then it has averaged 5.3 per cent a year. While the economy 

maintained steady growth during the decade, two features of the economy 

continued to persist: concentration of economic power in the hands of chaebols 

and 'the habit of state intervention'. 
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South Korea's Seventh Five Year Plan projecting a growth rate of 7.5 per 

cent per annum on average basis during the 1992-96 period, commenced in 1992. 

However, after two years of robust growth and buoyancy in exports, there was 

distinct slowdown in the economy: G D P increase about 5 per cent in 1992 as 

compared to 8.3 per cent in 1991; Savings and Investment down to 35 per cent 

and 36 per cent as compared to above 35 per cent and 39 per cent respectively, 

and export increase by 8 per cent against 10 per cent. Inflation however rose by 

6.2 per cent only in 1992 as compared to 9.7 per cent in 1991, consequent upon 

lower increase in money supply by 15 per cent as against 22 per cent in the 

previous year. The economy was having a high trade deficit, high rate of increase 

in wages and prices, and infrastructural deficiencies, which were affecting its 

competitive capacity in regard to exports. Macroeconomic stabilization had become 

imperative; its adoption improved the fundamentals. 

East Asian economies attuned their fiscal and monetary policies so as to 

achieve low inflation and competitive exchange rates. They improvised low fiscal 

deficits, positive real interest rates, high quality of fiscal adjustment and 

undervalued currencies. They liberalized exchange rate policies and devalued 

their currency from time to time to promote exports. Budgetary provision of a 

high order was directed towards primary and secondary education, and small 

amounts as were allocated to higher education were channelized to engineering 

and technology institutes. 

East Asian economies imbibed foreign technologies through licences, capital 

goods, imports and overseas training. Low tariff rates and even subsidies were 

provided for capital goods and other imported inputs, and interest rates for 

financing investment in imported plant and machinery were kept low. This was 

in contrast to the high interest rates between 16 and 20 per cent charged by 

financial institutions in India. With inflationary increase in costs of plant and 

machinery, high interest charges and depreciation which enter into cost of 
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production, reduce competitive capacity of Indian industry. 

The private sector was the principal engine of growth m East Asian 

economies. Fiscal policy was directed towards providing adequate incentives for 

investment. Taxes were kept low. Fiscal discipline of a high order was maintained 

in most economies. Prudent macroeconomic management encouraged long-term 

planning and investment by the private sector and foreign investor. The institutional 

structure was generally congenial for such investment. Saving rates ranging 

between 20 per cent to 40 per cent were achieved by Japan, Singapore and other 

economies. Besides providing incentives for savings, Singapore and Hong Kong 

improvised high provident fund contributions to generate savings. Japan and 

Taiwan established postal savings system to mobilize small savings. Most of the 

economies set up effective and secure financial systems to achieve exceptionally 

high savings rates. 

The economy during 1994 resumed its path of growth with G D P rising by 

8.3 per cent, industrial growth by 10 per cent, exports by 14.3 per cent (7.7 per 

cent in 1993), and current account balance down to - 1 per cent (Vide Table 4.6). 

Debt-service ratio declined to 5.1 per cent. The prospects for next two years were 

equally good, with inflation at about 6.4 per cent. The principal problems facing 

the economy were: chronic trade surpluses (like Japan) leading to rise in exchange 

value of the currency which could adversely affect exports. Deregulation and 

reduced state intervention were necessary to allow market forces to operate in 

the economy. 

(i) Fiscal and Monetary Policies 

Korea's fiscal and monetary policies contributed to stabilization of short

term economic fluctuations and control of inflation, and promotion of long-term 

high growth rate. The Korean economy experienced multi-dimensional resource 

gaps in the process of rapid economic development: (1) On the domestic front, 

there was an excess of demand for funds for investment over savings; this was 
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financed by deficits in budget. The budgetary deficits in turn were financed by 

new borrowings from the Bank of Korea and reduction in cash balances. By 

altering the net domestic sources of the monetary base, these changes affected 

M3 and monetary credit. (2) Secondly, foreign resources gap developed owing to 

excess of imports, including capital goods, over exports. This shortage was covered 

by foreign capital borrowings and foreign aid. Since 1977, the Government has 

been selling treasury bills to general investors in order to minimize the quantum 

of direct borrowings from the Bank of Korea for meeting budgetary deficits. 

South Korea's External debt in 1984 amounted to more than 52 per cent of 

G N P, thanks to heavy borrowings to finance private sector investment and 

accumulate foreign exchange reserves. However, due to its large export-GNP 

ratio and high growth rates, Korea was able not only to service the foreign debt, 

but also to repay them in 1986 and subsequent years out of its sizeable foreign 

exchange reserves buttressed by export earnings. By 1990, the ratio of total debt 

to G N P had come down to 15 per cent. 

South Korea's productivity of investment was amongst the highest, according 

to a study of 18 developing countries (Little et al). Investments were channelized 

into most profitable sectors such as labour intensive export industries; low capital 

costs were achieved through low construction costs and short gestation periods. 

The Government actively stimulated investment and exports by providing 

specialized highly subsidized loans for equipment purchase and export loans at 

between 6 and 10 per cent interest. Import duties on capital goods were waived 

and loans in foreign currencies made available in case of selected industries 

whose development was targeted by the Government. Investment incentives 

were provided particularly for such targeted industries and export oriented 

industries. Tax and other incentives were also improvised for stimulating the 

rate of savings in the economy. 

Thus, the rate of savings and investment varied between 1992 and 1995 

between 35 per cent and 37 per cent, which were remarkably high. 
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(ii) Corporate Tax Rate and Incentives 

The top marginal company tax rate on corporate income in 1994 was 32 per 

cent plus surcharge 4.5 per cent, amounting to 36.5 per cent on incomes above 

Korean Won 100 million (equivalent to about $ 1,28,000). The basic rate was 

reduced to 30 per cent plus surcharge in 1995. Korea introduced nine major tax 

reforms between 1953 to 1986 in order to stimulate industrial growth. Tax incentives 

for exports included accelerated depreciation, tax credits and special exemptions. 

Korea among East Asian countries was the first to introduce V A T. Revenues 

derived from VAT were utilized to provide incentives for investors in industry 

; they were particularly used to mould the pattern of industrial development 

and induce the flow of capital into desired sectors. 

(iii) Major Tax Incentives in South Korea's Tax Structure 

The major tax incentives are the following : 

(a) A 100 per cent tax exemption for first four years and 50 per cent for 

the next two years for enterprises in hi-tech sectors, free trade zones and export

oriented industries. 

(b) 10 per cent of capital increase by an enterprise was allowed to be 

deducted from income for three years. 

(c) Exemption from tax for five years on royalties arising from technology 

inducement contracts. 

(d) Investment in special equipment for pollution control, energy saving, 

vocational training facilities etc. qualified for 8 per cent investment tax credit. 

(e) Enterprises in designated agriculture area were eligible for 100 per 

cent tax exemption for four years and 50 per cent exemption for the next two 

years. 

(f) Expenditure on research and development qualified for certain tax 

credits. 

Large industries had acquired 'formidable momentum' and South Korea's 

economy will probably remain among the world's top performers during the 

nineties owing to the strength of its large industrial conglomerates. 
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Figure 4.1 

A Functional Approach to Growth (East Asian Countries) 
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Figure 4.2 

Inflation Follows Money 
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Figure 4.3 

Saving and Investment in Selected Countries 
(in percent of G 0 P) 
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Table 4.1 

Distribution of Gross Domestic Product (Percentage) 
1970 and 1993 - Selected Countries 

Name of the Country Agriculture Industry Services 
1970 1993 1970 1993 1970 1993 

Malaysia 29 - 25 - 46 

Indonesia 45 19 19 39 36 42 

Hong Kong 2 0 36 21 62 79 

Singapore 2 0 30 37 68 63 

South Korea 25 7 29 43 46 50 
...... 

I Thailand 26 10 25 39 49 51 0 
-..,J 

Japan 6 2 47 41 47 57 

Australia 6 3 39 29 55 67 

France - 3 - 29 - 69 

West Germany 3 1 49 38 47 61 

Sweden - 2 - 31 - 67 

United Kingdom 3 2 45 33 52 65 

United States 3 - 34 - 63 

India 45 31 22 27 33 41 

Source : World Development Report 1995, 
World Bank, 0 U P p. 167 



Table 4.2 

Major Heads of Total Expenditure of Selected Countries (Percentage) 

Housing, Social 
Sector 

Education Health Welfare Defence 
Name of the Country 1980 1993 1980 1993 1980 1993 1980 1993 

Malaysia 18.3 20.3 5.1 5.7 7.0 11.4 14.8 11.8 

Indonesia 8.3 10.0 2.5 2.7 1.8 1.6 13.5 6.2 

Singapore 14.6 22.3 7.0 6.1 7.6 9.0 25.2 24.5 

South Korea 17.1 16.8 1.2 1.0 7.5 11.2 34.3 20.1 

...... I Thailand 19.8 21.1 4.1 8.2 5.1 6.7 21.7 17.2 
0 
O:l Japan 

Australia 8.2 7.2 10.0 12.6 28.5 33.7 9.4 7.9 

France 8.6 7.0 14.8 16.1 46.8 45.5 7.4 6.0 

Germany 0.9 0.8 19.0 16.8 49.6 45.9 9.1 6.4 

Sweden 10.4 7.3 2.2 0.4 51.5 53.3 7.7 5.3 

United Kingdom 2.4 3.3 13.5 14.0 30.0 32.5 13.8 9.9 

United States 2.6 2.0 10.4 17.1 37.8 31.7 21.2 19.3 

India 1.9 2.2 . 1.6 1.9 4.3 7.1 19.8 14.5 

Contd . ... 



Table 4.2 (Contd.) 

Major Heads of Total Expenditure of Selected Countries (Percentage) 

Total Expenditure Overall 
Economic as% of Surplus/deficit 
Services Others. GNP (%of GNP) 

Name of the Country 1980 1993 1980 1993 1980 1993 1980 1993 

Malaysia 30.0 18.5 24.7 32.4 29.6 26.7 - 6.2 1.7 

Indonesia 40.2 27.3 33.7 52.2 23.1 18.9 -2.3 0.7 

Singapore 17.7 11.5 27.9 26.6 20.8 19.7 2.2 12.6 

South Korea 15.6 18.8 24.3 32.1 17.6 17.1 -2.3 0.6 

...... 

I 
Thailand 24.2 26.2 25.1 20.7 19.0 16.3 -4.9 2.1 

0 
<0 Japan - - - - 18.4 - -7.0 

Australia 8.2 8.0 35.8 30.5 23.1 28.2 - 1.5 -2.3 

France 6.8 5.0 15.6 20.4 39.3 45.5 - 0.1 -3.8 

Germany 8.7 9.7 12.6 20.4 - 33.6 - -2.4 

Sweden 10.9 16.2 17.3 17.4 39.5 53.9 - 8.1 - 12.2 

United Kingdom 7.5 6.6 32.9 33.7 38.2 43.4 -4.6 - 5.1 

United States 9.7 6.2 18.2 23.7 21.7 23.8 -2.8 -4.0 

India 24.2 16.2 48.3 58.0 13.2 16.9 -6.5 -4.8 

Source : World Development Report 1995, World Bank, 0 U P New York p 180, 181 



Table 4.3 

Major Heads of Current Revenue of Selected Countries (Percentage) 

International 
Income Tax & Social Excise Sales Trade & Transactions 

Corporation Tax Security Tax etc. Customs Duty 
Name of the Country 1980 1993 1980 1993 1980 1993 1980 1993 

Malaysia 37.5 34.5 0.4 0.8 16.8 22.0 33.0 13.8 

Indonesia 78.0 49.3 - - 8.6 26.4 7.2 5.2 

Singapore 32.5 30.0 - - 15.8 16.7 6.9 2.0 

South Korea 22.3 31.4 1.1 8.3 45.9 34.2 15.0 5.8 

...... j Thailand 17.7 27.9 0.2 1.1 46.0 39.8 26.2 18.2 

...... 
0 Japan 70.8 - 0.0 - 20.8 - 2.4 

Australia 60.8 63.8 0.0 0.0 23.4 19.7 5.4 3.5 

France 17.7 17.3 41.2 44.5 30.9 27.0 0.1 0.0 

Germany 18.7 15.0 54.2 46.2 23.1 24.5 0.0 0.0 

Sweden 18.2 5.8 33.2 36.7 29.1 32.7 1.2 0.9 

United Kingdom 37.7 35.3 15.6 16.4 27.8 32.1 0.1 0.1 

United States 56.6 50.7 28.2 34.2 4.4 3.8 1.4 1.6 

India 18.3 18.7 0.0 0.0 42.5 32.1 22.0 24.9 

Contd . ... 



Table 4.3 (Contd.) 

Major Heads of Current Revenue of Selected Countries (Percentage) 

Nontax Total Current 
Others Revenue Revenue 

Name of the Country 1980 1993 1980 1993 (percentage of G N P) 
1980 1993 

Malaysia 1.8 3.5 10.5 25.4 27.3 28.7 

Indonesia 1.2 3.2 4.9 15.9 22.2 19.4 

Singapore 13.9 15.1 30.9 36.1 26.3 26.6 

South Korea 3.2 7.6 12.5 12.6 18.0 18.9 

...... I Thailand 1.8 3.0 8.1 9.9 14.4 18.3 

Japan 0.8 - 5.2 - 11.6 

Australia 0.3 1.4 10.1 11.6 22.1 25.3 

France 2.7 4.1 7.4 7.1 39.4 40.7 

Germany 0.1 7.9 3.9 6.4 - 31.6 

Sweden 4.3 6.7 14.1 17.2 35.2 40.1 

United Kingdom 5.7 7.6 13.1 8.5 35.2 36.2 

United States 1.2 1.0 8.2 8.7 19.9 19.7 

India 0.6 0.4 16.6 23.9 11.7 14.4 

Note : Except the last two columns, figures are percentages of total current revenue. 

Source : World Development Report 1995, World Bank, 0 U P New York p 182, 183 



Table 4.4 

Major Indicators for Malaysia 

Malaysia 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 

Growth Rate of G D P 
(Percentage per annum) 8.7 9.8 8.7 7.8 8.3 8.5 8.5 

Gross Domestic Investment 
(Percentage of G D P) 28.8 32.3 37.0 33.8 35.0 37.2 37.6 

Gross Domestic Savings 
(Percentage of G D P) 33.9 32.3 31.1 35.5 35.9 35.6 36.7 

...... 

I 
Inflation Rate Percentage 

...... Change in C P I 2.8 2.6 4.4 4.7 3.6 3.8 4.2 
1\J 

Money Supply 
(Percentage per annum) 16.1 12.8 14.5 19.1 23.5 22.0 18.0 

Growtl:! Rate of Exports 18.3 17.4 17.1 18.1 15.9 24.2 20.8 

Growth Rate of Imports 35.6 30.2 26.9 9.8 17.3 36.0 13.5 

Current Account Balance 
Percentage of G D P -0.6 -3.9 -8.9 -2.8 -3.3 - 9.0 - 6.1 

Debt Service Ratio as 
Percentage of Exports. 16.0 11.7 7.6 6.6 7.9 4.7 5.0 

Source : Asian Development Outlook, 1995 and 1996, Asian Development Bank, 0 U P New York, p 108. Ibid 1993, p 108. 

Ibid 1992, p. 128. 



Table 4.5 

Major Indicators for Thailand 

Thailand 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 

Growth Rate of G D P 
(Percentage per annum) 12.0 10.0 7.5 7.9 8.2 8.5 8.6 

Gross Domestic Investment 
(Percentage of G D P) 31.5 36.8 35.7 39.6 40.0 42.9 44.9 

Gross Domestic Savings 
(Percentage of G D P) 31.1 31.0 33.3 35.7 35.5 37.2 38.0 

Inflation Rate ...... 

I 
...... (Percentage Change in C P I) 5.4 6.0 5.8 4.2 3.5 5.0 5.0 
(,) 

Money Supply 
(Percentage per annum) na na 19.8 15.6 18.4 16.2 16.0 

Growth Rate of Exports 25.7 15.0 21.0 13.7 13.4 17.5 16.8 

Growth Rate of Imports 27.4 29.8 13.8 6.0 11.8 16.4 16.0 

Current Account Balance 
(Percentage of G D P) -3.6 -8.8 -8.6 -5.7 -5.5 - 5.2 -5.0 

Debt Service Ratio as 
Percentage of Exports. 16.3 17.2 15.1 14.1 18.6 11.2 11.8 

Source : Asian Development Outlook, 1995 and 1996, Asian Development Bank, Manila, 0 U P, p 120. 

Ibid 1992 p. 142. 



Table 4.6 

Major Indicators for South Korea 

South Korea 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 

Growth Rate of G D P 
(Percentage per annum) 6.2 9.0 8.3 5.1 5.5 8.3 7.3 

Gross Domestic Investment 
(Percentage of G D P) 33.4 37.0 39.3 36.6 34.3 36.9 36.9 

Gross Domestic Savings 
(Percentage of G D P) 35.6 35.6 35.3 35.2 35.1 35.1 35.1 

Inflation Rate ...... 

I ...... (Percentage Change in C P I) 5.6 8.6 9.7 6.2 4.8 6.4 6.3 
-!>-

Money Supply 
(Percentage per annum) na na 21.9 14.9 16.6 18.9 11.7 

Growth Rate of Exports 3.0 2.8 10.1 8.0 7.7 14.3 12.0 

Growth Rate of Imports 17.9 14.6 17.6 1.0 2.3 18.7 14.6 

Current Account Balance 
(Percentage of G D P) 2.4 - 0.9 -3.2 - 1.5 - 1.0 - 1.0 - 1.3 

Source : Asian Development Outlook, 1995 and 1996, Asian Development Bank, Manila, 0 UP, p 66. 

Ibid 1992, p. 80. 
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Chapter 5 

FISCAL POLICY REFORMS IN INDIA: EVOLUTION OF NORMS 

5.1. Fiscal Reforms and Consolidation in India 

There was a structural deficiency in that the capital budget in India financed 

part of the revenue budget. Revenues had been increasing, but expenditure 

including interest payments had been rising at a faster pace, thus exacerbating 

the imbalances. Interest payment on borrowings used for productive investment 

normally should not create problems, but an increasing portion of borrowed 

funds was utilized for meeting current expenditure which did not generate income. 

Experience of fiscal adjustment programmes in various countries showed 

that efforts at expenditure compression in order to reduce budgetary deficit proved 

difficult in most cases and remained largely unchanged on account of certain 

factors : (a) expenditure on government personnel in most countries tended to 

be excessive - thanks to general environment upto the seventies of increasing 

state intervention - and efforts to curtail the same, as also reform its structure, 

met with marginal success; (b) difficulty was experienced h1 cutting military and 

unproductive expenditure and interest charges on borrowings; (c) there was 

escalating demand on the budget for social welfare services such as education, 

health, maintenance of infrastructure and public services, and providing 

employment and incomes to the poor, due to rising population; (d) financing of 

losses of public sector enterprises absorbed part of funds in certain countries. 

Inevitably, therefore, the reduction in budget deficit was effected through 

a reduction in capital outlays and purchase of goods and services to levels lower 

than programmed, thereby adversely affecting growth. The experience in India 

over the first two years of reform in this regard has been largely in consonance 
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with the general trend in other countries. 

The essential features of the Central Government's overall fiscal strategy 

for controlling the budgetary deficit comprises: (a) Increase in revenues through 

tax reforms and widening tax base; (b) Expenditure compression; (c) Reduction 

in subsidies; (d) Reduced budgetary allocations to public enterprises; (e) 

Rationalized administered prices. Some of these measures were reflected in the 

Budgets for 1993-94 and 1994-95. 

5.2. Deficits despite Buoyancy in Tax Revenues 

During the last five years, taxes have been further reduced; however, revenues 

have increased substantially. As shown in Table 5.1 the aggregate increase amounts 

to 190.5 per cent in the case of Corporation Tax, 151.3 per cent for Income Tax, 

42.9 per cent for Customs Duty and 74.5 per cent for Excise Duty over the five 

years. The overall Gross Revenues are envisaged to increase from Rs. 57,576 

crores in 1990-91 to Rs.1,03,762 crores (B.E) in 1995-96, which works out to an 

impressive increase of 80.2 per cent over this period. Reduction and rationalization 

of taxes and Modvat have contributed to, rather than detracted from, increased 

revenues. 

Revenues may be considered in relation toG D P. (Vide Table 5.2) Central 

Government Revenues have declined from 10.8 per cent of G D Pin 1990-91 to 

9.9 per cent in 1995-96 Budget. This has occurred despite the fact that the share 

of Income Tax has increased from 1.0 per cent to 1.3 per cent and that of 

Corporation Tax has risen even more from 1.0 per cent to 1.5 per cent in the 

respective years. The remarkable point is that increase in direct taxes has occurred 

despite reduction in tax rates, of which more later. 

The reduction in revenues as percentage of G D P is attributable to a 

perceptible decline in Excise Duties, and even more so in Customs Duties. Excise 

Duties have gone down from 4.6 per cent of G D P in 1990-91 to 4.1 per cent in 

1995-96 and Customs Duties from 3.9 per cent to 2.8 per cent. During 1994-95 
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and subsequently, there has been boom in production and imports have sizeably 

increased, reflecting increased industrial activity. Yet Customs Duties have not 

correspondingly improved as percentage of G D P. 

Liberalization has released hidden sources of energies and given a fillip to 

industrial activity and productivity, resulting in higher exports, despite inflation 

continuing to range around 8 per cent. We feel that the strengthening of the 

external sector, consequent upon liberalization, in the form of increase in exports, 

improvement in the balance .of payments and above all, accretion to foreign 

exchange reserves which have touched U.S. $ 20 billion, is a very bright feature, 

and nothing should be done which would jeopardize the maintenance of increase 

in exports. 

The share of direct taxes toG D P has increased from 2.1 per cent in 1990-

91 to 2.9 per cent in 1995-96 (BE), while the share of indirect taxes to-G D P has 

declined from 8.5 per cent to 7 per cent in the respective years. Direct taxes as 

percentage of Gross Revenue rose from 19.1 per cent in 1990-91 to 29.2 per cent 

in 1995-96 (BE), while correspondingly the share of indirect taxes declined from 

78.9 per cent to 70.6 per cent in the respective years. This is commendable and 

reflects the developments in the economy during the Reforms period. In developed 

economies, the contribution of direct taxes is much higher (Also vide Table 7.4). 

Table 5.4 shows the Central Government's fiscal deficit as percentage of G 

D Pin India. The fiscal deficit remained at a high level between 7.8 per cent and 

8 per cent during the period 1987-88 to 1989-90 and rose to 8.3 per cent in 1990-

91. The Government had been making active efforts to contain the fiscal deficit. 

It formulated a medium-term strategy to reduce Central Government fiscal deficit 

over a period of years. The deficit was reduced from 8.3 per cent of G D P in 

1990-91 to 6 per cent in 1991-92 and 5.7 per cent in 1992-93. Although targeted 

at 4.7 per cent in 1993-94, due to various factors, including loss of production 

and revenues on account of Ayodhya episode, internal disturbances and increased 
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expenditure, actual fiscal deficit amounted to about 7.4 per cent of G D P. The 

planned budget deficit for 1994-95 was 6 per cent of G D P; it actually turned out 

to be 6.7 per cent. For 1995-96, the fiscal deficit is targeted at 5.5 per cent of G 

D P, but is estimated to increase to about 6 per cent. 

5.3. Inducing Efficiency in Public Expenditure 

An analysis of the Union Budget 1995-96 showed that major subsidies, 

interest charges and defence accounted for nearly 72.7 per cent of Non-plan 

Expenditure in 1995-96 (BE), of which Interest was 42.1 per cent, Defence 20.6 

per cent and Subsidy 10 per cent. 

The total non-plan expenditure in absolute terms increased from Rs. 76,198 

crores in 1990:..91 to Rs.1,23,651 crores in 1995-96 (BE), that is by Rs. 47,453 crores. 

(Vide Table 5.3) Of this sum, Interest increased by Rs.30,529 crores. Thus out of 

the increase in the Gross Revenue of Rs. 46,186 crores over this quinquennium, 

66 per cent was absorbed by increase in Interest. Revenues are buoyant and have 

been increasing, but expenditure is rising at a faster rate. The ratio of taxes to G 

D P increased from 6 per cent in 1950-51 to 11 per cent in 1970-71 and about 16.7 

per cent in 1991-92 (R B I estimates). 

The White Paper on the Economy1 referred to the mismatch between revenue 

receipts and revenue expenditure. It stated that while the Centre's tax revenue 

was increasing by about 17 per cent annually on an average, its revenue 

expenditure increased by 18.4 per cent annually during the eighties. 

Consequent upon the macroeconomic reforms programme initiated in 

1990-91, total Non-plan expenditure as a part of total expenditure declined from 

72.4 per cent in 1990-91 to 70.0 per cent in 1994-95. Although it increased to 71.8 

per cent again in 1995-96 (BE), it was still lower than in 1990-91. Correspondingly, 

Plan Outlay as a part of total expenditure increased from 27.7 per cent in 1990-

91 to 28.2 per cent in 1995-96 (BE). 
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A comparison of expenditure during 1990-91 and targeted expenditure during 

1995-96 (BE) shows that Subsidies remained almost the same at around Rs. 12,000 

crores, despite inflation. Defence increased by about Rs.10,000 crores over the 

five year period. In real terms, allowing for the factor of inflation, defence 

expenditure has more or less been contained. Non-plan expenditure, other than 

Interest and Defence escalated by about Rs.6,600 crores, which is less than the 

proportionate rise in prices over the five years. Thus effort has been made by the 

Government to control and reduce administrative and other expenditure. The 

Finance Minister recently stated that government expenditure would be reduced 

by 2 to 3 per cent following reduction of government jobs by 30 per cent by the 

end of the decade. 

However it is seen that according to the Union Budget 1995-96, Interest 

payment would increase to Rs.52,000 crores (BE) from Rs. 44,000 crores in 1994-95 

(RE), and works out to about 50.1 per cent of Revenue Receipts. The Budget shows 

Revenue Deficit of Rs.35,541 crores, which would be financed by the capital budget 

out of borrowings et al. Thus Interest was a major component of the budget on the 

expenditure side and a legacy of the past. It was both the cause and effect of 

deficit financing, and was also responsible for the vicious circle of revenue deficits, 

higher borrowings, larger interest disbursement, leading to further budgetary deficits 

and borrowings. This cycle needed to be broken effectively; otherwise it would 

continue to vitiate budgetary exercises and perpetuate fiscal deficits. 

Reduction in interest burden would postulate sizeable reduction m 

borrowings, and in order to tackle the problem at its roots, the budgetary strategy 

needed to be revised: it was necessary to revert over a period of say three years 

to the formulation of a surplus budget on revenue account. A high powered 

Expenditure Commission to scrutinize government expenditure would also aid 

the process and appeared to be called for in view of the exigencies of the situation. 

The major subsidies were in respect of fertilizers, food and export promotion. 
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Export subsidies had been sizeably reduced consequent upon devaluation and 

abolition of C C S. Fertilizer subsidy and the concurrent increase in fertilizer 

prices had to be diluted due to pressure from farmers' lobby. The states were not 

enthusiastic about the scheme whereby richer farmers were to pay discriminatory 

higher prices, while the marginal farmers were subsidized. 

The Public Distribution System (P D S) was not only a bulwark against 

inflation, but an integral part of the overall scheme of social welfare. Subsidy in 

respect of foodstuffs, therefore, was difficult to eliminate, but could be restricted 

to the non-affluent. The Government was making efforts to reduce subsidies 

through increase in prices of com~odities supplied under the P D S. 

Another area of expenditure, in which effective cuts could be imposed was 

administration and grants. With a metamorphosis in policy environment, and 

dismantling of the network of controls, several officers in the relevant departments 

could be redeployed elsewhere, which would enable their experience and expertize 

to be put to appropriate use and increase their productivity. Besides, departments 

and grants whose utility was limited, could aiso be trimmed or even closed. The 

ministry needed to devote some time to micro-exercises in this direction. As 

regards defence expenditure, in the international environment that existed today 

and was envisaged in the near future, outlay was bound to be high and sizeable 

reduction was not practicable. 

What was of importance was effective utilization of money and resources 

in order that money reached target groups in substantial measure with smaller 

outlay. To illustrate : if benefit Z was received by target groups from public 

outlays 4 Y, the benefit Z in real terms could be delivered through better monitoring 

and utilization of money from outlays 3 Y. This could r~sult in saving of fundY. 

5.4. Pragmatic Fiscal Policy: Do We Need Balanced Budgets? 

Fiscal deficit was a double-edged instrument in the government's armoury 

and its effective management constituted a critical element of fiscal policy. 
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A pragmatic fiscal policy may be defined as one in which all the necessary 

elements comprising the budget such as revenues, expenditures, transfers, 

borrowings, interest on accumulated debts, and quantum of deficits are consistent 

with the macro-economic objectives: growth, control of inflation and allocative 

efficiency, provision of incentives for domestic and foreign investment, promoting 

equity and social justice, and maintaining external sector viability and international 

credibility. 

The manner of financing fiscal deficit - through private sector savings, 

foreign borrowing or creation of money- and its quantum, largely determined 

whether it would contribute to macro - economic imbalances or promote the 

basic objectives of fiscal policy. (Vide Table 5.5) While money creation beyond 

prudent limits resulted in inflation and current account (B 0 P) deficits, large 

foreign borrowings caused excessive indebtedness, and ultimate loss of foreign 

exchange reserves. 

An overview of the experience of developing countries showed that in 

most economies, domestic savings and borrowings were inadequate to meet 

burgeoning expenditure, consequent upon which government resorted to foreign 

borrowings and money creation. This resulted in macro - economic distortions, 

high inflation, dwindling foreign exchange reserves, large foreign debts, with 

inevitable effect upon growth and private investment. Heavy public sector 

investment also contributed to increased P S B R (Public Sector Borrowing 

Requirements), leading to fiscal deficits and money creation without adequate 

generation of profits: there was inadequate return flow of funds to the budget 

which exacerbated fiscal deficits. 

If a deficit is financed by creation of money, it would result in inflation in 

so far as it is in excess of the demand for money at the current level of prices. 

This could be partly neutralized by higher reserve requirements for the banking 

system, but this would lead to increase in interest rates, and dampen private 
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investment. Higher public borrowing from the banking system would crowd out 

private investment. The implication is that public borrowing has to be restrained, 

if the objectives of low inflation and stimulating private investment are to be 

realized. 

Efforts should be made to turn the primary deficit, which means fiscal 

deficit less interest charges, into a surplus so that public debt does not increase 

further, but is brought down. As emphasized earlier, fiscal and budgetary deficits 

constitute one of the principal causes of inflation. In many developing countries, 

continuous increase in money supply takes place largely to finance government's 

overspending. The resultant imbalance between money supply and output adds 

to the inflationary potential and leads to increase in prices. 

We are thus driven to the conclusion that India must eschew deficit financing, 

and opt for balanced budgets in view inter alia of the following factors: 

1) It is imperative to break the vicious circle of high borrowings, high 

interest charges, large deficits leading to further borrowings. 

2) There is a deficit on revenue account which is being financed by the 

capital budget. Borrowings are being used for current consumption. 

Compression of government expenditure, which is tending to be 

inelastic, and includes certain disbursements which are inessential, is 

necessary. 

3) Fiscal deficit has to be brought down to below to 2 to 3 per cent of 

G D P. Macroeconomic destabilization and crises are generally 

attributable to fiscal deficits leading to inflation, which also has its 

spillover effect upon current account (B 0 P) balance, through decrease 

in exports and increase in imports. It leads to deterioration in the 

external sector and subsequent devaluation. 

4) Despite good monsoons over a number of years and high agricultural 

production, inflation continues to be high, around 8 to 10 per cent. 
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5) There is vast accumulation of internal and external debts, which needs 

to be scaled down. 

The cumulative inflation that has occurred during the last three decades 

(1965-95) has very considerably eroded the purchasing power of money and 

resulted in great human misery. The theory that mild inflation upto 5 per cent 

per annum aids development has lost its relevance, considering that East Asian 

economies have developed rapidly while maintaining macro-economic stability. 

Actually, the latter, together with controlled fiscal and budgetary deficits and 

low inflation below 5 per cent strengthened the forces of high growth. Table 1.1 

speaks for itself. Except Hong Kong, South Korea, and Indonesia, inflation is 

below 5 per cent as on 31 March 1995 in the East Asian countries and developed 

countries. Japan has negligible inflation of 0.2 per cent. The rates of growth of 

G D P are between 6.5 per cent and 10.0 per cent (except Hong Kong 5.6 per 

cent), in the seven East Asian countries. 

Measures to control inflation inevitably result in recession and suffering, 

which according to Milton Friedman, are inevitable. Prevention is better than 

cure, and this aptly applies to inflation which is an inequitable economic 

phenomenon and fiscal policy must be attuned to avoid it. Internal debt and 

interest charges are becoming unsustainable. Unless borrowings are reduced 

through a reduction in fiscal deficit, interest charges would go on mounting. 

Already in the 1995-96 Budget, interest absorbs more than 50 per cent of revenue. 

If the present system of deficit budgeting is continued, a stage may come when 

almost the greater part of revenues may be absorbed by interest. The fact is that 

the internal debt situation is becoming unmanageable and unsustainable. 

Both with a view to restoring fiscal equilibrium and reducing inflation 

within 5 per cent, deficit financing should be eschewed or reduced to a minimum. 

Instead of having deficit budgets year after year, the authorities should opt for 

either a balanced budget or a sur:plus budget till such time as fiscal equilibrium 
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is restored. 

An analysis of the policies of H P A Es2 shows that maintaining low levels 

of inflation and efficiently managing public debt have been the key objectives of 

East Asian economies. Take the case of Indonesia. President Suharto's New Order 

Government, in 1967, in order to implement its commitment to the electorate to 

fight inflation (and develop infrastructure), passed a balanced budget law. It 

limited expenditure to the Government's domestic revenues plus foreign aid. 

Ministries have to justify expenditures in detail, while parliament's discussion 

on the Budget is confined by rules to broad policy issues. This restrictive budgetary 

framework has enabled the Government to create a 'macro-economic environment' 

in which inflation has been controlled at a low level, and growth has been 

stimulated. 

Thailand has established a Budget Bureau, which consults National Economic 

and Social Development Board about proposed public investments and the Ministry 

of Finance regarding estimates of revenue. It discusses with the Bank of Thailand 

- the central bank - as to the quantum of deficit financing the economy can: bear 

without fuelling inflation. The Bureau determines the aggregate expenditure and 

allocates it to various ministries. The budget formulated by the Bureau is generally 

endorsed by the Cabinet and Parliament. 

The basic point is that the Budget Bureau derives its powers essentially 

from the budgetary laws which (1) limit the budgetary deficit to a small percentage 

of the expenditure and (2) provide a ceiling - at present 13 per cent of the 

budget-that can be utilized for servicing the external public debt. Parliamentary 

rules also provide for control over excessive deficit financing. As a consequence 

of all these restrictive budgetary practices, inflation in Thailand has been generally 

below 5 per cent, except during periods of the two oil shocks. Low fiscal deficits 

and prudent debt management have resulted in the realization of high growth 

in an environment of macro-economic stability. 
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Recent accord in India between G 0 I and Reserve Bank to limit the issue 

of ad hoc Treasury Bills toRs. 6,000 crores in 1994-95 and phase it out completely 

by 1996-97, is commendable and in line with the historical accord of the Treasury 

Department with the Federal Reserve System in USA (1951).It should improve 

fiscal and monetary discipline and provide Reserve Bank with greater 

maneouvrability in regard to effective monetary management. This was also 

consistent with the Government's resolve to reduce fiscal deficit to 5.5 per cent 

of G D Pin 1995-96. Success in maintaining the accord however is possible only 

if the Government exercises control over its plan and non-plan expenditure and 

outlays. 

5.5. Evolution of Norms for Fiscal Policy 

The Indian Government as a matter of policy decided in 1950s to assign to 

the public sector commanding heights in the economy. As a consequence, the 

Government undertook the establishment of a large number of public enterprises 

without adequate regard to comparative advantage, having high costs and needing 

heavy protection. This considerably enhanced the Government's revenue 

requirements; and since the rate of growth of expenditure exceeded the rate of 

increase in revenues almost throughout the eighties, there was resort to large 

fiscal deficits and heavy borrowings. Non-plan expenditure also increased 

substantially. All these factors cumulatively resulted in (1) revenue deficits being 

financed by the capital budget from out of borrowings, which were partly for 

consumption; (2) fiscal deficit, borrowings and interest charges -the last amounting 

in 1995-96 Budget to 50 per cent of revenue -, mounted considerably; and 

(3) Accumulation of a large quantum of public debt took place. 

On the basis of the Indian experience, the policies and success achieved by 

East Asian economies, and the experience of other developing countries, certain 

norms for fiscal policy may be evolved and indicated: 
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(1) Norms for Fiscal Policy: Fiscal Discipline Imperative 

The Central Government budget should weave into a coherent whole the 

various expenditures and revenues, designed so as to secure that expenditures 

and outlays are in accordance with the broad economic and social goals of the 

government, consistent with available resources, and to effect this within a broad 

disciplinary macro-economic framework envisaged by the authorities on the basis 

of perspective (fiscal) planning. A proper and stable set of macro-economic policies 

would provide the right setting for other economic policies and for the private 

sector to exercise entrepreneurial initiative, effectuate capital formation and 

contribute to economic growth. 

Since expenditures in most countries rise faster than incomes, and mild 

inflation is regarded as a tool for stimulating investment and acquiring revenues 

in real terms through the 'inflation tax', most countries have run fiscal deficits 

and accumulated public debts. So long as they are within reasonable limits, there 

may not be cause for concern specifically on these accounts, but more often than 

not, with seigniorage money being available to the government through the central 

bank, expenditures tend to unduly increase far in excess of incomes, giving rise 

to fiscal deficits of large magnitude. If deficits are not adequately controlled, 

there may be excessive accumulation of domestic and foreign debts, leading to 

high interest charges and borrowings. 

Fiscal discipline should be the first priority of the Government. Fiscal Deficit 

should not exceed 2 to 3 per cent of G D P. Effort should be made to ensure that 

increase in money supply consequent upon fiscal deficit shall not increase aggregate 

demand to the point beyond what is warranted by the public demand for money 

at full resource employment. In case of recession or unemployed resources, fiscal 

deficit may be increased, but within limits. If inflation is utilized as a fiscal tool 

for promoting growth, it should be ensured that inflation does not exceed 3 to 

5 per cent per annum. 
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Fiscal control and discipline should extend not only to the Central 

Government's own activities, but also to those of public enterprises and state 

governments, particularly in regard to their borrowings, and expenditure and 

outlays in excess of revenues, loans and devo~utions from the Centre. The Central 

Government should maintain control over their access to central bank and 

international financial institutions and banks. 

(2) Current Account Surplus 

The need for fiscal discipline and control is imperative because financing 

budget deficits by monetization is often inflationary and excessive borrowing on 

a continual basis would result in accumulation of internal and external debt and 

high interest charge which enters into the revenue budget and vitiates it, 

necessitating further deficits and borrowing. Current expenditure should not 

exceed current revenue; the current account (budget) should always have a surplus, 

which finances part of capital outlays. 

(3) Limits to Fiscal Deficits 

Fiscal deficits should be limited to amounts which can b~ financed without 

(a) inflationary growth of money supply or excessive creation of credit, (b) 

inordinate increase in domestic borrowings, leading to high domestic indebtedness 

and interest charges or (c) high levels of foreign borrowings which ultimately 

result in large external debts, current account deficits, and ultimate loss of foreign 

exchange reserves. 

(4) Dimensions of Fiscal Adjustment 

While exercising control on overall fiscal deficits, changes in both the quantity 

of fiscal adjustment and the quality of fiscal adjustment ought to be kept in view. 

Quantity of fiscal adjustment refers to the actual reduction in the amount of 
'" 

fiscal deficit. Actually, fiscal adjustment cannot be regarded as being sufficient, 

if the primary deficit, that is fiscal deficit minus interest charges, does not turn 
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positive or is sizeably reduced. Fiscal deficits are often reduced by (i) cut in 

capital expenditure by the Government; (ii) reduction in availability of funds to 

public enterprises for meeting capital expansion and losses (in certain cases); (iii) 

reduction in outlays on social sector programmes; (iv) excision in overall Centre

state transfers, which would adversely affect state governments' budgets and 

their outlays for capital formation; or (v) decline in provision for infrastructure 

such as irrigation, power,railways, posts, electricity, water supply, and 

telecommunications. 

In India, during the first two years of the reforms programme, this had 

occurred, but subsequently in the three budgets for the years 1993-94 to 1995-96, 

outlays on social sectors such as education, health, programmes for poverty 

alleviation had all been sizeably increased. Allocations for capital expenditure on 

infrastructure had also been stepped up. Measures to encourage private investment 

had been implemented and increase in industrial production during 1994-95 was 

expected to be between 8 to 10 per cent, while the momentum of industrial growth 

was so strong that production was expected to further rise by about 10 to 12 per 

cent in 1995-96. 

It is possible that during the early stages of stabilization programme, there 

may be to an extent a trade-off between public sector investment and social 

sector programmes. Since poverty alleviation programmes are imperative, they 

have to be provided for. Shortfall in public investment should be compensated 

by upsurge in private investment. 

What is necessary is to improve the quality of fiscal adjustment by increasing 

government and public savings and this has to be effected through cut in revenue 

expenditure and increase in revenues. This would enable government to maintain 

public investment particularly in infrastructure and protect social expenditure 

also. While these aspects of cutting non-plan expenditure and effecting tax reforms 

are discussed in detail elsewhere (vide Section 3.3 and Chs. 7 to 9) it may be 
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pointed out that tax reform has to be directed to shifting towards a less 

distortionary structure of taxes, to widening the base of direct and indirect taxes 

and ensuring improved tax compliance. Besides, non-tax revenue should be 

increased by escalation in user charges in case of irrigation, power etc., making 

them commensurate with the services rendered, and reducing concealed subsidies. 

(5) Viability of Borrowings Programme and Fiscal Planning: A New Concept 

Governments ought to strive for formulating their borrowing programmes, 

both internal and external, on a perspective basis. The actual position is that 

even governments which have framed elaborate plans for development have not 

considered fiscal planning, and borrowings take place on an ad hoc basis according 

to expediency. Inevitably some countries land themselves in a debt trap, while 

others accumulate debts which are economically unsustainable. 

Interest payment on debt incurred for productive investment normally is 

not problematic. But in many cases, part of borrowed funds have been utilized 

in recent years for meeting current expenditure which does not generate any 

income. This leads to accumulated debts and high interest payments. 

Borrowing in foreign capital markets needs to be productively utilized so 

that it becomes self-financing and repayment of interest and capital are made 

from surpluses generated by such utilization. Since repayment would also have 

to be in foreign exchange, such funds must be largely invested in export-oriented, 

productive concerns. A separate cell should be constituted in the Ministry of 

Finance to guide and monitor both the raising of money in foreign capital markets 

and its proper utilization, repayment and servicing (S.S.Kothari 1991).3 

I MD Little et al (1993)4 endorse these ideas and state that 'the expected 

rate of return over the lifetime of an investment should exceed the expected rate 

of interest over the same period. The return must also be converted into foreign 

exchange for external debt service, which implies that extra investment should 

directly or indirectly earn or save foreign exchange. The Government should 
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ensure that it itself acquires the revenue and foreign exchange needed to service 

the debt. Investments need to generate resources for amortization payments 

also'. 

It is suggested that fiscal authorities should formulate five year borrowing 

programmes - both internal and external. The budgetary exercises should be 

extended to cover five-yearly periods and fiscal deficits and their mode of financing 

chalked out. The acid test of such programmes should be their viability. That 

situation and exigencies may arise which require additional borrowings is true,but 

such a programme would definitely contribute to effectuating a greater degree 

of fiscal discipline than the present uncontrolled and unplanned manner of 

borrowings and accumulation of debts that have occurred in many countries. 

(i) In effect, while formulating viable borrowing programmes, the 

fiscal authorities should take into account (a) implications of 

sizeable increase in public debt- domestic and external; (b) future 

government revenues; (c) the rates of interest and the burden of 

amortizing the loans and payment of interest thereon; (d) the export 

potential and prospects of growth of exports; (e) the return on 

investment made out of borrowings as compared to the cost of 

such borrowings and (f) cost-benefit analysis of projects for which 

investment is intended in the context of need to increase exports. 

(ii) Borrowings should not be utilized for public consumption, as the 

debt becomes dead weight and amortization and interest payment 

present great difficulty. 

(iii) Short-term borrowings should not be used for long-term investment 

which do not yield returns in the short-run. 

(iv) The authorities should also monitor on a regular basis the maturity 

dates of borrowings, provide for them and ensure that external 

credibility is maintained. Commercial loans with higher interest 

rates should be repaid at the earliest as foreign exchange earnings 

and reserves improve. 
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(6) Maintenance of Healthy Investment Climate for Capital Formation . 

Imperative 

Since the modern state today has to be least interventionist in regard to 

physical capital investment (except infrastructure), it is necessary that growth 

takes place in private investment. Fiscal policy has an important role to ensure 

that adequate incentives for capital formation are provided, the financial sector 

is properly developed and attuned to raising of private long-term funds and 

provision of working capital for developing industry, and a healthy investment 

climate conductive to inflow of foreign direct investment and technology is 

maintained. 

(7) Rapid Export Growth and Outward-Orientation Imperative 

The experience of macro-economic reforms and structural adjustment 

programme during the last four years in India show that an important factor 

contributing to the success of reforms is the spectacular growth in exports, 

improvement in current account balance (B 0 P), and accumulation of foreign 

exchange reserves. The lesson is that export growth is vital to restoration of 

external sector viability, resolving multi-dimensional imbalances and economic 

recovery. Outward orientation greatly contributes· to the process. A stable fiscal 

policy designed to secure low inflation and a healthy environment and incentives 

for growth and exports, as in East Asian Economies, would ensure that increasing 

production and growth take place on a long-term basis in a sustained manner. 

(8) Catalytic Effect of Concessional Aid during Crisis 

Foreign institutional aid giving agencies should realize that during periods of 

crisis, concessional aid and loans, supplementing domestic adjustment programmes, 

could have a catalytic effect in eventuating a recovery and tiding over the crisis. 

According to I M D Little (1993),5 'the ability to obtain foreign aid, concessional 

loans, or debt relief at a time of crisis is helpful. This has certainly been true in a 

number of countries, notably Indonesia (1966-70) and Turkey (after 1980)1. 
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(9) Flexibility of Economy and Policies Vital 

Economies should also be flexible. The implication is that too much 

dependence upon imported raw materials, intermediates, and petroleum and oil 

products impart rigidity to the economy. In a crisis, it becomes difficult to cut 

imports without damaging exports and production. Labour mobility and wage 

flexibility are also desirable, but difficult of achievement. However, it is a fact 

that a flexible economy can adjust more easily in a critical situation than those 

with structural rigidities. Economic and fiscal policy should also be flexible and 

changes should be made expeditiously as considered· expedient. South Korea 

changed its policy of promoting heavy and chemical industries and providing 

them fiscal and other incentives, when it realized that they had not succeeded as 

envisaged. 

(10) Eternal Vigilance Necessary 

A lesson is that there should be no complacency and the authorities should 

be prepared for unexpected exogenous shocks and eventualities that may occur, 

such as the two oil shocks and deterioration in terms of trade. Vigilant authorities 

can anticipate or at least take expeditious remedial measures than those who are 

complacent. 

(11) Avoidance of Exultation under Favourable Conditions 

Sometimes exports increase considerably or export prices rise, leading to 

surplus on current (B 0 P) account and accumulation of unexpectedly large 

foreign exchange reserves. Besides, borrowing opportunities sometimes present 

themselves, or new resources may be discovered, or a series of good monsoons 

may boost agricultural production. At such times, countries must resist the feeling 

of exultation generated and not indulge in excessive imports, or inordinate 

borrowings. Mexico recorded high growth rates in the seventies; its exports, 

particularly of oil expanded considerably, and a feeling of undue optimism was 

generated. After 1977, it allowed its imports to increase very considerably. Large 
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current account deficits occurred, which were financed by additional commercial 

loans. The debt service. burden continued to rise. These factors rendered the 

economy vulnerable and when the oil shock occurred in 1979, followed by world 

recession (1980-82), the economy was engulfed in a serious crisis, with heavy 

flight of capital, including that by its own citizens. Despite devaluation, the rate 

of inflation increased from 28 per cent to 100 per cent by August 1982 (later 

reduced to 60 per cent in 1985). The lesson is self-evident. 

(12) Sick Public Enterprises and Renewal Fund 

Public undertakings which cannot achieve viability over a reasonable 

period ought to be wound up. If the fiscal deficit is to be sizeably reduced, the 

Central Budget cannot be expected to finance losses and expansions (with doubtful 

viability) of sick enterprises beyond certain limits. A Renewal Fund for instance, 

has been set up in India to provide help and training to retrenched workers of 

sick or closed undertakings. The commitment of State Governments to the reforms 

programme is also imperative for its success. The losses of state public enterprises 

contribute to the overall fiscal deficit. 

(13) Proceeds of Privatization to Reduce Debts 

Where privatization of public enterprises and sale of their shares yield 

funds, the proceeds should be used not for meeting current account or budgetary 

deficits, but to reduce accumulated public debt. 

Measures for macro-economic stabilization have a favourable impact upon 

growth, because they contribute to the creation of a favourable climate for 

investment, larger volume of savings,and an increased inflow of foreign investment 

capital. These factors stimulate the growth rate in the economy. An I M F study 

of a large sample of 1 0 1 developing countries shows that growth and measures 

for macro-economic stability are positively related. The countries with higher 

average growth rates over the period 1977-88 also tended to have lower average 
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rate of inflation, lower variance of inflation rates, better average fiscal positions 

and larger average depreciation of the real effective exchange rate. 

(14) Increasing Public Savings to Reduce Fiscal Deficit 

Where public savings are at a low level or minimal, as in India, it is 

imperative to reduce fiscal deficits of the Central and State Governments as also 

effectuate an improvement in the working and efficiency of public undertakings 

so that they generate surpluses. Reduction in fiscal deficit and increase in public 

savings would enhance the capacity of public sector to invest in infrastructure, 

which is vital for the sustenance of growth of private investment. Besides, 

investment in education, health, housing and social infrastructure is. necessary to 

reduce poverty and stimulate growth. This is borne out by the experience of East 

Asian countries. 

(15) Severe Monetary Constraint Not a Remedy for Fiscal Indiscipline 

High fiscal deficit inevitably leads to an inflationary rise in prices; the 

consequence is imposition of excessive monetary constraint by the central bank 

and rise in interest rates to control inflation. But if adequate funds are not available 

to sustain growth in industrial production, severe liquidity crunch leading to 

deceleration in industrial growth takes place. The country may be placed on a 

'lower growth trajectory'. 

(16) Fiscal Imbalances : External Sector Viability 

International experience shows 'that a strong fiscal position has a central 

role in managing effectively the capital and current accounts of the balance of 

payment'.6 

Non-plan expenditure, particularly interest charges, subsidies, defence and 

administrative expenditure have to be controlled, so that deficit financing and 

growth in money supply are restrained, and investment is matched by resources. 

On the supply side, adequate availability of goods has to be ensured. As the 
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World Bank stated, 'the quality and composition of public spending strongly 

influence development' and should improve. Improvement in the efficiency and 

effectiveness of public spending requires reform of fiscal planning, budgeting, 

implementation, and monitoring. The factors of production must be fully and 

efficiently utilized so as to achieve optimum productivity. This would reduce the 

capital-output ratio. 

The entire macro-economic policy framework should be such that adequate 

equilibrium is maintained over a period between money supply and aggregate 

output. Fiscal and other economic policies should also be so attuned that they 

have an anti-inflationary bias. Additional resource mobilization is necessary. 

Considerable incomes have gravitated to the rural sector; it is necessary that they 

also yield adequate revenue. Certain classes of persons, like those having large 

agricultural incomes, do not pay income tax. They should be brought within the 

tax net. Specific measures to control inflation are indicated in Section 3.6, and 

those to boost savings and give a fillip to revenues in Section 2.1. 

The conclusion is that countries which establish macro-economic equilibrium, 

maintaining a low rate of inflation, do not allow currency over-valuation and 

maintain fiscal discipline and control, also achieve higher long-run rates of growth, 

This is confirmed by the experience of the High Performing East Asian Economies. 

(H P A E s). 

5.6. Fiscal Dimensions of Internal and External Debt: Its Management 

The Indian economy has made commendable progress during the Sixth 

and Seventh Plan periods (1980-81 to 1989-90), in that the rate of growth of 

national income exceeded five per cent per annum in real terms, but certain 

structural imbalances emerged. Internal and external indebtedness, which has 

considerably escalated during the eighties, has assumed such huge dimensions 

that it threatens eventually to enmesh the country in a debt-trap. According to 

budgetary statements, the aggregate of internal debt, external debt, and other 
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internal liabilities (such as small savings schemes, provident funds, and others) 

amounted to Rs. 6,15,745 crores in 1994-95 (BE). (Vide Table 5.6). 

The large magnitude of indebtedness is revealed by the fact that while in 

1980-81, total liabilities were 45.5 per cent of G D P at current market prices, 

they increased to about 65 per cent of G D Pat the end of 1990-91 and 69.4 per 

cent in 1993-94 (RE). Since then, they have declined to 67.7 per cent of G D Pin 

1994-95 (BE). Besides, the interest charges payable by the Central Government 

increased from about 2 per cent of G D P expenditure in 1980-81 to 5 per cent 

in 1994-95 (BE). Borrowings are actually not harmful to the economy; they 

constitute, together with taxation, surpluses of public enterprises, balannce on 

current revenues (B C R), and limited deficit financing, one of the important 

instruments for the economic development of the country. But the success of the 

borrowing programme postulates: (a) that moneys are utilized for creation of 

productive assets of public utility and (b) the overall quantum of borrowings is 

within prudent limits. If the borrowed moneys had been productively used, they 

would have yielded adequate return which would have serviced the loans and 

covered repayment. If public enterprises, in which considerable moneys had 

been invested, yielded adequate returns on capital employed, the return flow of 

funds to the budget would have contributed to reduction of the deficit. 

If the structural budgetary imbalance of the revenue deficit being financed 

out of the capital budget, with consequent extensive recourse to borrowings and 

deficit financing, tends to become a regular feature of the fiscal system, severe 

macro-economic destabilization is inevitable. A large spiralling price inflation, 

high interest rates, and accumulation of public debts, not only adversely affect 

savings and investment, but also cause hardship to the vulnerable sections of 

society, leading to socio-economic discontent. Thanks to the linkage of internal 

and external stability, there would be a spillover effect upon the country's balance 

of payments also, with pressure on exports and spurt in imports. The high costs 
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of capital equipment and technological inputs would adversely affect industrial 

and agricultural progress. Devaluation of currency becomes inevitable. 

An important aspect is that in order to service the large accumulated debt, 

taxes have to be raised. These taxes are a dead weight burden upon the community, 

and currently no benefit is derived from them. Besides, as debt accumulates, the 

quantum of taxes needed to service the debt continues to grow. Increase in taxes 

beyond certain limits has disincentive effects, with consequent adverse effect 

upon savings, investment, and economic growth. 

An analysis of rising budgetary expenditure and the consequent exponential 

growth of public debt showed that the fiscal crisis occurred principally on account 

of three factors: (a) expenditure grew faster than revenues; (b) adequate return 

flow of funds to the budget from capital expenditure by the Government and 

funds made available to public enterprises did not take place; (c) consequent 

upon large revenue deficits, heavy borrowings and increasing interest charges 

occurred. If the current trend in fiscal deficits was not reversed, Indian public 

debt would become unsustainable. The Indian Reforms programme however, 

has been successful in reducing the annual increase in external debt. While in 

1990-91, external debt rose by about 8 billion dollars, the increase in 1993-94 was 

less than one billion dollars, and in 1994-95 external debt actually declined by 

more than 300 million dollars, Debt service ratio declined from 32.3 per cent in 

1990-91 to 24.8 per cent in 1993-94. 

The external deficit on current account was above 3 per cent of G D Pin 

1990-91; it declined to less than 0.5 per cent in 1994-95. If the growth in exports 

was maintained, and current account balance and invisibles continue to be healthy, 

the external debt position would further improve. 

As regards Internal Debt, the position is indeed difficult. It is imperative 

to reduce public sector borrowings through cut in fiscal deficits, so that the 

vicious circle of high interest, deficits and borrowings is broken. Table 5.6 gives 
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a broad picture of the overall debt position. Internal Debt during 1989-90 amounted 

to 54.6 per cent of G D P. Out of this sum, 16.6 per cent of G D P was due toR 

B I and 10 per cent to commercial banks. The Central bank is wholly owned by 

the Government, and the amount due toR B I is a debt due to itself. Borrowing 

from RBI is debt monetized and is equivalent to printing notes; it is seigniorage. 

The government is able to obtain money without incurring any liability, but 

interest is paid on such debt to R B I. As such, the amount due to RBI is also 

treated as public debt. 

Since the government has been incurring considerable amounts of 

expenditure out of seigniorage and market borrowings, it would be relevant to 

consider for what purposes debt financing of public expenditure is legitimate 

and justified. These are indicated : 

(1) Capital Formation: This may be financed out of debt where the returns 

on investment are sufficient to meet the interest charges on the borrowing 

component and provide over the life of the asset returns adequate for the 

amortization of the debt. These norms would also be applicable to investment in 

(a) equity and loans provided to public enterprises (b) investment in departmental 

undertakings and (c) financial investments. The acid test has to be the viability 

of the concern and its capacity to generate adequate profits. As exception, however, 

may be made in respect of lending to priority sectors at concessional rate of 

interest, particularly to export sector industries. But even in these cases, the 

venture has to be productive, capable of servicing and amortizing the equity and 

loan. 

(2) Social Sector Expenditure : East Asian experience and modern growth 

theories have laid considerable stress upon human capital formation and 

improvement in productivity through increase in education, skills and health. 

Female education also tends to decelerate population growth. Keeping in view 

these long-term benefits for economic growth and nation-building, a part of 
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such expenditure may be financed out of borrowings, even though they are 

essentially revenue in nature. But such expenditure should be distinctly recorded 

in a memorandum register and shown in the capital budget as Deferred Revenue 

Expenditure. It should be written off to revenue over a period of ten years. This 

is a new concept in public finance, but is found in corporate balance sheets. 

Since the benefits are spread over a number of years, the charge to revenue is 

also spread out. At the bottom of the annual budget, a note should be attached 

indicating Deferred Revenue Expenditure brought forward (amount not written 

off) and added, amount credited during the year by write off, and the balance 

pending amortization 

(3) Investment in Infrastructure : Economic growth postulates development 

in infrastructure such as power, water, railways, communication, as also irrigation 

facilities and services for agriculture. Actually, infrastructure must remain way 

ahead of the demands of growing industry, and industrial superstructure can 

only be built up on the basis of a sound infrastructural base. Most infrastructure 

facilities are of a capital nature, but the revenue component also exists. Besides, 

certain infrastructural facilities like roads, bridges, harbours and ports may not 

yield adequate return on capital employed to meet the interest charges on 

borrowings and provision for amortization. Yet such facilities are critical to 

development. As such, the revenue component of infrastructure, and capital 

expenditure thereon, may be financed out of borrowings. Good budgetary practice, 

however, would require that the revenue component in the case of infrastructure 

also should be treated as Deferred Revenue Expenditure and written off to revenue 

over a period of ten years, as indicated earlier. 

(4) Expenditure on Housing : It confers multiple benefits, both economic 

and sociaL Even though the return on capital employed may not be adequate, in 

view of its critical nature, debt financing could cover housing in national interest. 

(5) Unproductive Investment : Some lumpy investments, which are not 
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remunerative, may have to be made, and these may also be financed by debt, but 

efforts should be made to create depreciation fund over the life of the asset in 

order to amortize it over a period of years. Since financing such investment out 

of revenues may necessitate frequent changes in tax rates- which would cause 

distortions - it is best done out of debt. 

( 6) Emergency or War Expenditure : This may be financed out of borrowings, 

but efforts should be made to repay the debt as early as possible out of revenue 

arising from growth. 

(7) Surplus on Revenue Account : Current expenditure such as that on law, 

order and administration, defence, subsidies, transfers, expenditure on social 

overheads such as education and health, et al should, subject to what has been 

stated earlier, be met out of current revenues; interest charges are also a part of 

the revenue budget, and fiscal wisdom lies in ensuring that they are kept at a 

figure which is consistent with the overall viability of the revenue budget. Efforts 

should be made to ensure that the revenue budget shows a surplus which could 

finance part of the capital expenditure. In India, prior to 1979-80, the revenue 

budget used to show a surplus on revenue account. Thereafter the fiscal position 

deteriorated and a deficit on revenue account occurred, which has gone on 

increasing almost year after year. 

(8) Reduction in Inter-Sectoral Mismatch of Private Savings and Public Demand 

for Investment : We have emphasized (vide Section 2.1b) the vital necessity to 

keep this draft on private savings to the minimum. The quantum of domestic 

public borrowings should be regulated in such a manner that considering the 

overall rate of savings in the economy, the private sector is able to retain sufficient 

savings for financing its investments, and the public sector should limit its outlays 

accordingly. 

The above norms for debt financing constitute an essential element of the 

fiscal policy reform package. Correctly followed, this would ensure fiscal rectitude, 

limited budgetary and fiscal deficits, and avoidance of inordinate accumulation 
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of public debt. 

The various measures suggested for reducing revenue expenditure and 

increasing public saving would assist in reducing primary deficit or turning it 

into a surplus, But the interest charges can be brought down only if the debt 

stock is substantially reduced. This aspect may now be considered. 

(1) We have observed that the Government's liability to the R B I in 

the form of short-term Treasury Bills held by the central bank is in effect debt 

owed to itself. But the Government paid interest of about Rs.4,000 crores on 

about Rs.72,000 crores due to R B I out of Internal Debt of about Rs.2,60,000 

crores in 1990-91, being 28 per cent thereof. R. J. Chelliah7 states that 'it should 

be further stipulated that in future years, at least 80 per cent of the total 

additional interest payments to the R B I by the Government on Treasury Bills 

should come back as additional dividend, also to be used for retiring market 

debt'. As regards the interest of Rs.4,000 crores on the existing debt in the form 

of Treasury Bills, dividend out of this sum to the tune of about Rs.2,000 crores 

should be paid to the Government. R B I may restructure its activities and reduce 

the credit it gives to priority and other sectors of the economy. There is no 

economic logic 'linking <;:redit to particular sectors with the extent of government 

deficits financed by the R B I 'through money creation. 

(2) The Government has rightly commenced selling part of its shareholding 

in public undertakings. The sale proceeds however are being credited to revenue 

account in order to reduce budgetary deficit. Such amounts should be used to 

reduce debts. Privatization of certain loss making public enterprises should also 

be considered and the proceeds utilized to reduce Internal Debt. 

(3) The Government holds vast assets in the form of real estate and other 

assets. They should partly be sold, say to the tune of Rs.S,OOO crores per year, 

and the sale amount used for cancelling debts. 
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(4) Similarly, smuggled gold forfeited should be sold in the open market 

and the proceeds utilized. A reduction in the existing debt is necessary in order 

to reduce interest charges so that within a period of about five years, the revenue 

deficit is converted into a surplus. This is necessary so that the amount thus 

saved could be utilized for additional transfer payments for increasing social 

welfare, and building a proper infrastructure for growth. 
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Corporation Tax 

Income Tax 

Customs 

Union Excise Duties 

Other Revenues 

Gross Revenue 

Table 5.1 

Growth in Tax Revenues over Five years 
(Rs. crore) 

1990-91 1994-95 1995-96 
R.E. B.E. 

5335 13250 15500 

5371 11000 13500 

20644 26450 29500 

24514 36900 42780 

1712 2231 2482 

57576 89831 103762 

Increase in 1995-96 
over 1990-91 

(percentage) 

190.5 

151.3 

42.9 

74.5 

45.0 

80.2 

Source : Budget Documents 1995-96 & 1992-93 (adapted), Ministry of Finance, 

Government of India, New Delhi. 
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Figure 5.2 

Growth in G.D.P .. (At 1980-81 Prices) and Industrial Production 
(Percentage change over previous years) 
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Source: G 0 I National Accounts Statistics- India: Economic Reform and Growth 
-A. Chopra et al IMF, Dec 1995 
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Figure 5.6 

Individual Tax Revenues 
(As percentages of Gross Tax Revenue) 
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Figure 5.7 

Centre's Revenue Expenditure 
(Percentage Distribution) 
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Foreign Exchange Reserves (US $ Billion) 
(Exclusive Gold and SDRs.) 
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Table 5.2 

Tax Revenue of Central Government 
(As Percentages) 

1990-91 1991-92 1992-93 1993-94 1994-95 1995-96 

Tax Revenue as Percentage of Gross Tax Revenue 

Direct Taxes (a) 19.1 22.6 24.3 26.8 28.4 29.2 

Personal Tax 9.3 10.0 10.6 12.0 12.2 13.0 

Corporation Tax 9.3 11.7 11.9 13.3 14.7 14.9 

Indirect Taxes (b) 78.9 75.5 73.7 71.6 71.4 70.6 

Customs 35.9 33.0 31.9 29.3 29.4 28.4 

Excise 42.6 41.7 41.3 41.8 41.1 41.2 
...... 

I CJl 
w Tax Revenue as Percentage of Gross Domestic Product 

Direct Taxes (a) 2.1 2.5 2.6 2.5 2.7 2.9 

Personal Tax 1.0 1.1 1.1 1 .1 1.2 1.3 

Corporation Tax 1.0 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.4 1.5 

Indirect Taxes (b) 8.5 8.3 7.8 6.8 6.8 7.0 

Customs 3.9 3.6 3.4 2.8 2.8 2.8 

Excise 4.6 4.6 4.4 4.0 3.9 4.1 

Gross Tax Revenue # 10.8 10.9 10.6 9.5 9.5 9.9 

(a) Includes expenditure, interest, wealth and gift taxes & excise duty. 

(b) Includes other taxes and duties and service tax;# Includes taxes referred in (a) and (b) and taxes of Union Territories. 

Source : Economic Survey 1995-96, G 0 I, p 28. 



Table 5.3 

Non - Plan and Plan Expenditures of Central Government 1990-91 to 1995-96 : An Analysis. 

Percentage 
Budget Increase in of Non-Plan 

Actuals 1994-95 Estimates 1995-96 (BE) Percentage Expenditure 
1990-91 (RE) 1995-96 over 1990-91 Increase (1995-96) 

Interest 21471 44000 52000 30529 142.2 42.1 

Defence 15427 23544 25500 10073 65.3 20.6 

Major Subsidies 12121 12810 12401 280 2.3 10.0 

Sub- Total 49019 80354 89901 46882 83.4 72.7 
...... 

I (.)1 Other Non-Plan ~ 

Expenditure 27179 33157 33750 6571 24.2 27.3 

Total Non-Plan 

Expenditure 76198 113511 123651 47453 62.3 100.0 

(72.35%) (69.95%) (71.83%) 

Plan Outlay 29118 48761 48500 19382 

(27.65%) (30.05%) (28.17%) 

Total Expenditure 105316 162272 172151 66835 

(100%) (100%) (100%) 

Source : Budget Papers - 1995-96 and other years (adapted), Government of India. 

Figures in brackets in columns 2 and 3 represent percentage of total expenditure. 
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Table 5.4 

Deficits of Central Government 
(Figures and as Percentage of G D P) 

1993-94 
1990-91 1991-92 1992-93 (RE) 

Gross Fiscal Deficit 44632 36323 40173 58551 

8.3 5.9 5.7 7.4 

Revenue Deficit 18562 16261 18574 34058 

3.5 2.6 2.6 4.3 

I Budgetary Deficit 11347 6855 12312 9060 

2.1 1.1 1.8 1.2 

Gross Primary Deficit 23124 9727 9098 21051 

4.3 1.6 1.3 2.7 

Source : (1) Economic Survey, G 0 I 1994-95, 

Table 2.1 p. 15; Table 2.2 p. 16; table 2.4 p. 18. 

(2) Budget At a Glance, 1995-96, Ministry of Finance, Budget Division G 0 I 

p. 1; p. 13. 

1994-95 1995-96 
(BE) (BE) 

54915 57634 

6.0 5.5 

32727 35541 

3.6 3.4 

6000 5000 

0.7 0.5 

8915 5634 

1.0 0.6 

(Contd.) 
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Table 5.4 (Contd.) 

Note : (1) Figures in Second line show Deficits as Percentage of G D P. 

(2) Connotation of various types of 'Deficits'. 

(a) 'Fiscal deficit' measures the excess of total expenditure including loans, net of repayments, over revenue receipts 

plus certain non-debt capital receipts. This signifies the total borrowing requirements of Government from all 

sources. 

(b) 'Primary deficit' refers to fiscal deficit less interest payments. 

(c) 'Revenue deficit' refers to the excess of revenue expenditure over revenue receipts. 

(d) Budgetary deficit signifies the excess of total expenditure, both revenue and capital, over total revenue and capital 

receipts. This is generally financed by the issuance of 91 days Treasury Bills and drawing down of cash balances . 

These Bills include ad hoc Treasury Bills held by R B I. 
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Table 5.5 

Financing of Centre's Gross Fiscal Deficit 

Internal Finance 
Year External 

Market Other Conventional Total Gross Fiscal 
Finance 

Borrowings Liabilities # Deficit$ (3+4+5) Deficit (2+6) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1980-81 1,281 2,679 1,862 2,477 7,018 8,299 
(15.4) (32.3) (22.4) (29.9) (84.6) (1 00.0) 

1990-91 3,181 8,001 22,103 11,347 41,451 44,632 
(7.1) (17.9) (49.5) (25.5) (92.9) (1 00.0) 

1991-92 5,421 7,510 16,539 6,855 30,904 36,325 

(14.9) (20.7) (45.5) (18.9) (85.1) (1 00.0) 

1992-93 5,319 3,676 18,866 12,312 34,854 40,173 

(13.2) (9.2) (47.0) (30.0) (86.8) (1 00.0) 

1993-94(RE) 3,837 17,692 27,962 .. 9,060 54,714 58,551 

(6.6) (30.2) (47.7) (15.5) (93.4) (1 00.0) 

1994-95(BE) 4,279 14,700 29,936 6,000 50,636 54,915 

(7.8) (26.8) (54.5) (1 0.9) (92.2) (1 00.0) 

.. 
RE : Revised Estimates; BE : Budget Estimates. 

# : Other Liabilities comprise small savings, provident funds, special deposits, reserve funds, 364-day treasury bills etc. 

$ : Defined as variations in 91-day treasury bills issued net of changes in cash balance with R B I. 

Note : Figures in brackets represent percentage to gross fiscal deficit. 

Source : Budget Documents of the Government of India; R B I Annual Report 1993-94 p 190. 
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Year Internal 
Debt. 

1 2 

1980-81 30,864 

(22.7) 

1990-91 1,54,004 

(28.8) 

1993-94 2,42,729 

(30.2) 

1994-95 2,77,561 

(30.3) 

Table 5.6 

Total Outstanding Liabilities of Government of India 
(Rs. crore) 

Total 
Internal Domestic External Total 

Liabilities Debt {2+3) Liabilities Liabilities 

3 4 5 6 

17,587 48,451 11,298 59,749 

(13.0) {35.7) {8.3) (43.7) 

1,29,029 2,83,033 31,525 3,14,558 

(24.1) (52.9) {5.9) (59.1) 

1,83,298 4,26,027 45,892 4,71,919 

{22.8) (53.0) (5.7) (58.7) 

2,05,984 4,83,545 49,508 5,33,053 

(22.5) {52.8) (5.4) (58.2) 

* At post-devaluation current year exchange rate. 

Source : Budget Documents of Government of India; R B I Annual Report 1993-94, p 191 

Note : Figures in brackets represent percentage of G D P at current market prices. 

External Total 
Liabilities * Liabilities. 

7 8 

13,479 61,930 

(9.9) (45.5) 

66,314 3,49,347 

(12.4) (65.2) 

1,27,798 5,53,825 

(16.3) (69.4) 

1,32,199 6,15,745 

(14.5) (67.7) 
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Chapter 6 

LIBERALIZATION AND STRUCTURAL ADJUSTMENT : 

THE INDIAN EXPERIENCE 

The economic strategies adopted by the Government of India have been 

subjected to the rigorous empirical test of practical policy-making and 

implementation, and they have been largely successful. 

6.1 Economic Reforms and Liberalization 

The important planks of the strategy, inter alia, were: transition from a 

command economy to a 'market-friendly economy'; reduction in the role of public 

sector and investment therein, selective state intervention, and resolution of the 

problem of inter-sectoral mismatch between private savings and public demand 

for investment and consumption; dismantling the network of all-pervasive controls; 

stimulating growth through drastic reduction in taxes to remove constraints and 

release the forces of growth, consequent upon which revenues would rise rather 

than fall; reduction in interest rates to reduce costs and increase competitive 

capacity of domestic industry. 

The Indian economy in mid-1991, when the new Government assumed 

office, was passing through a crisis of unprecedented magnitude. The macro

economic imbalances were multi-dimensional: despite a good monsoon in 1990 

and recession in oil prices after the Middle East crisis, the inflationary spiral had 

gathered momentum and on point to point basis, the rate of inflation touched a 

peak of about 17 per cent in June 1991. The foreign exchange crisis had assumed 

serious proportions, with the reserves declining to about $ 1.12 billion, which 

barely covered two weeks of imports. The deficit on current account (B 0 P) was 

sizeable at$ 7.7 billion in fiscal 1990-91 (3.3 per cent of G D P). The fiscal deficit 
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for 1990-91 was 8.3 per cent of G D P and there was a sizeable deficit on revenue 

account. International confidence had virtually collapsed and channels of 

commercial lending had dried up. Remittances through legitimate channels were 

declining, while there was a reverse flow of non-resident Indian deposits, leading 

to further drain on foreign exchange. The sustainability of current account (B 0 

P) had become doubtful owing to decline in reserves, stagnancy in exports and 

escalating debt burden. The decline in imports consequent upon the foreign 

exchange crisis was adversely affecting industrial growth, which had turned 

negative. The economy was on the brink of a precipice and the growth process 

was grinding to a halt. 

The Government had achieved spectacular success in regard to the ongoing 

structural reform of the economy initiated in mid-1991. The economy had been 

placed on a higher growth trajectory and the fundamentals had recorded 

considerable improvement. The external sector, including exports and stability 

in the international value of the rupee- which at one time appeared to be the 

Achille's heel of the economy- had recorded excellent improvement. Confidence 

of international investing community had been restored and there was a marked 

improvement in the inflow of both direct foreign investment and portfolio 

investment. An overview of the progress made during the last three years 

presented a luminous picture. 

Gross domestic product (G D P) increased during the last three years from 

1.1 per cent in 1991-92 to around 4.3 per cent in 1992-93 and 1993-94; it was 

estimated to increase by 6.2 per cent in 1994-95 -higher than the growth rate 

achieved during the decade of the eighties. According to global experience, erosion 

in growth rate during the first two to three years of the structural reform process 

had almost come to be regarded as a normal feature of a difficult adjustment 

process; in this context, the progress registered by the Indian economy had been 

remarkable and won plaudits from the World Bank and other international bodies. 
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Industrial production had declined to about one -half per cent in 1991-92 

as compared to between 7.5 and 9 per cent between 1985-86 and 1989-90. It 

improved to 5.6 per cent in 1993-94 and 8.4 per cent in 1994-95. The Finance 

Minister stated that the projects cleared in the private sector should result in the 

creation of additional 6 million jobs in 1993-94 in the country as against 3 million 

in 1991-92. Agricultural production had maintained a steady trend, and foodgrains 

production was estimated at 185 million tonnes in 1994-95 as compared to 182 

million tonnes in the previous year. Procurement had been satisfactory and the 

stock of foodgrains stood at about 30 million tonnes - much higher than the 

minimum buffer stock norm of 22.3 million tonnes. 

6.2 Outward Oriented Policy Adopted by Government of India 

The balance of payments had recorded great improvement and exports 

which had declined by 1.5 per cent in 1991-92 increased by about 20 per cent in 

dollar terms in 1993-94 over the previous year. The current account (B 0 P) 

showed a small deficit of 0.1 per cent of G D Pin 1993-94 as compared to a large 

deficit of 3.3 per cent of G D P in 1990-91. Imports increased by 6.1 per cent in 

dollar terms in 1993-94 and 21.8 per cent during 1994-95 reflecting revival of 

industrial production, which should expand the export production base. The 

brightest feature of the economic scenario in fiscal 1994-95 was in respect of 

foreign currency reserves (excluding gold and S DR holdings), which increased 

from $ 1.1 billion in June 1991 -a critical level for the economy- to $ 15 billion 

at end of 1993-94 and $ 20 billion at end of 1994-95. 

The external debt amounted to Rs.1,27,798 crores at end of March 1994; this 

constituted 16.3 per cent of G D P as compared to 10 per cent in 1980-81. The 

debt-service ratio declined from 32.3 per cent in 1990-91 to 24.8 per cent in 1993-

94. The economy had successfully emerged from the 'debt-trap' syndrome; and 

with rising foreign exchange reserves, the debt - G D P and debt service ratios 
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should continue to decline. Internal debt and interest burden however continued 

to escalate (vide Sec. 5.6). 

The restoration of confidence of global investors in the Indian economy 

was reflected duriing 1993 - 94 in a surge in inflow of foreign investment at $ 

4.1 billion $ 620 million of direct investment, $ 1.5 billion of global depository 

receipts (G DRs),$ 1.7 billion of portfolio investment by F I Is and$ 350 million 

by offshore funds. The trend of rising foreign investment was being maintained 

during the subsequent fiscal year; and this was one of the direct manifestations 

of the success of economic reforms. 

The Government in July 1991 devalued the rupee by 18 to 19 per cent to 

achieve macroeconomic stabilization and structural adjustment in the context of 

the post Gulf-war crisis. The objective as stated by the Reserve Bank was to 

enhance competitiveness of exports, reduce inessential imports, stabilize the capital 

account and stem flight of capital and restore viability of country's balance of 

payments position. Some of India's competitors had sizeably devalued their 

currencies during the eighties - China by 68 per cent and Indonesia by 65 per 

cent, while India had reduced the value of the rupee by only 53 per cent, even 

though inflation in China and Indonesia were lower than in India. 

The mistake was not in adopting the import substitution policy in the 

1950s but in not abandoning it in response to changing circumstances. The policy 

framework should have been changed to outward orientation when it became 

evident in the 1960s that export pessimism was not justified in view of rapid 

growth of world trade and the fact of South-East Asian economies having taken 

advantage of the great export opportunities arising from such expansion. Besides, 

the composition of developing countries' exports changed and manufactured 

goods constituted almost as large a portion of exports as agricultural products, 

minerals and foodstuffs. 
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The benefits of an outward oriented policy were considerable: it increased 

allocative efficiency; scale of production increased with corresponding benefits 

in the form of economies and externalities. With the adoption of innovative 

techniques and improved technology, there was an upsurge in efficiency and 

total factor productivity. Besides, with the stimulated inflow of foreign earnings, 

the foreign exchange constraint on growth was overcome, and the momentum of 

growth accelerated. As demand increased, the quantum of investment rose and 

there was fuller deployment of resources. Above all, it helped in restoring external 

sector viability and building up foreign exchange reserves. 

Through stages, the Government rendered the rupee fully convertible on 

trade account. Import controls through licensing had mostly been abolished (except 

for some consumer goods), and raw materials, intermediates and capital goods 

et al could be freely imported on payment of customs duties, which had been 

brought down to a maximum of 50 per cent in March 1995. Basic customs duties 

on project imports and general capital goods had largely been reduced from 35 

per cent to 25 per cent. The new system provided inbuilt incentives for exports, 

remittances and services exports. Export subsidies had been abolished; and 

restrictions on agricultural commodity exports largely removed. 

The Government was likely to embark upon the process of making rupee 

fully convertible on capital account only after it secured an effective and adequate 

control on the macro-economic situation, including budgetary deficit. As far as 

non-residents were concerned, full capital account convertibility existed; controls 

were in force only for residents. The Government proposed to phase out most of 

the remaining licensing restrictions on imports and to provide exporters with 

easy access to imported raw materials and intermediates.The Government also 

proposed to reduce rates of duty and quantitative restrictions on consumer goods 

imports. Actually in the 1994-95 Budget, the Government had liberalized import 

of television and certain white goods. One of the considerations, inter alia, was 
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to augment revenue, besides increasing the efficiency and competitiveness of 

indigenous industry. Liberalization of trade, to the extent consistent with national 

interest, was an essential element in the process of globalization. As the World 

Bank1 stated 'Global integration in trade, investment, factor flows, technology, 

and communication have been tying economies together'. It had facilitated transfer 

of technologies, which immensely contributed towards stimulation of productivity 

and more fructuous utilization of resources. 

A successful transition to an outward oriented economy would enable India 

to take advantage of international trade and investment possibilities. Increasing 

absorption of the country's exports in world markets postulated that the country 

not only joins GATT but strengthens it, for as Bhagwati and Srinivasan2 stated, 

a strengthened GATT means 'greater worldwide, multi-lateral discipline that 

could contain the outbreak of unilateralism by the stronger trading nations. 

Multilateralism is the best defence of the weak'. India had joined the GATT. / 

Besides, it was imperative that India endeavored to join one of the major trade 

blocs that were emerging or would be constituted in the future: N A F T A, 

E C, Asean bloc with Japan as the centrepiece, and the rest comprising 

'marginalised non-member nations'. Membership of one of these powerful blocs 

would also help in attracting direct foreign investment which gravitated to 

countries with trading markets. 

The Government had achieved spectacular success during the last three 

years, and with the first phase of macro - economic stabilization programme -

which was essentially an exercise in crisis management - being successfuly 

executed, the Government had undertaken the wide-ranging programme of macro 

- economic and structural reforms so as to set t~e economy on a sustainable path 

of 6 to 7 per cent growth. 

India was passing through a second Industrial Revolution and the principal 

challenge was to close the gap between its economic dimensions today and its 
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great potential for tomorrow. 

Having opted for the middle way in the broad spectrum of economic choices 

and policies, the role of the state would have to be limited and defined; and 

while ideological predilections would no longer determine the predominance of 

the public sector occupying commanding heights in the economy, it was also not 

intended to move to the other extreme of a completely non-interventionist state 

corresponding to Milton Friedman's liberalization utopia. It would be a market

friendly stance, intervention being limited to areas where it was necessary or 

where the private sector was unable or unwilling to operate. East Asian economies 

refute the case for thorough-going dirigisme as convincingly as they refute the 

case for laissez - faire. This could be as good an interpretation of the 'middle 

way' for India - enunciated by the then Prime Minister at the historic Davos 

conference - as any other delineation. 

Emphasis was being placed upon a shift to a high technology economy. 

Growing productivity is the engine of development and productivity is stimulated 

by technological progress , which in turn is influenced by history, culture, 

education, institutions, and policies for openness in developing and developed 

countries. 'Technology is diffused through investment in physical and human 

capital and through trade'.3 

The Government's Discussion Paper on Economic Reforms4 (Ministry of 

Finance, June 1993) stated that two years was certainly enough to manage a crisis 

but it was not enough to complete the kind of structural reforms needed to put 

the economy on a sustainable path of 6 to 7 per cent growth, which was essential 

to break the shackles of poverty and stagnation. 

While industrial licensing and controls on industrial growth had been greatly 

reduced at the Centre, the States by and large had not emulated the Central 

Government in this regard, consequent upon which new industries experienced 

difficulties in obtaining requisite sanctions from the State Governments who 
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were the implementing authority in regard to new projects. 

The Plan expenditure on Rural Development, Education, Health, 

Employment and Anti - Poverty Programmes, suffered a setback in real terms 

during the years 1991-92 and 1992-93, the period during which emphasis in 

policies had to be laid on stabilization and fiscal consolidation. Allocation to 

social sectors was substantially stepped up in the Budgets for 1993-94, 1994~95 

and 1995-96 reflecting the improvement in the fiscal situation. 

The allocation for Rural Development and Poverty Alleviation Programmes 

was more than doubled from Rs.3100 crores in 1992-93 (B E) to over Rs. 7000 

crores in 1994-95 (BE). Over the same period, the allocation for Education was 

increased by about 80 per cent and Health by 91 per cent. 

The Government needed to increase revenues in order to contain the fiscal 

deficit, as also to improve the ratio of taxes to G D P. In this context, it was 

imperative to (1) widen the tax base by bringing within the tax net persons who 

did not pay taxes through extending further the presumptive scheme of taxation 

introduced in the 1992-93 Budget and increasing the quantum of levy; (2) bring 

agricultural incomes within the scope of taxation through direct and indirect 

taxes and making land revenue progressive; (3) increase user charges, particularly 

on power and other agricultural inputs, as recommended by the World Bank; 

and (4) increase the elasticity of revenues so that they increase more than in 

proportion to growth of national income; and further improve the administration 

of taxes to reduce evasion and avoidance. Deductions and allowances should be 

rationalized, while the basic tax rates were reduced, so as to give a fillip to 

work, savings and investment which promoted growth and incomes and eventually 

increased revenues. This was borne by experience. 

6.3 Union Budgets: 1990-91 to 1995-96 

The Union Budgets 1990-91 to 1995-96 have to be considered in the context 

of the serious multi-dimensional economic crisis in June, 1991 and the policy 
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initiatives amounting to a dual strategy of reform taken in July 1991. Fiscal 

adjustment was primarily directed at effectuating macro - economic stabilization, 

while measures were initiated to bring about structural reform of the framework 

of industrial, trade and other economic policies. The interventionist policies of 

the past were modified, and emphasis was laid, inter alia, upon (1)greater scope 

for the private sector for industrial development through dismantling the vast 

network of controls; (2) outward orientation of trade policies and moving towards 

greater globalization of the economy; (3) improving the quality of fiscal adjustment, 

reducing fiscal deficit and controlling inflation; (4) achieving transition towards 

a market economy; and (5) providing a fillip to exports in order to reduce current 

account (B 0 P) imbalances. 

The following table gives an overview in figures of the grave multi

dimensional economic crisis facing the country in June 1991, when the new 

government took over. The 1991-92 Budget was presented on 24 July 1991. 

Foreign Debt (end 1990) $712 billion 24.1 per cent of G D P 

Foreign Exchange Reserves 

(June 1991) $ 1 .12 billion Equivalent to 15 days' import 

Exports & Imports (1991-92) 

Exports 1.5 Percentage change over 

Imports 19.4 previous year. 

Deficit on Current Account Over 3 per cent 

of G D P 

Fiscal Deficit (1990-91) Rs. 44632 crores 8.3 per cent of G D P 

Inflation (June 1991) 17 per cent Change over previous year. 

Source : Economic Survey 1994-95. Ministry of Finance G 0 I. Various Pages. 

R B I Annual Report 1993-94. Various Pages. Tables 6.1. 
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(i) Union Budget 1990-91 

Since the Budgetary figures are given in Tables 7.4 to 7.7, details of Revenue 

and Disbursements are not indicated here. Analytical study of the Budgets and 

their implications are discussed. 

The Union Budget 1990-91 was formulated in the context of rapid escalation 

of the Central Government's fiscal imbalances during the 1980s and the increasing 

indebtedness, particularly rise in domestic liabilities. Gross fiscal deficit which 

connotes the total resources gap in terms of the excess of aggregate disbursements 

over revenue receipts including grants, increased from Rs. 8887 crores in 

1980-81 toRs. 44632 crores in 1990-91. As percentage of GDP it rose from 6.5 per 

cent to 8.3 per cent in the respective years. Total liabilities of the Government 

rose from Rs. 61930 crores or 45.5 per cent of GDP in 1980-81 to Rs. 349347 crores 

or 65.2 per cent of GDP in 1990-91. These figures reflect the increasing share of 

non-developmental or consumption expenditure in total expenditure, and excessive 

dependence upon borrowed funds instead of resource mobilization and larger 

returns from public enterprises. 

The Union Budget 1990-91 emphasized upon limiting the overall deficit to 

targeted levels, observance of fiscal discipline, better mobilization of taxes and 

revenues, constraints on increase in expenditure and curbs on proliferation of 

black money. The Budget also announced the abolition of the Gold Control Act 

and promised the enunciation of a long-term fiscal policy. 

The Revenue Deficit in the 1990-91 Budget amounted toRs. 18562 crores, 

and Budgetary Deficit Rs. 11347 crores. A substantial portion of revenue deficit 

was financed by surplus on capital account. The Gross Fiscal Deficit Rs. 44632 

crores was financed by External Finance Rs.3181 crores, Market Borrowings Rs. 

8001 crores, Other Liabilities Rs. 22103 crores and conventional Deficit Rs. 11347 

crores (deficit financing). 
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The following figures show: 

Budgetary Support for Central Plan Outlay. 

1989-90 

1990-91 

Budgetary Financing. 

Rs. 18234 crores 

51.1 per cent. 

Rs. 17344 crores 

44.1 per cent. 

Public Sector Enterprises 

Financing. 

Rs. 17479 crores 

48.9 per cent. 

Rs. 21985 crores 

55.9 per cent. 

Source : Budget Papers 1990-91 and 1991-92, GOI. 

The Budget for 1990-91 abolished Investment Allowance and Investment 

Deposit Account and as a trade-off reduced the effective tax rate above Rs. 

75000 income for widely held public companies from 54 per cent to 46 per cent 

(including surcharge). The minimum tax on profits (section 115 J) was withdrawn. 

Although the Government's perception was that these changes would stimulate 

new investment, the private sector strongly felt that abolition of investment 

allowance was a retrograde step, as it was a powerful tool for industrial growth. 

The only principal allowances that remained were in respect of setting up new 

industries (increase from 25 per cent to 30 per cent) and those relating to foreign 

exchange earnings. 

As regards personal taxes, minor changes were effected, the exemption 

limit being raised from Rs. 18000 toRs. 22000 and the lowest rate of tax of 20 

per cent made applicable from the level of income of Rs. 30000 instead of Rs. 

25000. 

The objective of changes in indirect taxes was to raise revenues and check 

consumption of the elite classes, as also curb evasion. Changes in duties were 

made to develop quality- consciousness among exporters and stimulate growth 

and exports. In order to rationalize import duty and reduce multiplicity of rates, 
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the aggregate of basic and auxiliary duties wa.s limited in most cases to 125 per 

cent. 

(ii) Union Budget 1991-92 

The entire gamut of trade reforms, industrial policy changes, and fiscal 

measures pronounced by the Finance Minister in July 1991 constituted an economic 

revolution of sorts that could lead to transition from a command economy to a 

market economy, and change the tone and tenor of industrial and economic 

development in the country. The package of economic reforms was necessitated 

by the imperatives of the crisis arising out of the Gulf-War, a serious foreign 

exchange crunch, and compulsions of macroeconomic adjustments considered 

appropriate to defuse the crisis and facilitate IMP loans, short-term and long

term. But in actuality, enhanced liberalization of the framework of economic 

policies, entry of the private sector in state reserved sectors and reduction in the 

state's interventionist role and functions, and the need to create an environment 

largely in consonance with a global economic climate that would stimulate the 

exchange of goods, technology, and capital had become absolutely necessary. 

The Finance Minister initiated bold and historic steps to dismantle at one 

stroke a vast complex network of controls, including part of MRTP legislation, 

institute a framework of policies designed to encourage the inflow of foreign 

investment capital with sophisticated technology, and adopt market-oriented 

strategies for fostering free markets and stimulating foreign trade. 

The Reserve Bank, in order to achieve macroeconomic stabilization and 

structural adjustment, in the context of the post Gulf-War crisis, sharply devalued 

the rupee in two instalments in July 1991 by 18 to 19 per cent against major 

currencies. Devaluation. had become necessary because exports and invisible 

earnings had slowed down and the foreign exchange reserves had declined to a 

low level of $ 1.2 billion in July 1991. 
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Monetary policy was tightened. Structural reforms in India's trade policy 

were initiated in order to liberate the system from controls and licences, to 

stimulate exports and increase enterprise and competitiveness. Imports were 

linked with exports. Decanalisation of 20 import and 16 export items was effected. 

Exporters were also allowed to open foreign currency accounts. 

India's foreign indebtedness exceeded $ 90 billion in 1993-94. The various 

measures taken and I M F assistance increased the country's credit rating and 

also improved the scope for short-term commercial borrowings. The Government 

also initiated drastic changes in its industrial licensing and foreign investment 

policies as a part of a wider programme of macro-economic adjustment and 

fiscal reforms, so that the 'key sectors of our economy are enabled to attain an 

adequate technological and competitive edge in a fast changing global economy'. 

(New Industrial Policy 1991. 

Union Budget 1991-92 provided for reducing the high fiscal deficit of 8.3 

per cent of GDP during 1990-91 to 5.9 per cent in 1991-92. The Fiscal Deficit of 

Rs. 44632 crores and Revenue Deficit of Rs. 18562 crores were targeted to be 

reduced toRs. 36323 crores and Rs. 16261 crores respectively. Similarly Budgetary 

Deficit was reduced from Rs. 11347 crores to Rs. 6855 crores in the respective 

years. 

The effect of high fiscal deficits spilled over to the external sector and 

resulted in large current account deficits in the balance of payments and increased 

external indebtedness. Large fiscal deficits also preempted private savings and 

crowded out private investment. Interest rates were also pushed up, which 

contributed to discouraging new investment and reducing internal competitive 

ability of industry. Hence, the Government adopted measures for reducing 

expenditure, cutting subsidies and rationalizing defence expenditure in order to 

curb fiscal deficit. 
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Reduction in P S B R (Public Sector Borrowing Requirement) was a necessary 

concomitant of any exercise to cut fiscal deficit and this postulated rationalization 

of expenditure and plan outlays, and efficient implementation, return flow of 

funds to the budget from public enterprises through generation of surpluses, 

and efforts by all echelons of government to achieve economy and efficiency in 

expenditure. 

The Budget for 1991-92 increased corporate tax rate by 5 per cent and 

reduced allowance for depreciation from 33 per cent to 25 per cent. This had 

been adopted on top of abolition of investment allowance in the 1990-91 Budget. 

Actually the effective tax rate for public companies, reduced from 54 per cent to 

46 per cent as a trade-off with the withdrawal of Investment Allowance in 1990-

91, was increased to 51.75 per cent in 1991-92 Budget. Higher duties on luxury 

goods were imposed, although the maximum import duty was reduced to 150 

per cent. 

Working capital costs had been sizeably enhanced by an almost unbridled 

increase in interest rates by banks. The costs of establishing new industrial projects 

and initiating programmes of modernization and upgradation of technology had 

considerably escalated as a result of the higher cost of_ imported machinery after 

devaluation; high interest rates ranging between 18 to 20 per cent charged by 

financial institutions on term-loans; 25 to 40 per cent premium on REP licenses; 

steep rise in prices of petroleum and oil products, and the consequential effect 

upon prices of industrial raw materials and intermediate goods; and the cost

push effect of increase in administered prices of coal, power, and steel, and 

higher price of cement. The expectation was that as a countervailing measure to 

devaluation, import duty on capital goods would be sizeably reduced, but the 

cut was only marginal from 85 to 80 per cent. 

The liberalization and dismantling of controls, abolition of industrial licensing 

and foreign investment policy, have stimulated inflow of foreign investment capital 
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and sophisticated technology which should boost overall industrial growth. 

N R Is were permitted to establish ventures in infrastructure, housing, and real 

estate on a non-repatriable basis; and they were to be afforded facilities to establish 

new industries, although destabilization of the management structure of existing 

industries will not be allowed. 

Concluding it may be stated that the Union Budget 1991-92 set in motion 

policy initiatives continued in subsequent budgets on structural adjustment 

'designed to improve the efficiency, productivity and international competitiveness 

of Indian industry... and to strengthen the growth capability of the economy in 

the medium term and transform India into an internationally competitive economy 

open to trade and foreign investment'. (Isher Judge Ahluwalia)5• The private 

sector would have greater scope and an enlarged role, while the state would 

devote its energies to infrastructure, poverty alleviation and human resource 

development. 

(iii) Union Budget 1992-93 

The macro-economic stabilization measures initiated in1991-92 incorporated 

positive steps to bring about fiscal adjustment by rationalizing tax and expenditure 

and reducing gross fiscal deficit. The measures met with success and the deficit was 

reduced from 8.4 per cent of G D P in 1990-91 to 6 per cent thereof in 1991-92. 

The Union Budget 1992-93 sought to effectuate fiscal consolidation and further 

reduce the gross fiscal deficit to 5 per cent of G D P ( actuals 5.7 per cent). The 

reduction in gross fiscal deficit implied that there would be a diminution in 

capital expenditure as also a reduction in funds available to public enterprises 

to meet their financial requirements· and in certain cases their losses. But it also 

implies provision of greater scope to private enterprise and foreign companies 

to establish and expand industries in the country. 

The Budget also liberalized the trade regime, made the rupee partly 

convertible, abolished most non-tariff restrictions on imports, permitted investment 
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of foreign capital in power, oil, gas and telecommunications and legalized gold 

imports. Together with rationalization and reduction of customs duties, this 

signified basically the acceptance of an outward-oriented trade policy, which had 

become long overdue. 

The economic situation however continued to be grim. Industrial production 

declined by 0.6 per cent and G D P by 1.1 per cent in 1991-92. Inflation was still 

about 13.6 per cent in March 1992, and the economy was faced with stagflation. 

Exports had declined by 1.5 per cent due to collapse of the Soviet Union and 

imports by 19.4 per cent. Industry was facing acute scarcity of raw materials and 

intermediates, with consequent effect upon production. The silver lining was 

that foreign exchange reserves had improved to $ 5.6 billion. The Economist, 

London stated that the 'pace of reforms has been breath-taking. The Rao 

Government has slashed red tape, liberalized trade, made exports attractive 

through devaluation, wooed foreign investment, loosened interest rates and 

encouraged private business to replace the public sector as the dynamo of the 

economy'6 • The Government had indeed acted boldly, and as subsequent events 

have shown, the economy during the next three years recorded excellent progress. 

The Budget 1992-93 sought to continue fiscal adjustment by reducing deficits. 

In order to achieve this reduction in deficit, the Government reduced non-interest 

components of non-Plan expenditure, effected cuts in major subsidies, non

Plan grants to States and non-Plan loans to public undertakings. It also imposed 

constraint on increase in defence expenditure and provided for smaller rise of 

4.8 per cent as against 13.4 per cent in 1991-92 in Plan Expenditure. 

The reduction in effective public sector outlays was in consonance with the 

trend the world over. The World Development Report 1991/ after distilling 40 

years' experience of development, stated: 'Governments need to do less in those 

areas where markets work, or can be made to work, reasonably well. It was 

well-known that investment in public enterprises did not yield adequate surpluses 
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and revenues; the proliferation of activities by the public sector necessitated 

transfer of considerable funds from private savings, but the outlays had not 

yielded commensurate results'. Any calculation of cost-benefit analysis, in this 

context, suggests a dimensional change in the pattern of sectoral allocation of 

resources in the economy between the public and the private sectors. The public 

sector needs to concentrate its resources and energies on accelerating infrastructural 

growth and improving social services, while the private sector's role should be 

enlarged. 

If public sector outlays are restricted, the burden of development would 

devolve on the private sector, which must provide the stimulus for growth. The 

Government has liberalized its policies. Even for infrastructural growth, which 

is basically an area for the public sector, in critical sectors like power, oil and 

telecommunications, it has not only allowed access to private industry, but also 

invited foreign participation and technology to stimulate growth. This is a 

challenge that the private sector must take up, if the momentum of growth in the 

economy is to be accelerated. 

The Central Government's Discussion Paper on Economic Reforms8 (June 1993) 

stated that reduction in fiscal deficit had to be achieved partly by reducing low 

priority expenditure, but it had essentially to be effectuated by augmenting 

revenues. Larger tax revenues were best achieved by a tax system easy to 

administer, moderate tax rates and broad tax base. Existing tax policies resulted 

in economically unsound investment and production choices. On the basis of 

reforms suggested by the Chelliah Committee, the Government had initiated 

several measures in the 1992-93 Budget itself. 

Maximum marginal effective income tax rate had been reduced to 44.8 per. 

cent, while wealth tax had been abolished on all productive financial assets like 

shares, bank deposits, units in Unit Trust and Mutual Funds. The threshold of 

exemption had been enhanced toRs. 15lakhs and tax levied at one per cent. The 
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personal tax relief had been partially neutralized by withdrawal of allowances 

under Section 80 CCA and 80 CCB; these measures depleted cash resources of 

assessess without commensurate benefit to revenue. Double taxation of firms 

had been mitigated to an extent. A system of presumptive taxation for small 

traders had been introduced in order to widen the tax base. 

Under a new scheme, entire capital gains will be taxed at 20 per cent in 

case of individuals and 30 per cent - which is high - in case of companies. 

However, Section 54E which provided an optional tax shelter from capital gains, 

should not have been withdrawn. The improvization of indexation of cost of 

acquisition and improvement of capital assets, linked to a cost inflation index 

notified by the Government with 1981-82 as the base year, for purpose of calculation 

of capital gains, and fixation of cut-off date for valuation of assets acquired in 

earlier years as April1981, instead of April1974, should mitigate to a degree the 

effect of artificial escalation in values, on account of inflation. 

The Budget says that only two-thirds of depreciation and other allowances 

brought forward will be allowed to be deducted in 1991 - 92 and the balance 

in next year. With escalation in costs of machinery the world over, it is imperative 

that in order to secure modernization and upgradation of technology, either 

depreciation should be allowed on replacement cost of assets, indexed to the 

price level, or investment allowance should be revived. Proposed allowance of 

at least a part of actual business expenditure is desirable, for artificial ceilings 

were often counter-productive. 

Indirect taxes including auxiliary duties had been rationalized. The maximum 

rate of import duties had been reduced from 150 per cent to 110 percent (except 

on passenger baggage and alcoholic drinks). The duties on project imports and 

general machinery were pared from 80 per cent to 60 per cent, and in case of 

electronics industry from 60 per cent to 50 per cent. Regarding power projects, 

crude petroleum refining and coal mining, the import duty was reduced to 
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30 per cent. Numerous end-use exemptions and concessions were withdrawn. 

The rationalization and reduction in import duties brought the duty structure 

in closer alignment with the level of import duties in other competitor countries, 

while the reduction in duties on capital goods would reduce capital outlays of 

industrial enterprises and render them better able to withstand foreign competition 

with reduced production costs. 

The Budget sought to make up the loss of revenue from reduction in import 

duties by rationalizing excise duty structure, partially switching over from specific 

to ad valorem duties, and raising excise duty on several items including cement, 

cigarettes, tyres and tubes, major non-ferrous metals, steel products and iron 

forgings,paints, cables and watches. The rate of special excise duty was raised 

from 10 per cent to 15 per cent. Items of mass consumption like tea, coffee, 

sugar, vanaspati, kerosene and matchsticks, continued to be exempt. 

The most significant features of the 1992-93 Budget were reduction in taxes 

on personal incomes and the exemption from wealth tax of investment in 

productive assets. This stimulated work, production, incomes and savings, and 

also contributed to improved voluntary tax compliance, leading to buoyancy in 

revenues in future years. It vindicated the thesis that lower taxes yield higher 

revenues, under certain circumstances, as also the Laffer Curve concept, which 

had been gaining greater acceptance both in developed and developing countries. 

The Budget also marked a change to outward orientation of trade and 

move towards greater globalization of the economy, which in future years 

contributed to upsurge in exports and building up of foreign exchange reserves. 

It also confirmed the country's commitment to allround liberalization, and its 

marked progress in regard to macro-economic stabilization and structural 

adjustment in trade and industry. 
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(iv) Union Budget 1993-94 

The Government's Annual Budget constituted a vital instrument for 

implementation of stabilization and macro-economic structural adjustment 

programmes. The 1993-94 Budget in India was a historic budget in the nature 

of a watershed, switching over from crisis management to consolidation and 

from inflation control to vibrant growth. 

The cut in excise duties covered a broad spectrum ranging from automobiles, 

refrigerators and televisions to cosmetics, plastics and textiles, which should 

stimulate demand for these products through increase in consumer spending 

and increased investment in capital goods producing these items. The beneficial 

effect of excise duties would result in increase in production and incomes thereby 

yielding higher revenues. The Finance Minister stated9 that out of revenue loss 

of Rs. 2249 crores in excise duties, production of excisable goods will go up, and 

the loss will therefore be partially offset by a gain of about Rs. 1000 crores on this 

account . This worked out to be a substantial part of the excise relief. 

-But this does not fully explain as to how taxes were cut and plan outlay 

increased without increasing the deficit. The key to this financial exercise lay in 

cutting budgetary support to public enterprises for financing their losses and 

capital expenditure. In future, they should raise funds from the capital market; 

and those which are unable to do so, should be restructured, and if found wholly 

unviable, wound up. Besides, the spillover effect of expenditure compression in 

the previous budgets, manifested itself. The austerity of two years had paved 

the way for sustained growth in the future. Defence expenditure was contained 

and subsidies were reduced. Efforts were made to limit administrative expenditure 

also. The provision for non-plan expenditure other than interest in 1993-94 was 

about Rs. 3180 crores lower than in 1992-93 (RE). It was envisaged that with 

reduction in fiscal deficit and government borrowings, growth in interest charges 

should decelerate in 1995-96. 
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A welcome feature of the Budget was that the Government had concentrated 

on sizeable increase in allocations to the infrastructure sector: Central plan outlay 

for energy sector increased by 33 per cent, communications by 26 per cent and 

transport by 32 per cent. A five year tax holiday for new power plants had been 

improvised. Outlays on social sector and rural development had also been 

increased: rural development by 62 per cent, education by 37.6 per cent and 

health by 60 per cent. The Budget marked a subtle change in trend in that (a) 

it was withdrawing from sectors in which the private sector was expected to 

perform better and (b) it sought to invest in infrastructure and provide essential 

services to the poor, in consonance with its 'market friendly' approach. 

Import duties had been reduced on a wide range of commodities. 

Apprehension persisted that lower import duties may result in greater inflow of 

foreign goods and dumping. This may lead to closure of several marginal 

industries and disturb price equilibrium for indigenous producers. The fears 

were not illusory; coprolactum was actually being dumped to the detriment of 

industry. Retrieval was possible owing to increase in customs duty in the Budget. 

But timely government intervention may not be feasible in all cases. Reduction 

in import duties for import substitution industry products should have been 

phased over three to five years, as asked for by industry, to give it time for 

adjustment. 

(v) Union Budget 1994-95 

The Budget for 1994-95 constituted another milestone in fiscal history in 

that it carried the reforms process several steps further through: (a) simplification 

and rationalization of the indirect tax structure; (b) cut in maximum customs 

duty from 85 per cent to 65 per cent; (c) increase in scope of Mod vat and conversion 

of several specific duties into ad valorem duties, thereby increasing the buoyancy 

of the tax structure; (d) reduction in corporate taxation from 51.75 per cent ( for 

public companies ) and 57.5 per cent (for controlled companies) to a uniform 

rate of 46 per cent for all companies; (e) removal of surcharge on personal 

incomes, thereby reducing the maximum tax rate from 44.6 per cent to 40 per 

cent applicable over Rs. 1.20 lakhs; and (f) moving towards effecting full 
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convertibility of the rupee on current account. There was marked deceleration in 

the growth of external debt: increase of$ 8 billion in 1990-91; average increase 

of $ 3 billion in 1991-92 and 1992-93; and only $ 3 million in the first half of 

1993-94. Out of its substantial foreign exchange reserves, government proposed 

to retire certain high cost borrowings and corporate sector would be permitted 

to follow suit. 

The fiscal deficit in the year 1994-95 was high at about 6.7 per cent (7.4 per 

cent in 1993-94). Besides, if the fiscal deficit remains high, a refusal to print 

money will crowd out private investment and raise interest rates (through 

increased borrowings). 

While critics of the Government maintained that fiscal deficit in the Budget 

would be inflationary , the Finance Minister had taken a calculated risk in that 

the tax loss to the Centre of Rs. 3064 crores on conventional basis was expected 

to be recouped through additional revenue emanating from accelerated industrial 

growth, and improved voluntary tax compliance. Revenue collections during :~ 

the first three quarters of fiscal 1994-95 were buoyant. 

An overview of the Budget shows that the Finance Minister presented a 

pragmatic growth-oriented budget that should stimulate capital formation, trigger 

industrial revival and extricate the economy, particularly the capital goods sector, 

from recession. He formulated a 'demand management' contra-cyclical budget, 

incorporating uncovered budget deficit, tax cuts and lower interest rates on 

long-term loans, designed to increase aggregate demand and reflate the economy. 

The alternative would have been to perpetuate recession and face the vicious 

cycle of higher taxes, lower industrial growth, reduction in revenues, further 

deficits and more taxes. 

The budget needed to be viewed in the context of existing sizeable stocks 

of foodgrains, idle capacity in industry, foreign exchange reserves of $ 18 billion, 

exports rising at more than 20 per cent per annum in dollar terms and inflation 

of about 10 per cent as compared to 17 per cent in June 1991. The B 0 P deficit 

was down at 0.5 per cent of G D P. The government also proposed to reduce 

expenditure and curb fiscal deficit in the coming year. Based on empirical evidence, 
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the Finance Minister accepted the modern thesis that reduction in taxes after a 

level increases revenues (which would reduce the deficit) through higher 

production, investment and incomes, and reduced evasion. 

The sizeable reduction in corporate taxation will increase corporate savings 

and provide capital for further expansion and industrial growth. Entrepreneurial 

initiative was imperative, to step up investment, particularly as high incentives 

and return on capital employed had been provided particularly for power and 

other infrastructural sectors. The country was passing through a second industrial 

revolution and the enhanced budgetary outlay for R&D in science and technology 

and incentives to electronics and telecommunications industry should accelerate 

the process of modernization and better equip the economy for entry into the 

21st century. 

Reforms in India had few parallels elsewhere and they could enable India 

to achieve growth at the rates attained by the successful East Asian economies. 

Thanks to remarkable improvement in foreign exchange reserves, only continued 

access to high quality long-term development assistance will remain critical for 

accelerated growth and poverty alleviation. 

However, continued high fiscal deficits was a serious obstacle to attainment 

of India's medium-term development objectives. Not only the targeted fiscal 

deficit of 6 per cent G D P for 1994-95 had to be realized, but it was imperative 

to effect further diminution in 1995-96. The internal debt at about 53 per cent 

of G D P in March 1994 was also relatively high, and it contributed to high 

interest burden and revenue deficit. There was an upsurge in foreign direct and 

portfolio investment into India; it had increased from$ 22 million in 1990-91 to 

$ 433 million in 1992-93 and $ 4.1 billion in 1993-94. Large-scale disinvestment 

of public undertakings' shares upto 49 per cent as per the Rangarajan Committee 

report should contribute to reduction in fiscal deficit. In certain cases restructuring 

(and also closure) would be necessary. 

Reduction in personal and corporate tax rates and rationalization and 

simplification of the tax structure had resulted in improved voluntary compliance 

and increased industrial activity; reduction in tax rates had added to buoyancy 
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in tax revenues. The Finance Minister concurred that such reduction would 

assist moral regeneration of the economy and moderate taxes would curb growth 

of black money and hawala market. The tax atmosphere had definitely improved 

and buoyancy in revenues should be more pronounced during 1994-95 and 

subsequent years. 

(vi) Union Budget 1995-96 

The Union Budget 1995-96 was directed towards consolidation of gains. 

The Finance Minister in his Budget speech recapitulated the substantial progress 

made during the period of the Reforms since the Budget 1991-92, and stated that 

the reforms in the areas of taxation, trade and industrial policies and the financial 

sector needed to be completed as planned, so that the economy could be rendered 

more efficient and competitive. It was necessary to effectuate improvements and 

modifications in certain important sectors : agriculture, public sector, industrial 

relations, insurance, and the capital market. Delivery systems needed to be 

improved so that funds reached target groups without leakages and wastages. 

The Budget emphasized upon fiscal discipline, growth with social justice 

and equity. It was imperative to control inflation, which had increased from 

around 7 per cent in mid-1993 to 11 per cent in 1994-95. Compared to 1994-95 

(BE), the Fiscal Deficit in 1995-96 (BE) had been reduced from 6.7 per cent to 5.5 

per cent (Vide Table 5.4). The Government had made an effort to reduce 

expenditure (other than interest) and restrain allocations to public enterprises. 

The Finance Minister's task had been rendered easier due to the bouyancy 

in revenues, as shown by the following table : 

1994-95 

(BE) 

87136 

1994-95 

(RE) 

89831 

Gross Tax Revenue 

1995-96 

(BE) 

103762 
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1995-96 

(RE) 

110354 

Rs. crore 

1996-97 

(BE) 

132145 



The gross tax revenue, according to revised estimates for 1994-95 and 1995-

96 showed an increase of Rs. 2700 crores and Rs. 6600 crores at Rs. 89831 crores 

and Rs. 110354 crores over the budget estimates for the respective years. The 

Budget for 1996-97, recently presented (July 1997) provided for gross tax revenue 

at Rs. 132145 crores, which works out to a substantial increase of 51.7 per cent 

over the budget estimates for 1994-95. 

· The boyancy in tax revenues with reduction ·in tax rates is illustrated by 

the following table : 

Personal taxes 

Maximum marginal tax rate reduced from 

56 per cent on income over Rs. 1 lakh in 

assessment year 1990-91 to 40 per cent on 

income above Rs. 1.20 lakhs in 1995-96. 

Corporate taxes 

Buoyancy in tax revenues 

Years. 

1986-87 to 

Income tax. 

1990-91 1.1 

1991-92 to 

1995-96 (BE) 1.5 

Corporate tax. 

Effective corporate tax rate reduced from 57.5 1986-87 to 

per cent for certain domestic companies to 46 1990-91 0.8 

per cent for all domestic companies (with 1991-92 to 

income above Rs. 75,000). 1995-96 (BE) 1.7 

Source : Based on Economic Survey 1995-96,_ G 0 I, p 32. 

This was a vindication of the strategy for tax reform; in other words, 

simplification and reduction in taxes had resulted in higher revenues - a strategy 

that had been stressed by the present scholar in 1991-92. 

The emphasis in the Union Budget 1995-96 was on two other aspects, 

besides inflation control- for which monetary measures had also been initiated: 

(a) far-reaching social equity, poverty alleviation and rural development 

programmes, including housing facilities, education and health; and (b) incentives 

for infrastructural development, particularly power and telecommunications, for 
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which there had been an upsurge of investment proposals and which needed to 

be implemented expeditiously. 

The increase in outlays on agriculture, poverty alleviation, social services 

and rural development is shown by the following table : 

1994-95 1995-96 Percentage 

(BE) (BE) Increase in 

1995-96 (BE) 

Rs. crore over 1994-95 (BE). 

Agriculture 2637 3022 14.6 

Rural Development & 

Irrigation 6297 6828 8.4 

Social Services of which. 7381 8839 19.8 

Health 578 670 15.9 

Family Welfare 1430 1581 10.6 

Education 1541 1825 18.4 

Recognizing the importance of infrastructure for industrial development, 

the Budget improvised a five year tax holiday for an enterprise which builds, 

maintains, and operates highways, bridges, airports, ports and rapid transport 

system. F Is were allowed 40 per cent deduction from their income derived by 

financing of investments in such enterprises, provided such deduction was credited 

to a special reserve. 

The Budget, however, withdrew exemption from tax of 30 per cent of income 

derived by large-scale industrial enterprises under Section 80-lA in areas which 

were not backward on the basis of the specious argument that such an incentive 

was no longer necessary. This was likely to prove counter-productive, as investment 

allowance had also been withdrawn earlier. Some concession was provided to 

approved venture capital companies or funds, whose income by way of dividends 

and long-term capital gains would be exempt from tax. 
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The personal income tax exemption limit was increased from Rs. 35,000 to 

Rs. 40,000. In effect, working women would not be taxed upto Rs. 71,000 and 

others upto Rs. 68,000, thanks to basic exemption and other deductions. Status 

quo ante had been restored in respect of Section SOL limit of tax exemption to 

dividends, unit trust income, bank interest et al, which had been increased from 

Rs. 10,000 to Rs. 13,000. 

With a view to widen the tax base, the tax net in respect of tax deduction 

at source (T D S) had been greatly extended to include (a) fees for professional 

and technical services, (b) interest on time deposits with banks (c) mutual fund 

interest and (d) payments to contractors and sub-contractors. While this had 

increased paper work for the industrial sector, time alone would show how far 

this improvisation succeeded in generating more revenue and widening the tax 

base. If refunds were not promptly paid by the I.T. Department in cases where 

T D S exceeded the tax liability, it could cause great difficulty to the general 

public. 

The Budget continued the strategy of tax reform and checking inflation in 

regard to indirect taxes also; and sought to reduce the cost of inputs to industry, 

reationalize and simplify the tax structure and stimulate competition and efficiency 

with a view to reducing prices of consumer goods. The peak rate of custom 

duties was reduced to 50 per cent from 65 per cent in consonance with the policy 

of phased reduction in successive budgets. Uniform duty in regard to capital 

goods, components and machine- tools was fixed at 25 per cent in respect of most 

of the items. Reduction in duties on import of raw materials and intermediates 

was beneficial, but the reduction in import duty on finished goods had an adverse 

impact upon domestic marginal industries owing to inflow of foreign goods at 

low prices. 

Excise duties were also rationalized and lowered on certain items of mass 

consumption. However, excise duty on cement was raised. The system of filing 
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classification lists before withdrawing goods from factories was abolished. 

Eligibility limit for S S I exemption scheme was raised from Rs. 2 crores to Rs. 

3 crores. The Modvat scheme was liberalized and simplified, as also extended to 

certain items. 

The Finance Minister stressed that India's effort in seeking to effectuate a 

massive social and economic transformation within a democratic framework 

was unparalleled in the world. Successive budgets had been formulated to 

implement these policies and steer the economy in the right direction. The 

programme of liberalization and structural adjustment during the past four years 

had been largely successful, and this had been lauded by international agencies, 

although the speed of reforms was regarded as being rather slow and halting. 

6.4 Control over Stagflation 

The economy faced a second two-dimensional crisis in 1993: recession .and 

inflation10
. With fiscal deficit of 8.4 per cent of G D P in 1990-91, inflation at 

about 17 per cent in June 1991, and the precarious current account (B 0 P) 

position and minimal foreign exchange reserves, the macro-economic stabilization 

programme was directed, inter alia, at drastically reducing the budget deficit 

and tightening monetary policy with a view to reduction in inflation and 

achievement of external sector viabililty. That the rationale behind the stabilization 

and reforms programmes was sound and the Government succeeded in its 

objectives was true, but certain adverse spillover effects manifested themselves. 

Fiscal deficit was reduced to 5.7 per cent and inflation to 7 per cent in 1992-93. 

But this was effected not through a cut in non-developmental expenditure, but 

through a sizeable diminution in investment and developmental expenditure. 

Consequent upon severe compression, tight money and credit policy and a cut 

in plan outlays in real terms, the economy became engulfed in recession, -

particularly cement, steel, automobiles and capital goods sectors-, and industrial 

production recorded a steep decline from around 8 per cent during the eighties 
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to a negligible growth rate during 1991-92 and 4.3 per cent in 1992-93. 

The Government had expected that shortfall in public developmental 

expenditure would be substituted by private investment. Instead, demand for 

industrial products slackened and with recession manifesting itself, high interest 

rates and escalating capital costs, private investment also decelerated , thereby 

reducing the industrial growth rate. Money supply continued to increase, with 

M 3 rising by 18.2 per cent in 1993-94, and inflationary tendencies gathered 

momentum. The rate of inflation rose from 7 per cent to 9.2 per cent in September 

1993 and 11.7 per cent in March, 1994. 

With operational coordination of fiscal and monetary policy and finely 

tuned economic management, government initiated measures to combat the 

multiple macro-economic imbalances in the form of stagflation. Working in unison, 

the Finance Ministry and the Reserve Bank adopted a judicious policy-mix 

comprising fiscal and monetary measures directed towards extricating the economy 

from recession, and at the same time containing inflation and reducing it to a 

single digit figure. On the one hand, as stated earlier, the Finance Minister 

formulated an expansionist budget, incorporating uncovered budget deficit, tax 

cuts and lower interest rates on long-term loans, designed to increase aggregate 

demand and boost the economy. The Reserve Bank also reduced S L R and 

C R R to increase the capacity of banks to increase commercial lending, which 

had considerably declined. On the other hand, the central bank tried to keep 

monetary policy on a tight leash and reduce the growth in money supply. M 

3 was lower during the first quarter of 1994-95, as also credit provided by it to 

the Government. The Reserve Bank also sought to restrict increase in M 3 to 15 

per cent during the year. 

The Government and the Reserve Bank recently signed an agreement to 

limit the issue of ad hoc treasury bills to Rs. 6000 crores for 1994-95. This was 

a historic step and the objective was to phase out completely after 1996-97 direct 
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monetization of fiscal deficit, and contain inflationary pressures arising out of 

monetary expansion. This would contribute to increased fiscal and monetary 

discipline and provide The Reserve Bank with greater moneouvrability in regard 

to effective monetary management. This 'accord of 1994' was comparable to the 

accord of 1951 signed by the Federal Reserve System and Treasury Department 

in the USA, and was consistent with the Government's commitment to reduce 

the fiscal deficit to 6 per cent of G D P. The Government had succeeded in 

extricating the economy out of recession and it was expected that industrial 

growth during 1994-95 should be about 8.5 per cent and higher during subsequent 

years. Inflation had also been reduced to around 8.5 per cent in October 1994 

and was expected to decline further during the second half of fiscal 1994-95. 

Inflation actually came down to around 5 per cent in March 1996. 

An important aspect of increase in foreign exchange reserves was the 

accretion of counterpart rupee funds to the money supply in the economy, and 

increase in reserve money. In order to neutralize the inflationary impact, the 

Reserve Bank was resorting to open market operations. During the first half of 

fiscal 1995-96, it sold some of its income earning securities to absorb the excess 

money supply. The objective of RBI monetary policy was threefold: to contain 

monetary expansion; rationalize and increasingly deregulate interest rate structure; 

and to strengthen the existing credit delivery system. 

On a macro-economic basis, the ratio of savings to GDP had declined from 

23.7 per cent in 1990-91 to 21.4 per cent in 1993-94. This needed to be analyzed 

in depth and addressed. Some other elements, inter alia, comprising the strategy 

may be highlighted: the new strategy of investment incorporated incentives such 

as low taxes on capital gains and other incomes and creation of a healthy 

investment climate conducive to the inflow of foreign direct investment and 

raising capital in foreign countries, which facilitated investment in capital goods 

both by for~ign and domestic entrepreneurs. 
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Drastic structural reforms were initiated in industrial licencing and foreign 

investment policies in order that the principal sectors of the economy could 

attain an adequate technological and competitive edge in the process of 

globalization. The new Industrial Policy abolished industrial licencing in all 

industries except 18 strategic ones (later reduced to 6) irrespective of levels of 

investment; provided for existing industries to effect sizeable expansion without 

permission, relaxed conditions of entry for large-scale units in export oriented 

sectors, and abolition of mandatory convertibility clause in respect of term loans 

by financial institutions for new projects. The M R T P law was largely revoked, 

thereby removing severe constraints upon industrial expansion and diversification 

by large houses. 

The foreign investment policy provided for considerable relaxation: (a) 

automatic approval to direct foreign investment upto 51 per cent of equity in 

high priority industrial companies, provided foreign exchange component of 

project cost was covered by foreign equity, and foreign technology agreements 

complying with specified norms, (b) non-discrimination between foreign and 

indigenous industries in payment of know-how fees and royalties and imports 

of industrial inputs; (c) Investment beyond 51 per cent equity could also be made 

subject to approval by Foreign Investment Promotion Board (F I P B) which had 

been instructed to process foreign investment applications expeditiously; (d) A 

further step towards globalization was taken with the streamlining of procedures 

for Indian companies to invest abroad; (e) Provisions ofFER A were relaxed to 

reduce constraints both in regard to foreign companies operating in India and 

Indian business investing abroad. These changes brought about a more competitive 

environment in Indian industry in which entrepreneurs were free to invest, expand 

and modernize. The inflow of foreign investment capital and proposals 

considerably increased; the bulk of investment was in critical areas such as power 

generation, petroleum refining, electronics et al with export possibilites. 
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6.5 Public Enterprises and Privatization Policy 

The Agenda for Reforms stated that while certain enterprises had performed 

well, some others had not generated resources for reinvestment. The return on 

capital employed (other than oil sector) was meagre; while most state enterprises 

such as electricity boards, transport undertakings and irrigation works were 

incurring heavy losses. Budgetary resources were scarce, and allocation for 

education, health and poverty alleviation were inadequate. In such a context, the 

Budget could not indefinitely sustain maintenance of loss· making enterprises 

and provide funds required for expansion of public undertakings. 

· The public enterprises needed to improve their operational efficiency and 

generate surpluses; and sick undertakings would be referred to B I F R for 

restructuring or eventual closure. The Government proposed to phase out 

budgetary support to loss-making undertakings in the form of non-plan loans 

after 1994-95. They should reorient their policies and operate them on commercial 

basis. They could also enter into joint ventures where feasible; and should raise 

money for expansion from the capital market; pricing policies would be modified 

to conform to commercial principles, where losses were attributable to subsidized 

pricing. 

Public sector equity upto 49 per cent would be disinvested in the case of 

profitable enterprises, so as to raise resources for the budget, broad-base ownership 

and 'create a greater commercial orientation in the management'. These measures 

constituted indicators to management in the public sector and the relevant 

ministries that performance orientation of enterprises was imperative for ultimate 

survival. The Government, however, did not appear· to favour privatization on 

a sizeable scale as a major plank of policy. The Government sought to provide 

increased scope for private enterprise to operate in reserved areas. Greater 

autonomy through M 0 US and part privatization of shares in public undertakings 

to yield about Rs.2,500 crores in the year were envisaged. The Government's 
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privatization policy needed a sharper edge and greater content. Presently, it was 

directed to raise revenues for reducing fiscal deficit. Actually, several countries 

- U.K. having provided the lead - were resorting to privatization of public 

enterprises to increase operational efficiency in a competitive environment to 

generate surpluses for growth and buttress public revenues. 

The state must invest in human resources by providing education and 

medical facilities. These investments stimulated economic growth and productivity 

through increased skills and ability to imbibe new technology; they were socially 

useful and also (in the case of female education) led to reduced fertility. Kerala 

had been cited even in international circles. Housing not only conferred social 

benefits, but also stimulated growth through increase in demand for steel, cement 

and other inputs. It had a multiplier effect and the growth effects radiated into 

other spheres in ever - widening circles. Expenditure on low cost housing as in 

Hong Kong and Singapore, constitutes a multifaceted instrument for H R D and 

economic growth. 

Macro-economic stability and micro-economic efficiency were linked together, 

and as suggested by World Development Report 199111, governments could achieve 

both these goals by 'reappraising their spending priorities, implementing tax 

reform, reforming the financial sector, privatizing state owned enterprises, and 

using charges to recover the cost of some state-provided services'. 

Export promotion needed to be given top priority. Policy framework for 

export promotion must identify thrust areas where the country had comparative 

advantage and marketing economies. Better co-operation between government 

and industry and rationalized incentives were necessary for stimulating exports, 

which was imperative for correcting the balance of payments on a sustainable 

basis. Despite substantial reserves, large scale capital outflows could create 

problems during a crisis period. Increase in agricultural production and · 

productivity constituted a concomitant of industrial growth. 
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Reference may also be made to this author's concept of C N C Super

Multiplier,12 whereby a decrease in corporate tax increased reserves and capital 

investment manifold due to multiplier and accelerator effects to areas linked to 

industry. The theory was empirically supported by experience in the East Asian 

economies. The success achieved by Hong Kong suggests that the major gains 

accrue from leaving retained earnings with corporations and promoting investment 

in equipment, rather than fine-tuning incentive structure to private investors 

through the tax system. (Also vide Sections 8.6 to 8.8 re detailed exposition of 

C N C Super Multiplier). 

In improvising tax measures, the then Finance Minister had accepted the 

major concept that lowering of taxes led to increase in revenues. Dr. Singh13 said 

that 'it is possible to reduce tax rates and yet mobilize additional revenue by 

improving tax administration and compliance'. Actually, revenues during 1994-

95 were buoyant despite lower taxes. 

Effects of Reforms have been shown in the Table 6.1. 

6.6 Reforms in Other Sectors Needed 

An analysis of the Indian experience would be incomplete without identifying 

the reforms that still needed to be implemented: Reforming company law and 

labour legislation, including formulation of an exit policy - a sensitive issue for 

certain foreign investors -; disinvestment of public undertakings' shares uptO' 49 

per cent as per the Rangarajan Committee report; providing complete autonomy 

to public enterprises which function efficiently or even moderately so; dynamizing 

and modernizing the agricultural sector and stepping up outlays on anti-poverty 

schemes (even whilereducing subsidies); completing reforms in financial sector, 

including insurance and banking; and implementing the proposed agenda of tax 

reforms - a field in which satisfactory progress had been registered. 

The Government needed to formulate an exit policy which would allow 

restructuring and closure of loss making units both in the private and public 
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sectors. Foreign investors had expressed anxiety on the absence of such a policy; 

in case an enterprise lost its viability, it should have the basic right of closing 

shutters. This was also necessary to ensure that the reallocation of resources as 

a sequel to structural reform programmes was not impeded. A National Renewal 

Fund had been established by government, with the support of the World Bank, 

to provide a safety net for displaced workers in the public sector in the form of 

compensation and retraining. Sick public sector enterprises were also being referred 

to B I F R for formulation of rehabilitation programmes. 

The Government proposed to step up the provision for infrastructural 

services, which constituted a bottleneck to growth of industry, agriculture and 

exports. The principal infrastructural sectors like power, oil, coal, transport and 

communications, were largely within the domain of public sector; government as 

a part of structural reforms, had provided for entry of private domestic and 

foreign investment capital into these sectors. The response from the latter in 

respect of development of power and oil had been significant. We have already 

indicated the important role of fiscal policy in stimulating development of both 

economic and social infrastructure. 

An important aspect of the structural reforms programme and emphasis 

upon exports and increased competition, consequent upon reduction in tariffs 

and globalization of the economy, was the creation of an environment in which 

quality consciousness in the industrial sector had visibly grown. This should 

have a stimulating effect upon exports. 

The States also need to be persuaded to push ahead with the reform process 

- which in certain cases had yet to take off. States managed and controlled 

development of power, road transport and irrigation- not to speak of agriculture 

as a whole - as also education, health and housing to a great extent; their 

participation in the reforms process was imperative if reforms were to be fully 

consummated. 
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These factors cumulatively constituted the elements comprising the strategies 

of growth which account for success. Strong fundamentals, control over fiscal 

deficit, relentless pursuit of exports and large inflow of direct foreign investment 

and modern technology - which had to be adapted - const1tuted the basics 

which facilitated high growth, and fiscal policy in this context had a vital role 

to play. 
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Table 6.1 

Major Indicators of The Indian Economy Showing Effect of Reforms (1990-91 to 1994-95) as Percentage Change 
over Previous Year (except as stated otherwise) 

1990-91 1991-92 1992-93 1993-94 1994-95* 

Growth in G D P at 1980-81 prices. 4.9 1 .1 4.3 4.3 6.2 

Industrial Production 8.2 0.6 2.3 5.6 8.4 

Agricultural Production 3.0 -2.0 4.1 2.2 2.2 

Foodgrains Production 

(Million Tonnes) 176 168 180 182 185 

Electricity Generated 7.8 8.6 4.9 7.4 8.5 

Inflation (W P I) 12.1 13.6 7.0 10.8 10.4 

(17 per cent June 1991) (4.3 per cent March 1996} 

(C PI) 13.6 13.9 6.1 9.9 9.7 

Money Supply ( M 3} 15.1 19.4 15.7 18.2 21.2 

Exports (In dollar terms) 9.2 - 1.5 3.8 19.6 18.4 

Imports (In dollar terms) 13.5 - 19.4 12.7 6.1 21.8 

Deficit on Current Account 

as percentage of G D P -3.3 - 0.4 - 1.8 - 0.1 - 1.5 

Foreign Exchange Reserves. $ Million 2236 5631 6434 15068 20809 

(1124 in June 1991} 

Increase in Employment In Million n.a. 3 6 6 More than 6 Million 
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Table 6.1 (Contd.) 

Major Indicators of The Indian Economy Showing Effect of Reforms (1990-91 to 1994-95) as Percentage Change 
over Previous Year (except as stated otherwise) 

1990-91 1991-92 1992-93 1993-94 1994-95* 

Debt Service payment as percentage of 

current receipts 32.3 29.8 30.3 24.8 23.5 

Gross Domestic Savings 23.7 23.1 20.0 21.4 24.4 

(As Percentage of G D P) 

Public 1.0 2.1 1.5 0.5 1.7 

Private 22.7 21.0 18.5 20.8 22.7 

Gross Domestic Investment 25.7 22.9 23.3 21.6 25.2 

I (As Percentage of G D P) 

Public 9.7 9.2 8.9 8.6 8.8 

Private 15.9 13.7 14.4 12.8 14.3 

Foreign Investment Inflows 

(US dollars million) 22 158 433 4110 4900 

Source : Economic Survey 1994-95, Ministry of Finance G 0 I. Various Pages. Ibid 1993, p 2. 

R B I Annual Report 1993-94, Various Pages. 

Monthly Economic Reports, Ministry of Finance G 0 I. Various Months. 

For Savings and Investment, figures in Economic Survey 1995-96 have been taken for 1993-94 & 1994-95 

*Estimates 

Notes : 1) In 1995-96 G D P 6.2 per cent; Industrial Production 10 per cent. 

2) Inflation in 1995-96; WPI 4.3; CPI 9.0 (Jan 1996) 

3) F. E. Reserves in 1995-96; U.S.$ 17 billion. 
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Chapter 7 

REFORM OF PERSONAL TAXATION IN INDIA 

Personal taxes in India have been in force for over a century and constitute 

an important source of revenue for the Central Government, as also State 

Governments who share them under the federal scheme of the constitution. 

Income tax had a chequered career in the early years of its existence. Introduced 

in 1860, it was withdrawn after a short period; but was reintroduced in 1886. 

Since then it has continued as an integral part of the Indian tax structure. It was 

restructured in 1939 with the rates being designed on the slab system- a system 

that has basically continued since then, although variations have been frequent. 

Various exemptions, allowances, rebates and deductions have been improvised, 

modified and sometimes deleted; some have occasionally been reintroduced. 

A scheme comprising distinction between earned and unearned incomes 

was introduced and later withdrawn, to be replaced by a direct standard deduction 

on salaried income which exists to this day. Various schemes were improvised to 

give a fillip to savings and investment and these have undergone changes from 

time to time. Surcharge on income-tax continues to be imposed, although rates 

thereof have been varied according to exigencies of the situation. In the 1994-95 

Budget, surcharge on personal incomes had been withdrawn. 

Exemption is provided for income from exports; while partial exemption 

from tax is granted in respect of donations made to eligible donees. Since 

agricultural taxation is allocated to the States under the Constitution, the Income 

tax Act provided for partial integration of agricultural incomes with general 

incomes since 1973 for rate purposes only. The implication is that while the 

agricultural portion of the income does not bear tax, it imparts an upward thrust 
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to non-agricultural incomes thereby subjecting them to higher rates of tax. But 

this is a poor substitute for a direct tax on agricultural incomes which escape 

taxation. This constitutes a major lacuna in the Indian tax system and persists to 

this day. 

Wealth tax, gift tax and expenditure tax were introduced in the 1958 Budget, 

although expenditure tax was later withdrawn. Estate duty constituted a part of 

the tax structure for a number of years, but was abolished some years ago. 

Compulsory deposit scheme, introduced to mop up purchasing power from the 

tax paying public, was later abandoned. While the Indian tax structure no doubt 

is a fully developed system, it is also highly complex, despite periodical efforts 

to simplify it. 

It is imperative for a developing economy that the tax system provides 

incentives and opportunities to work, save and invest in capital assets, to take 

risks and innovate, to use resources efficiently and to allocate them to uses which 

fulfil people's requirements and aspirations. Revenues have to be raised without 

adversely affecting economic opportunities and incentives. But distributional 

measures are also necessary in a society where a large percentage of the people 

are living below the poverty line. Since the criterion of efficiency requires low 

marginal rates of tax and vertical redistribution calls for high marginal rates on 

the richer classes, some conflict between these criteria is inevitable. A good tax 

system should minimize this conflict, and promote the desired level of 

redistribution with the loss of efficiency being kept at a minimum. 

7.1. Limits to Collective Savings and High Taxes 

The Indian tax structure during the last few decades has been reoriented to 

the increasing demands of a developing economy in which the state was envisaged 

to play an important role. Increase in taxes in such a context becomes perhaps 

an inevitable concomitant of economic development; yet a good tax structure 

for an underdeveloped economy must conform to certain basic principles: it 
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must not offend equity; it should promote efficiency; it should not siphon off 

funds otherwise going towards productive investment; and it should promote 

development. Economic growth postulates capital formation and, in this context, 

the maintenance of incentives to work, save and invest at a high level constitutes 

a prime objective of taxation policy. 

An increase in national income and higher standards of living constitute 

the test of successful economic management and planning. But the chief 

requirement for developing countries is that of accelerating the pace of capital 

formation, so that the vicious circle of low savings and low investment is broken 

and the country reaches the stage of self-sustaining growth. 

It may be possible for a totalitarian country to pin down standards of 

living, while saving the total increment in real incomes for investment purposes. 

But for a democratic country like India, where poverty is extreme, planning must 

also allow for a rise in the standard of living. Besides, the effect of the increase 

in population has also to be offset. The implication is that the increase in incomes 

must be substantial enough. This implies a very high level of capital formation 

and what is necessary is that the capacity to save must increase. 

The country's fiscal policies must be so attuned as to maximize the amount 

of savings with corporations and the public. The reorientation of the tax structure 

during the last few years has resulted in a squeeze in corporate savings.No 

doubt finance corporations and credit institutions have assisted in development 

by providing long-term loans and capital, but ploughing back of profits is the 

best form of industrial finance,and this has been adversely affected due to increased 

taxation of the corporate sector. 

Some policies are dictated by ideological considerations. The words of Dr. 

Ludwig Erhardt,lthe architect of German reconstruction, in his book 'Prosperity 

Through Competition' are remarkable in this context: 'The successful rehabilitation 

of my country must serve as clear documentary evidence, to put before the still 
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vacillating and doubting peoples, of the fact that only by firmly rejecting socialistic 

dogmas, of whatever complexion, and by affirming a free economic order can 

mounting prosperity and genuine security be achieved'. Tax concessions given 

by the Government in West Germany stimulated industrial activities. Within a 

short period of less than a decade, the country reconstructed its economy and is 

today industrially ahead of various European countries. The German Government 

wisely acted on the principle that tax concessions provide the scope and incentives 

for saving and investment,leading to capital formation at an accelerated rate. 

Besides, on balance, the government does not lose on account of tax 

concessions.Economic expansion and increased real incomes provide increasing 

revenues to the government, and the total volume of taxes is higher at the lower 

rates. The increased revenues sustain a higher rate of public expenditure and 

investment. This doctrine applied to India would imply that the regulations and 

controls upon private enterprises should be relaxed so as not to stifle initiative 

and enterprise and thereby hamper economic growth. The present liberalization 

policy is highly commendable and should be pursued to its logical conclusion. 

It is said that taxation is a form of compulsory savings and is desirable, but 

it must be realized that taxation by itself only leads to a transfer of funds from 

private to public coffers, and not necessarily of funds which would have gone 

to consumption. Its effectiveness in promoting capital formation is limited by the 

extent to which the increased revenues are used for productive investment. If 

they are absorbed by an increase in administrative or non-development 

expenditure, the capital is virtually lost to the economy. Experience has shown 

that a sizeable part of the enormous increase in revenue due to increased taxation 

did not ultimately result in capital formation. 

High levels of taxation,besides reducing the capacity to save on corporate 

and individuallevels,have a disincentive effect upon investment. The decrease in 

the net marginal productivity of capital, besides inhibiting domestic investment, 
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also adversely affects the flow of private foreign investment capital into the 

country. What is necessary, and this is important, is to carry taxation only up to 

the stage where its adverse effect upon private savings and the inducement to 

invest is balanced by the benefit that can be derived by the economy through 

public investment for capital formation. So far as this country is concerned, that 

stage has been reached, and direct taxation with the existing base appears to 

have reached its limits. The base needs to be widened. 

The emphasis on collective savings in the past has resulted in high rates 

of taxation.It has also been supported by the principle of ability to pay. It is 

urged that because of the principle of diminishing marginal utility as applied to 

incomes, there should be progressive scale of taxation. Besides, progressive taxation 

was regarded as an instrument for reducing inequality in society. During the 

last few decades before the eighties, the tendency had been to increase taxation 

to the maximum possible levels. The Taxation Enquiry Commission2 recommended 

the principle of collective savings and reduction of inequalities through heavy 

income taxation; it stressed on the desirability or striving by steps for implementing 

ceiling on personal incomes. 

The whole concept of collective savings and reduction in inequalities through 

high rates of taxation suffers from deficiencies. The modern trend in taxation is 

to reduce the level of taxes and simplify the structure. Firstly, high taxation 

reduces incentives, while for a developing economy it is imperative that savings, 

investment and incomes increase to the maximum, so that growth is stimulated. 

Secondly, progressive taxation has failed to reduce inequalities. If taxes are taken 

to levels which are almost confiscatory, people feel that the tax system is inequitable 

and unjust, and they have no moral obligation to comply with such tax laws, 

and voluntary compliance suffers. 

If mixed economy is accepted and it has to function effectively and economic 

growth has to take place, there is no alternative but to provide incentives for 
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private savings and investment, though it may lead to some inequalities in 

income and wealth. The main objective is to raise the standards of living of 

millions of people and some degree of inequality has to be tolerated. After all, 

provisions for social welfare schemes and providing social security to the masses 

- in fact all transfer payments -, can only take place if the state has sufficient 

revenues, and incomes and savings can be buoyant only if economic growth 

takes place. The concept of economic power has lost much of its significance, 

since there are many checks and balances, particularly with the enormous powers 

of regulation by the state. Banking and insurance have been nationalized. Besides, 

a number of financial institutions and mutual funds with command over large 

resources, have emerged; they are mostly under the control and direction of the 

state. Actually a large-sized industry can hardly be set up in the private sector 

without some amount of institutional finance. 

7.2 Characteristics of a Good Tax Structure 

The tax system should have stability which is conducive to realistic corporate 

planning. Frequent changes in tax structure and rates of taxation lead to dislocation 

in the budgets and projections of corporations. Stability in tax laws is necessary 

for industrial growth and corporate planning. 

The Meade Committee3, constituted in 1978 to examine the structure and 

reform of direct taxation in the U.K., stated that 'in addition to being effieient 

and just and compatible with the country's international position, a good tax 

system should also be coherent, simple and straightforward ... Tax burdens which 

are disguised by inflationary movements of prices, or by complexities in the 

devising or the administration of the tax, or by uncertainties in its application 

cannot properly meet this criterion of simplicity'. It should be clear to the taxpayer 

what is and what is not taxable; there should be certainty about the amount of 

tax payable; and it should be acceptable to the public. Another aspect of simplicity 

is the ease of its administration, ease of understanding by the taxpayer and ease 
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of its compliance by him. Judged by the above criteria, our tax system can hardly 

be described as simple; actually it is almost at the other end of the spectrum. 

The basic point is that the tax structure should be acceptable to the public. 

If the tax system is too complex and the tax rates are very high- being almost 

confiscatory - the public may feel that they have no more obligation to pay 

taxes, which are inequitable and unjust. It would lead to large-scale evasion and 

avoidance. But, if the tax structure is reasonable and simple, it would definitely 

encourage voluntary tax compliance. The experience in many countries which 

.have reduced taxes is that it leads to better revenues, both on account of increased 

work, incomes and savings, and also because of improved compliance. Besides, 

if the taxes are reasonable and low, the gains from tax evasion and avoidance are 

so marginal, that people prefer to pay taxes, rather than face penalties and 

prosecution. For an under-developed economy, the principal objective of taxation 

policy is to achieve economic growth through capital formation. The quantum of 

total tax revenue raised and the methods of raising revenue should be such that 

they do not adversely effect economic opportunities and incentives. 

There are two aspects of the effects of a tax : the income effect and substitution 

effect. It the taxes are very high, a person may work harder to increase his post

tax income so as to compensate for the loss due to taxes. This is described as the 

income effect. However, a high marginal tax rate reduces the net spendable 

income which obtains from an extra day's work and this reduction in his command 

over extra goods owing to extra work will have a tendency to make him prefer 

lesser work. This is known as substitution effect, and it leads to inefficiency and 

waste. An industrialist may not expand his activities, leading to more efficient 

use of resources, because the increase in his profit after tax is unattractive. He 

may substitute an easy life for hard work and consumption of energy. A saver 

may substitute present consumption for future consumption by himself or his 

heirs because of the tax on the yield from his savings. High wealth tax and estate 
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duties may have similar effect. Since economic growth postulates accumulation 

of capital and its investment in productive assets, this principle is of importance, 

particularly for under-developed countries. 

Besides, the tax structure should be such that it leads to international tax 

harmonization. This is of great importance for European countries, which are 

members of the E E C. Efforts are being made in various continental countries 

in this direction, but progress is limited because each country seeks to fashion 

its structure according to the needs of the state, the level of its social security 

system and the economic environment within the country. 

A good tax system should have 'horizontal equity', which implies that 

persons who have the same taxable capacity should be treated alike, and they 

should bear equal tax burdens. Our tax structure suffers from certain infirmities: 

(a) the tax base is not sufficiently wide and does not cover a large number of 

persons who have assessable incomes; (b) certain classes of taxpayers, like those 

having high agricultural incomes, do not pay income tax, while others with 

similar business or other incomes, have to bear the brunt of taxes; and (c) due 

to widespread tax evasion and avoidance, certain people pay less taxes than 

what is due, casting a greater burden on those who properly pay taxes. 

7.3 Canons of Taxation 

Adam Smith4 laid down certain canons of taxation which are largely valid 

even today, both in developing and developed countries, and may be considered. 

According to the principle of equality, the subjects of every state ought to contribute 

towards the support of the government, as nearly as possible, in proportion to 

their respective abilities; that is, in proportion to the revenue which they 

respectively enjoy under the protection of the state. This is based on the principle 

of ability to pay. The quantum of tax payable should be definite, so that there is 

no scope for exercise of discretion or arbitrariness, as this may lead to corruption 

in administration and harassment of the taxpayer. This is the principle of certainty. 
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The tax which each individual is bound to pay ought to be certain. The time of 

payment, the manner of payment, the quantity to be paid, ought all to be clear 

and plain to the contributor and to every other person. 

The payment of taxes should be so staggered that the mode and timing of 

payment cause the least inconvenience to the taxpayer. The modern system of 

'pay as you earn' (P A Y E) or advance payment of tax, are in accordance with 

this principle of convenience. But for tax deduction at source from salary and 

advance payment of tax, taxpayers would be faced at the end of the year with 

a huge liability and would experience considerable difficulty in paying the taxes. 

The cost of tax collection should be the absolute minimum. Adam Smith, 

emphasizing the principle of economy, says that if taxes are wasted in the form 

of excessive expenditure on collection, taxpayers would try to evade them. 

R. J. Chelliah has expounded certain principles which are highly relevant 

to underdeveloped economies. He has emphasized the mobilization of economic 

surplus. The development process results in increase in incomes. The surplus in 

a person's income comprises the excess above the level needed to maintain the 

minimum consumption necessary for maintaining efficiency and incentives. An 

effective tax structure should identify the surplus and either through taxation or 

incentives for investment channelize the surplus into productive investment. 

According to Chelliah,5 the principle is that 'each person should be made to 

contribute to taxation in accordance with his unused capacity or ability to contribute 

to economic development'. This ability is reflected in that portion of the economic 

surplus which he is not utilizing for productive investment. Consumption should 

not be allowed to increase proportionately to rise in incomes. The incremental 

savings ratio should be maximized. 

The tax structure should have built-in income-elasticity, so that taxes 

automatically rise in response to increase in national income. It is necessary, in 

order to impart the requisite flexibility to the tax structure, to impose indirect 
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taxes on commodities which have a high income-elasticity of demand. Besides, 

the scale of income taxes should be progressive, so that the marginal rate of tax 

is higher than the average rate, and government's intake of revenues increases 

more than in proportion to a rise in incomes. The burden of development must 

be equally distributed among various sections of society. Taxation involves sacrifice 

and people, in similar circumstances and utilizing the surplus similarly, should 

be treated equally for tax purposes. This is in accordance with the principle of 

horizontal equity. The Indian tax system does not satisfy this criterion. The tax 

system should provide a broad and diversified base for raising revenue for the 

activities of the state. Low rates of tax over a large tax base cause less distortion 

than raising the same revenue by imposing high rates of tax on a few activities. 

The Government has therefore to rely on a tax system which is constituted of a 

number of different taxes, rather than to rely only upon one or two taxes; this 

helps in keeping down the marginal rates of tax. When the tax system is diversified, 

it is necessary to ensure that the various direct taxes constitute a coherent whole; 

that they do not impinge on each other and there is no inconsistency between the 

rules framed for their implementation. This may be illustrated. The rules for 

valuation of properties for wealth tax, estate duty (now abolished), and gift tax 

should have uniformity. This would also contribute to simplicity of the tax 

structure. 

The tax system should be so devised that it is productive of revenue, sufficient 

for the needs of the various activities of the state. This is the principle of revenue 

productivity. The modern state has ceased to be just a law-enforcing agency with 

defence and external affairs as adjuncts; today its operations embrace a large 

range of functions. Above all, the concept of the welfare state has been universally 

accepted, and government's activities cover a broad spectrum, ranging from 

poverty alleviation programmes, provision for infrastructure, economic and social, 

and accelerating economic growth, to running selected industries with 
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sophisticated technology, atomic power plants, implementing space and scientific 

research, and producing defence equipment, besides the traditional functions. 

The tax system has to provide for the collection of adequate revenues for these 

multifarious activities and provide for transfer payments. 

We have discussed the beneficial effects of tax cuts upon economic activity. 

It is somewhat anomalous that in certain developing countries, the tax levels 

both on personal and corporate incomes are higher than in developed countries. 

Actually, taxes in the former should be low so as to provide incentives for capital 

formation, as also inflow of foreign investment capital. We are of the distinct 

opinion that the tax levels in economies which are in the transitional or pre-take 

off stage and the take off stage should utilize a part of incremental revenues for 

purposes of reduction in the burden of taxation. This would stimulate savings 

and investment in the household sector, accelerate development, and constitute 

an important factor in enabling the economy to reach and transcend the stage of 

self-sustaining growth and speed up its drive towards maturity. 

Two New Canons for Stimulating Growth 

In this context, we would advocate two new canons of taxation for 

developing economies: one relates to reduction in taxes for stimulating growth 

out of incremental revenues. As increment in tax revenues takes place from year 

to year in response to stimulated growth, a certain percentage should be set 

apart for reduction in personal and corporate levels of taxation. Thus the excess 

of revenues in any year over the revenues of the previous year should be 

appropriately divided- say in the ratio of 20 : 80- between tax reduction and 

increased public expenditure. This would reinforce the contributory factors to 

growth and stimulate economic activity. This canon is based upon practical 

experience. Japan achieved excellent economic progress during the period 1960-

69, when its G D P grew on an average by above 10 per cent per annum. The 
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Tax Commission6 in its Interim Report in 1960 stated, (a) that the tax burden 

should be limited to about 20 per cent of national income; and (b) that a part of 

the increase of revenue resulting from high economic growth should be used as 

resources for reduction of taxes every year. The Japanese Tax Bureau, Ministry 

of Finance, states 'Thus, throughout this period (sixties), one of the characteristics 

of the major tax policies was a series of tax reduction programmes, in accordance 

with the recommendations of the succeeding Tax Commissions, which all insisted 

on alleviation of income tax burden.' The spectacular growth of the Japanese 

economy during this period bears testimony to the beneficent effects of this 

programme, although no doubt this was only one of the principal contributory 

factors. 

The other new canon of taxation is that for developing economies, in order 

to maximize the incremental corporate savings ratio, that is, the ratio of savings 

or profits transferred to reserves for being ploughed back into business to the 

total profits after tax, the tax on undistributed profits should be less than the tax 

on profits distributed as dividends. Thus, if corporate tax is 50 per cent, the tax 

on the amount transferred to reserves should be about 30 per cent. This measure, 

in-built in the tax system, would automatically provide the incentive to plough 

back profits for expansion, modernization, and growth. The Government of Greece 

has recently (1989) proposed that 25 per cent undistributed profits of companies 

for the years 1988-91 would be exempt from taxation, provided they are wholly 

invested by the companies by the end of 1992. If the investment is in high 

technology sectors, the exempt portion would increase to 35 per .cent. This reinforces 

our plea. 

The tax authorities should engender in the assessees the feeling that they 

will receive fair treatment and will not be harassed. The prime requisites for this 

are that the tax structure is equitable and fair; taxes are administered in a reasonable 

manner; the assessees' rights and interest are protected; and above all, the 
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administration itself develops a degree of trust in the taxpayer. The system that 

has been a~opted recently in India, namely of accepting the returns of the assessees 

without scrutiny is a move in the right direction. If the assessee feels that 

unnecessary disallowances will not be made by the department, be would be 

more likely to make an honest declaration. Of course, the department continues 

to conduct detailed scrutiny of a certain percentage of returns and where evasion 

is noticed, deterrent penalties are levied. The system allows time to the assessing 

officers to concentrate their energies upon difficult cases. The scheme as a whole 

is commendable and should encourage voluntary compliance. 

7.4 Reform of Indian Tax Structure : Kaldor's Proposals and Subsequent 

Changes 

If innovative taxation is regarded as an index of progressive fiscal policy, 

the Indian tax structure would probably get the cake. Over the past few decades, 

we have experimented with various kinds of taxes; and on the basis of experience, 

certain of the innovative measures have been subsequently withdrawn. A 

consequence of the fiscal experimentation was that at one stage, the tax structure 

comprised not only of income tax and wealth-tax, but also a formidable array of 

taxes including estate duty, expenditure tax, gift tax and capital gains tax, as also 

wealth-tax on companies (later withdrawn). The bonus shares tax and dividend 

tax had also been improvised; they did immense harm to the capital market, and 

were also subsequently removed from the statute book. 

Nicholas Kaldor's7 scheme of tax reform (1956) and the Government's paper 

on simplificaton and rationalization of tax laws (1986) constitute milestones in 

fiscal history. Although expenditure tax-the piece de resistance of Kaldor's proposals 

- was twice introduced and withdrawn, and his other proposals partially 

implemented and modified from time to time, it cannot be denied that the scheme 

has left its impact upon the tax structure. The Government's scheme of 

simplification is in the course of implementation, although some of the proposals 
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have run into difficulties and are being withdrawn. It is proposed to broadly 

discuss and evaluate these schemes. Thereafter, we delineate a comprehensive 

framework of tax reforms, directed towards rationalization of the tax structure, 

with a view to moulding it into an instrument for promotion of savings, investment 

and growth, while rendering it equitable, efficient and capable of inspiring trust 

in the assessee. 

The 1958 Budget, based on Nicholas Kaldor's recommendations, imposed 

an annual tax on wealth, gift tax and an expenditure tax. Kaldor' s recommendation 

that the introduction of these taxes should be accompanied by a reduction in the 

highest marginal rate of tax to 45% (plus surcharge) was more or less ignored, 

although the maximum rate of income-tax was brought down from 91.9% to 84% 

(including surcharge). Kaldor's recommendations were based on three principal 

grounds : (1) administrative efficiency would increase, as the assessees would 

have to file comprehensive tax returns in respect of wealth, income and 

expenditure, and the fact that they would have to maintain consistency in their 

returns, would ensure that they would be self-checking. The efficiency of the 

system would also be enhanced as taxes would be levied both on income and 

property, which were interrelated. (2) Kaldor claimed that his system of taxation 

had the merit of equity; 'the ownership of property in the form of disposable 

assets endows the property owner with a taxable capacity as such, quite apart 

from the money income which that property yields'. Income alone was not an 

adequate yardstick of taxable capacity, and also as between income from work 

and income from property, and between different property owners. Hence, wealth 

tax and estate duty were necessary, so that taxes could be levied on the basis of 

this additional taxable capacity. (3) As regards economic effects, income tax 

discriminated against risk-taking, while taxes on capital did not discriminate 

against employment of capital in risky ventures. Kaldor wanted capital gains 

also to be included in taxable income. Since increasing urbanization was taking 

place, it was necessary to tax capital gains. The Government in implementing 
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Kaldor's scheme of taxation felt that it would also lead to distributive justice and 

reduce inequalities. 

Theoretically, the expenditure tax is ideal in that by taxing expenditure, the 

state should be curbing extra consumption. The basis of computing it is that 

taxable expenditure is generally regarded as income less approved investment, 

which is equal to expenditure plus investment in unapproved assets. Difficulties 

in computing expenditure arise because wealth at the beginning of the year and 

at the end of the year have to be worked out, which together with the mode of 

disposition of income during the year, gives the expenditure. Thus the taxable 

expenditure is a derived figure. This computation gives rise to various practical 

difficulties. Besides, if expenditure tax is not to replace income tax, but is an 

additional tax, it adds to the burden of the taxpayer, causing considerable 

inconvenience; and the revenue yield is hardly much. In an economy where 

there is considerable amount of black money, a good part of the unproductive 

expenditure of assessees would be met out of black monies and escape the net 

of expenditure taxation. As is well known, an expenditure tax on Nicholas Kaldor's 

recommendation, was introduced in India and later withdrawn, as it proved to 

be too cumbersome, without yielding revenue commensurate with the effort. 

The same effect, more or less, as the expenditure tax, can however be 

achieved by providing incentives for saving and investment in approved channels, 

while discouraging investment in unapproved channels like gold, silver and 

land, which do not yield income but are subject to wealth tax. The Indian tax 

structure already provides such incentives, as also wealth tax. 

The net effect of all the taxes imposed in 1958 was that the burden of 

taxation on the assessees increased considerably, and due to the complexity of 

the tax structure, and the number of returns that had to be filed, there was great 

dissatisfaction among the people. Instead of the tax system being acceptable and 

inducing voluntary compliance, the whole scheme became counter-productive. 
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What Kaldor had not envisaged was that if the tax structure was cumbersome 

and the tax burden heavy, it would tend to increase, rather than check, evasion. 

It was gradually realized by the authorities that the expenditure tax failed 

to generate sufficient revenues commensurate with the effort on the part of the 

administration and the assessees, nor had it fulfilled its objectives or rendered 

the system more equitable. The tax was withdrawn. Theoretically also, Kaldor's 

proposals were contradictory. R. J. Chelliah8 says 'it is somewhat surprising to 

find Kaldor advocating a wealth tax in addition to taxation of capital gains, after 

all his inveighing against 'the double taxation' of savings'. 

7.5 Level of Taxes and G D P Growth 

Conducting a survey of the experience of the impact of taxation on growth 

in twenty countries, covering almost the entire spectrum of world incomes, Keith 

Marsden/ in a World Bank study, notes 

'In all cases, the countries that imposed a lower effective average tax burden 

on their populations achieved substantially higher real rates of GDP growth than 

did their more highly taxed counterparts. The average (unweighted) annual rate 

of growth of G D P was 7.3 per cent in the low-tax group and 1.1 per cent in the 

high-tax group'. 

The low-tax countries included Japan, Spain, Singapore, Korea, Brazil, and 

Thailand, while the high-tax countries, inter alia, included the UK, Sweden, New 

Zealand, Chile, Jamaica, and Peru. While tax-G D P ratios rose in most of the 

countries during the period under study, the relative tax position between low

tax and high-tax countries remained almost the same. The average tax - G D P 

ratio in the low-tax countries increased from 13.3 per cent at the beginning of the 

decade to 15.2 per cent at the end, while it rose from 21 per cent to 23.9 per cent 

in the high-tax group. This rise in the low-tax countries mainly reflected a widening 

of the tax base, rather than an increase in tax rates, although it coincided with 
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a general reduction in the rate of economic growth (G D P) during the second 

half of the seventies. 

Consequent upon high rates of economic growth in low-tax economies, 

higher levels of consumption and substantial rise in real living standards were 

achieved. High growth rates and increased revenues, associated with expansion 

of the tax base, provided funds for considerable increase in social welfare 

expenditure by governments in these countries. Besides, the argument that 

distribution is more equitable in high-tax countries than those with low taxes, is 

not borne out by the study. The share of the poorest 40 per cent of households 

in total income remained relatively high between 16.9 per cent and 21.9 per cent 

in five fast growing, low-tax countries such as Japan, Korea, Malawi, Spain, and 

Thailand. The growth in investment averaged 8.9 per cent annually for the seventies 

in low-tax countries, as compared to a decline of 0.8 per cent annually in high

tax countries. There is correlation between tax-G D P ratios and investment 

growth. A rise in the tax ratio of 1 per cent was associated with a reduction of 

rate of growth in investment of 0.66 per cent, and amongst various taxes, high 

corporate income tax was the strongest deterrent to investment. The US experience 

confirms the results of this study : progressive reduction in corpo_rate profit 

taxes would increase both business investment and capital stock substantially. 

High taxes affect growth in two ways, according to the study: by adversely 

affecting the aggregate supply of the main factors of production by lowering 

their net return after tax, and by reducing the efficiency of resource utilization 

(total factor productivity). The more significant effects of taxes on growth in the 

lower income countries may be attributable to greater scope for productivity 

gains from the induction of modern technology and skills, transfer of capital and 

labour to more productive sectors, and 'externality effects'. In the higher income 

countries, productivity differences between sectors are much less and the existing 
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levels of efficiency higher. Structural rigidities have a restrictive effect upon the 

mobility of resources and inhibit the introduction of new techniques. These factors 

restrict their 'potential for tax-induced gains'. The Marsden study further shows 

that inflation rates were higher in high-tax countries in seven out of the ten pairs 

during the decade and seem to have exacerbated the negative effects of taxation 

on growth. 

Harvard Professor Lawrence Lindsey10 concluded from an econometric 

research that among people with taxable incomes above $ 200,000 by lowering 

tax rates the US Government in 1984 collected$ 8 billion more in revenue than 

it would have if taxes had remained at 1979 levels. Lindsey concluded that tax 

cuts pay their way and revenues increase. There is some kind o_f Laffer curve in 

operation. This curve established the relationship between taxes and revenues 

(and production) and is in the form of a parabola. There exists an optimum point 

on the curve where the taxes will maximize revenues and GNP. In countries 

with high rates of taxation, if the taxes are reduced, bouyancy in revenues increases 

because tax cuts induce people to work harder and there is stimulated economic 

activity, increased productivity and incomes. However, according to Prof. Lindsey, 

this accounts for only one-third of the increase in tax revenue. He believes that 

the balance two-thirds of increased revenues came from business and self

employed people who responded to lower taxes by cutting costs to maximize 

earnings. He believes that the highest rate at which governments are likely to 

maximize the tax intake is at around 40 per cent. 

It is now clear that the era of high taxes - the socialist shibboleth - is over. 

They have been thoroughly discredited on various counts. They adversely impinge 

upon business enterprises and growth, and militate against buoyancy in revenues; 

they give a fillip to evasion and avoidance, and check voluntary compliance of 

taxes; and they encourage laxity in expenditure and reduction in cost 

consciousness, as more than two-thirds of the expenditure is in effect borne by 
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the revenue department. With winds of change sweeping over developed countries, 

who are virtually engaged .in a race to cut taxes, developing countries have little 

alternative but to follow suit. Besides, so long as tax cuts pay their own way and 

result in increasing revenues through enhanced G N P and better compliance, it 

is in the interest of the exchequer to reduce them. The taxpayers are responsively 

happy, government revenues acquire buoyancy and, above all, the momentum 

of growth is accelerated. No finance minister can afford to ignore this triple

benefit formula, at least not in the present fiscal world environment. (Vide Section 

6.3 regarding recent Indian experience). 

Indexation of taxes is necessary to preserve the real, as distinguished from 

the monetary, structure of taxation and to prevent the rate of inflation from 

becoming an arbitrary form of taxation, giving rise to inequities and distortions. 

Income and wealth by and large constitute the bases for assessment of taxes; two 

distinct types of indexation are required in regard to them. Since modern taxes 

are progressive, both the threshold and the tax brackets in the rate schedule of 

income tax and wealth tax need to be indexed. Besides, indexation for capital 

income adjustment is necessary in order to reflect the real values of assets and 

liabilities and to determine real income. This includes adjustment in respect of 

depreciation, capital gains, stocks, and other items. 

Although indexation of the tax structure has not been formally adopted by 

many countries with a developed tax system, they have taken cognizance of the 

factor of inflation, and certain adjustments have been made in order to mitigate 

the inequities and hardship imposed by an inflationary rise in the price level. 

Thresholds for tax exempt incomes have been raised, personal allowances and 

social security payments- a form of negative taxation- have been increased. In 

Britain, 100 per cent capital allowances have been provided for new plant and 

machinery, while stock relief has been granted to reduce the rigours of tax liability 

arising from an inflationary rise in the value of stocks. 
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7.6 Favourable Effects of Tax Cuts on Revenues 

Direct taxes need to be pruned for stimulating growth; as also for curbing 

evasion and the generation of black money which contributes to inflation and 

other distortions in the economy. If cognizance is taken of this fact, the budgetary 

deficit should not act as a deterrent to the lowering of the personal and corporate 

taxes. 

The maximum personal income tax rates were reduced in India from 97.75 

per cent to 77 per cent in 1974-75, and to 66 per cent in 1976-77, operative above 

Rs. one lakh income (instead of Rs. 70,000). The revenues of the Central 

Government from income-tax were estimated to decline by Rs. 36 crores in 1974-

75 and by Rs. 60 crores in a full year. Actually, such revenues rose by Rs. 130 

crores from Rs. 744 crores in 1973-74 toRs. 874 crores in 1974-75. The tax reduction 

in 1976-77 was also followed by an increase in revenue from Rs. 965 crores in 

1976-77 to Rs. 1025 crores in 1977-78. 

The Choksi Committee (1978)11 in its Final Report states 'Apart from the 

pecuniary gain to the Exchequer in terms of additonal taxes mobilised and the 

gain to the economy from a reduction in the volume of unaccounted incomes, 

there is the more important gain in the improvement in the standards of public 

morality'. It concludes that, as in other parts of the world, the conditions in India 

also justify the 'progressive reduction in the rates of tax'. The maximum marginal 

tax rate was reduced for individuals to 50% from 61.875% in the Union Budget 

for 1986-87. The revenues of the Government from income tax increased from Rs. 

2,509 crores in 1985-86 to Rs. 3,660 crores (B.E.) in 1988-89, an increase of 46% 

over three years. The maximum rate of personal income tax may be reduced 

from 40 per cent at present to 30 per cent and the progression should be smooth 

and even at all levels of incomes. The maximum rate should be applicable above 

Rs. 2 lakhs instead of Rs. 1.20 lakhs at present, which would reduce evasion. 

Actually a higher level of economic activity itself results in higher revenues 
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with the same rates of taxation. A much bigger contribution to revenues can 

come from higher production. If a reduction in the excise duty on a particular 

product results in more than a proportionate increase in production and sale, the 

collection would also increase. Besides, with higher profits, corporate tax revenue 

might be stimulated. 

A deduction from taxable income of 50% of the amount deposited with the 

Reserve Bank of India in fixed deposit, bearing usual interest, for five years out 

of current income upto Rs.20,000 per year may be considered for promotion of 

personal savings. The amount when received back should not be subject to 

taxation. 

0 E CD countries were all cutting taxes. Asian Development Bank (1993)12 

states 

'Tax reforms in such industrial countries as Australia, New Zealand, the 

U.K. and the U.S. which have resulted in significantly lower nominal rates of 

individual and corporate income taxes, have met with quick appropriate response 

from these countries (N IE sand South-East Asian Countries) (Vide Table 7.5) .. 

As South Asian countries begin to stress external linkages, they will need to re

examine their tax structures, considering comparability with their major economic 

partners as well as their competitors .. (and) restructure their tax systems to 

reflect the reorientation of their economic strategies towards integration with the 

world economy in a market consistent manner, (and for) maintaining international 

competitiveness. 

7.7 A Review of Some Important Tax Laws 

(a) Personal Taxes and Allowances 

The position with regard to tax incidence on the basis of Union Budget 

1994-95, with 31 March 1994 as the cut - off date may now be indicated. The 

estimated revenue from income tax for 1993-94 according to revised estimates 

was in conformity with the budgeted figure of Rs.9,500 crores, but according to 
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trends, it would probably cross Rs.10,000 crores. Similarly the revenue from 

corporation tax at Rs.l0,500 crores was also in consonance with the budget estimate. 

(Vide Table 7.1) These were significant facts in the wider context, considering 

that estimated revenues (RE) from indirect taxes like customs and excise at 

Rs.22,500 crores and Rs.31,750 crores fell short of targets for 1993-94 by about 

Rs.5,230 crores and Rs.2,000 crores respectively. 

While the exemption limit for income-tax had been raised from Rs. 30,000 

toRs. 35,000,* the tax rates were 20 per cent on income between Rs. 35,000 and 

Rs. 60,000, 30 per cent between Rs. 60,000 and Rs. 1,20,000 and 40 per cent 

thereafter. The surcharge on income-tax at 12 per cent above Rs. 1,00,000 had 

been withdrawn, with the result that the highest marginal rate had been pared 

from 44.8 per cent to 40 per cent (Vide Table 7.5) applicable above Rs. 1,20,000 

as against the level of Rs.l,OO,OOO earlier. Status quo had been maintained in 

regard to standard deduction of Rs.15,000 in case of salaried employees (Rs. 

18,000 for women). 

Liberalization in economic policies had been reflected in taxes also. The 

actual incidence of income-tax on an income of Rs.1,30,000 per year in the case 

of a salaried employee with dividend and Unit income* of Rs.10,000 worked out 

to Rs.6,500, provided he took maximum advantage of the rebate in income-tax of 

Rs.12,000 offered on savings Rs.60,000 effected through provident fund, life 

insurance policy, and other schemes specified in Section 88 of the Income Tax Act. 

Relaxation in respect of direct taxes was even more evident in the case of 

wealth tax. With effect from assessment year 1993-94, assets other than certain 

specified items, were outside the purview of Wealth Tax Act; these included 

shares, debentures, bank deposits, units, loans, advances et al. The taxable specified 

assets included jewellery, motor cars, yachts, boats and aircrafts, urban land and 

cash in hand in excess of Rs.SO,OOO. The exemption limit for wealth tax was 

* With effect from Assessment Year 1996-97, exemption limit for income tax raised to Rs. 

40000; dividend and unit income exemption limit increased to Rs. 13000 
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increased to Rs.15 lakhs, and the rate of tax was 1 per cent on net taxable assets 

above this limit. It was also improvised that from the next year, a residential 

house irrespective of its vaiue, would be wholly exempt from tax. In effect, the 

applicability of wealth tax had been severely limited either to the very affluent 

or persons who had sizeable holdings of unproductive assets. 

The basic exemption limit in respect of gifts had been increased to Rs.30,000, 

while allowance for gifts to dependent relative at the time of marriage had been 

enhanced to Rs.1 lakh.The rate of taxable gifts above the threshold of Rs.30,000 

continues at 30 per cent, which was on the higher side. A slab system, with 

taxable gifts below one lakh being taxed at 10 per cent and between 1lakh and 

Rs. 5 lakhs at 20 per cent and thereafter at 30 per cent, would be more equitable. 

Actually, with wealth tax having been greatly liberalized and estate duty 

withdrawn, gift tax had lost its raison d' etre and should also be abolished. The 

revenue yield of gift tax at Rs. 5 crores was insignificant in the broader context. 

(b) Capital Gains Tax 

While short - term capital gains were taxed at normal rates, long - term 

capital gains arising in respect of shares and units held for more than a year 

were taxed at 20 per cent in the case of individuals and 30 per cent plus surcharge 

in the case of companies. Foreign institutional investors (F I I s) however, were 

taxable at 10 per cent in respect of long-term gains, at 20 per cent on interest, 

dividends and units, and 30 per cent in respect of short - term capital gains. 

These discriminatory rates were improvised to attract investment by F I I s, but 

this had drawn flak from Indian investors that level playing field in this regard 

had not been provided to them. 

As the following table shows, the medley of rates on short - term and long

term capital gains, dividend, interest and unit income for different categories of 

income and taxp·ayers adds to the complexity of the structure without 

commensurate benefit to revenue. There should be only two rates for long- term 

capital gains: 10 per cent for individuals and 20 per cent for companies, while 
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Tax Rates on Capital Gains (1995-96) 

Income Income from Short Term Long Term 

Assessees from Interest and Capital Capital 

Units Dividends Gains Gains 

Foreign Institutional 

Investors & F. F. I. 10% 20% 30% 10% 

Non-Resident 

Companies. 20% 20% 55% 20% 

Indian 

Companies 40% plus 40% plus 40% plus 30% plus 

Surcharge Surcharge Surcharge Surcharge 

Indian 

Individuals Slab Rate Slab Rates Slab Rates 20% 

20/30/40% 20/30/40% 20/30/40% 

Source : Economic Times, New Delhi, 28 November 1994 
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short-term capital gains may be taxed liked normal income in all cases. Income 

from units, dividend and interest may be taxed at one- half the normal tax rates 

for all categories of taxpayers; and surcharge for companies in respect of capital 

gains may be withdrawn. This would contribute to simplification. It is relevant 

to observe that the Royal Commission on Taxation of Profits and Incomes in 

U.K. (1952) stated that capital gains in times of inflation were largely illusory. 

The inflation indexed adjustment of cost in calculation of long-term capital gains 

also adds to complexity. Greater transparency could be achieved by reducing the 

effective rate and withdrawing the adjustment which was only of marginal benefit 

to the assessee and constituted loss to revenue. 

(c) Corporate Amalgamations and Reconstructions 

The tax provisions with regard to capital gains tax and gift tax were not 

applicable in case of amalgamations to amalgamated companies and shareholders. 

But the tax laws had not improvised for other cases of reconstruction of corporate 

entities. Investment allowance, development allowance in case of tea companies, 

and carried forward depreciation and losses were jeopardized and lost. As K S 

Mehta13 says 'The dictates of liberalization and competition require that businesses 

are restructured into single integrated industry companies where core competencies 

are developed for focused management; technology and financial alliances are 

invited'. It was a fact of life that businesses were divided. The newly constituted 

companies (comprising divisions of the earlier composite corporation) became 

'engines of growth because management control synchronizes with ability to 

decide on (optimum) use of profits'.D C M Limited was divided into four 

companies and each restructured company showed profits greater than those of 

the original company. And this was not an isolated stance. Pent up energies 

were released and the new managements functioned with added vigour and 

dynamism, resulting in escalating profits- as also greater revenues for the exchequer. 

Since the schemes were sanctioned by high courts within the ambit of company 

law and well-defined procedures, there was hardly any scope for abuse. 
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Empirical evidence showed that despite carry forward of losses, acquisition 

of a large number of sick companies by healthy companies did not occur; this 

was because the acid test was viability. Unless the industry was capable of 

revival and profit generation, merger would not be effectuated. The conclusion 

was that mergers were essentially synergy-oriented and not necessarily tax 

avoidance devices. Mergers under section 72A should be permitted without 

conditionalities and carry - forward of losses and depreciation of amalgamated 

company made easily available to amalgamated company. This would facilitate 

rehabilitation of sick units. At present set off was allowed only in case of reverse 

mergers, or if sanctioned by B I F R. Section 72A of the Income Tax Act was too 

cumbersome and needed to be liberalized. 

Chelliah Committee14 rightly supports the plea that in the case of 

compromises, arrangements and reconstructions, as in the case of amalgamations, 

no capital gains tax or gift tax should be levied; it suggested amendment of 

Income Tax Act and Gift Tax Act in this regard. Chelliah Committee's 

recommendation for removal of surcharge on corporate incomes was likely to be 

implemented by the Government in the 1996-97 Budget and effective tax on 

corporations brought down to 40 per cent. Still personal and corporate tax rates 

were not wholly in alignment with international tax levels. 

(d) Taxation of Agricultural Income 

Prior to independence, the burden of land revenue was sizeable and 

accounted for half the net agricultural income. The surpluses were utilized for 

financing major irrigation and power projects, as also railways and urban 

development. However after the fifties, both investment in agriculture and prices 

of produce sizeably increased. Agricultural incomes also were enlarged, but the 

rates of land revenue remained stagnant, with the consequence that land revenue 

as a percentage of income from agriculture declined to one per cent. 

The question of taxing agricultural incomes has defied solution, both due 

to political reasons and difficulties in implementation. K. N. Raj Committee in 
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the seventies recommended progressive taxation of agricultural landholdings, as 

accurate estimation of farm incomes was difficult. C. H. Hanumantha Rao15 states 

that despite low net prospective accruals, 'there is still a case for taxing upper 

income groups in agriculture in the interests of inter-sectoral as well as intra

sectoral equity, particularly in areas experiencing the green revolution. Such a 

direct taxation of agriculture has however, proved to be politically infeasible'. 

Agricultural income tax is being imposed only by certain States. In the case of 

tea companies, 60 per cent of income is svbject to agricultural income tax, while 

40 per cent of the income is subject to Central taxes. 

The Government's Discussion Paper on Simplification and Rationalization 

of Direct Tax Laws16 sought to achieve uniformity in provisions of the three 

Direct Taxes Acts, which was to be a precursor to the formulation of a single 

Direct Taxes Code, comprising Income Tax, Wealth Tax and Gift Tax Laws. It is 

however mooted that the practical difficulties in implementation of the proposal 

would far outweigh the benefits, which also do not appear to be significant; the 

scheme has been shelved. However, harmonization of procedural and other 

provisions in regard to definitions, methods of valuation, appeals, rules and 

recovery proceedings may have utility. 

The Estimates Committee of Parliament recommended abolition of estate 

duty, which was a highly complex piece of legislation, and suggested a surcharge 

on wealth tax payable by the deceased to replace it. The Government accepted 

the suggestion and abolished estate duty, which yielded about Rs.20 crores only. 

However, in the Union Budget for 1988-89, a tax on inheritance was mooted in 

consonance with the egalitarian principle of taxing inherited wealth, but the bill 

has lapsed. It is now urged that gift tax has become redundant in view of estate 

duty having been abolished and wealth tax rationalized. 

(i) Agricultural incomes should be brought within the orbit of taxation. 

Agricultural incomes need to be transferred from the ;State List' to the 
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'Concurrent List' by amendment of the Constitution. Since many States 

are not utilizing their powers, they should not have objection to such 

transfer. The Centre can thereafter either through the Income Tax Act 

or a new Act impose agricultural income tax, and the proceeds could 

be shared with the states. 

(ii) Commodities which enter into the expenditure budgets of upper and 

middle income farmers and other persons in rural areas should be 

subjected to higher rates of excise duties. 

(iii) Land revenue should be restructured and rendered progressive. The 

present structure of land revenue is outdated and the revenue yield is 

inelastic. 

(iv) Agricultural inputs should be subject to higher indirect taxation. It 

may be argued that this may adversely affect the small farmer, and 

impinge upon agricultural production. The marginal farmers may be 

given some form of compensatory assistance, but the basic idea is that 

prosperous farmers and landlords should be made to contribute to 

revenues. The fear that agricultural production may be adversely affected 

is unfounded, as there is adequate margin of profitability, owing to 

economies of scale. Larger holdings can bear additional taxation. 

(v) A joint committee consisting of experts from the Finance and Agriculture 

Ministries should be appointed to study the problem of mobilization 

of taxes and savings from the rural areas. The reservoir of incomes and 

savings in rural areas is large, and considerable mobilization can take 

place. Efforts should be both extensive and intensive. Households should 

be approached and brought within the network of the small savings 

movement. This would also assist in improving the overall ratio of 

savings to G D P. 

User charges for facilities and inputs, including energy and water supplied 

to the farmer, should be commensurate with the costs of these services. This 
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would also ensure their more effective utilization, and better allocative efficiency 

in their use. 

7.8 A Review of Fiscal Administration 

The efficiency of fiscal administration assumes great importance not only 

because it would be conducive to more effective implementation of tax laws and 

improved collection of revenues, but also because it contributes towards success 

of tax reforms, better relations between the tax officers and assessees and above 

all creation of a healthy tax climate which facilitates voluntary compliance of tax 

laws and improved taxpayer response. 

Chelliah Committee17 has given a graphic description of the fiscal 

administration and the tremendous difficulties faced by the Income Tax 

Department which has been making efforts at improvement, although 'what has 

been achieved falls far short of what is required'. The Committee states that the 

Income Tax and Customs & Excise Departments are called upon'to implement 

complex legislation and enforce high rates; the officers .. are not sure of support, 

if Audit should consider them at fault; over-assessments and disallowances are 

common and so are disputes, and litigation is prolonged .. Evasion is more often 

attempted to be checked by adding new provisions which further complicate the 

legislation and create dissatisfaction among honest tax payers. The Government 

on its part has been raising rates .. (and changing) tax laws continuously .. There 

is widespread agreement that the scale of evasion as well as the degree of 

corruption have been rising'. For improving tax administration, it is necessary to 

effectuate far-reaching changes in recruitment, personnel policy, matters of 

administration and in appellate procedures. Besides, simplification of laws and 

reduction in taxes, adoption of modern methods of communication, gathering 

and storage of information and widespread use of electronic data processing in 

various fields of tax administration are imperative. 
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Some recommendations for improving administration and voluntary tax 

compliance may be made: (1) distinguishing good assessees and giving them 

priority treatment in regard to assessment, refunds et al; (2) reducing scope for 

exercising discretion through simplicity and transparency of laws; (3) avoiding 

setting of unrealistic revenue raising targets; (4) providing for accountability of 

officers; discouraging excessive assessments; rewarding good work and integrity; 

(5) ensuring proper training of officers; and (6) setting up an equitably constituted 

Advisory Committee. 

The principal problems facing the tax administration are largely due to the 

following factors: (1) high rates of taxes and various deductions and exemptions 

introduced in tax laws, (partly for realizing non - revenue objectives) and 

amendments year after year,and within the year also in the case of indirect taxes; 

(2) changes in law effected by the Government in secrecy without public debate; 

(3)fixation of unrealistic targets of tax revenue collection; (4) lack of accountability 

of assessing officers for over- assessments which are set aside; (5) fear of Audit 

objections; (6) departmental appeals without proper application of mind and 

prolonged litigation; (7) lack of adequate training of officers; (8) information 

systems not commensurate with the vast needs of administration and (9) 

inadequacy of computerization and application of modern methods. 

Some recommendation for improving fiscal administration my be made 

as follows : 

(a) Stability of Tax _Laws 

Tax laws should have stability and not be frequently amended. This causes 

inconvenience to both the assessee and the assessing officers in implementing 

the law. It makes tax planning difficult and creates uncertainties. The establishment 

of a 'Tax Research Bureau' which would study various suggestions made, and 

formulate proposals for amendment which may be "circulated for public debate 

is desirable. Once in five years, the minimum amendments considered necessary 

should be effected. 
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(b) Self Assessment System 

The self - assessment system has proved to be a success in that the I. T. 

Department is able to devote greater amount of time to bigger and difficult 

cases. There is also placement of greater faith in the assessees, which has helped 

in improving levels of returned income. But cases for scrutiny should be selected 

by the higher echelons in the Department at the beginning of the year and the 

assessing officer should not have any power to exercise discretion in this regard, 

which is liable to misuse in certain cases. 

(c) Tax Arrears and Compromises 

An important problem facing the administration is that of mounting tax 

arrears and prolonged litigation. It is suggested that the Department may consider 

compromise of cases across the table as is being effected in the case of Non 

Performing Assets (N PAs) of commercial banks. While formulating the scheme 

in this regard, adequate safeguards including review by higher authorities would 

have to be provided to ensure that the compromises are fair to both the assessee 

and revenue. Cases involving large amounts should be disposed of at the Board 

level. Alternatively, the settlement commission procedures should be considerably 

relaxed; what is necessary for success is to reduce formalities and rigidities. 

However, it appears that a new scheme for compromise across the table has 

much better chances of success. 

(d) Concessions for Tax Compliance and Reducing Hardship 

The new provisions regarding advance payment of tax are well- conceived 

and would contribute to better voluntary tax compliance even in cases where the 

assessee discovers after close of the year that his income is quite in excess of his 

earlier estimate. The rate of penal interest, however, should not exceed 18%. 

Provision for advance payment of taxation in respect of capital gains which 

cannot be anticipated, is anomalous and should be withdrawn or made payable 

only with the last March instalment. 
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The concept of reducing discretion in the hands of taxing officers should 

lead to a healthy tax system. The new scheme of mandatory interest and additional 

tax should be subject to certain safeguards: (a) The Commissioner should have 

power in all cases to waive interest or additional tax in case of genuine hardship. 

The provisions of Section 273A should be suitably amended and the powers of 

the Commissioner in this regard strengthened. He should have full discretionary 

power of waiver of interest, additional tax or penalty, if any, and in prosecution 

cases, the power to compound or compromise, and withdraw cases; (b) There 

should be no automatic levy of additional tax, where the assessee has acted bona 

fide or where there is difference of opinion regarding assessability of income; (c) 

The assessees should have the right of appeal against additional tax or interest. 

(e) System of Appeals 

The existing system of appeals is working satisfactorily and should not be 

changed. Since Commissioners (Appeals) have been provided for, the institution 

of AACs may be abolished. Otherwise no change is necessary. The existing LT. 

Appellate Tribunals, working under the jurisdiction of the Law Ministry, have 

been doing good work and dispensing justice to the taxpayer. The Tribunals 

should not be disturbed in any manner. What the government can do is to 

ensure that the quality of departmental representation before the tribunals is 

upgraded and becomes more effective. 

The Chief Commissioner of Income Tax should have power under Section 

264 for revision on petition by the assessee against Commissioner (Appeals)' 

orders. This would obviate appeals to tribunals in respect of small matters. The 

power of appellate Authorities to stay recovery proceeding during pendency of 

appeal should continue. Alternatively,it should be improvised that where the 

Income tax Officer does not grant stay of recovery, the Commissioner has the 

necessary power to stay recovery proceedings till appeals are disposed of. 
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The proposed scheme of establishing a high- powered appellate body under 

Article 323B or Entry No. 95 of List I of 7th Schedule to the constitution to be 

known as National Court of Direct Taxes (NCDT) , would have the effect of 

reducing the highest court of appeal in respect of direct taxes to the status of an 

administrative tribunal. Its stature, compared to the High Courts, whose functions 

it would take over,would be greatly diminished and the right of appeal of the 

assessees would be diluted. Since the Department would appoint the members 

of NCDT, the judges may not enjoy the same autonomy and freedom as High 

Court judges,which may influence their judgements. 

In any case,if the Government implements the above scheme, the following 

safeguards are absolutely necessary; (a) There should be provision for appeal to 

the Supreme Court against the orders of NCDT, besides the power of the Supreme 

Court with regard to writs under Article 32 and special leave petitions under 

Article 136 of the Constitution; (b) The writ jurisdiction of the High Court should 

continue;(c) The NCDT should not be under the purview of the administrative 

ministry (Finance Ministry in this case), but under the aegis of the Law Ministry, 

who should have the power of appointment of judges of the NCDT; (d) The fees 

for filling appeals before Income Tax Appellate Tribunal (I T A T) are adequate 

and should not be increased.The same fee should cover identical appeals for 

different assessment years. 

(j) Widening Tax Base and Other Suggestions 

While provisions in regard to presumptive taxation needed to be vigorously 

implemented so as to enlarge the tax base and reduce evasion, extensive surveys 

were necessary to rope in self - employed traders who did not pay taxes. It 

should be improvised that no payment above Rs.20,000 in a year claimed as 

deduction from revenue, shall be made by any limited company, public undertaking 

or government department unless I.T.P.A.No. was produced by the supplier of 

any goods or services. This should automatically result in persons filing income 
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tax returns, and obtaining P.A.Nos. and the Department's labours to that extent 

would be reduced. 

Besides, a large number of traders and shopkeepers do not pay income tax, 

although many of them pay sales - tax; list of sales tax assessess should be 

obtained from the sales tax departments of State Governments, and it should be 

ensured that they file income tax returns. The government with a view to widening 

the tax base has improvised a presumptive scheme of taxation for small 

businessmen,whereby persons in retail trade, transport et al whose turnover did 

not exceed Rs. 5 lakhs and income Rs.37000 have to pay a nominal tax of Rs.1400 

per annum and they are absolved from the obligation to file tax returns. The 

. department has made a good beginning and the scheme has great potentiality to 

rope in from all over India at least a million assessees.The amount of tax after 

achieving this target should be increased to about Rs.3000 per annum. 

The Government has abolished the doctrine of 'mens rea', or guilty mind; 

and the onus is now on the assessee to prove that he acted bona fide. Greater 

care therefore is necessary to ensure that inno<;:ent people do not suffer, particularly 

if an offence is committed inadvertently or due to inadequate appreciation of 

law. Prosecution and punishment as contemplated in the Discussion Paper, should 

not be imposed, unless (a) assessment is completed and appeal judgements 

received, and (b) mala fides are proved. 

Various monetary limits in regard to tax exemptions need to be revised 

upwards in view of the fact that owing to inflationary rise in prices during the 

last few decades, the real value of such limits has declined. For instance, the 

basic exemption limit for income tax may be increased to Rs. 60,000 and the 

initial exemption in respect of long - term capital gains should be increased to 

Rs.20,000. The qualifying amount of investment in prescribed channels for tax 

rebate under section 88 should be increased to Rs. one lakh. The limit of exempt 

allowance in respect of dividends and unit income under section SOL should be 
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enhanced to Rs.25,000 from Rs.13,000; these measures would stimulate savings. 

Concessions hiwe been built into the tax structure in order to promote 

various extraneous objectives, such as promoting development of backward areas, 

stimulating exports, earning foreign exchange , promoting charities, and providing 

incentives for family planning and for rural development . These concessions 

have many conditions attached to them, which adds to the complexity of tax 

laws. If the Government desires to promote other objectives, it should evolve 

separate incentive schemes for encouraging them.It would be advisable to delete 

some of these provisions from tax laws, while reducing the effective tax rates, 

which would result in lesser evasion and avoidance. Besides, incentives should 

not be hedged by various procedural and other conditionalities, making it difficult 

for assessees to claim them.Whatever may be the quantum of allowances, the 

scheme should be simple and definite, and there should be no room for exercise 

of discretion by the officer to disallow it. 

7.9 Scheme for Disclosure and Utilization of Unaccounted Money 

While estimates of unaccounted money circulating in the economy vary 

widely, it is indisputable that there are large hoards of black money, and the 

generation of such money is also taking place. Various· efforts have been made 

from time to time in the form of disclosure schemes, capital bonds, demonetization 

and of course, raids, to discover and bring it into the net of taxation, but the 

success achieved so far is only marginal. 

It is now increasingly recognized that low rates of taxation, simplification 

of tax structure and placing some trust in the taxpayer provide the best method 

of dealing with this problem. These are combined with deterrent punishment for 

evasion. The carrot and stick policy has definitely resulted in making the cost of 

evasion high, while the net benefit from evasion has been reduced, consequent 

upon which the level of generation of black money has somewhat declined. But 

the problem of bringing out black money into legitimate circulation and its 
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utilization for industrial development and other nation building activities, is far 

from resolved. The problem is indeed difficult; however, it may be worthwhile 

to devise a simple scheme, whereby such money could be disclosed and 

constructively utilized. 

The basic difficulty arises that if the maximum marginal rate of tax is 40%, 

it would be inequitable and unethical to charge a lower rate of tax on black 

money disclosed. In a complete restructuring of tax rates, the maximum marginal 

rate of tax should be brought down to 30%. The trend in developing countries, 

particularly East Asian countries is towards reducing the maximum marginal 

rate of tax to about 30 per cent (Vide Table 7.5) Such a move would encourage 

voluntary compliance of tax laws and reduce creation of black money. 

If the above proposal is implemented, a simple scheme could be formulated. 

It may be provided that an assessee could at any time during the year credit 

unaccounted money in his books, subject to the following conditions: 

(1) He simultaneously informs the ITO by a notice in the prescribed form 

that he has credited such money in his books of accounts and has deposited 70% 

thereof in his bank account. 

(2) He pays 30% of the amount credited in the books in the form of tax into 

the Reserve Bank of India or authorized banks to the credit of the Government 

account, through a challan obtained from the Income Tax Department, within a 

period of seven days, and forthwith deposits the receipted challan of tax with 

the ITO. 

(3) He intimates to the ITO that such money less tax would be utilized by 

him within a period of six months in the purchase of one or more of the following 

assets: 

(a) Plant and Machinery 

(b) Shares of New Companies 
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(c) National Savings Certificates 

(d) Unit Trust Scheme Certificates 

(e) New Flat or House 

(4) Such assets shall be held by the assessee for a minimum period of three 

years. 

(5) If he fails to invest the money in any of the approved channels, he shall 

be liable to pay an additional penal tax at 25% of the gross amount disclosed and 

credited in the books. 

The advantage of the scheme to the assessee is in its simplicity, and he does 

not have to bother about payment of penalty or interest. He does not also have 

to explain the source of money or reply to questions of authorities. Besides, he 

is able to utilize the unaccounted money either in his business, in housing or for 

purchase of shares, units or saving certificates, which are productive of income. 

The inestimable benefit of the scheme, from the point of view of revenue, 

would be that the parallel economy would be reduced and black money 

channelized into nation building activities, rather than be spent on consumption 

or investment in undesirable channels, leading to inflation. The assets created 

and incomes generated would be subject to wealth-tax and income tax, and 

would be productive of revenue. 

7.10 Tax Reforms Committee Report and Its Implementation 

Tax reform in India was essentially based upon the recommendations of 

the Tax Reforms Committee (Chelliah Committee), which on the whole had 

done a commendable job. Planning and execution of tax reform was both an art 

and a science and in recognition of this important dictum, pragmatism, rather 

than theoretical considerations, had been the guiding spirit of the Committee in 

formulating its recommendations. The criteria for evaluating tax reform in a 

developing country, would be whether (a) it subserved the objectives of the 
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Government, particularly in regard to meeting revenue needs of the state, 

augmenting savings and investment, and being conducive to accelerating the 

momentum of growth; (b) it was in tune with the economic and political ethos, 

aspirations and environment in the country; (c) it would facilitate globalization 

of the economy and contribute to international harmonization of the tax structure; 

and (d) it was capable of implementation and effectuating improvement in tax 

administration in the country. The Chelliah Committee Report broadly appeared 

to meet these requirements. The Chelliah Committee closely followed the World 

Bank model. Commending the Report, Bird18 stated that it should 'improve policy 

outcomes in India'. The Report had been essentially accepted by the Government, 

although only time would show how far it is implemented and whether it would 

succeed in improving tax administration in the country .. 

The Finance Minister's tax reforms were· as bold and judicious as his 

liberalization measures; also they were equally effective in moving several steps 

ahead towards the avowed goals. The Discussion Paper stated that India had to 

move to a tax system which was simple, had a wide base with moderate rates 

of tax, was well-administered and, most important, promoted economic efficiency, 

growth and equity. The perceptible reduction in taxes -both personal and 

corporate- should provide incentives for industrial expansion and better voluntary 

tax compliance. 

The Finance Minister in consonance with the present fiscal world environment 

had accepted the modern thesis that where a country's tax structure was heavy, 

situated on the right side of the parabola on a graph with taxes represented on 

the horizontal axis and revenues on the vertical axis, diminution in taxes led to 

buoyancy in revenues on account of stimulated activity and increased work, 

production and incomes, together with reduced evasion and avoidance. Actually, 

the ball was in the taxpayer's court, and if personal tax revenues despite reduced 

rates maintained buoyancy- as during the financial year 1993-94 when income-
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tax revenues exceeded the target - the Finance Minister may be induced to 

ftuther simplify and rationalize taxes, as the triple benefit formula became effective: 

taxpayers were responsively happy, revenues acquired buoyancy and the 

momentum of growth was accelerated. Innovati:re tax policies needed to be 

further pursued in order to arrive at the optimal marginal tax rate at which 

revenues were maximised, and alignment with international tax levels achieved. 

The Government in tune with Chelliah Committee's Report, reduced personal 

and corporate taxes; the beneficial effect had been electrifying and buoyancy in 

revenues during the fiscal year 1994-95 was such that direct tax collections greatly 

exceeded targets. This buoyancy we are confident would be sustained in the 

years to come. 
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Table 7.1 

Growth of Central Taxes (by Major Heads) 
(Rs. crore) 

1990-91 1991-92 1992-93 1993-94 1994-95 1995-96 
(RE) (BE) 

1. Corporation Tax 5335 7853 8899 10060 13250 15500 

2. Income Tax 5371 6731 7888 9115 11000 13500 

3. Customs 20644 22257 23776 22193 26450 29500 

4. Union Excise Duties 24514 28110 30832 31697 36900 42780 

5. Other Central Taxes of which 594 1145 1727 1481 2040 2281 

1\) 

I Wealth Tax 231 307 80 90 c.v • 468 154 
()) 

• Gift Tax 3 8 9 5 14 10 

• Other Taxes & Duties 360 830 1250 1322 1946 2181 

6. Taxes of Union Territories 1118 1265 1515 1198 191 201 

7. Gross Tax Revenue 57576 67361 74637 75744 89831 103762 

8. Less States' Share 14598 17292 20593 22295 24843 29388 

9. Net Centre's Tax Revenue 42978 50069 54044 53449 64988 74374 

10. Non-Tax Revenue 11976 15962 20084 22004 23782 26413 

11. Total Revenue 54954 66031 74128 75453 88770 100787 

Source : Budget Papers, various years, Ministry of Finance, G 0 I. 



Table7.2 

Percentage Share in Tax Revenue 

1990-91 1991-92 1992-93 1993-94 1994-95 1995-96 
(RE) (BE) 

1. Corporation Tax 9.3 11.7 11.9 13.3 14.7 14.9 

2. Income Tax 9.3 10.0 10.6 12.0 12.2 13.0 

3. Customs 35.9 33.0 31.9 29.3 29.4 28.4 

4. Union Excise Duties 42.6 41.7 41.3 41.8 41.1 41.2 
I\) 

I w 
5. Other Central Taxes 0.9 1.7 2.3 2.0 2.3 2.2 c.o 

• Wealth Tax 0.4 0.5 0.0 0.2 0.1 0.1 

• Gift Tax (1987 Act) Neg. Neg. Neg. Neg . Neg. Neg. 

• Other Taxes & Duties. 0.5 1.2 1.7 1.8 2.2 2.1 

6. Taxes of Union Territories 2.0 1.9 2.1 1.6 0.2 0.2 

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Neg = Negligible 

Source : Budget Papers, various years, Ministry of Finance, G 0 I. 



Table 7.3 A 

Centre's Receipts and Expenditure 
(Rs. crore) 

1980-81 1990-91 1991-92 1992-93 1993-94 1994-95 1995-96 
(BE) (BE) 

1. Revenue receipts (2+3) 12419 54954 66031 74128 75453 88770 100787 

2. Tax Revenue (Net of States share) 9358 42978 50069 54044 53449 64987 74374 

3. Non-Tax Revenue 3061 11976 15962 20084 22004 23783 26413 

4. Revenue Expenditure of Which 14455 73516 82292 92702 108169 122902 136328 
(a) Interest Payments 2604 21498 26596 31075 36741 44000 52000 

1\) 

I (b) Subsidies 1851 12158 12253 11995 12864 12810 12401 
~ 
0 (c) Defence Expenditure 3604 10874 11442 12109 14978 16611 18146 

5. Revenue deficit 2037 18562 16261 18574 32716 34132 35541 

6. Capital Receipts 7261 38997 38528 36178 55540 67502 66364 
(a) Recovery of Loans 2104 5712 6021 6356 6191 6700 6730 
(b) Other receipts 3038 1961 -48 5767 7000 

7. Capital expenditure 7801 31782 29121 29916 33684 39370 35823 

8. Total expenditure of which 22256 105298 111413 122618 141853 162272 172151 
(a) Plan expenditure 8994 28365 30961 36660 42855 48761 48500 
(b) Non-Plan expenditure 13262 76933 80452 85958 98998 113511 123651 

9. Fiscal Deficit 7733 44632 36323 40173 60257 61035 57634 

Source : Economic Survey 1995-96, G 0 I, New Delhi, p 18. 



Table 7.3 8 

Centre's Receipts and Expenditure 
(Per Cent of G D P) 

1980-81 1990-91 1991-92 1992-93 1993-94 1994-95 1994-95 
(R E) (B E) 

1. Revenue receipts (2+3} 9.1 10.3 10.7 10.5 9.4 9.4 9.6 

2. Tax Revenue (Net of States share) 6.9 8.0 8.1 7.7 6.7 6.9 7.1 

3. Non-Tax Revenue 2.3 2.2 2.6 2.8 2.7 2.5 2.5 

4. Revenue Expenditure of Which 10.6 13.7 13.3 13.1 13.5 13.0 13.0 
(a) Interest Payments 1.9 4.0 4.3 4.4 4.6 4.7 5.0 

1\) I (b) Subsidies 1.4 2.3 2.0 1.7 1.6 1.4 1.2 
+>--
....0. (c) Defence Expenditure 2.6 2.0 1.9 1.7 1.9 1.8 1.7 

5. Revenue deficit 1.5 3.5 2.6 2.6 4.1 3.6 3.4 

6. Capital Receipts 5.3 7.3 6.2 5.1 6.9 7.1 6.3 
(a) Recovery of Loans 1.5 1.1 1.0 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6 
(b) Other receipts 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.3 0.0 0.6 0.7 

7. Capital expenditure 5.7 5.9 4.7 4.2 4.2 4.2 3.4 

8. Total expenditure of which 16.4 19.7 18.1 17.4 17.7 17.2 16.5 
(a) Plan expenditure 6.6 5.3 5.0 5.2 5.3 5.2 4.6 
(b) Non-Plan expenditure 9.8 14.4 13.0 12.2 12.4 12.0 11.8 

9. Fiscal Deficit 5.7 8.3 5.9 5.7 7.5 '6.5 5.5 

Source : Economic Survey 1994-95, G 0 I, New Delhi p. 15. 



1\) 
-!:>-
1\) 

Year 

1980-81 

(a) 

(b) 

1990-91 

I (a) 

(b) 

1994-95 (BE) 

(a) 

(b) 

Table 7.4 

Direct and Indirect Tax Revenues of the Centre and States. 
(Rs. crore & per cent) 

Centre (Gross) 
Direct Indirect Total Direct 

States 
Indirect Total 

2,907 10,242 13,149 686 5,929 6,615 

22.1 77.9 100.0 10.4 89.6 100.0 

2.1 7.6 9.7 0.5 4.4 4.9 

11,024 46,489 57,513 3,244 26,804 30,048 

19.2 80.8 100.0 10.8 89.2 100.0 

2.1 8.8 10.9 0.6 5.1 5.7 

24,790 62,346 87,136 5,032 47,831 52,863 

28.4 71.6 100.0 9.5 90.5 100.0 

2.7 6.8 9.5 0.6 5.2 5.8 

(a) : Represents percentages to total tax revenue. 

(Rupees Crore) 

Centre and States Combined 
Direct Indirect Total 

3,593 16,171 19,764 

18.2 81.8 100.0 

2.6 11.9 14.5 

14,268 73,293 87,561 

16.3 83.7 100.0 

2.7 13.8 16.5 

29,822 1 '1 0,177 1,39,999 

21.3 78.7 100.0 

3.3 12.0 15.3 

(b) : Indicates tax to G D P ratio in percentages; for 1994-95 percentages have been worked out on the basis of the im

plicit nominal G D P underlying the Budget estimate of G F D/G D P ratio of 6.0 per cent for 1994-95. 

Source : Budget Documents of Government of India and State Governments. R B I Annual Report 1993-94 p. 196. 



South Korea 

Taiwan 

India 

Thailand 

Indonesia 

Malaysia 

Singapore 

Hong Kong 

Table 7.5 

Maximum Personal Income Tax Rates in 
East Asian Countries and India in 1994 

45 

40 

40 

37 

35 

32 

30 

20 

Source :Worldwide Tax Guide, Pannell Kerr Forster, P K F Worldwide, Melbourne, 

1995, Various pages. 

Note : Maximum Personal Income Tax Rate in India in 1972-74 was 97.75 

per cent. 

Maximum Tax Rate for India in the Table relates to 1995. 
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Chapter 8 

REFORM OF COROPRATE TAXATION IN INDIA 

Corporate tax, in a diversified expanding economy, constitutes an important 

source of revenue. It assumes greater importance owing to its revenue elasticity 

being high; with increase in industrial activity and consequent escalation in 

corporate incomes, the revenue yield to the exchequer records an increasing 

trend. The yield from corporation tax amounted to Rs.1377 crores in 1980-81, 

working out to 10.5 per cent of gross tax revenue in that year. While the budget 

estimates for 1990-91 incorporated corporation tax yield at Rs. 5335 crores, the 

corresponding figure for 1995-96 is Rs. 15500 crores. The respective shares amount 

to 9.3 per cent and 14.9 per cent of the gross tax revenue in the respective years. 

(Vide Tables 7.1 and 7.2) Thus, the yield from corporation tax has increased by 

about nine times over a period of about one and a half decades, reflecting the 

tremendous expansion that has taken place in industrial and other activities in 

the economy and corporate incomes, although a part of the increase is accounted 

for by the increase in price level. 

Inflow of direct foreign investment has considerably increased and it is 

envisaged that with rationalization of the tax structure and accelerated industrial 

growth, including in the infrastructure sector, corporate tax revenues should 

record a quantum leap in the last few years of this century, and the Budget for 

2000-1 may account for revenue from corporate taxation exceeding Rs.20000 crores. 

The corporate tax structure has grown in a haphazard manner and taxes 

are high both by international standards and for promoting capital formation in 

a liberalized environment. It needs to be rationalized if it is to serve as an 

instrument of growth and is to fulfil certain social objectives as being attractive 
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for foreign capital (with high technology), growth of backward areas and 

diminution of regional imbalances. 

8.1. Corporate Tax Reform 

Corporate income tax in India is almost as ancient as income tax and vestiges 

of the former are traceable even in the 1860 Income-Tax Act. The 1922 Act, as 

amended in 1939, partly accepted the imputation principle in regard to corporation 

tax, which implies that a company pays income tax on behalf of its shareholders. 

Till the 1959-60 Budget, dividends received by shareholders were grossed up by 

46 per cent in their hands, and the amount of grossing up was considered to be 

tax paid by the company for its shareholders, to be deducted from the latter's 

personal tax liability on total income (including the grossed up dividends). 

The 1959-60 Budget adopted the classical scheme of taxation, according to 

which the company pays tax on its own account and the shareholder does not 

receive any credit for tax paid by the company. When the new scheme was 

in~roduced in 1959, grossing up of dividends was abolished and the corporation 

tax rate was reduced from 51.5 per cent to 45 per cent in the case of Indian 

companies. It was proposed that the overall tax rate applicable to Indian companies 

would be so fixed that the yield would be equal to the annual gross yield less 

the annual credit given to the shareholders. The tax liability of the shareholders 

would no longer be related to the tax borne by the companies. 

The corporation tax structure and the rates during the last three decades 

have undergone several changes, but basically the classical system has continued 

to be operative. Before we analyse the corporate tax system in India, it is desirable 

to have an overview of modern analytical thinking in respect of the classical 

view and integrationist view of corporation tax, and the Meade Committee (UK)'s1 

(1978) recommendation for replacement of corporation tax by a tax on corporate 

cash flows. 
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J. A. Kay2 (March 1990) argued that the income of companies is ultimately 

that of shareholders and ideally that income should be attributed to them and 

taxed accordingly. That is the integrationist view, but it has not been wholly 

accepted anywhere in the world. However, recent reforms in Australia and New 

Zealand have achieved to an extent integration between personal and corporate 

income taxes by providing for equivalent individual and corporate tax rate and 

a high degree of imputation. Complete integration of corporate and personal 

income taxes is more an academic concept than a practical proposition as (a) the 

company is a separate legal entity distinct from its shareholders and the latter 

have no claim or right upon the company's reserve until distributed or capitalized; 

(b) it is inequitable to include in the shareholder's income a portion of the 

company's retained profits which have not been received by him; (c) shareholders 

buy and sell shares in companies and the company's members' list is in a 

continuous state of flux (except during the period of book closing ). A person 

who is a shareholder on the record date for distribution of dividend and ceases 

to be a member after a month may be taxed on an amount which he has neither 

received nor will ever receive. 

The United States and India have adopted the classical scheme of company 

taxation; and there is complete dichotomy between the corporation tax on 

companies and income tax on individuals. In this system, dividends are taxed 

twice; once in the hands of the company as its income, and secondly as dividends 

to the extent of distribution in the hands of the shareholders (subject to partial 

tax exemption in respect of dividends). However, in the UK, France and Germany, 

corporate taxation is based on the system of partial imputation, according to 

which the shareholder receives credit for some part of the tax liability of 

corporations through grossing up of dividends. 

Rationalization of the corporate tax structure constitutes an integral part of 

the package of liberalization policies, currently being implemented by the 

Government- which have been highly successful in certain respects. For a country 
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implementing and formulating liberalization policies with the avowed objective 

of accelerating the rate of development through, inter alia, inflow of foreign 

investment capital with sophisticated technology, it is imperative that the 

investment climate is conducive to such inflow. Some of the principal determinant 

factors are reasonable security of tenure and opportunities for building up an 

industrial complex over a period of years. The foreign investor would undertake 

investment only if he feels safe and a suitable environment exists for his obtaining 

a fair return on capital investment, commensurate with the risks involved. He 

would hardly risk his capital, if the future perspective for industry, economic or 

political, is gloomy or excessive state intervention and controls constrain growth. 

In this context, the present liberalization measures have been successful in 

dismantling the network of controls and regulations to a considerable extent; 

and increasing foreign investor interest is perceptible. Another important 

determinant in this regard is that the return on capital employed net of taxes is 

sufficiently attractive by international standards - since most developing countries 

in the world are vying with each other to stimulate the inflow of foreign investment 

- to induce foreigners to invest in India. 

Corporate tax rates in India were out of alignment with the tax rates in 

developed countries like U.S.A., U.K. and other 0 E CD and East Asian countries. 

The Table 8.1 illustrates this point. Actually the trend the world over was towards 

simplification of the tax structure and lowering the levels of taxation. The effective 

rate of taxation in Germany was lower, as distributed profits of companies were 

taxed at a reduced rate. What should be the structural framework of policy in 

this regard for a developing country - whether profits ploughed back or profits 

distributed should be taxed at a lower rate -has been discussed in Section 7.3. 

8.2. Impact of Fiscal Policy on Corporate Sector 

The corporate tax structure and impact of fiscal policy thereon may be 

considered. The surcharge on corporate tax introduces an element of instability 

in the tax structure and should be withdrawn. While corporate taxation should 
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be reduced in order to induce greater tax compliance and check tax evasion, 

various tax exemptions and fiscal incentives provided to the corporate sector 

may be reviewed and reduced. While important incentives such as tax holiday 

for new companies, investment allowance for new investment, rebate for exports, 

backward areas development, scientific research and such other important 

incentives should be retained, others may be withdrawn. Modification of the 

corporate tax structure along these lines would stimulate investment and inflow 

of foreign investment capital. However, the Government has abolished investment 

allowance and certain other vital allowances as also the backward areas tax 

rebate. 

Despite assurance of stability in tax structure, the framework of corporate 

taxation has been subjected to modifications almost every year. Besides, the 

surcharge on domestic companies with incomes above Rs. 75,000 amounts to 15 

per cent. The effective tax rate for the assessment year 1994-95 works out to 46 

per cent for both public companies and controlled companies. Thus distinction 

between public and private companies was abolished, which is commendable. 

Small companies with profits less than Rs.S lakhs continue to be taxed at the 

same rate as large companies, thereby adversely affecting their capacity to plough 

back profits for expansion and to raise fresh capital. However, surcharge on 

corporate profits is not applicable to companies with profits below Rs.75,000. As 

such, in their case, the tax works out to 40 per cent. 

It is significant that when the basic tax rate was reduced from 50 per cent 

to 40 per cent for the assessment year 1991-92 for public companies, investment 

allowance had been withdrawn. It was almost in the nature of a trade-off. But 

no such allowance was restored, even though corporate tax rates were increased. 

The basic corporate tax rate should be in the region of 30 to 35 per cent as in 

various developed and developing countries. 
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India 

Japan 

Philippines 

Table 8.1 

Basic Corporation Tax Rates in Selected Countries. (1995) 
(In per cent) 

46 

37.5 

35 

South Korea 35 

USA 35 

France 34 

Indonesia 34 

Malaysia 34 

UK 33 

Sweden 32 

Pakistan 30 

Thailand 30 

Singapore 27 

Brazil 25 

Taiwan 25 

Hong Kong 17.5 

Source : Worldwide Tax Guide, Pannell Kerr Forster, P K F Worldwide, 

Melbourne, various pages. 
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The proposed tax rates would bring the tax structure in closer alignment 

with the level of taxes prevailing in the U.K., where the maximum statutory 

corporation tax rate is 33 per cent and the U S A, where it is 35 per cent, and in 

other countries (Vide Table 8.1). Besides, Britain has the imputation system of 

taxation, whereby shareholders receive credit for part of the taxes paid by 

corporations. Except for exemption of dividends upto a small limit under section 

SOL, there is double taxation of incomes in India: in the hands of the company 

and again in the hands of shareholders. Take the case of intercorporate dividends. 

It was provided that inter-corporate dividends would be free of tax, provided 

the company distributes an equivalent amount by way of dividend paid. The 

objective is to encourage genuine investment activity, while discouraging_ the 

use of corporate framework for holding personal wealth. Actually, inter-corporate 

dividends should be tax-free. 

A Reserve Bank study3 suggests that (a) it is more advantageous to have a 

low tax rate with a few well conceived concessions than to have a seemingly 

high rate with multifold concessions; (b) the average net rate of return was lower 

in India than in the U.K., U.S. A., France, Germany or Japan; (c) the contribution 

of depreciation to gross capital formation far exceeded that of retained profits; 

and (d) growth rates of companies depend upon various factors such as, inter 

alia, efficiency of capital utilization, technological upgradation and sound 

management. The conclusion is that besides rationalization of corporate tax 

structure, improvement in operational efficiency, modernization and induction 

of better technology are imperative if Indian industry is to remain internationally 

competitive and generate internal resources for accelerated growth. 

8.3. Inflation and High Replacement Cost 

Tax laws continue to tax corporate profits on the basis of historical cost 

accounts which provide for depreciation on the original cost of assets, without 

taking into account the impact of inflation on the replacement cost of fixed assets 
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and inventories. 

Accounts prepared on the conventional basis of historical cost of assets 

and inventories, gave an increasingly misleading picture, since inflationary fires, 

fuelled by the staggering increase in the price of oil, had played ·havoc with the 

economies of non-oil exporting countries; and the continuing inflation had resulted 

in a multifold rise in the replacement cost of machinery. Historical cost accounts 

suffered from certain serious drawbacks: firstly, provision for depreciation was 

extremely inadequate resulting in showing excessive, even illusory, profits on 

which the company was taxed, thus depriving it of funds required over the years 

to maintain its assets in good form and condition. Secondly, in the planning of 

company's operation and growth, management was deprived of true facts and 

figures on which such planning should be based. 

Peter Drucker's4 views in this context, are highly relevant. He states that 

inflation destroys assets. 'It creates spurious profits, which in effect represent 

destruction of capital.' Since depreciation is based on yesterday's currency value, 

it is inadequate as currency is shrinking in value; and when replacement of 

assets becomes necessary- which is inevitable- 'the costs in depreciated currency 

will be many times greater than the book value.' If this is not recognised, profits 

shown in the accounts are unreal and dividends will be paid, which in effect 

amount to distribution of capital. 
...... 

Take the instance of investment by American companies in Latin American 

countries. the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) in the US A rendered 

it obligatory for companies to provide for the hidden loss, representing the 

depreciation in real terms of the asset value of such investments in say a subsidiary 

in Brazil, but the U.S. tax authorities would not allow this loss as deduction, and 

continued to tax the company on unreal profits, while the company, in pursuance 

of S E C's directive, may be showing a loss. 

It has been calculated that an elite chemicals company in India over a 
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period of six years, was just able to cover depreciation on replacement cost basis, 

and in the process, its reserves dwindled to below Rs. 1 crore, as compared to 

the historical cost reserves of Rs.86 crores. If the share premium of Rs.22 crores 

was excluded from reserves, there would be a negative balance of more than 

Rs.20 crores in reserves and surplus in current cost accounts. This bears evidence 

that a leading corporation has not been able to provide depreciation adequately 

on replacement cost basis out of after-tax profits. Taxes have been paid on book 

profits, which in real terms did not exist. 

8.4. Taxes on Cash Flow Mooted 

Suggestion has been made by the Meade Committee (U.K.)S (1978) for tax 

reform in Great Britain to include the replacement of corporation tax by a tax on 

corporate cash flow, which would imply that all capital investment would be 

allowed as a deduction from profits in the year in which the acquisition of plant, 

machinery and other assets takes place. 

The corporation's inflow of cash consists of sale of goods and disinvestment 

of assets, in addition to interest and dividends. The outflow of cash comprises 

production costs and capital expenditure on purchase of plant, machinery and 

other assets, including interest payments on borrowings. The cash flow corporation 

tax has as its base the excess inflow over the outflow of cash. Thus all capital 

expenditure on fixed assets would be fully deductible, while sales of assets would 

be taxed in full. 

A corporation tax on cash flow has several advantages. The need for 

indexation for inflation is eliminated as capital expenditure is immediately 

allowable for tax deduction. The distinction between capital and revenue loses 

its significance. The capital gains tax at a concessional rate as at present would 

no longer be necessary since the entire proceeds of sale of assets would be 

includible in the taxable inflows. 
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Though a cash flow corporation tax in India may initially reduce gover~ment 

revenue, the advantages should outweigh the losses. It would serve as a powerful 

incentive for industrial growth and enable modernization of machinery out of 

self-generated funds, thereby greatly reducing the malady of industrial sickness. 

A diminution in utilization of institutional funds would be accompanied by an 

increase in the volume of promoter's contribution, leading to greater cost 

consciousness and restraint in dividends. If it is not considered feasible to adopt 

a cash flow corporation tax, what the Government can do is to allow capital 

expenditure in approved assets in priority industries to be fully deducted for tax 

purposes (disinvestment being taxable). Such a measure would boost capital 

formation. As a sequel to stimulated production and income, government revenue 

would also escalate. 

Section 80 I A provided for deduction of 25 per cent of profits from taxable 

income for eight years for new industrial undertakings (other than non-priority 

industries). The Government extended the deduction to 30 per cent of profits for 

companies for a period of ten years effective from April1990. The 10 year partial 

tax holiday for new enterprises has been withdrawn in the 1995-96 Budget except 

for small-scale enterprises and industries established in backward areas. It is 

unfortunate that the backward areas development allowance has also been 

withdrawn. It would adversely affect the development of backward districts. 

Actually the rebate should have been extended to expenditure for infrastructural 

development in backward regions by companies. If a company spends money on 

development of roads, railway sidings, trucks, housing, provision for water and 

electricity, the capital expenditure should be eligible for such allowance at 15 per 

cent of the investment. 

8.5. Merger and Set-off of Losses of Sick Companies 

It would be readily appreciated that one of the best methods for rehabilitation 

of sick industrial units is to merge them with healthy companies. Section 72A 
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of Income Tax Act provides that in case of amalgamation of a company, the 

brought forward depreciation and losses of the amalgamating company would 

be allowed to be set off against the profits of the amalgamated company, if the 

sanction of the specified authority is obtained. The procedure for obtaining the 

sanction was cumbersome and time-consuming, and it discouraged mergers. 

According to the new Sick Industries Regulations, such amalgamation can be 

sanctioned by the B I F R. It is suggested that Section 72A should be amended 

to provide that in the case of such merger, the brought forward depreciation and 

losses of the merging company would be allowed to be set off against the profits 

of the healthy company, provided both are industrial companies without the 

need for any sanction. This would remove a prime constraint in regard to 

rehabilitation of sick units. The number of sick units in the country is so large, 

that it is not possible for the B I F R to deal with the large number of cases of 

small and medium sick units. This change in income tax law would provide an 

inbuilt device for the rehabilitation of sick units, and contribute to the resolution 

of this intractable problem. 

The Government deserved kudos for exempting export profits of corporations 

(as also individuals) from tax. This not only acts as a stimulus for exports, but 

also has been instrumental in the establishment of several export oriented industrial 

complexes. Many large companies have been exporting a good portion of their 

products, which buttresses the country's export earnings. 

Increase in productivity is necessary to improve corporate profitability on 

a micro basis, as also reduce the capital output ratio in the economy on a macro 

basis. A vital incentive to eventuate better utilization of plant and machinery and 

other factors is to provide excise duty rebate on production achieved over and 

above the previous year's output or in excess of certain norms of production 

established for various industries on the basis of empirical studies. 

Economic growth in developing countries postulates capital formation on 
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a sizeable scale. Nucleus capital for new industrial corporations, as also expansion, 

is increasingly being provided by corporations. It is therefore imperative that the 

incremental corporate savings ratio, that is the ratio of savings or profits transferred 

for being ploughed back into business to the total profits after tax is maximized. 

In order to provide an incentive for corporate management to plough back profits 

for expansion and modernization, the tax on undistributed profits should be 

lower than the tax on distributed profits. 

The Government abolished investment allowance as a measure of 

rationalization on the plea that it encouraged investment in capital intensive 

industries and over-investment in capital equipment. The Eighth Plan has assigned 

a significantly larger role to the private sector and as a sequel to modified policy 

decisions, it is being permitted to set up oil refineries, gas-based fertilizer plants, 

electronic, telecommunication, power generation and iron and steel plants. These 

are largely capital intensive industries, incorporating modern sophisticated 

technology. The withdrawal of investment allowance, which has catalytic effect 

upon industrial expansion, at this juncture, would be counter-productive. 

Investment allowance is indispensable to growth and Phoenix-like, it would rise 

again in some form or the other. 

Depreciation allowance for assessment year 1991-92 in case of companies 

was restricted to 2/3 rds of the amount computed for the year. During the 

subsequent year, the substantive rate of depreciation on plant and machinery 

was reduced from 33.33 per cent to 25 per cent. In the context of continuing 

inflation and high replacement costs of assets, this move appears to be retrograde, 

and deserves reconsideration. 

The country's tax levels were high for a developing economy. Simplification 

of tax laws and rationalization of a plethora of deductions was necessary so that the 

tax rates could be brought in alignment with those now prevailing in other developing 

and developed countries - say around 35 per cent as in certain South - East Asian 
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countries. This would lead to an increase rather than decrease in revenues, on 

account of stimulated work, production and incomes, and improved voluntary 

tax compliance. Choksi Committee had affirmed this, and it was also borne out 

by the experience in India and abroad. 

Minimum taxes on companies have been proposed where (a) companies do 

not have taxable income for a number of years on account of major erosion of the 

tax base owing to tax holidays and large incentives, and yet they may be declaring 

hefty dividends; (b) evasion and avoidance take place; (c) certain companies may 

be declaring losses over a number of years raising doubts about the veracity of 

their accounts and (d) in situations of high inflation, accurate determination of 

profits may become difficult. 

The minimum tax may be (a) related to economic income of corporations, 

that is, income without taking into account tax holidays and incentives; (b) 

linked to turnover of enterprises (say 1 per cent thereof), which can be more 

easily ascertained, with lesser scope for evasion and avoidance; or (c) calculated 

as a percentage of the gross assets of an enterprise, (say 1 per cent thereof). The 

minimum tax could be a final t;;tx in lieu of conventional corporate tax or as a 

tax rebatable against corporation tax. 

The Income Tax Act provided that with effect from accounting year 1987-

8, where the total income of a company computed under the Act after deduction 

of allowances was less than 30 per cent of its book profit, the taxable income 

shall be taken as 30 per cent of such book profit. This provision was intended to 

subject the so-called 'zero-tax companies' to a minimum tax, even though they 

may not have any tax liability for the previous year under the provisions of law. 

The tax is inequitable; besides it is not realized that the term 'zero-tax companies' 

is a misnomer. Many of these corporate entities constitute the elite of the corporate 

sector and pay large amounts in excise duties, sales tax, and other indirect taxes, 

the quantum of which far exceeds whatever income tax may be payable. They 
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contribute substantially toG N P by increasing production, private employment, 

earn foreign exchange and through expansion of capital equipment, add to the 

capital stock in the economy. If they do not have income tax liability, because of 

their entitlement to depreciation and investment and other allowances, why should 

that be grudged ? After all, allowances are provid~d for the social and economic 

purposes of development, and these companies effectively perform this function. 

To term this avoidance, and tax it through minimum tax provisions in law, is to 

place initiative and efficiency at a discount. 

The Government, in order to enforce payment of minimum tax by profit

earning companies, switched over to taxation of book profits. The scheme suffered 

from several flaws and complexities. The various allowances and rebates would 

not be available. Sick and new companies would experience difficulty in achieving 

viability. Besides, the dual concept of book profit and taxable profit adds to the 

complexity of tax laws. To the extent that the quantum of tax on book profits 

would reduce reserves, the debt-equity ratio would be affected and borrowing 

capacity for financing expansion eroded. The viability of many units would be 

affected. And if the management switches over to written-down value basis from 

straight-line basis of depreciation, the distributable profits would be reduced, 

with consequent deleterious effect upon share prices. N. A. Palkhivala expressed 

the view that it was constitutionally illegal, economically disastrous and 

discriminatory between companies and other categories of taxpayers. The 

Government has withdrawn the minimum tax on book profits with effect from 

the accounting year 1990-91. However, the minimum tax is being resurrected in 

the 1996-97 Budget in the form of Minimum Alternative Tax. 

Most European countries in the post-War period experienced inflation, and 

this phenomenon made its impact felt upon the basis of depreciation allowed 

under the tax laws. While the normal basis is historical cost, various countries 

including Holland and Germany in 1948 after currency reform, Italy in 1962, and 
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Austria in 1954 allowed a writing up of assets so as to enable more realistic 

depreciation allowances out of profits before tax. This measure strengthened the 

corporate structure, making it easier for companies to cope with rising costs of 

machinery and other assets. The Netherlands allowed continuous revaluation of 

assets on the basis of replacement costs. In India, certain industries, notably 

sugar and paper, had represented for rehabilitation allowance on the basis of 

enhanced replacement cost of machinery in the computation of prices of their 

products; the claim does not appear to have been conceded so far. In income tax 

law also, provision does not exist for depreciation on replacement cost basis, 

despite an almost continuous upward surge in capital costs since the War. Most 

countries, including the United Kingdom, granted acceleration of depreciation in 

respect of specified assets by initial allowances; these could be claimed in the 

first year or spread over a number of years. Investment allowances in addition 

were permitted by the UK, Sweden, Italy, and some Swiss cantons, among others. 

The scheme of tax-free reserves as a tool for realization of fiscal and economic 

objectives has been successfully implemented in Western Europe; a similar scheme 

designed to serve as a fiscal instrument for stabilization and growth in India, 

along the lines of the Swedish system, appears to be called for. (Refer section 8.9) 

8.6 Corporate Nucleus Capital (C N C) Super-Multiplier 

Economic growth and employment are functions of aggregate investment 

in the economy. Net investment, in economic terms, according to J. M. Keynes, 

means6 the net addition to all kinds of capital equipment, after allowing for those 

changes in the value of the old capital equipment which are taken into account 

in reckoning net income. Investment, thus defined, includes, therefore, the 

increment of capital equipment, whether it consists of fixed capital, working 

capital or liquid capital. 

The entrepreneur is the key figure for mobilizing various factors of production 

for investment. Capital is one of the principal factors for establishment of industry. 
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The major portion of nucleus capital or promoter's contribution is derived out 

of corporate funds mobilised by the entrepreneur, since personal savings owing 

to progressive taxation, are relatively small. In fact, even the entrepreneurial 

function these days, in certain cases, is taken over by corporate managements; 

certain large companies are promoted by a group of two or three corporations. 

The central point in our thesis here is that an increase in reserves of 

corporations takes place consequent upon reduction in corporate taxes. This leads 

to an addition to the pool of funds available for providing nucleus capital for 

investment in new projects. Actually, if there is an addition to corporate reserves, 

it induces the management to undertake promotional activity in the establishment 

of new projects or expansion of existing plant or modernization, which leads to 

an increase in capital formation equal to a number of times such increase in 

corporate reserves. This is on account of what we call the 'Corporate Nucleus 

Capital Super Multiplier' effect, which may be explained. 

A reduction in corporate tax rate would initially result in an increase in the 

post-tax profits of the company by an amount equal to the quantum of tax relief. 

This accretion to profits would either be transferred to reserve or distributed as 

dividends. The accretion to reserve in the case of the principal 500 industrial 

companies, would mostly be utilized for providing nucleus capital for expansion 

or for establishment of new. projects or diversification into new lines of activity 

or modernization. Taking an over-all picture of utilization or accretion to reserves, 

it would be safe to conclude that not more than 10 per cent of the accretion to 

reserves would remain idle or be used for extraneous purpose. Another 15 per 

cent may be used as margin money for working capital. 

An analysis of Sources and Uses of Funds in respect of 417 I C I C F 

assisted companies reveals that during 1986-87, Gross Fixed Assets increased by 

Rs.3121 crores and Investment by Rs.141 crores, aggregating Rs.3262 crores. 

Working Capital (Inventories Rs.633 crores, Receivable and Advances Rs.1079 
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crores, less Current Liabilities Rs.1003 crores) amounted to Rs.709 crores, while 

Cash and Bank balances were Rs.433 crores. 

Addition to Fixed Assets and Investments worked out to 74.1 per cent, 

Working Capital 16.1 per cent and Cash and Bank Balances 9.8 per cent of the 

Net Outlay. This analysis is useful for our purposes, inasmuch as it provides 

confirmation that the ratio of investment of funds in working capital to fixed 

assets and investment is roughly 1:5, and that it would be appropriate to take 

utilization of incremental reserves for nucleus capital at 75 per cent, working 

capital at 15 per cent and funds kept idle or used for extraneous purposes at 10 

per cent. 

In the case of our theory of the C N C Super Multiplier, both the multiplier 

and the accelerator come into effect in an integrated manner. Hence, in order to 

distinguish the C N C effect from both the multiplier and the accelerator, we 

have termed it as C N C Super Multiplier. 

Mathematically, we can express the C N C Super-Multiplier (M) as 

M 
Rt x Nr 

Ne 
(De+ 1) * 

Where Rt = the ratio of additional corporate reserve to the amount of tax 

cut (we can call it the reserve tax cut ratio). 

Nr = the ratio of nucleus capital to additional corporate reserve (we can 

call it the nucleus - reserve ratio), 

Ne = the ratio of nucleus capital to new equity capital (we can call it the 

nucleus - equity ratio), and 

De = the ratio of new debt to new equity capital (we can call it the debt 

- equity ratio). 

*An intermediate step in arriving at the above Formula is as follows : 

M = Rt X 
Nr 

100 

100 
X --X (De+ 1) 

Ne 
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For example, if Rt = 1 (i.e. the entire amount of tax cut is ploughed back 

to reserves), Nr = .8 (i.e. eighty per cent), Ne = .4 (i.e. forty per cent) and De = 

2 then 

M = 1 X .8 

.4 
(2 + 1 ) = 2 X 3 = 6 .... (1) 

Which means that the ultimate total investment in the economy will be six 

times the original amount of additional corporate reserve due to tax cut. 

If however, out of the tax cut, 50% thereof goes out as dividends and only 

the remaining 50% becomes additional corporate reserve, then Rt = .5 and we 

have now 

M = 
.5 X .8 

.4 
(2 + 1 ) = 1 X 3 = 3 .... (2) 

A comparison of (1) and (2) clearly emphasizes the fact that the incremental 

profits due to a tax cut must be ploughed back to the reserves as far as practicable, 

i.e. the value of Rt must be as high as possible. Similarly, the values of Nr and 

De must also be as high as possible and the value of Ne as low as possible to 

make the value of M the highest. 

We first assumed that the quantum of reduction in corporate tax is equal 

to accretion to reserves, on the basis that accretion to profits would not be 

distributed as dividends. An analysis of financing of companies financed by the 

I C I C I shows that retained profits as percentage of profits after tax amounted 

to 69.4 per cent in 1986-87 and dividends amounted to 30.6 per cent of profits 

after tax. These figures are largely representative and the ratio of profits transferred 

to reserves and distributed as dividends is often in the vicinity of 70:30, although 

there can be no hard and fast rule. It would appear that consequent upon reduction 

in taxes, if the post-tax profit increases, dividends may be increased, but in fact 

the broad experience is that the hike in dividends in response to lower taxes is 

less than in the same proportion. However, conservatively we have taken dividends 

as 50 per cent of profits after tax. 
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8.7 Case for Tax Rebate on Undistributed Profits of Companies 

We would suggest that ir,. order to maximize the incremental savings ratio 

in the corporate sector, a reB'ate of 20 per cent of the amount of transfer to 

reserves, being undistributed profits tax rebate should be given. This would be 

an added incentive to the management to restrain distribution of dividends and 

to plough back profits as much as possible. 

Taking the corporate tax at 50 per cent and undistributed profits at 50 per 

cent of post-tax profits, the undistributed profits rebate would come to 5 per 

cent. In other words, the overall rate of effective taxation would then be 45 per 

cent instead of 50 per cent. We are of the opinion that if an undistributed profits 

tax rebate is provided, there would be an inbuilt automatic check on dividends, 

and the entire amount of reduction in tax may be ploughed back. 

The utility of the C N C Super-Multiplier may now be indicated: 

(1) The Super-Multiplier indicates the number of times addition to investment 

takes place in response to a reduction in corporate taxes by the. Government. 

Thus, the Super-Multiplier constitutes an instrument in fiscal policy, which is 

useful (a) for assessing the effect of corporate tax reduction on additional 

investment and (b) for promoting investment through corporate tax cuts. 

(2) Two of the determinants of the Super-Multiplier are percentage of 

promoter's contribution to equity capital and debt-equity ratio. A reduction in 

Promoter's contribution to equity capital would substantially increase the value 

of C N C Super-Multiplier and the quantum of addition to investment. Increase 

in debt-equity ratio also increases the Super-Multiplier and the addition to 

Investment. The debt-equity ratio is much higher in Japan, and this factor 

contributed substantially to stepping up industrial growth, and the rate of increase 

in G.D.P. In India and other developing countries also, the debt-equity ratio 

should be increased, and this may be combined with mo!e intensive monitoring 

by financial institutions. As per our formula, the value of C N C Super-Multiplier 
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is higher at 5 in the case of capital-intensive industries, in whose case the 

institutional norm for debt-equity ratio is 4:1, as compared to 3 in the case of 

other industries with debt-equity ratio of 2:1. 

(3) The theory of C N C Super-Multiplier has highlighted the need to 

provide undistributed profits tax rebate to companies. With a small sacrifice in 

revenue, this measure could ensure the maximization of incremental savings 

ratio in the corporate sector. It would provide a powerful instrument to induce 

corporations to plough back resources and restrict dividend distribution. 

We have referred to the need to provide tax rebate on undistributed profits 

of corporations. In West Germany and Japan, corporate tax rebate is provided in 

respect of amounts distributed as dividends. This induces increase in dividend 

distribution to the maximum. While this may be justified in the case of developed 

economies, the postulates of growth for developing countries are different. Capital 

accumulation is of prime importance. The undistributed profits tax rebate would 

provide an incentive to management to plough back the greater part of their 

profits, while maintaining dividends at a reasonable rate. It would ensure the 

maximization of incremental savings ratio in the corporate sector. 

8.8 Additional Excise Revenue and Accelerated Investment 

We have seen that reduction in corporate tax results in an increase in overall 

investment in the economy by 3 times such relief, but this is not the end of the 

story. New projects are consummated within about two or three years. The ratio 

of sales to capital employed may be taken at 1:1, although it is often higher. 

Thus, if investment in new enterprises increased by about Rs.300 crores, sales 

would amount to Rs.300 crores, say in the third year. Taking excise duty at 30 

per cent, the Government would obtain additional excise duty of about Rs.90 

crores per annum from these concerns, besides other taxes. 

Gross profit as percentage of sales normally works out to about 15 per cent. 

Taking corporate taxation at about 40 per cent, additional tax paid by companies 
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on sales of Rs.300 crores would amount to Rs.18 crores. Total additional revenue 

(including excise duty) should work out to Rs.108 crores. 

Now let us consider the multiplier and the accelerator effects of the additional 

investment of Rs.300 crores on the economy. The overall receipts of the companies 

to the tune of Rs.300 crores would be distributed amongst the various factors of 

production in the form of wages, salaries, interest, profit et al. These amounts 

would provide further demand for wage goods and other consumer products, 

depending upon the marginal propensity to consume, emanating from the 

receipients of incomes. Assuming the marginal propensity to consume (M P C) 

at 50 per cent of income, the multiplier effect upon investment would work out 

as under. 

Multiplier K 
1 

= (1- MPC) 

1 

0.05 

2 

Now, the effect of the accelerator may be considered. Increase in the 

consumption of certain commodities would inevitably increase the output of 

machines for production of those commodities. The accelerator measures the 

increase in investment goods industries consequent upon the increase in 

consumption goods industries. The accelerator thus gives the numerical value of 

the correlation between change in consumption and the consequent change in 

investment. Normally outlay on consumption goods industries of Rs. 1 crore 

leads to an investment of Rs. 1 crore in investment goods industries. This gives 

the accelerator the value of 1. 

A new model emerges combining the multiplier analysis with that of the 

acceleration principle. Additions to national income may be taken to consist of 

three components: (1) governmental spending (2) private consumption expenditure 
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induced by previous public expenditure and (3) induced private investment, 

assumed according to the acceleration principle to be proportional to the increase 

in consumption. 

If the Government increases expenditure by one dollar for the first time, 

addition to national inc()me is by one dollar. This would yield in the second 

period fifty cents of consumption expenditure. Since there is an increase of 50 

cents of consumption expenditure (M P C = 0.50) over the previous period, 

according to the accelerator principle induced private investment will also increase 

by 50 cents (Accelerator=1). Adding one dollar of government expenditure, the 

addition to national income of the second period will total two dollars8
. 

Applying this to our case, we find that in the second period, there is an 

increase of Rs.150 crores induced consumption (being 50 per cent of the initial 

increase of Rs.300 crores in consumption expenditure) and a further increase of 

Rs.150 crores in induced investment (accelerator being 1). The national income 

increases by Rs.600 crores, including the initial increase in consumption 

expenditure of Rs.300 crores. In subsequent rounds, the effect of the Multiplier 

and Accelerator weaken. 

Reverting to our original proposition, it would be observed that thanks to 

the effect of (1) C N C Super-Multiplier (2) Investment Multiplier and (3) 

Acceleration Principle, the original reduction in corporate taxes by the Government 

by Rs.lOO crores results initially in increase in investment and income of factors 

of production by Rs.300 crores; and subsequently over a certain period, by Rs. 

600 crores, including induced increase in consumption goods industries Rs.150 

crores and investment goods industries Rs. 150 crores. 

It is significant that if the marginal propensity to consume was higher than 

50 per cent of income assumed by us on a conservative basis and the accelerator 

was more than unity (one), the total increase in investment and national income 

would be still higher. 
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8.9 Tax - Free Reserves for Stabilization in India 

In an article in The Economic Times as early as in 1968, the present scholar 

suggested that the Indian Government should consider measures that would 

provide tax relief without appreciable loss of revenue. Properly evolved, a scheme 

of tax - free reserves, basically as prevalent in the West European countries, 

could be forged into a useful multi - purpose fiscal instrument. Investment, in 

the process of growth, often needs to be channelized in certain industrial sectors, 

to which capital, on account of the risk factor or projections of low return, may 

not be willing to flow without inducement. Such a scheme could be geared to 

directing investment (a) into industrial sectors which need to be buttressed; (b) 

to underdeveloped regions; and (c) for replacement of worn- out or obsolescent 

plant and machinery. 

It was suggested that the authorities may allow the transfer of 20 per cent 

of ~he assessable profit to a tax - free reserve, out of which, say 50 per cent could 

be required to be deposited with the Reserve Bank of India. Within a period of 

three years, the Government might release the blocked reserve with such directive 

for investment as was deemed necessary in the national interest. While the 

corporate sector would be benefited by the tax relief, the Government would 

acquire control over a substantial part of the money for a certain period and its 

ultimate disposition. It could be integrated with other fiscal ?-nd monetary 

measures for pre - determined objectives,including regulation of the total flow 

of investment in the economy during any given period. The authorities need not 

adhere to a fixed schedule with regard to the timing of release and could effect 

it at their discretion. Thus it could serve as a reserve for stabilization evolved in 

the Scandinavian and other European countries. 

8.10 Some Recommendations 

Depreciation: The basic rate of depreciation in respect of plant and machinery 

should be increased to 33.1/3 per cent, since it is calculated on historic cost 
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basis. Depreciation on other assets including office equipment, building, furniture 

and fixtures, factory shed, railway siding et al, should also be raised. In order to 

stimulate expenditure on pollution control and safety equipment- which promote 

social objectives- depreciation should be enhanced to 125 per cent of cost incurred 

on a weighted basis. 

Social Infrastructural Expenditure : Where limited companies undertake social 

infrastructural activities, like building schools, hospitals, roads and amenities in 

rural areas particularly, such expenditure should be fully allowed as deduction. 

Conditionalities : Certain incentives are provided in the income tax law. 

These are designed to promote certain objectives, and are formulated after due 

consideration. Such incentives should not be hedged by various procedural and 

other conditionalities, making it difficult for assessees to claim them. Whatever 

may be the quantum of allowance, the scheme should be simple and definite, 

and there should be no room for exercise of discretion by the officers to disallow it. 

Bona Fide Expenditures : Bona fide expenditures on guest houses, 

entertainment and travelling should be fully allowed as deduction from 

expenditure. Actually this would lead to better voluntary compliance of laws, as 

disallowances provide excuse for accounting adjustment by assessees which is 

undesirable. 

Dividends from Foreign Joint Ventures and Off - shore Subsidiaries : Such 

dividends should be exempt from tax. The objectives of stimulating foreign trade 

and globalization are promoted through strategic alliances leading to formation 

of subsidiary companies. Dividends remitted to Indian promoters in foreign 

exchange should be treated at par with export earnings and accorded concessional 

tax treatment. 

Advance Rulings : Such rulings for non - residents have been improvised in 

tax law; it should be considered whether the principle could be extended to 

assessees in general. A substantial fee may be charged to eliminate frivolous or 

minor references. 
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Modernization Allowance : Tax reforms should contribute to increasing the 

built - in elasticity of the tax structure. We have seen that corporate taxation 

essentially has elasticity inbuilt; this could be further increased by providing 

fiscal incentives for growth. In this context, a tax free modernization of machinery 

reserve could increase competitive capacity. This would be reflected in higher 

revenues. 

Simplification of Laws to Improve Voluntary Compliance : Laws should be simple 

and easy to understand and administer, with least amount of discretion being 

vested in the officers. As the Meade Committee (UK)9 rightly stated, the tax 

system should be acceptabl~ to the public, and simplicity and transparency of · 

the tax system is necessary for acceptability. The taxpayer should know what is 

taxable. The principle on which the tax base is .chosen should itself be simple 

and easy to perceive. The tax administration in a democratic system should be 

accountable to the people. The administration should be modernized and tax 

procedures and regulations simplified. All these factors would contribute to better 

compliance of tax laws. Repeated demand for taxes which have been paid is 

common occurrence. The introduction of pass book for tax payments would 

obviate this and save time of both the assessee and the Department and provide 

for better housekeeping. 

Consistency of Laws with Development Strategy : Tax reforms should be in 

consonance with the development strategy. If development of infrastructure is a 

priority item on the agenda of economic reforms, and power, oil and other 

industrial complexes are capital-intensive with long gestation periods, it may be 

necessary to incorporate in the tax structure investment or development allowances 

in order to attract foreign capital for investment. Since gestation periods were 

long and devoid of dividend payment, tax rebate to investors in shares of new 

companies incorporating such projects was necessary to induce such investment. 

Actually, the withdrawal of rebate on investment in shares of new companies 
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was not justified in the present context, when capital markets were being enlarged, 

greater investment habits fostered and need to raise capital for new ventures 

had greatly increased. Similarly, backward areas development was an item of 

high priority in national development. The withdrawal of backward areas tax 

rebate was a retrograde step and status quo ante needed to be restored. 

Mitigating Tax-induced Erosion of Efficiency and Incentives : According to Asian 

Development Bank/0 tax reforms in developing countries should substantially 

mitigate tax - induced efficiency - reducing distortions. South Asian countries 

had increased corporate taxes solely with the objective of raising revenues, 

irrespective of the adverse effects on efficiency, incentives and compliance in the 

generation of such revenues. While the corporate tax level in most East Asian 

countries was in the 30 - 35 per cent range, corporate taxation in India was 

increased as a revenue-raising measure to 51.75 per cent for public companies 

and 57.5 per cent for controlled companies in 1991 - 92 Budget. The level of taxes 

for small companies with incomes less than Rs.5 lakhs was also the same. These 

taxes reduced the net marginal efficiency of capital, and had a disincentive effect 

upon domestic investment, inflow of direct foreign investment and voluntary 

tax compliance. It also reduced corporate cost consciousness. Since then corporate 

tax levels have been reduced and the tax on public companies is 46 per cent for 

assessment year 1995-96. 
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CHAPTER 9 

REFORM OF INDIRECT TAXATION IN INDIA 

The importance of indirect taxation in India stems from the fact that it 

accounts for 78.7 per cent of the total direct and indirect tax revenues of the 

Central and State Governments. Even in case of the Centre alone, indirect taxes 

provide 71.6 per cent of tax revenues, while direct taxes yield 28.4 per cent 

thereof (1994-95 B.E.). As regards the States, the weightage in favour of indirect 

taxes is even more; they account for 90.5 per cent of revenues as compared to 

9.5 per cent in case of direct taxes. 

Criticism is often made that in developed countries, the revenue from direct 

taxation is higher than that from indirect taxation, while in India the ratio of the 

former is declining. The basic point however is that in a developing country 

where the number of income tax payers is very small in relation to the entire 

population, it is inevitable that the Government would have to depend for bulk 

of revenues upon indirect taxes.Raising direct taxes is not the solution. How~ver, 

during 1994 - 95, there is some increase in the ratio of direct taxes to indirect 

taxes. (Vide Table 7.4) 

Chelliah Committee1 has emphasized upon the importance of progressive 

taxation and increasing share of direct taxes. However, there is overwhelming 

evidence in literature of (a) the increasing relevance of indirect taxes, particularly 

in developing countries, where a vast section of population is outside the purview 

of direct taxes, and agricultural incomes cannot be taxed, (b) the futility of 

high income and wealth taxes to achieve distributional equity and (c) the 

importance of government expenditure programmes and transfer payments as 

effective instruments for correcting distribution of income and wealth in 

developing countries. 
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9.1 Composition of Tax Structure of Various Countries with Different Per 

Capita Incomes 

An analysis of the composition of the tax structure of various countries 

with differing levels of per capita incomes (Vide Table 9.1) shows that in 

countries with per capita income of between$ 200 and$ 300, income taxes and 

taxes on property comprise 17.5 per cent and 3.9 per cent of total tax revenue, 

while customs and excise duties account for about 62.5 per cent. The picture is 

sharply different in the case of countries with per capita income of between$ 500 

and$ 900. Income taxes account for 24.7 per cent of tax and property taxes 7.5 

per cent, while customs and excise duties provide only 22 per cent of tax revenue. 

In the case of a highly industrialized country like the USA, revenue from income 

taxes amounts to about 48.2 per cent, payroll taxes 24.1 per cent, and property 

taxes 9.4 per cent, while revenue from customs and excise duties accounts for 

only 14.4 per cent of total tax revenue. Thus while indirect taxes yield the major 

portion of taxes in developing countries, as per capita income rises, income tax 

and other direct taxes assume increasing importance; and in developed countries, 

they yield the major portion of taxes, while the contribution of customs and 

excise duties is proportionately less. 

Discussing the Fiscal Reform of Colombian Tax System, R A Musgrave and 

Malcolm Gillis2 state that indirect taxes should be designed to increase the revenue 

elasticity of the tax system so that it is able to meet the rising expenditures 

associated with rapid economic development. 'The resulting revenue- expenditure 

gap that would persist in the absence of provision for greater revenue elasticity 

would, if further inflation is to be avoided, have to be filled by either vastly 

expanded external or internal borrowing or by periodic advances in tax rates .. 

Therefore, a key objective to indirect tax reform should be increasing the 

responsiveness of the revenue system to changes in economic activity'. This thesis 

is applicable to various developing countries including India. The revenue-elasticity 

of the tax structure could be increased by heavier taxation of luxury expenditure 
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and by inclusion of more such income - elastic items in the overall indirect tax 

base. 

It may be mentioned that the heavier taxation of luxury items is based 

upon : (a) redistributive considerations in that consumption by richer classes 

would be diminished; (b) foreign exchange constraint on growth would be reduced 

as imported consumer goods include luxury items, and the consumption pattern 

of upper income groups is characterized by a high import content; and (c) to the 

extent that heavier luxury taxes would be wholly demand absorbing rather than 

demand deflecting, they would provide greater public saving that might be used 

for purposes of public and private capital formation. 

The ratio of tax to G D P which was 14.5 per cent in 1980 - 81 increased 

to about 16.5 per cent in 1990 - 91. This compares unfavourably with other 

countries, where the percentage of tax toG D Pis much higher: UK 37.8, USA 29, 

Japan 27.7, and Turkey 18.8 (OECD figures for 1983). While the long term fiscal 

policy document ascribes the low level of aggregate revenues, inter alia, to the 

restricted tax base, given the low incomes of large sections of the population, 

deductions in tax laws and evasion, a prime factor is that while considerable 

outlays during the last three decades of planning have gravitated to the agricultural 

sector owing to massive plan investment, the contribution of this sector to 

general revenues has not been proportionate to the investment made. Land 

revenue and agricultural income - tax are state subjects; they are neither elastic 

nor progressive, and have not yielded adequate returns. The fiscal policy does 

not strive to resolve this problem, although efforts are to be made to tap rural 

savings. Government's categorical assertion that it would not tax agricultural 

incomes because of the conceptual and administrative problems involved leaves 

a major lacuna in the Indian tax system, which will continue to distort the ratio 

of direct to indirect taxes and to G D P. 
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9.2 Role of Indirect Taxes in Subserving Objectives of Tax Policy 

Indirect taxes have to be so structured that they subserve the basic objectives 

of tax policy in underdeveloped economies: 

Revenue Productivity: Taxes on commodities should be productive of adequate 

revenue for the consumption and investment functions of the state, and they 

should be revenue elastic in relation to increase in G D P. Taxes on goods with 

high income elasticity of demand would serve this purpose, as revenues would 

increase more than proportionately as production and incomes increase. While 

luxuries and 'harmful' goods like tobacco and liquor have to be heavily taxed 

both for revenue and pursuit of community interest, large revenues can be 

obtained by taxing at low rates commodities of mass consumption which are 

inelastic ~n demand. This also assists in curbing consumption of persons with 

low incomes whose propensity to consume is near unity, and to absorb part of 

their incremental incomes for purposes of development. Selective taxation of 

necessaries appears unavoidable, if resources have to be garnered for financing 

public investment. 

Growth : They should curb consumption from rising proportionately to 

increase in productivity and incomes, and contribute towards increasing the 

incremental savings ratio; they should stimulate growth by increasing the ratio 

of capital formation toG D P; and they should assist in mobilization of a portion 

of the growing surplus in rural areas for developmental purposes. 

Horizontal Equity : Widening the Tax Base Function : In developing economies, 

indirect taxes also perform a special role, which we would term 'widening the 

tax base function'. We have observed that (a) agricultural incomes as also (b) 

incomes below certain levels, are often beyond the reach of direct taxes such as 

income - tax and wealth tax due to various reasons including political and 

administrative constraints. In order to increase horizontal equity, rich farmers 

and others can be made to contribute to the exchequer by imposition of excise 
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duties on items which they are particularly prone to consume, as also inputs for 

agricultural production. Similar is the case with persons who have incomes 

below the threshold at which income - tax becomes applicable. 

Resource Allocation : Suitably formulated, indirect taxes should promote 

efficient resource allocation in the private sector. They can be designed both in 

regard to structure and rates, in such a manner that they stimulate investment 

in priority, export and labour - intensive industries. Indirect taxes can also be a 

useful instrument for altering the consumption pattern of households, as also 

techniques of production. Depending upon the elasticities of demand and supply 

of various imports and exports, customs duties could be utilized to remedy 

balance of trade, encourage import substitution and check superfluous imports. 

Stabilization : Indirect taxes should contribute towards stabilization in the 

economy. To fulfil this role, they should apply most heavily to commodities 

with a high income elasticity of demand, so that in a recession consumption 

falls off more than proportionately to income. Besides, indirect taxes should be 

based on ad valorem basis rather than specific basis, so that in times of inflation, 

the yield from such taxes automatically rises, which is also anti- inflationary as 

it results in mopping up purchasing power. Alternatively, the taxes could be 

inflation indexed to serve a similar purpose, although this adds to complications. 

Distributive Justice : Commodity taxes should be progressive and equitable, 

and promote distributive justice. The structural framework of commodity taxation 

has to be so designed as to effect additional taxation of luxuries and semi

luxuries at high rates, and broad - based taxation of commodities of mass 

consumption at low rates. This would secure progressivity in taxation and curb 

consumption from absorbing the entire increase in incomes and productivity of 

the rich. 

Administrative Convenience : Excise duties are levied at the manufacturing 

stage and collected from organized industries. This contributes to ease of 
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administration ; and evasion is also considerably less. 

There will undoubtedly be some conflict between the principle of progressive · 

taxation and taxation of necessities; between distributive justice and curbing 

consumption of the lower and middle classes, whose standards of living are 

already low. But these dilemmas have to be faced and conflicting objectives 

reconciled as best they can, in structuring the framework of commodity taxation. 

R. J. Chelliah3 believes that to secure the policy objectives, diversion of resources 

and purchasing power is necessary in certain directions from the private to the 

public sector; from consumption goods industries to production goods industries 

in the private sector, and diversion of demand from imports to domestically 

produced goods. Taxation of luxuries and exemption of capital goods would 

encourage such diversion. Besides, high import duties on luxuries would curb 

demand for imported goods, and also support domestic industries against foreign 

competition. 

Taxes on commodities tend to be inflationary. It has been observed that 

increase in excise duties in the annual budget often leads to some price rise. If 

excise duties are increased on a large scale they will have an inflationary impact, 

particularly on account of the cost - push factor. Rise in prices may lead to 

higher levels of wages and a consequent further increase in prices. Commodity 

taxes do reduce purchasing power in the hands of the people, but this is partly 

neutralized by the factors noted above. Excise duties are convenient to administer 

and collect as they are imposed upon organized manufacturing industries, whose 

products constitute the taxation base. But value added tax (V AT) is far superior, 

as it avoids the cascading effect of excise duties on intermediate products which 

constitute the raw materials of other industries. 

9.3 Jha Committee's Report 

The Indirect Taxation Enquiry Committee Gha Committee)4 set up in 1976 

- 77, stated that the existing tax structure lacked uniformity and had developed 
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in a haphazard manner. It was characterized by considerable diversity in regard 

to rates, coverage, specifications, exemptions, procedures, administration et al, 

particularly in the case of State sales taxes and octroi. Two important shortcomings 

also vitiated the indirect tax structure: it lacked inbuilt elasticity and its cascading 

effect was not conductive to export promotion; and the snowballing effect resulted 

in multiple taxation of the same product and increase in final cost of commodities. 

Since raw materials and intermediates also bore the burden of indirect taxation, 

besides the final product, the total incidence of excise duty and sales tax, 

considerably added to the cost of the final commodity. The aggregate of taxes 

collected by the Centre and the States could not entirely be refunded in the case 

of exports, and this acted as a deterrent to exports. 

Import duties on raw materials, machinery and equipment also resulted in 

escalating costs on a cascaded basis, as the final end products were subjected to 

excise duty and sales tax also. The Committee felt that due to widespread taxation 

of inputs by both the centre and state authorities, it was not possible to control 

the incidence of taxes on the final products. It recommended that excise duties 

should be on ad valorem basis since specific duties were regressive. Ad valorem 

duties were also income elastic and did not necessitate frequent revision. While 

certain items including raw materials and inputs should be exempt from excise 

duty, similar items should bear the same rates of duty. Besides, different slabs 

of excise duty with a general average of 20 per cent should be improvised. Jha 

Committee also recommended lower excise duties on raw materials and capital 

goods. Incidentally, this coincides with the recommendation of Chelliah 

Committee (1992-93). 

Despite representations for the merger of sales tax with excise duty, it 

refrained from accepting the suggestion owing to strong resistance from the 

States; however it recommended a single point sales tax at the last stage and a 

diminution in the rates of central sales tax. 
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The Jha Committee as a measure of long - term reform approved the 

introduction of value added tax (V A T), which is applicable on the net value 

added at each stage. In effect, the aggregate liability of VAT on a commodity 

is in proportion to the final value of the product and there is no cascading effect 

even though the commodity may have passed through various stages of 

manufacturing or trading. Due to administrative and other problems that may 

be encountered, the Committee suggested the adoption of Manvat (manufacturing 

value added tax) by the centre on a pilot basis in respect of three or four industries 

manufacturing finished products ; thereafter it could be extended to other 

commodities. Although it decided continuance of sales tax at the state level, on 

long- term basis, it recommended adoption of VAT at both the central and state 

levels in replacement of excise, sales tax and octroi. 

The Union Government implemented some of the suggestions of Jha 

Committee and introduced Modvat (modified version of V AT) at the central 

level in 1987- 88 Budget to all industries except tobacco, textiles and petroleum. 

Excise duty was not increased to neutralize the relief in duty owing to reduction 

of the cascading effect. With the changes effected in the Modvat scheme, 

Government claimed that it had successfully eliminated the cascading effect of 

excise duty and given a measure of excise relief. Thanks to accelerated growth, 

excise duties were bound to grow sizeably. 

The Governinent also simplified the indirect tax structure and merged various 

excise duties into a single basic rate while retaining cesses as separate levies. 

This was intended to promote economic growth, equity, simplicity and built in 

revenue raising capacity. Rationalization of customs duty, it was envisaged, 

would lead to greater efficiency in the allocation of resources. 

The principal indirect taxes in India are excise duties, customs duties and 

sales taxes. According to the Constitution, the Union Government is entitled to 

levy excise duties on all commodities (except liquor) and customs duties. The 
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State Governments are authorized to impose sales tax on all commodities (except 

newspapers and advertisements), excise duties on alcoholic liquor, tax on motor 

spirit and motor vehicles, electricity duties, entertainment tax, registration and 

stamp duties and octroi. Our discussion here would be limited to excise duties, 

customs duties and sales tax. 

9.4. A Review of Some Important Indirect Taxes 

(a) Union Excise Duties 

Excise duties initially had a chequered career. Imposed in 1890 on cotton 

yarn, it was converted into an excise on mill - made cloth, later abolished in 

1926, and reimposed in 1949. Prior to 1935, the principal excise duties levied 

were on motor spirit (1917), kerosene (1922), silver (1930) and steel ingots, 

sugar and matches (1934). During the War- years, excise duties were imposed 

on tea, coffee, tobacco, betelnuts, tyres and vegetable products. In 1954, 

excise duties were levied on cement, soap, footwear and art silk. 

It has been stated that indirect taxes are often regressive in that they equally 

impinge upon both the rich and the poor. This is particularly true of commodities 

of mass consumption. Commodities which had to bear the burden of excise 

duties prior to 1955 were mostly items of mass consumption; the Government 

in its quest for revenues on a large scale, almost overlooked the equity aspect. 

The Taxation Enquiry Commission5 (1955) also failed to take cognizance of the 

equity aspect and recommended substantial increase in rates of duties on sugar, 

kerosene and matches and moderate increase in excise on cloth and tea - all 

items of mass consumption. The revenue productivity aspect predominated their 

recommendations, particularly as the yield from such items is considerable, since 

the demand for most of them is inelastic. 

The Government, taking advantage of the T E C Report, increased the 

rates of excise duties on cloth and other commodities, and imposed fresh duties 

on a number of items including paper, woollen cloth, paints, batteries, diesel 
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and furnace oils et al in the next three budgets in the years 1955 to 1958. Since 

then, excise duties have grown enormously in coverage of commodities and 

almost the entire manufacturing sector (except small - scale sector) and other 

commodities are subject to excise duties. 

An important development took place in 1957. Till then there was no 

linkage between Union excise duties and sales- tax imposed by the States. With 

the States agreeing to relinquish their imposition of sales - tax on textiles, sugar 

and tobacco, the Central Government imposed additional excise duties on these 

commodities, and the entire revenues derived from this tax are being distributed 

amongst the states. The latter, however, are averse to increasing this list of 

commodities on similar basis. 

The growth in importance of excise duties as the principal source of revenue 

for the Central Government is evident from the quantum leap in the yield, 

which increased from Rs.68 crores in 1950- 51 to Rs.6500 crores in 1980- 81 and 

Rs. 42780 crores in 1995 - 96 (B.E.). It thus accounted for a meagre 16.7 per cent 

of total tax revenue in 1950 -51 and massive 49.3 per cent in 1980 - 81 and 41.2 

per cent in 1995 - 96 (Vide Table 7.2) 

Taking the cue from Bhoothalingam Report, in 1975 - 76 Budget, the 

Government imposed a general excise duty of one per cent ad valorem on all 

items (with some exemptions) not subjected so far to excise duties. This, however, 

proved to be the thin end of the wedge. The general excise duty was increased 

by stages to 12 per cent in 1985 - 86 and the expected yield was about Rs.880 

crores. Besides, administrative inconvenience, the cost of collection was high. 

The Government's Discussion Paper6 Ouly 1993) stated that it hoped to 

augment tax revenues by a reformed and modernized system of taxation~ 'Over 

decades, our tax structure had become unduly complex .. special exemptions and 

preferences had proliferated, nominal rates were high and evasion widespread. 

Tax rates and procedures were subject to frequent change. Tax policies encouraged 
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economically unsound investment and production choices. The burden of taxation 

across tax payers was often unfair'. Administration had also become cumbersome 

and unsatisfactory. The Government sought to rationalize the system and move 

towards a simple tax structure with moderate tax rates, fewer exemptions and 

greater certainty and transparency. This should provide buoyancy, reduce evasion 

and litigation, widen the tax base and remove economic distortions. 

The 1993 - 94 Budget initiated reform of excise duty structure on an 

impressive scale. The Finance Minister effected an unprecedented volume of 

cuts in excise duties. The reduction in excise duties covered a broad spectrum 

ranging from automobiles, refrigerators and television sets to cosmetics, plastics 

and textiles, which should stimulate demand for these products through increased 

consumer spending and increased investment in capital goods producing these 

items. It would also assist industries and the economy as a whole to overcome 

recession. 

Simplification of excise duties structure had been commenced with 

moderation in the high rates of duties on some commodities and reduction in the 

scope of exemptions. The objective of budgetary exercise was to 'simplify the 

rate structure, to give some relief on articles of mass consumption, help the 

domestic capital goods industry so as to increase its competitiveness and also 

reduce capital costs, assist industries suffering from depressed demand conditions 

and to provide relief to small - scale industry'. (Budget Speech 1993 - 94)_7 

The 1994- 95 Budget carried this process of restructuring and modernizing 

the tax system further : 

(1) Reduction in tax rates which were high. 

(2) Conve_rsion of several specific duties into ad valorem duties leading 

to greater built in buoyancy of revenues. For instance, excise duty structure on 

man made and cotton fabrics had been entirely converted to ad valorem basis 

and rates rationalized to three categories: 5 per cent, 10 per cent and 20 per cent. 
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{3) Reduction by about 50 per cent of the number of special exemption 

notifications. 

(4) Removal of complicated price list procedure; assessees would be allowed 

to pay duty on the basis of value as stated in the invoice. 

(5) Coverage by Modvat of capital goods and petroleum products. 

{6) Reclassification of various products into fewer rate categories. 

Rationalization of the excise tax structure was envisaged to stimulate 

manufacturing output and employment, render tax administration easier and 

less discretionary and reduce scope for evasion, disputes and wrong classification. 

It would increase revenue elasticity and prepare ground for ultimate adoption of 

VAT. Although rates had been modified in several cases to make up for loss 

of revenue, generally it was ensured that goods of mass consumption were not 

saddled with high taxes. For instance tea, coffee, edible oil, bicycles, handloom 

products et al continued to be exempt from excise duty, while rates on sugar, 

matches and vanaspati had not been increased. 

The Finance Minister sought to widen the base for domestic indirect taxes 

by imposing tax of 5 per cent on services such as telephones, general insurance 

and share brokerage. 

The Discussion Paper envisaged that while Modvat would be extended to 

all sectors, the ultimate objective was to move to a full - fledged value added 

tax (V A T). This would necessitate constitutional amendment over allocation 

of taxation powers between the Centre and the States. Ad valorem excise duties 

should be substituted for specific duty rates or a 'system of automatic, inflation 

-indexing of specific rates' should be adopted. Tax base should be widened to 

include exempt commodities and some services and the tax structure should be 

rationalized. All commodity specific and user specific exemptions should be 

abolished. Mechanization of tax collection and verification was proposed to be 
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adopted. A significant feature of tax reforms would be to move towards only 

one or two rates for raw materials and intermediate goods, with differential 

J;ates on necessaries, ordinary goods and luxuries constituting finished 

consumables. Efforts should be made to increasingly incorporate VAT principles 

in the present Excise - cum - Modvat system. 

(b) Customs Duties 

Customs duties constituted the principal source of revenue for the Central 

Government during the pre - War period; the yield accounted for about 53 per 

cent of the total tax revenue. Its importance was eroded during the post- War 

period and the percentage contribution to revenues of the Central Government 

declined to 38. 9 per cent in 1950- 51 and 19.8 per cent in 1960- 61. However, 

revenue productivity of customs increased to 25.9 per cent in 1980 - 81 and 28.4 

per cent in 1995- 96 (B.E.). In terms of actual revenues, Customs yielded Rs.157 

crores in 1950 - 51, Rs.3409 crores in 1980 - 81 and Rs. 29500 crores (B.E.) in 

1995 - 96 (Vide Table 7.2). 

An essential function of customs duty in the early days of industrialization 

was to provide protection - on a discriminating basis - to Indian industries. 

Manufacturing industries which developed under the protective umbrella included 

inter alia sugar, iron and steel, matches, heavy chemicals, sewing machines, 

and bicycles. B. P. Adarkar in his book 'Indian Fiscal Policy' stated that 'it is not 

the infant- industry but the infant- country argument that justifies a judicious 

tariff policy to help rapid development of our potential economic resources'. As 

industrial development progresses, import of capital goods and raw materials 

gathers momentum, while there is comparative decline in the import of items 

of. general consumption and luxury items. This is reflected in the revenues 

derived from these commodities. 

Export duties were also levied - particularly after the devaluation of the 

rupee in 1966- on certain commodities like jute manufactures, tea, coffee, raw 
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cotton, mica et al, while import duties on machinery and raw materials were 

reduced to soften the impact of devaluation. However, export duties gradually 

lost importance over the years as a source of revenue due to the emerging difficult 

foreign exchange position. 

Customs duties over the years have yielded to excise duties the primary 

position as source of revenue for the Central Government; even then in monetary 

terms as indicated above, they retain an important place because of the policy 

of protection, increase in consumer goods industries, import and exchange 

control, and light taxation of capital goods which are being increasingly imported. 

The Government seeks to recoup the revenue lost owing to decline from customs. 

The quantum of customs duties basically depends upon the volume of trade. 

The bulk of revenue under this head is derived from import duties, as exports 

cannot be burdened with duties; actually, subsidies had to be provided prior 

to devaluation in 1991. 

The Chelliah Committee Report8 described the import tariff system prevalent 

in India as 'very complex and economically irrational'. The multiplicity and 

wide spread of rates and heavy incidence of duties upon most commodities, 

together with a large number of exemptions and concessional rate notifications, 

rendered the administration complex and led to 'unintended and undesirable 

effects on the allocation of resources in the economy'. 

The Committee suggested rates of duty on ad valorem basis between 5 per 

cent and 30 per cent, with consumer goods bearing 50 per cent. The lowest 

duties were to be on raw materials and metals, intermediate rates of duties on 

components and machinery and highest rates on finished goods. This would 

encourage value addition activities at home, and keep costs of production low 

in the economy. Domestic industries should also have protection. Machinery for 

dealing with anti - dumping matters should be strengthened, so that immediate 

countervailing measures in case of dumping could be instituted expeditiously. 
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The suggested rates should be achieved within two three years by 1996 - 97. 

The Government reduced customs duties to ensure that industry obtained 

raw materials, intermediates and components at reasonable cost, which would 

increase their competitiveness. It was also sought to reduce the existing high 

levels of protection to industry, which should lead to higher levels of efficiency 

and quality of goods produced, thereby increasing competitive abilities. Successive 

budgets reduced the peak rates of import duties from 200 per cent in 1990- 91 

to 65 per cent in 1994 - 95 (except on certain items like liquor and passenger 

baggage). 

Other countries had reduced customs duty to between 10 and 20 per cent 

for most commodities except consumer goods. Despite reducing customs duties 

in three budgets, the rates were still one of the highest in the world. It was 

difficult to become competitive with such high rates of duty. High customs 

duties on consumer goods and import restrictions provided considerable protection 

to consumer goods industry in India; this protection also needed to be reduced; 

otherwise it would divert productive resources from other sectors to consumer 

goods sector. 

Customs tariff reforms had to provide for maintenance of revenues in order 

to reduce budget deficits. The reforms would include : 

(a) gradual reductfon in average tariff level to between 25 per cent and 50 

per cent (excluding exempted imports); 

(b) Rationalization of customs duties and import policies for consumer 

goods in a phased manner, ·so that by 1996- 97 most consumer goods would be 

on 'tariff- cum - 0 G L import regime'; 

(c) End - use specific exemptions would be eliminated (except inputs for 

export production); and 

(d) Exemptions from countervailing duty would also be eliminated. 
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These measures were designed to ensure that the Indian economy became 

competitive and integrated with the global economy through freer trade. 

(c) Sales Tax 

Sales tax has developed into the most important and productive source of 

revenue for the States. There was progressive increase in the yield from sales tax 

: Rs.54 crores in 1951 - 52 to Rs.338 crores in 1965 - 66 and Rs.14,546 crores in 

1989- 90 (B.E.). Sales tax accounted for 58.3 per cent of tax revenues of the States 

(excluding share in Central taxes) and aggregated to Rs.17,681 crores in 1990- 91 

(R.E.). 

Sales tax was first levied in Madhya Pradesh in 1938 at 5 per cent on motor 

spirit and oils. Since then sales tax has been imposed by all the States on a large 

number of commodities. Rates of sales tax vary from commodity to commodity. 

Besides, there are differential rates of sales tax, varying widely from one State 

to another. The tax system is complex, with various deductions and exemptions; 

administration leaves much to be desired and evasion is considerable. 

The basic defect with sales tax is that it is collected at different points and 

may become applicable to raw materials, intermediates, finished products and 

capital equipment, resulting in considerable cascading effect. In certain States, 

in effect it works out to be a multipoint levy. Actually it should be a single point 

levy, imposed at the stage of final consumption. Sales tax on raw materials and 

intermediates adds to the cost of production and has an inflationary effect. 

Sales tax, imposed by State Governments in India, constitutes multiple 

taxation of the same product both at the point of manufacture and the point of 

sale. Since there is widespread evasion of sales tax, and much less of excise 

duty, additional excise duty in lieu of sales tax is imposed by the Union 

Government in the case of cloth, sugar and tobacco, and the proceeds are 

distributed among the States. Extension of this to other commodities would 

increase the overall revenues of the State Governments, but on grounds other 
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than fiscal, the latter are reluctant to replace sales tax with additional excise 

administered by the Centre. The Tripathi Committee in October 1983 recommended 

the replacement of sales tax by additional excise duties on five more commodities: 

vanaspati, drugs and medicines, cement, paper, and petroleum products. The 

Finance Minister assured the States that this would not be imposed against their 

will; and revenue from these items would be maintained even after replacement, 

but the proposal is facing difficulties in implementation. 

Sales tax is not only productive of revenue for the States but also has 

flexibility. It is however highly regressive, in that both the rich and the poor 

have to pay the same tax on a commodity. Some progressivity, however, can 

be secured by imposing higher rates of tax on luxuries and lower rates on items 

of mass consumption. Sales taxes are imposed at differential rates by different 

state governments, and this causes distortion in prices. The Union Government 

should persuade the states to agree to uniformity in sales tax throughout the 

country. 

Sales tax however is an elastic source of revenue and its yield increases 

with enhanced economic activity and trade. Another advantage of sales tax is 

that it can reach commodities for taxation which are not covered by import or 

excise duties. Despite the cost of sales tax collection to State Governments being 

high, they are reluctant to give up this tax as it is their principal mainstay of 

revenue. 

The question of replacing inter- State sales tax by VAT has been analyzed 

by Amaresh Bagchi.9 He states 'Multiple cascading levies, numerous rates drawing 

hairsplitting distinction among commodities, exemptions of all kinds narrowing 

the base, "tax wars" among the States with bizarre results, cumbersome laws 

and procedures, thousands of cases pending before the courts - all these surely 

do not conjure up a comfortable picture of commodity taxation in the country; 

this cannot go on and the system calls for some radical reform'. 
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Suitably formulated, V A T is superior principally because it facilitates 

taxation of consumption of goods and services without interference with market 

forces; and it contributes to freeing exports from domestic trade taxes. It thus 

ensures neutrality, both internal and external. Thanks to its wide base and structure, 

V A T provides an instrument for buoyant and 'non - distortionary source' of 

revenue to governments. 

Bagchi concludes that 'there can be no real reform of the domestic trade 

taxes and progress towards a common market in India unless the States stop 

taxing inter - State trade. They should recognise the damage that it causes to 

their economy and the inter - jurisdictional inequity that results from it. No 

other country in the world practises this kind of suicidal taxation'. 

A comprehensive reform of indirect taxes in India would ideally incorporate 

V A T to replace not only Central excise, but also State sales taxes, and the 

municipal octroi, with revenue being shared by the three levels of government 

on an equitable basis. The Chelliah Committee is itself sceptical about introduction 

of a comprehensive V A T of this nature, and for the immediate future, it 

recommends a more complete central V A T at the manufacturers' level. The 

States are not likely to agree to relinquish sales tax or its administration, whether 

with V A T or a Central excise as substitute. The major deterrent is the 

apprehension of losing revenue and fiscal autonomy. 
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Table 9.1 

Average Composition of Tax Structures for Sample of Countries at Various Levels of Per Capita Income 

Per Capita Income Income Taxes on Taxes on Taxes on Total Excluding Payroll 
in Dollars Taxes Property International Production Payroll Taxes Taxes 

Trade and sales 

Under100 16.3 4.1 38.5 28.0 96.7 3.3 

100-200 19.6 2.0 33.4 33.8 96.3 3.7 

200-300 17.5 3.9 35.2 27.3 91.3 8.7 

300-400 22.3 5.9 27.9 30.6 81.8 18.2 

400-500 23.4 8.4 34.7 29.2 84.9 15.1 

500-900 24.7 7.5 13.5 8.5 85.3 14.7 

United States 48.2 9.4 0.1 14.3 75.9 24.1 

Source : R. A. Musgrave and P. B. Musgrave, Public Finance in Theory and Practice, 4th Edn., McGraw Hill Book 

Company, Singapore, p 795. 

Note : Figures for at USA are for Fiscal year 1979. 

Total 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 
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CHAPTER 10 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Multi-Dimensional Role of Fiscal Policy with Emphasis on Growth : Lessons 

from East Asian Economies. 

The present treatise essentially addresses itself to a study of fiscal policy of 

developing countries with special reference to India, with a view to its reform, 

so as to subserve as a more effective instrument for stimulating growth and 

achieving other objectives. The study analyzes the fiscal and economic policies 

on a macro - economic basis of the principal five ASEAN countries - Malaysia, 

Thailand, Singapore, Hong Kong and Indonesia - as well as Japan, South Korea 

and Taiwan, which have enabled them to make enormous progress, increase 

their exports, savings, investment, incomes, productivity and GNP, reduce 

levels of poverty and enhance per capita incomes and employment, and the 

conclusions that could be usefully drawn for application to India and other 

developing economies. 

The study also deals with an analysis of the macro -economic aspects of 

the framework of fiscal policies and an examination of the existing tax structure 

in India, liberalization measures and rationalization of economic policies m 

general, and fiscal policies in particular. Union Budgets from 1990 - 91 to 

1995- 96 have been analyzed. Reform of fiscal policies has been discussed, and 

norms evolved. Besides, the Indian tax structure, both personal and corporate, 

has been evaluated, while canons of taxation for developing economies discussed. 

Two new canons of taxation based on empirical evidence have been advanced 

and their usefulness assessed. 

The study also examines the role of the new theory incorporating Corporate 

Nucleus Capital (C N C) Super -Multiplier, advanced by the present research 
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scholar, as an instrument of fiscal policy, and how far the multiplier and 

accelerator principles increase its usefulness in promoting investment in the 

desired directions. 

The role of the state needs to be considered. With the failure of centralized 

planning in Eastern Europe, and also the inability of command economies to 

successfully deliver, there has been a world - wide turnaround in favour -of a 

'market - friendly approach' and reduced state intervention. The functioning 

and operations of government should be confined to areas in which markets did 

not work; it should reduce its presence to the minimum in areas in which 

markets did or could operate. Economic growth postulates more productive use 

of assets and investment; and both in industry and agriculture, the most 

appropriate decisions flow from entrepreneurs competing with each other and 

facing international competition. 

However, it must be recognized that the state too has a positive role; it 

must perform its traditional functions and provide economic and social 

infrastructure- power, communications, irrigation, education, health facilities 

and the like -, as also an adequate institutional framework conducive to the 

inflow of foreign investment and technology and promotion of growth. The East 

Asian economies' experience bears out that the state, particularly in South Korea, 

Taiwan, Singapore and Japan, played a significant role in growth. Developing 

economies must learn to maintain fiscal discipline; keep budgetary deficits within 

manageable limits so that they can be financed in a non -inflationary manner; 

and try to get their fundamentals right- controlled inflation, manageable external 

debt and generally stable exchange rates. 

The Government of India, in formulating the fiscal policy, has not ignored 

the distribution aspect. It is now obvious that growth in G D P itself is not 

enough; conscious effort is necessary to ensure that the benefits of development 

percolate to the poorest sections of society. The Government's poverty alleviation 
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programmes and public distribution system, despite shortcomings in 

implementation, are steps in the right direction. Provision for social welfare 

schemes and social security to the people at large- indeed all transfer payments 

-can only take place if the state has sufficient revenues, and incomes and savings 

can be buoyant only if there is economic growth. Hence, growth and equity have 

to be pursued together as goals of fiscal and economic policy. 

The maintenance of internal stability, which implies price - stability and 

a high level of employment, postulates an adequate level Of aggregate demand, 

which depends upon the level of expenditure and receipts. Aggregate demand 

should be adequate to provide the purchasing power for the goods produced by 

a fully employed economy and should expand with economic growth. If there 

is excess of aggregate demand, there would be inflation; and if there is deficiency 

in demand, output would be less than the potential, with inadequate utilization 

of capacity. 

Growth postulates capital formation, and budgetary policy has to ensure 

release of resources needed for development by curbing consumption through 

taxation or borrowings. Growth is stimulated by inflow of foreign direct investment 

and modern technology. Budgetary policy must needs create the right investment 

climate and provide incentives for the inflow of such capital for development. 

The system and level of corporate taxation should be such that it provided scope 

and incentives for corporate savings and transfer to reserves for ploughing back 

for industrial expansion. In India, taxes on corporate and personal incomes need 

to be reduced further in line with the world trend, so as to maintain a healthy 

investment climate, conducive to capital formation and inflow of foreign investment 

capital with modern technology. 

It is seen from Harrod- Damar growth model that g or the growth rate is 

equal to s/v that is the savings rate divided by the incremental capital output 

ratio (I C 0 R). It follows that growth can be stimulated in the economy either 
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by increasing savings rate or by reducing I C 0 R, or by effecting a combination 

of the two. Both macro -economic and micro-economic measures are necessary 

to effectuate an increase in the growth rate. The ratio of savings to G D P has 

declined from 23.7 per cent in 1990- 91 to 21.4 per cent in 1993- 94. The economy 

can achieve higher growth rate of 7 per cent or more provided the savings rate 

can be increased to above 26 per cent, foreign aid is available at about 2 per cent 

and I C 0 R is maintained at 4:1 or brought down further to 3.5:1. The savings 

rate in 1994 - 95 has increased to 24.4 per cent of G D P. 

I C 0 R can be reduced below 4:1 in the nineties inter alia through (a) 

efficient allocation and utilization of resources according to pre - determined 

priorities; pragmatic budgeting, efficient implementation and effective monitoring; 

decentralization and implementation of projects in rural areas by panchayats; (b) 

optimization of productivity of existing capital stock and labour; (c) improvement 

in quality of public expenditure and curtailment of current and non - plan 

expenditure and non productive investment; (d) modernization and technological 

upgradation of plants; (e) increase in agricultural productivity and extension of 

Green Revolution to backward states. 

The dominant considerations in effecting tax reforms in the East Asian 

economies have been those of economic growth and international competitiveness. 

Since these economies relied considerably on external linkages, they almost 

engaged in 'tax competition' and introduced tax reforms to maintain international 

competitiveness in this field. The lesson is clear. Developing countries must 

adopt levels of taxation which compare evenly if not favourably with the tax 

rates in other developing countries who are vying with each other to attract 

foreign direct investment. The tax system must not only stimulate resource 

mobilization, but also create an investment climate that is conducive to economic 

growth on a sustained basis with low levels of inflation. 

It is remarkable that private savings in India are in alignment with those 
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in East Asian economies, but while public savings here have decelerated to 

about one per cent, those in the East Asian countries vary between 7 and 18 per 

cent. Increase in public savings and reduction in fiscal deficit have become 

imperative to sustain public investment in infrastructure - economic and social 

- as also higher levels of private investment, ameliorate poverty, and emulate 

the East Asian economies in achieving high growth rates. 

Fiscal policy should place increasing emphasis upon human capital 

accumulation, that is, general skill levels of individuals which increases their 

productivity and also facilitates absorption of modern technology, which 

accompanies foreign direct investment and is an engine of growth. The spectacular 

growth of the East Asian economies has shown that primary and secondary 

education is by far the largest single contributor to the H P A E's growth rates. 

Within the overall budgetary allocation for education, it is a public policy 

decision whether funds are to be allocated more for primary and secondary 

education or for higher education; and even in respect of the latter, choice exists 

with regard to the flow of resources to engineering and technology or liberal arts 

and humanities. Fiscal policy has an important role to play in determining not 

only the overall volume of funds, but also in channelizing these funds in the 

manner best calculated to maximize human capital accumulation and development. 

Fiscal policy has an important role in achieving the objective of maintenance 

of technological excellence and competitive capacity; There should be rational 

allocation of budgetary funds between military research and industrial and 

scientific research. Deductions from taxable income should be permitted for tax 

purposes in respect of expenditure, including capital outlay on machines, for 

industrial and scientific research. Adequate funds and incentives for import of 

state-of-the-art technology and for upgradation and modernization of machines 

should be improved. Fiscal policy should encourage import of technology and 

inflow of foreign capital required for developing export industries so as to stimulate 
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exports, as in the East Asian countries. 

Infrastructure is fundamental to growth. The availability of power, coal 

transport, communication et al must always remain way ahead of the progressive 

demands of growing industry. The World Bank rightly describes infrastructure 

as representing, if not the 'engine', then the 'wheels' of economic activity. 

Infrastructure and growth are linked both ways : growth depends upon 

infrastructure and infrastructure depends upon resources generated by growth. 

Fiscal policy has an important role to play in the development of infrastructure. 

Besides providing incentives like tax holidays, capital subsides et al, Government 

may provide guaranteed return on capital employed to encourage foreign capital, 

as has been done by the Government of India, in certain cases, to invest in 

power projects. 

Allocative efficiency of resources increases if infrastructural services are 

efficiently delivered, which requires (a) commercial management, (b) competition 

and (c) shareholders and beneficiaries' active involvement. Privatization of existing 

power projects could reduce budgetary allocation (for losses) and deficit, and 

increase efficiency, output and profits. Infrastructure such as roads, transport, 

communication facilities et al developed by industry should be encouraged through 

investment allowances for tax purposes. 

Control of inflation is essential for equity and growth. Inflation is the most 

insidious form of taxation and its redistributive effects are inequitable and 

regressive. India must eschew deficit financing, and opt for balanced budgets. 

The cumulative inflation that has occurred during the last three decades has very 

considerably eroded the purchasing power of money and resulted in great human 

misery. The theory that mild inflation upto 5 per cent per annum aids development 

has lost its relevance, considering that the East Asian economies have developed 

rapidly while maintaining macro - economic stability. 
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The economies of East Asia, during the period 1960-90 achieved remarkably 

high sustained growth in G D P and per capita incomes on the basis of export-led 

growth and a manufacturing revolution. The remarkable feature of their 

development was that rapid growth was accompanied by increase in human 

welfare, life expectancy, education and housing, and decline in absolute levels of 

poverty. 

The East Asian experience has demonstrated the compatibility of growth 

and equity. The widely accepted theory of conflict between growth and equity 

-emphasized by eminent economists like W. Arthur Lewis and Nurkse- is no 

longer acceptable. The case of Taiwan, Thailand and other countries has 

conclusively proved that economic growth and equitable distribution are not 

only compatible but reinforce and strengthen each other. Shared growth is now 

a major objective of fiscal policy. The acceptance of the tenet that growth and 

equity have both to be pursued in tandem is almost irreversible; and modern 

fiscal policy has to enlarge its role and incorporate these developments. We 

have endeavoured to do so in this study. 

The eight East Asian economies (including Japan), had certain common 

characteristics which distinguished them from other developing economies and 

also accounted for the greater portion of their growth : (a) higher rates of growth 

of physical capital amounting to an average 20 per cent of G D P between 1960 

and 1990, accompanied by higher rates of domestic savings; (b) higher initial 

standards of human capital, which were further increased through education as 

also acquisition of technical skills; (c) higher rates of productivity growth through 

technological upgradation; (d) stimulated rate of increase of manufactured exports, 

with their share of World exports of manufactures increasing from 9 per cent in 

1965 to 21 per cent in 1990; (e) greater increase in production and productivity 

in agriculture. The East Asian economies achieved high rates of savings and 

investment and also an impressive level of tax collection. Incentives and fiscal 

policy played an important role both in actually stimulating capital formation, 
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and also in creating an environment conducive to inflow of foreign investment 

capital. 

The economies adopted low tax rates and varied tax policies to increase 

investment by increasing retained earnings of companies; Hongkong provided 

for a simple tax structure with low tax rates (presently 20 per cent maximum 

personal tax rate and 17.5 per cent corporate tax rate); Korea, Taiwan, Malaysia 

and Thailand provided complex tax structure, but with several tax incentives for 

promoting investment. Some of them facilitated investment by reducing its cost 

by adjusting tax, tariff, and exchange rate policies to hold down the relative 

price of capital goods. They allowed accelerated depreciation through investment, 

modernization and other capital allowances. 

To ensure maintenance of macro - economic stability and low inflation, 

fiscal policies avoided inflationary financing of budget deficits. Singapore and 

Taiwan ran sustained budget surpluses. Borrowing funded investment rather 

than consumption. East Asian governments cut expenditures and increased 

revenues in a growth - oriented framework, to attain low deficit targets. While 

Indonesia, Singapore and Thailand evolved balanced budget laws, Japan and 

Korea followed custom and practices in this regard. The contrast. with the 

budgetary position in India is all too evident. We have revenue deficit being 

financed by capital budget; borrowing is used to finance consumption year after 

year, leading to huge interest charges and further deficits. 

Since 1985, tax laws in Singapore permitted annual capital allowance of 

33.33 per cent of the capital expenditure incurred for a period of three years. This 

implied that the entire cost of plant and machinery was written off in this period. 

In Malaysia, an investment tax allowance of 60 per cent of the cost of qualifying 

capital expenditure was being given. 70 per cent of the statutory income could 

be utilized to set off the allowance, and the balance 30 per cent was subjected to 

company tax. Unutilized allowance was carried forward to subsequent years. 
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Reinvestment allowance for modernization was permitted. A company 

modernizing production facilities, diversifying into related products or expanding 

production capacity was given an allowance of 40 per cent of capital expenditure 

as deduction from income in Malaysia. 

East Asian economies attuned their fiscal and monetary policies so as to 

achieve low inflation and competitive exchange rates. They improvised low fiscal 

deficits, positive real interest rates, high quality of fiscal adjustment and 

undervalued currencies. They liberalized exchange rate policies and devalued 

their currency from time to time to promote exports. Rapid total factor productivity 

growth was stimulated through greater access to technology obtained through 

manufactured exports, particularly in Japan, South Korea and Taiwan. Fiscal and 

monetary incentives in the form of subsidies and credits were provided to boost 

exports. They also provided high and variable protection to domestic industries, 

while liberalizing trade and reducing tariffs. 

State intervention differed from country to country and with varying degree 

of success. It was most marked in South Korea and Singapore, and least in Hong 

Kong. Such intervention was largely successful in regard to directed credit and 

aggressive export promotion through subsidies, favoured access to foreign 

borrowing and foreign exchange. The emphasis on securing foreign markets 

imposed strong discipline on industries and encouraged efficiency. However, 

state intervention in regard to promotion of specific industries did not generally 

succeed (heavy chemicals industry in South Korea to wit). Most economies 

encouraged domestic and international competition - which increased efficiency 

-and kept their markets open. The regimes on the whole were 'market- friendly' 

and encouraged the private sector to perform and grow. 

Fiscal Policy Reforms in India 

There was a structural fiscal deficiency in India in that the capital budget 

financed part of the revenue budget; and an increasing portion of borrowed 
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funds was being used for meeting current expenditure which did not generate 

income. Fiscal deficits ranged between 5 to 8 per cent, while internal and external 

indebtedness had reached 67.7 per cent of G D P (1994- 95 BE). Revenues were 

buoyant. They increased from Rs.57,576 crores in 1990 - 91 to Rs.1,03,762 crores 

in 1995 - 96 (BE). But the enormous increase of Rs.46,186 crores was absorbed to 

the extent of Rs.30,529 crores by increase in interest. The total increase in 

expenditure amounted to Rs.47,453 crores. The White Paper on the Economy stated 

that while the Centre's tax revenue increased by about 17 per cent per annum 

on average basis, its revenue expenditure increased by 18.4 per cent annually 

during the eighties. 

The Government was making efforts to reduce or contain non - plan 

expenditure particularly subsidies, defence and administrative and other 

expenditure, but practical difficulties and resistance from farmers were being 

experienced. Effective utilization of money was important. It should be ensured 

that money reached target groups. 

A pragmatic fiscal policy is one in which all the elements comprising the 

budget including deficits are consistent with the macro - economic objectives of 

controlling inflation,securing allocative efficiency, providing incentives for private 

and foreign investment and growth, promoting equity and social justice, and 

maintaining external sector viability and international credibility. 

India should eschew deficit financing and opt for balanced budgets on 

account of the following factors : (1) The vicious circle of high interest charges, 

deficits and borrowings has to be broken. (2) Revenue account deficit needs to 

be converted into surplus and compression of government expenditure is 

imperative. (3) Fiscal deficit has to be brought down to between 2 to 3 per cent 

of G D P. (4) Despite favourable monsoons for several years, inflation ranges 

between 5 to 10 per cent which needs to be checked. (5) The vast accumulation 

of internal and external debt needs to be scaled down. The present levels of 
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accumulated debt are unsustainable and would lead to a debt trap. 

On the basis of experience in India, East Asian economies and other 

developing countries, certain norms for fiscal policy have been evolved. 

(1) Budgets should be framed within a broad disciplinary macro-economic 

framework on the basis of perspective fiscal planning, and expenditure and 

outlays should be in accordance with the broad economic and social goals of the 

government. Fiscal deficits should be within 2 to 3 per cent of G D P; and if 

inflation is utilized as a tool for promoting growth, inflation should not exceed 

3 to 5 per cent per annum. Fiscal control and discipline should cover not only 

the Centre's own budgeting, but should also extend to public enterprises and 

the States. 

(2) Current account should always have a surplus, which could be utilized 

for meeting part of the capital budget. 

(3) Fiscal deficits should be limited to amounts which can be financed 

without (a) inflationary growth of money supply and (b) inordinate increase in 

domestic and external borrowings, leading to high indebtedness and interest 

charges and current account (B 0 P) deficits. 

(4) Quality of fiscal adjustment is as important as quantity thereof in 

controlling fiscal deficits. Quality of fiscal adjustment implies that in order to cut 

deficits, public savings through cut in expenditure and increase in revenues 

should take place. Deficits should not be reduced by cutting outlays on investment, 

infrastructure and social expenditure, as was done during the first two years of 

Indian reforms programme. Such cuts were restored in subsequent budgets. 

(5) The budgetary exercises should cover five-year periods and fiscal deficits 

and their mode of financing chalked out. Thus the borrowings programme would 

have to be framed on a five-year perspective basis. Borrowings, should not be 

utilized for consumption, as the debt then becomes dead weight and amortization 
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and interest payment present great difficulty. Borrowings, both domestic and 

foreign, should have viability. Returns on investment out of borrowings should 

cover interest and amortization of debt. 

(6) Maintenance of healthy investment climate and incentives for capital 

formation in private sector and conducive to inflow of foreign capital and 

technology are crucial to growth. Rapid export growth and outward orientation 

and globalization of the economy are imperative. 

(7) Flexibility of economy and flexibility in policies, as also eternal vigilance 

against the possibility of exogenous shocks are vital. Concessional aid during 

crisis has a catalytic effect; aid giving agencies should realize this. 

(8) Exultation, reckless spending and imports should be avoided during 

favourable conditions. Sick public enterprises cannot be indefinitely financed 

out of the budget. Proceeds of privatization should be utilized not for reducing 

current account or budgetary deficits but to reduce accumulated debts. 

(9) An I M F Study of 101 developing economies, as also The East Asian 

Miracle, have shown that growth and measures for macro-economic stability are 

positively related. Hence the two aspects should be integrated in the budget. 

(10) As the East Asian economies have shown, growth is possible with greater 

equality in income distribution. This needs to be incorporated in fiscal policy. 

(11) Increase in public savings and reduction in fiscal deficit is imperative 

to (a) sustain investment by public sector in infrastructure and higher levels of 

private investment; (b) maintain public investment in education, health, housing 

and other social infrastructure to reduce poverty; (c) reduce aggregate demand 

and inflationary potential and (d) obviate eventual imbalances in external sector. 

(12) Severe monetary restraint is not a remedy for fiscal indiscipline. It 

leads to financial crunch for industry and high interest rates, consequent upon 

which industrial production and growth may be adversely affected. 
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Incentives constitute an important instrument of fiscal policy.· Certain 

incentives like investment allowance, modernization allowance and backward 

areas tax rebate are necessary in that they stimulate industrial _and regional 

growth and induction of state-of-the-art technology; yet in general, incentives 

should have a limited role in the fiscal policy framework, and low nominal basic 

tax rates and a broad base are preferable to too many incentives spread over the 

tax system. Transparency and accountability should characterize incentives. 

Internal and external debt of the Central Government exceeded Rs. 6,15,000 

crores in 1994-95 (BE). While external debt as percentage of G D P is on the 

decline as a result of reforms programme, the domestic debt position is 

unsustainable and may lead to an internal debt trap. In India, the current account 

has a· deficit financed by the capital account; interest in 1995-96 (BE) absorbs 

more than 50 per cent of revenues; there is a vicious circle operating: high interest 

charges, large deficits, heavy borrowings leading to further annual increase in 

interest and deficits. This circle has to be broken basically by reducing fiscal 

deficit and borrowings. 

Accumulated debt needs to be reduced in India so that interest charges are 

reduced. (1) 80 per cent of total additional interest payment toR B I on treasury 

bills should come back as additional dividend by R B I to Government. (2) 

Proceeds of sale of P S U shares should be utilized for reduction in debt. 

Privatization of certain saleable loss-making concerns should also be undertaken 

to reduce debts and deficits.(3) The Government holds vast amount of real estate 

including land; part sale thereof upto say Rs. 5000 crores a year would help in 

reducing indebtedness. (4) Smuggled gold forfeited may also be sold and proceeds 

utilized for reducing debts and interest charges, and moneys saved could be 

used for increasing social welfare and building infrastructure for growth. 

The macroeconomic crisis in 1991 occurred principally due to four factors: 

(1) fiscal imbalances; (2) expenditure grew faster than revenues and part of 
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borrowings were used for consumption; (3) adequate return flow of funds to the 

budget from capital expenditure by the government and money made available 

to public enterprises did not take place; and (4) increasing interest charges occurred. 

If the current trend of high fiscal deficits was not reversed, Indian public debt 

would become unsustainable. Besides, money creation beyond prudent limits 

resulted in inflation; large foreign borrowings caused excessive indebtedness, 

current account deficits were caused by reduced exports and high level of imports 

leading to loss of foreign reserves. 

The objectives of the Government's macroeconorpic reforms programme 

have been to dismantle the extensive network of controls and increase the role 

of the private sector; adopt outward-oriented trade policies, open up the economy 

to trade and foreign investment and impart a thrust to global integration; restrict 

government intervention and activities to sectors in which the private sector was 

not prone to operate; and effectuate liberalization of the financial sector. 

The Government achieved spectacular success in its short-term crisis 

management and macro-economic stabilization programme. Inflation was reduced 

from 17 per cent in June 1991 to about 7 per cent in December 1995; foreign 

exchange reserves increased from $ 1.2 billion in June 1991 to $ 18 billion in the 

same period; exports increased by about 20 per cent in U.S. dollar terms in 

1993-94 and the tempo of increase had been subsequently maintained. Devaluation 

in mid-1991 had proved to be a success. Foreign investment inflow amounted to 

about $ 4 billion in 1993-94, signifying restoration of international confidence. 

During the last four years,considerable fiscal adjustment had taken place. 

The fiscal deficit had been brought down from 8.4 per cent of G D P in 

1990-91 to 5.5 per cent in the 1995-96 Budget, but much more needed to be done. 

The persistence of high fiscal deficits was a major threat to macro-economic 

stability. A further reduction of fiscal deficit by 2 percentage points to 3.5 per 

cent of G D Pis necessary for the realization of the Government's objective of 
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achieving growth of 7-8 per cent of G D P per annum with inflation at about 5 

per cent. 

Despite a slowdown in growth during 1991-92 (G D P increase 1.1 per cent) 

and 1992-93 (5.3 per cent), there had been a remarkable revival in G D P and 

industrial production was buoyant averaging over 10 per cent in the first three 

quarters of 1995-96, which portended an increase in G D P. Employment was 

expected to increase by about 8 million in 1995-96 as against 3 million in 

1991-92. 

The weaknesses of the reforms programme may be indicated. Quality of 

fiscal adjustment was not satisfactory as cut in fiscal deficit in the first two years 

(1991-93) of Reforms had been effected by reducing development expenditure 

including expenditure on social and economic infrastructure. Duriiig the three 

subsequent budgets, however, the cut in expenditure on social welfare programmes 

had been restored. Despite buoyant revenues, fiscal deficit due to high interest 

charges, subsidies, funds for public enterprises, defence and general expenditure 

was high, although subsidies had been partly reduced subsequent to devaluation. 

Non-plan expenditure and on populist schemes continued to be high, although 

increase in such expenditure in an election year (1996), was perhaps inev:itable. 

Infrastructural shortages were developing. 

Progress in the field of privatization, as also autonomy and restructuring 

of public sector undertakings, and their regeneration for industry needed a thrust. 

However, a National Renewal Fund for displaced labour had been set up. The 

private sector was facing problems in adjusting to the new economic environment 

due to increasing competition by foreign firms and reduced protection, depressed 

stock market and liquidity crunch due to a restrictive anti-inflationary monetary 

policy and high interest rates. 

The forecasts for the economy in 1995-96 were: growth in G D P 6.2 per 

cent; industrial production 10 per cent; inflation around 8 per cent; increase in 
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exports and imports 20 per cent and 25 per cent respectively, with deficit on 

current account exceeding 1.5 per cent of G D P; employment was likely to 

increase by 8 million; foreign investment inflow, which was 4.9 billion US $ in 

1994-95 may be lower due to depressed stock market (affecting portfolio 

investment), political uncertainty and slowing down of macro-economic reforms. 

Fiscal deficit targeted at 5.5 per cent may actually turn out to be 6 per cent, 

which was on the higher side. 

The key to the success of the structural adjustment programme was control 

of fiscal deficit, both at the Central and State levels. If the Central Government 

was able to effectuate a substantial reduction in fiscal deficit, it would be able 

to achieve price stability and enter a higher trajectory of sustained growth in a . 

favourable macroeconomic environment. But the authorities must realize that 

monetary restraint was no substitute for lack of fiscal discipline. 

Reform of Direct Taxation 

The present scholar would advocate two new canons for stimulating growth 

in developing countries: (1) A certain percentage of incremental revenues every 

year should be utilized for reduction in taxes. Japan applied this principle during 

1960-69 and achieved excellent growth. This was one of the principal contributory 

factors. (2) In developing countries, tax rebate (lower taxes) should be improvized 

for undistributed corporate incomes which are transferred to reserves and 

ploughed back into business. This would increase the incremental savings ratio 

of corporations and provide nucleus capital for industrial growth (vide C N C 

Super Multiplier, Section 7.6). 

The triple benefit of low taxes has now become evident. The era of high 

taxes was over and taxes were being cut and simplified the world over. Lower 

taxes increased revenues due to stimulated activity, increased productivity and 

incomes; and cutting of costs by businessmen to maximize earnings. Since 

revenues increased with lower taxes, and G D P rose, there was triple benefit; (a) 
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taxpayers were responsively happy, (b) government revenues acquired buoyancy 

and (c) momentum of growth was accelerated. No finance minister could afford 

to ignore this triple benefit formula, at least not in the present fiscal world 

environment. 

Empirical evidence shows that while the maximum marginal rate of personal 

tax in India was reduced from 56 per cent in assessment year 1990-91 to 40 per 

cent in 1995-96, the buoyancy in tax revenues, which was 1.1 for the period 1986-

87 to 1990-91, increased to 1.5 in 1995-96 (B.E.). Similarly, in the case of corporate 

tax, with reduction in effective tax from 57.5 per cent for certain domestic 

companies to 46 per cent for all companies in this period, the buoyancy increased 

from 0.8 to 1.7. This vindicates the strategy advocated by the present scholar in 

1991-92 (Kothari 1992 0 U P). 

The maximum tax rate needs to be reduced. We have suggested that the 

maximum rate of income tax should be brought down to 30 per cent and the 

progression should be smooth and even at all levels of income. Such rate should 

be applicable above Rs. 2 lakhs instead of Rs. 1.20 lakhs of income as at present. 

It would bring the system more in alignment with tax levels in other developing 

countries. After reduction in tax rate, a disclosure scheme may be formulated. 

Wealth tax on companies and gift tax needed to be withdrawn. Expenditure tax 

was an unmitigated failure. Estate duty had been withdrawn earlier. 

Discrimination between foreign and Indian investors in regard to taxation 

of long-term capital gains has no justification. There should be only two rates 

for long-term capital gains: 10 per cent for individuals and 20 per cent for 

companies, while short-term capital gains may be taxed like normal income. 

Income from Units, dividend and bank interest may be taxed at one-half the 

normal tax rates for all categories of tax payers; and surcharge for companies in 

respect of capital gains withdrawn. 

Fiscal administration should be rationalized and improved by resolving 
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principal problems facing the tax administration. Tax system should be compatible 

with the country's international position and level of taxation comparable with 

developing countries. Various suggestions for improving the tax structure have 

been made: (a) stability in tax structure; (b) transparency and openness; (c) 

developing trust and faith in assessee, protecting his rights and issuing refunds 

and rectification orders regarding appeals expeditiously; (d) development and 

adaptation of technology; (e)instituting a Tax Research Bureau for examining 

suggestions; (f) proper constitution of the Advisory Committee; (g) provision of 

a system of Appeals; (h) National Court of Direct Taxes not being necessary; (i) 

widening of tax base and efficient implementation of presumptive scheme of 

taxation; (j) conforming to Principle of Equality of burden based on ability to 

pay; and (k) other suggestions for improving t~x laws and administration. Tax 

arrears could be reduced through compromises across the table as in the case 

of Bank's N.P.A.s. Rationalized scheme should be formulated and implemented. 

Chelliah Committee had presented a pragmatic report and had closely 

followed the World Bank tax model; implementation of its suggestions should 

improve policy outcomes in India. There is a limit to collective savings; and if 

taxes are taken to levels which are confiscatory, people avoid payment and high 

evasion occurs. The modern trend is towards low taxes. 

Despite rationalization and lowering of taxes, corporate taxes are still out 

of alignment with taxes prevailing in 0 E CD and East Asian economies. The 

latter are also vying with others for attracting foreign investment capital and 

sophisticated technology. The corporate tax rate in India should be determined 

between 30 ~d 35 per cent, particularly as we now have the classical system 

of taxation and shareholders do not receive credit for tax paid by the company 

as in the U.K. under the imputation system. The surcharge on corporate tax 

should be removed. For small companies with profits upto Rs. 5 lakhs, taxes 

should be even lower, say 25 per cent. 

Corporate tax cut promotes investment. Taking into account the concept 
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and theory of C N C Super - Multiplier, reduction in corporate taxation has a 

multifold effect upon capital formation in the industrial sector. With the integrated 

effects of (1) C N C Super-Multiplier (2) Multiplier and (3) Accelerator, corporate 

tax cut of Rs. 100 crores may lead to additional investment in physical capital 

assets of about Rs. 675 crores, and additional revenue from excise and corporate 

taxes of about Rs. 108 crores. 

Lower taxes result in higher revenue. The buoyancy in corporate taxes 

perceived in the Union Budget Estimates for 1995 - 96 bears out that a decline 

in corporate taxes has a stimulating effect upon work, production, incomes and 

corporate profits, leading to increasing revenues. Cost consciousness also increases, 

while tendency to avoidance is reduced. Cumulatively, it results in buoyancy in 

revenues. 

Reform of Indirect Taxation 

Indirect taxes provide 72 per cent of the revenues of the Centre and about 

. 91 per cent of the revenues of the States. Indirect taxes yield the greater portion 

of taxes in developing countries; as per capita income rises, income tax and 

other direct taxes become increasingly important. In developed countries, direct 

taxes yield the major portion of taxes, while the contribution of customs and 

excise duties is proportionately less. 

The ratio of taxation toG D P is about 15.5 per cent in India (1994- 95) as 

compared to 29 per cent in USA and 38 per cent in UK (1983); this is largely due 

to agricultural incomes not being taxed, avoidance and evasion being rampant, 

and State taxes like land revenue being neither elastic nor progressive. The tax 

base is restricted, given the low incomes of large sections of the population. 

Besides there are numerous exemptions and deductions. There is need to rationalize 

the law and widen the tax base to augment revenues. 

While MODVAT should be extended to· areas not covered, the ultimate 

objective should be to move to a full-fledged value added tax ( V A T) system. 
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Allocation of tax powers between the Centre and the States would have to be 

amended by constitutional amendment, with the consent of the states. Meanwhile, 

VAT principles should be incorporated in the present excise- cum- MODVAT 

system as far as practicable. Tax base should be widened, by including many 

currently exempted goods and some services. Certain service sectors such as 

share brokerage, telephone charges and insurance have already been covered. 

Excise duties should be levied on ad valorem as distinguished from specific 

basis, so as to impart revenue elasticity to the tax structure through inbuilt 

mechanism. Where specific rates are continued, there should be inflation indexing 

of such rates. All commodity - specific and user - specific exemptions should be 

abolished. 

Revenue productivity of the tax system is vital. While reducing customs 

duties, the revenue productivity aspect of the tax system should be kept in view. 

End-use specific exemptions should be eliminated, as also exemption from 

countervailing duty. The Government proposes to put most consumer goods on 

tariff- cum- O.G.L. import regime, and to rationalize customs and import policies 

for them. 

In order to achieve globalization of the economy and increase the volume 

of foreign trade, customs duties on imports should be further reduced from 

about 50 per cent to 25 per cent. This would also induce Indian industry to 

illcrease efficiency, quality of production and competitiveness. Developing countries 
l 

have already reduced their duty rates to 10 to 20 per cent for most commodities 

(except consumer goods). 

Prompt action should be taken by the Government to counteract dumping. 

East Asian economies liberalized import duties, but provided protection to their 

developing industries on a discriminating basis to ensure their existence and 

well-being. Foreign exchange should be utilized for import of commodities of 

mass consumption which are in short supply like sugar, pulses, cotton, fertilizers, 
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oil et al with a low level of import duties, so as to maintain vital supplies and 

contain inflationary rise in prices. 

Elitist consumption through excessive imports at low import duties (in 

C K D or other condition) of large automobiles, colour T Vs and V C Rs and low

technology items, should not be encouraged. Besides rendering reforms unpopular, 

such import also leads to unnecessary wastage of foreign exchange, which could 

be channelized for repayment of external debt - particularly high interest 

commercial debt. Effect of lower import duties on marginal industries is 

considerable.· While reducing import duties, The Government must take into 

consideration the fact that liberalized imports may lead to closure of many marginal 

domestic industries or their takeover by foreign international companies. This 

has already happened in certain cases. Hence caution is necessary. 

Sales tax has become a controversial subject. Uniform rates of taxation 

should be prescribed by all the States. Sales tax should be a single point levy 

charged at the final stage of sale to the consumer. Inter-State sales tax should be 

abolished. If a comprehensive national VAT is improvised, sales tax should be 

replaced by V A T. Until such time this is rendered possible, some more 

commodities as recommended by Tripathi Committee should be included in the 

list of items for replacement of sales tax by additional excise duty. Sales tax on 

raw materials and intermediate goods should be avoided, as it leads to cascading 

effect, and reduces competitiveness in export markets. Sales tax laws should be 

rationalized, rates made more reasonable and administration tightened up. As in 

the case of Central taxes, these measures would boost revenues due to greater 

turnover and reduced evasion and avoidance. 

We have endeavoured to show that the modern fiscal policy in developing 
l· 

countries must transcend its traditional functions and mores and needs to be so,,' 

formulated as to effectively contribute to the attainment of the various 

prerequisities of sustained growth. Properly designed and effectively implemented, 

fiscal policy can deliver the goods. 
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